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MESSAGE FROH THE CHIEF ENGINEER 

These liaison letters are intended to pass on 
news of activities to other units as well as to sappers 
serving out of Corps. For some, the news may be old when 
read, but for many people the letters will be a more 
authoritative report of recent events. 

The editorial policy is that we will print 
virtually anything that isn't (too) insubordinate, obscene 
(by sapper standards) or a breach of security. We want 
the letter to contain engineer family news, as well as 
including useful practical hints from recent experiences. 
The letter is being produced by the staff at SME. 
Contributions may be posted there at any time - the sooner 
they are written after an event, the easier they are to 
write. The aim is to publish a letter quarterly (more or 
less). Please note that photographs cannot be reproduced 
from prints - the negative is needed. 

From my visits to units I am convinced that there 
is a real need for more close liaison on the minor details 
of events that are going on in the Corps. I hope that 
every unit will make sure their section is well filled every 
three months. 



• 
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CHAPTER 

CHIEF ENGINEER BRAN'::H ARJ>IY GENERAL STAFF 

Appointments 

101 • The following are the current appointments as at 
1 Jan 75. 

Chief Engineer 
SORE II 
Clerk 

Engineer Headquarters 

102. HQ Force Engineer is part 
Command, located at Fort Cautley. 
control all RNZE works activities 
to supervise RNZE training. 

Engineer Staffs 

Lt Col RK Rutherford 
Eaj Jl'l Kiff 
';/OI HK Wawatai 

of HQ Field Force 
Its function is to 

within Field Force, and 

1 03. There are currently t1vo engineer staff cells, 
The Chief Engineer and staff provide technical advice to 
the Chief of the General Staff and co-ordinate Corps aspects 
of manning and equipment matters, HQ LSG has an engineer 
staff cell headed by an SORE 1 • 

Engineer Units 

104. In addition to the School of fllilitary Engineering 
there are now three types of engineer units in the NZ Army, 
namely 

a. Four Field Squadrons 

b. One Support Squadron 

c. Three works teams. 

Field Squadrons 

105. The field squadrons include field engineers and 
construction tradesmen. They are organised and equipped to 
support brigade groups or LSG units as well as carry ou~ 
construction tasks in New Zealand and overseas. The f1eld 
squadrons are as follows: 

a. 

b. 

1 Field Squadron at Papakura. Camp under 
command 1 Bde. The OC is ~ajor DA Cormack 
and the SSJ.r is \WI CB Chapman. 

2 Field Squadron at Linton Camp under command 
LSG. The OC is Major SD Jameson and the SSM 
is WOI BE Jllalloch 

/c. 3 Field 





c. 

d. 
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3 Field Squadron at Riccarton Road und 
command 3 Bd~ • The OC is Haj or RA La!~ bourn 
~d the SSI1 l.S won MA Oliver. 3 F" ld T 
l.S located at Dunedin. l.e roop 

6 Field Squadron at Pattie Street 
command LSG. The OC is Major PH 
and the SSr1 is WOn HJ Gallagher. 
squadron has no works role. 

under 
Skogstad 

The 

Support Squadron 

106. 5 Support Squadron has been organised to operate 
and maintain engineer plant and specialised equipment either 
on th~ir own projects or in support of field squadrons. The 
unit l.S located at Linton under command LSG. The oc is 
Major HMJ Shorter and the SS~t is WOn CE Corney. 

Works Teams 

107. SIDall teams of specialists have been attached to 
the field squadrons at Papakura, Linton and Burnham to assist 
with the technical aspects of works projects. 

School of Military Engineering 

108. The School of Military Engineering at Linton Camp 
is the largest sapper unit of Home Command. It continues 
with its primary function of running courses on military 
engineering matters whilst also carrying out demonstrations, 
trials and special projects when needed. The OC is JITajor 
CR Parker and the SSM is WOI WGW Williams. Courses available 
are listed in NZ P45. 

4pprentice Wing RF Cadets 

109. Apprentices in the RF Cadets continue to receive 
their initial introduction to life in the Corps, and life as 
tradesmen as part of B Coy RF Cadets. Many cadets are 
well on their way to Trade Certificate by the time they leave 
the Wing. The current aim is for a house or similar project 
to be completed each year at wa~ou~, wi~h further hou~e 
projects for continuation trainl.ng 1.n un1.ts. The sen1or 
RNZE instructor at the wing is Ssgt EW Bruce. 

Honours and Awards 

11 o. Congratulations to Lt Col Ro~ Dickie for ~e~ng 
made by Her Majesty the Queen an Off1cer of the ~lil1.tary 
Division of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire 
(OBE). This award was announced in the New Year Honours 
Jan 2 1975. 

"Today it costs as much to amuse a child 
as it did to educate its father." 
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CHAPTER 2 

FIELD FORCE HEADQUARTERS 

SECTION ONE 

HQ FORCE ENGINEER 

Appointments 

201 • The following are the current appointments as at 
1 Jan 75. 

Postings 

Force Engineer 
SORE 2 
SORE 3 Wks 
SORE 3 Ops/Trg 

Lt Col R.K.Rutherford 
~1aj T .D .Broad bent 
Capt G.R.Jason-Smith 
Lt & QM R.B.Luscombe 

202. The following recent postings are advised. 

a • .Qlll. 

Maj D.J. O'Brien to X list pending his 
attending Staff College 
at Queenscliffe ~ustralia 
in 1975 

b. In. 

Maj J.D.Broadbent to SORE 2 wef 7 Dec 74. 

c. Pending. 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Capt Jason-Smith to 1 Fd Sqn as 
3 Detachment comd on Atiu Harbour 
project 

Sgt Henson KA to 1 Wks Team in appt 
Asst Clk of Wks wef 27 Jan 75 

WOII Wills RO on return from Atiu 
project Jan 75 to Clk of Wks at HQ 
Engrs 

sgt Smith NT from 3 Fd Sqn to appt 
Clk Tech at HQ Engrs wef 13 Jan 75. 

/Snippets 
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203. We wish Maj O'Brien and his family a happy and 
successful year in Australia 

Congratulations go to r-Iaj Broadbent on his having 
passed his staff college course. 

It is hoped that Sgt Keith Henson who at last lays 
down the pen and takes up the hammer finds as 
much satisfaction in the trade as he remembers it 
of old. 

What do you do for a young Sapper who on ringing 
his ~ at work asks for her by her maiden name? 

Good Wishes 

204. The staff at HQ Force Engrs wish all members of 
the crorps and their families a happy, successful and rewarding 
1975. 

"An expert doesn't necessarily know nore than you 
do but he has it better organized and he uses 
slides." 
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SECTION T'l/0 

HQ LSG 

205. The following are the current appointments as 
at 1 Jan 75 .. 

SORE 1 
3 

Clk of Wks 

Publication Material 

206. None received. 

Lt Col R.A.Davidson 
f-Taj R.T. Bennett 
WOII T-!TOT Nepia 

After the workshop speaker had finished, 
a woman approached him and said, "You 
were much better than the speaker we had 
last summer. He spoke for one hour and 
said nothing." 
"Thank you" the speaker replied. 
"Yes," she continued, " and you did it 
in fifteen minutes." 

A Thought 
How about making one day in February your 
"Return Borrowed Items" day - someone will 
appreciate your thoughtfulness and sudden 
good memory!! 
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CHAPTER .l. 

1 FIELD SQN 

301. The following are the current .at 1 Jan 75. appointments as 

oc 
AO 
SSM 
Works Officer 
Works WO 
Cclk 
SQMS 

Publication Material 

302. None received. 

Maj 
Capt 
WOI 
Capt 
WOII 
Sgt 
Ssgt 

Unfair Extracts from Atiu SITREP 

DA Cormack 
BA Stewart 
CB Chapman 
KJ Woods 
IE Lamb 
GT Posselt 
RJ Huggins 

303. Egpt Serviceability. Concrete pump u/s. Case 310G 
Broken innerplates for idler wheel. Expect up to 
two weeks delay for spares. 

Clotheing. 0~. 

Pay. Some pers not receiving correct pay. 
Other Matters. Rain water holdings completely 
exhausted. 
Progress. Crushing stopped due to breakdown of 
main drive. 18000 gals of water stockpiled (!!!) 
Unserviceable Eget. Crusher with broken governor 
springs. Atlas opco compressor with broken fuel 
injector. 3.5 KVA Oman generator with burnt out 
armature. MF400 dozer with cracked main drive 
sprockets. Case 310G with cracked idler mounting 
brackets. No specific reasons for breakdowns. 

Rations. Low. 
Other Matters. Urgent med stores and parts 
required to repair crusher (sticking plaster? Ed) 
Egpt Serviceability. IHC dump truck with cracked 
front right hand cross member. 
Rations. Very low. 

Pay. This week. 

/Progress 

l 
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Pro~ress. Present pump capacity Wit inflo f t not keepinD pace w o wa er herfore (?) -~ 
progress on excavation. no appreciable 

Progress • No hurry for this 

Egpt Serviceabilitl• No new breakdowns. 
Stores. Boxing timber and wire reqd ASP 
Rations. Further delay in fresh 
shortages in Rarotonga rations due to 

~. Bag of mail left on trader last tri 
Has.now been located and forwarded by air~~ NZ 
(wh1ch way was it supposed to be going? Ed) 
Other Matters. Reasonable attnedance at Church 
Sunday. Attended function at Cosmopolitan club 
on Sat night. 

Stores. 4 x 2 timber may be on next ship to 
depart NZ after 30 Oct 74. 

Progress. No work at all on reef this period 
due to high seas (High ball?) 

Intentions. Continue excavaticn when sea condi
tions allow (low seas Ed) 
Norale. Rising (sea) 

Egpt Serviceability. HT Rectifier for radio set 
new cooling fan reqd. Other equipment being 
repaired as parst arrive. 
Rations. Becoming low again. 
Welfare. Beach party next weekend. 

Other Matters. Sgt Hunter returns from PARZQDY
QMYXXORROW after treatment for ear injury. 
Pay. This week - Yesterday 
Other Matters. Pineapples ripening. 17 Student 
teachers from Rarotonga on Atiu to study. (Who 
studied who?) Tentage starting to deteriorate 
and may need some replacem UXTS EEEEEEE some 
replacements. 
Intentions. Renovate old formwork timber to 
carry on with until new stocks arrive. 
Welfare. Morale high. Both fj_lm projectors BLR 
Other r.1atters. Hurricane warning given over local 
radio. 
Morale. High. Recreatj_onal activities v~r~ous 
welcome ceremonies for CE. Dance for tra1n1ng 
college teachers. Hangi Sat nj.ght. 
Other :rvratters. lvell over 6 inches rain in last 
four days. Tentage leaking badly. 

/From 

1 
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From 1 ~ S¥n. ~his unit stands on its ear 
every t1melie At1u radio squawks and cannot 
suggest a quicker method of supply~l 

Progress. Crushing slow. Seas breaking over 
sea wall continuously. Lost one complete day 
due to heavy rain. 

Morale. High. Hangi & Dance Sat 14 Dec. 
Formal dinner Christmas eve. 

Progress. Very little progress due to bad weather. 
Conditions. Coral even too ~1et to crush without 
clogging the screen 

:1-'Iorale. High. Recreational activities films 
and farewell Christmas parties. 
Other Matters. Awaiting confirmation of NARAT 
for C130 for change over of teams. 
Other Matters. Fire in Camp Night 8/9 Jan 75. 
Lost both bar and mess tentage. Lost most 
furniture from both tents. Formal report 
following. 
There was reported to have a great shortage of 
bras on Atiu and seemed a rather unusual example 
of discrimination against women. The problem 
was resolved (and it was discovered that it was 
not discrimination but rather interpretation), 
when it was uncovered that a native ~Torker had 
stored the boxes - which were labelled "A cup" 
"B cup" "C cup" - 'tTith the china cups and 
saucers. 

the Shoulder indicates there is "A chip on 
more wood higher up." 

RESTRICTED 
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CHAPTER 4 

2 FIELD sgp 

Appointments 

401. The following are the current appointments as 
at 1 Jan 75. 

oc Maj SD Jameson 
AO Capt TW Dench 
SSM WOI BE Malloch 
Works Offr Lt s Dickson 
Works WO WOI DH Roberts 
Stores WO WOII MG Small 
Cclk Sgt DW Mardle 
SQMS Ssgt JM Lock 

Works 

402o The sqn has had two major projects this year - one 
to complete and the other to get under way. These were: 

Training 

a. The comfletion o~ the RNZE Hemorial Church, 
St ~mrt~ns, at L~nton Camp. This task was 
commenced in 1972 and after many trials and 
tribulations wa s finally handed over to Linton 
Army Area on 3 Jul 74. Several problems were 
struck on this project (which was once again, 
one of refurbishing an old building) but a 
dash of perseverance a touch of ingenuity, the 
merest hint of fiddling the system (and a few 
words from the Padre to his "CO") we managed to 
win through. However, the hardwork and 
frustration were worth it and the Corps now 
has a worthy edifice in our home of sappers. 

b. The Linton Camp Garrison Club. This task was 
commenced in Jun 74 and is due for completion 
in Jun 76. A total of $70,000 has been allocated 
to the task but with rising costs it is likely 
to be higher in the final analysis. The 
completed complex will produce a games room 
(billiards, bowls, table tennis, darts etc) a 
TV lounge, a cafeteria, a restaurant, a dance 
floor and two bars. The project will produce 
a fine facility for the camp and is to be so 
well appointed that on completion the JRs may 
find the SNCOs and Officers trying to arrange 
a swap. 

403. With the emphasis swinging slightl y away from 
works to training, the unit has been able to get away from 

/Lint on 
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Linton a little more often th· 
to Argo Rd, that is) Du . ls year (without havine to go 
approximately half the s ~~ng the first week in November 
apprentices studying forqtra~~n (the remainder being either 
~pent an enjoyable week on th ~xams o: p~rsonnel on courses) 
l.n boats" • Unfortunately w! ~~~nul Rlver "muckin' abaht 
for some bent props we returned s 1 H owe Sf·!E a favour or two 

• owever, l'est la guerre. 
404. We took the as ult b 
raft upstream from iva :~ui a oats and. the new light tactical 
unrehearsed "assaults~on san~o~t 20 mlles and after several 
Parakino. The children fr ars on the way made camp at 
down one morning and now th~m t~~ local sch?ol were invited 
soldier and child proof Ho~!ve ea~ ~~ . sa1d to be both 
~~~a~hi~lbdoat foperators have now t~ken th~n~1!~;:r:~o~w~~ 

ren or a year or two. 

~~~~too;!~ f(?ll?wing week in November, thos e that hadn't 
1.ns1de and out) spent a week in the hills 

?ehin~ L~N on minor tactics - or as one weary soldier put 
1t- . chas1ng o~e's shadow" • The standard achieved on this 
~xercl.se w~s qUl te high and proved that we can foot it with 
he crnnchies ~ny day. After all as J11ontgomery (or Rommell 

or Som~one) sa1d "Everyone is basically an infantryman" _ it 
takes mtelligence and skill to make a sapper! 

Overseas Exercises/Tasks 

406. Atiu Harbour Project. 2 Fd Sqn has been fortunate 
e~ough.to ~ave s~ven personnel phased through this project 
s1nce 1ts 1ncept1on. The experience gained covers a wide 
range of trades, namely: plumber, plant op, electrician 
storeman and field engineer. We would like to take thi~ 
opportunity in wishing the third contingent all the best and 
a speedy conclusion to the task. 

407. Tropic Dat }~. The contingent commander for this 
exercise happenedoe the QC 2 Fd Sqn and just by "coinci
dence" the exercise had an engineer bias built into it. In 
the end a total of twenty-four 2 Fd Sqn pers went on the 
exercise which was very much one of contrasts. First of all 
the weather - the New Zealand phase (25 Nov - 4 Dec 74) which 
was once again carried out in the LEVIN area, had perfect 
weather and several members were sporting healthy suntans by 
the end of this phase. It is fortunate that the opportunity 
was taken because from the day we entereo. the bush in Fiji -
it poured. On the final exercise, the comment \ias made that 
instead of the orders reading "search and destroy the enemy etc" 
they should read "hold the high ground - that way he'll drown". 

408. The next contrast was in standards of accommodation 
during the exercise. Whilst the group c•n the minor tactics 
exercise were doing their best to keep their heads above 
water there was a group of lucky lads (led by Ssgt Arthur 
BURTON) who had their heads frequently under water - that is 
in the pool at the HIBISCUS HOTEL in NANDI. 

/409. The team 
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409. The team were required to check a set of t 1 
located at the base of the Nandi \'later Reservior f::ne s, 
unexplode~ bombs and safety in general. The t~els had 
beer; dug 1.nto the soapstone type strata by explosive means 
dur~ the Second World War and had only recently been 
red~scovered. The US Forces who had been the original 
tenants had used them as bomb storage shelters but the new 
owners had a more peaceful use in mind - the growing of 
mushrooms. Each tunnel was about 7ft tall 12ft wide and 
ranged from 35 to 110ft in length. The entrances had been 
sealed by the dropping of the ceiling just inside the mouth 
of the tunnel with an explosive charge. 

410. The task was completed in four days and seven tunnels 
were found to be re-usable with minimum :i.mprovements. No 
bombs were located. From the amount of perspiration that 
was pouring from one of the team after only one hour in the 
tunnels, they certainly earned the privilege of the hotel. 
In case you're still wondering "How come a hotel?" the hotel 
and the farm were owned by the same firm who "insisted" that 
since we were doing a job for them, they must repay the 
favour. Obviously we tried to turn this offer down (for all 
of half a second) - and concluded that we really didn't have 
a conscience about the matter anyway. I'm told the average 
bill for each of the team (six members) ;vas $F93 .00 for only 
five days so they obviously worked hard at something. 

411. The other task on TD19 with an engineer flavour was 
the closing in of the Queen Elizabeth Barracks Officers Mess 
Bar. This task was undertaken by Cpl Kevin HANSON, Lcpl 
Graham KINGSTON and spr Tim RAINA. Unfortunately, due to 
the non-availability of finishing timbers and the early 
RTNZ of TD19 (the aircraft was required elsewhere in a hurry) 
this job was only 80% complete when we left. However, a 
good working relationship was established between ourselves 
and WOII Laurie BAILEY (who controls and runs the Trade 
Training School at QEB) and WOII BIL'VAKA~ALm!A (an. ex 1Fd 
Sqn trainee who now controls the QEB Eng:Lneer Sect~on) at;d 
they have undertaken to complete the task when the mater~als 
arrive. 

412 Due to the early RTNZ, those people on the first 
fli~ht home did not get much of an opportunity.to ~aste the 
night life and duty free shopping. However, JUd~~ng by 
the number of sore heads, empty wallets, and bulg~ng 
suitcases, this was certainly balanc~d out by ~he second 
fl. ht I think everyone had an enJoyable tr~p and not 
to~gma~y would turn down the chance of a return match. 

/Postings 

"In these times of r~s~ng prices, about the 
only thing you can put away for a rainy day 
is an umbrella." 
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Postings and Promotions 

413o The fo~~owing are the recent postings and promotions 
for 2 Fd Sqn. 

a. Posted In. 

Ex 3 Fd Sqn 
Ex SME 

Sgt 
Cp~ 
Spr 
Spr 
spr 
Spr 
Spr 
Spr 
Spr 
Spr 

Greg Findon 
WaJ.~y Morgan 
Bil~ r•!arr 
Brian Cosford 
Pau~ Frickleton 
Phillip Greene 
Fraser Graham 
John Hammond 
Trevor Thompson 
Chris Wilson 

Ex nz Force, Singapore 
EX RF Cdt School 

b. Posted Out. 

Sgt 
Cp~ 
Spr 
Spr 
Lcpl 
Spr 

"Shorty" Taylor 
V.ick Anglesey 
Peter Anderson 
llan Myhill 
Lindsay Ward 
Phil Taiapa 

c. Promotions 

To Ssgt 

To Sgt 

Tony Hawkins 
John Greig 

Greg Findon 

-----------

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 

To 
To 
To 
To 
To 
" 

" " " 
" " " 
" " " 
" " " 
" " " 
" " " 

5 Spt Sqn 
Sl'·!E 
3 Fd Sqn 
NZ Raihmys 
Atiu project 

" " 

Wishful Thinking 

Everyman has a wish 
To outsmart race horses, 
Women and fish 

(discharge) 
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CHAPTER 2, 

.3 FIELD ~'l'::)N 

501 • The following are the current appointments as at 1 Jan 75. 

oc 
AO 
SSM 
Works Offr 
Works WO 
Stores WO 
Cclk 
SQMS 

~!aj RA 
Capt AT 
won HA 
Capt GN 
Ssgt BJ 
WOI JT 
Sgt JG 
Ssgt BJ 

Lay bourn 
Beaver 
Oliver 
Stevens 
Rose 
Blyth 
Atkinson 
Knowles 

RNZE ACTIVITIES IN ~~ AROUND THE DEEP SOUTH 

502. Times have been very busy for 3 Fd Sqn over the 
pa~t three or four months. vle have been blowing down, 
bu~l~ing up and along, mucking up the MacKenzie Country, 
show~g ourselves to the public, banishing people to the 
Cook Islands and travelling from Bluff to Blenheim and all 
P?ints between. One.year of operation has passed with 3 
F1eld Squadron as an ~ntegrated RF/TF unit. This process 
has not been a smooth one but as the saying goes "True 
love never runs smooth". The next year should go very well 
if one learns from past experiences. 

503. Some of the tasks undertaken have been very worth-
while, One of note was the demolition of a 135 ft chimney 
for the firm of Murphy Bros. Lt Gary Teear and his troops 
carried out the task. Eighty pounds of Polar gelignite 
was used for the task. The base of the chimney was drilled 
for half of the diameter and filled with the explosive. 
Millisec delay dets were used to lessen blast effect. As 
to be expected the task was successful and timings for 
the task would have been perfect but for mechanical trouble 
with one of the pneumatic drills. Well done 1 Troop. 

504. The other demolition task was somewhat different. 
The Heathcote County Council got a 10 inch diameter casing 
stuck in volcanic rock at a depth of 175 ft. The method 
used was to lower a 9t inch diameter ring made out of a 
paint tin with 3.9 kg of explosive moulded to it, d?wn the 
pipe. The initiation was from the centre of the r~. 
The whole device was lowered to a depth of 160ft. The 
charge was initiated and ultimately successful. We are 
rather pleased this one worked as a Shell petrol storage 
depot was only 30m from the task. 

/505. The Ma&dalen 
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505. The Magdalen Valle t 
the form of refurbishi fty s ill holds our interest in 
we were employed in th~C u er lnst unnunl u:unp. ~1<'·11\l \mto 
annual camp. In the Cas!s!r:~ea p~eparing for the c.omlng 
reading, both new and main we a~e ~een involved in 
bridge, firebreaks culver~:nanc~i bu~ld~ng an improvised 
for river bank protection and ~~.way ctrossings, groynes 
Engineer tasks. r~ous 0 her typical .Field 

506. Our plant effort f 1 t 
mentioned but now we definft~ly ~~ws~~~d ~ottr~ally be 
operate too well in wet d't' Pan oes not 
on the MacKenzie Country~on ~e~~n~~ne ~~~e the quip earlier 

507. S~t Hubner still battles on in the Dunedin outpost. 
~hanks.to h~m for very valuable efforts on behalf of the 

0thrps ~n that area. He has liaison between t he Corps and 
o er Arms and services working well. 

508. . At lastl The only Squadron with a diving team 
has f1nally got some equipment to dive with, or so we thought 
until the boxes were opened. Never mind We will work 
something out and get the gear operative. • 

509. The WRAC Depot building continues to rise. The 
c?ntractors are now working on the second floor blocks and 
w1thout too much effort the whole job should be closed in 
before next winter. Hats off to Reg King, Eric Elley and 
their boys for a good effort on that job. 

510. Incidentally, we are still l ocated at 44 Riccarton 
Road. There is a rumour that the Squadron is moving to 
Burnham. ITS TRUE. With all the finance to hand at 
long last and the change of priority of work after New Year 
we should be installed in Burnham by August 1975. Watch 
that date. 

511. During the period Sep - DE•c we have found ourselves 
involved in various displays and PR efforts such as the 
"Meet the Army" weekend, the Alexanc.ra Blossom Festival, 
the Canterbury A&P Show, the Riverton Show and of course our 
.Freedom of the County of Akaroa. The Squadron was granted 
the honour on 26 October 1974 and celebrated the occasion 
with a parade, street march and afternoon tea. The honour 
was granted as a result of a long association with the 
County over the years. Some of the tasks carried out are 
reading, culverting and demolitions of both wooden and steel 
piles in the County Area. 

Your Southern Squadron wishes to pass greetings 
to all and here is hoping for a fruitful 1975. 

"The reason some people don't recognise opportunity 
is because it usually comes disguised as hard work." 
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...2 SPT SQN 

Appointments 

601 • The following are the 
at 1 Jan 75. current appointments as 

oc Haj ID1J Shorter AO 
SS11! Capt J McDonald 
Plant Offr 

won CE Corney 
Capt DJ Powley Resources Comd won WR Den by Tpt WO won GD Grieve Cclk Sgt M ~1orrison SQ11IS Ssgt GB McDonald 

Recent Postings 

602. 3 Aug 74 Mclnness, Staveley and 
posted in from BAA 115 

Angus 

26 Aug 74 Young R to 6 Ftl Sqn 
Hermon from Waiouru Wksp 

13 Sep 74 Young JTM and Presser posted 
in from BAA 116 

28 Oct 74 Lomas to Cadet Schs 
9 Oct 74 WO! Nolan posted from HQ LSG 
6 Nov 74 WOI Malloch to HQ ATG 

11 Nov 74 Greeks from 6 Fd Sqn 
Wharewera to 6 Fd Sqn 

25 Nov 74 Sgt Taylor ~'IR from 2 Ftl Sqn 
17 Dec 74 WOII Corney CE from Papakura 

SWADRON NEWS OF RECENT TIMES 

Camp 

603. Since its inception in 111~ 1974 the squadron 
is developing a great team spirit and morale. Buildings 
have been painted, offices modernised to a degree, shrubs 
planted, and lawns and surrounds cleaned up, until the 
squadron area is something to be proud of. In its role of 
providing direct plant support for the Logistics Support 
Group, the squadron is fast proving its worth. Resources 
Tp (who think they are the most efficient Tp in the Sqn) 
have cut so many logs that they conveniently ran out of jobs 
prior to Christmas, and they have drilled for and located 
water at Waiouru for Annual Camp usage. 

/604 The Plant 
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604. The Plant Troops have shown their worth. Najor 
tasks have been levelling and reading in the Block V housing 
area at Linton, excavations for the SME Narina, and levelling 
of Pearce Park at ATG Waiouru. They have also removed logs 
from the Rangitikei River so that the local Maoris could use 
these for carvings for their Marae. This effort gave the 
operators a valuable insight into community relationships. 
Numerous unexploded bombs have also been dug up at the Kaipara 
and Waiouru bombing ranges for our Air Force allies, and 
this created some friendly relationships and ticklish 
situations. Plant availability has been 73.3%, but work 
slowed over the winter. The next major job after Annual 
Camp is more work on the Argo Road. 

605. An efficient HQ staff and Tpt Sect have ensured 
that the squadron has operated smoothly. 

"A Scotsman visiting in New York 
complained, 'Ay, they're . a cr~ss 
lot here; they're very 1mpol1te. 
They pound on my hot~l room door 
at three in the morn1ng and the~ , 
pound on it at four in the morn1llg. 
When asked what he did about i~, 
he replied, 'I didn't do anyt~1ng 
about it. I just kept on qu1etly 
playing my bagpipes~" 

Dieting has been defined as "the 
penalty for exceeding the feed 
limit". 



___ ... ._ ________________________________ __ 
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CHAPTER 'f 

6 FIELD SQN 

701. The following are the current appointments as 
at 1 Jan 75. 

oc 
AO 
SSM 
Cclk 
SQMS 

Publication Haterial 

702. None received. 

r1aj PJ 
Capt A 
WOII HJ 
Sgt WT 
Ssgt BJ 

Extracts from 6 Fd Sqn Cct Newsletter 

Skogstad 
Anderson 
Gallagher 
Matiaha 
Mekernan 

703. What Other Engineer Units are Doing • 

• 
704. All contributions to the newsletter will be 
gratefUlly accepted. Send us an article or a joke, or 
anything that's printable. A prize could be given to the 
best article etc each newsletter. 

705. • •••••••••• and even carpet laid in a couple of 
offices. 

"We were supposed to have survival training 
today but it was postponed on account of 
rain." 
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CHAPTER 8 

SCHOOL OF MILITARY ENGINEERING 

Appointments 

801o The following are the current appointments as at 1 Jan 75. 

oc & er Maj CR Parker Admin & Acctg Offr Capt JA Tymkin SSM WOI WGW Williams Trg Offr FE Capt RA Barrett Trg Offr Plant Lt RB Simmons 
Trg WO ~A~ won MT Robinson Trg WO G ' won FR Flavell Cclk Ssgt r1J Dette 
SQMS won BD Hook 

UNIT TRAINING 1974 VERSION 

802o Between Nov 30 and Dec 6 the School of Military 
Engineering undertook unit training at Urewera National Park. 
The particular area of activity was at Lake Wakaremoana and 
the object of the training was to engender teamwork whilst 
moving a building for use as a future National Park Jliuseum. 
Naturally, we took boats and motors, fishing rods and private 
rifles in case we were rained off the job. A rootin-shootin 
and fishin unit training was envisaged. 

803. There seemed an abundance of food and we sure 
needed it as 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. for three consecutive days on 
heavy work sure makes one hungry. The fourth day there was 
no work so we pursued other activities - got one fish no 
pig or deer and other activities were not confirmed apart 
from the naturalists walks in the best scenic area of NZ 
together with some water skiing. The fifth day was work 
in the rain to exhaustion and completion and the sixth day 
we were homeward bound. 

804. The building removal and renovation was completed 
to schedule not without difficulties and blisters (and 
mosquito bites) but the difficulties were foreseen and so we 
had the right gear on hand for the job. 

/805. A very 
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805. A very worth h"l 
job was well done, theww~ e wee~ of un~t training as a good 
once was a valuable get-t~:~ un~t work~ng side by side at 
opportunity to relax for bri~~w-yo~-~et~er exercise, and the 
surroundings was also of 0 d per~o s ~n pleasant 
to other units but do notgo~er~;~e. T~e area is recommended 
none and of course those in t mosqu~to nets. We had 
bigger than they have ever ~!~nsb=~~;e~ore numerous and 

------------

The reason the actress informed the bishop 
that she had taken her bitch to the veterinar 
surgeon and had it"adjusted" was because shey 
was unable to call a speyed a spade. 

TOO LATE ETHELt 

806. On Dec 11 74 within Linton Camp there were two 
~treakers. Stripped down to racing gear with studs dangling 
~n the breeze and trussed to perfection, two buildings each 
60ft x 30ft were moved about a kilometre, set on new 
foundations and firmly fixed. They are to be part of the 
Linton Camp Community Centre. 

807. All in one dayt Who did that? Lots of soldiers 
from various units had previously undertaken the preparatory 
work and done a good job - but which unit motivated the 
streakers and how were they moved? By civvy contractor of 
coursel Twelve pairs of telephone cables, 35 electricity 
cables and three cattle stops were part of the course - not 
a bad streaker course huh? Doubting Thomases were given the 
message: "Yes, that's right we did move a building but that 
was the second one you saw - what time did you start work?" 
"Too late Ethel - we movedt" We officially claim the building 
streaking record for a one-day stand. Any challengers? 

Always try to drive so that your licence 
will expire before you do. 
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Postings Discharges & Births 

808. The following are the postings discharges and 
births for members of the School. 

a. Postings. 

Cpl Morgan W 
Cpl Anglesey NG 
Sgt Foley NE 

Ssgt Wright RJ 
Cpl Avenell KJ 
Lcpl Pettersen ~~ 
Lcpl McG'ill MJ 
Spr Collinson AS 

WOI Williams WGW 
Lcpl Lamas GH 
Cpl Stirrat WN 

Ssgt Gallagher HJ 
WOI Roberts DH 
Ssgt Oliver HA 
Maj \'/edde HE 

Ssgt Thomas L 
Sgt Grace MS 

Lcpl Gould R 

Lt Rouse STJ 

b. Discharges. 

Lcpl Gerbault PL 
Cpl Hodson co:r-1 
Cpl Harrison GJW 

Help Wanted Ad: 

to 
free 
from 
to 
from 
from 
from 
from 

from 
to 
to 

to 
to 
to 
to 

from 
to 

to 

2 Fd Sqn 
2 Fd Sqn 
RF Depot 
6 Fd Sqn 
2 Fd Sqn 
3 Fd Sqn 
1 Fd Sqn 
Basic No 

18 Nov 74 
11 Nov 74 

9 Dec 74 
20 Feb 75 

3 Mar 75 
19 Nov 74 
20 Jan 75 

117 23 Nov 74 
RF Cdt Sch 2 Jan 75 
RF Cdt Sch 28 Oct 74 
1 Fd Sqn 26 Aug 74 
(Atiu Harbour) 
6 Fd Sqn 4 Sep 74 
2 Fd Sqn 2 Sep 74 
3 Fd Sqn 1 7 Jun 7 4 
HQ Home Comd 11 Nov 74 
(DAQr1G) 
Singapore May 75 
1 Fd Sqn 16 Dec 74 
(Atiu Harbour) 
1 Fd Sqn 26 Aug 75 
(Atiu Harbour) 

from OCTU '!laiouru 31 Jul 74 

wef 6 Jan 75 
wef 2 Dec 74 
wef 28 May 74 

Clerk to work eight hours a day to 
replace one who didn't. 
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Births 

WOII Flavell FR 

WOII Hook BD 

Lcpl Love CBJ 
Cpl Ridland JDL 

WO! Williams '1/GW 
Ssgt McKeany PA 
Capt Barrett RZ 

on 10 r.:ar 
on Mar 

on 13 Apr 
on 7 Feb 

on 11 Jan 
on 2 Sep 
on 8 Sep 

-------------

74 Re on 
74 David Kenneth 

Scott 
74 Harcus Dean 
74 Simon Jamea 

Hanley 

74 Tracy 
74 Bevan James 
74 Natalia Cherie 

Baby banana: 
Mother banana: 

"I'Iommy, where did I come from?" 
"The stalk brought you." 

Prospecti·ve father-in-law to daughter's sui tor: 

"Do you have any money in the bank?" 

Young man: "Certainly." 

"How much?" 
't hak 1't lately." "I .don't know, I haven s en 
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809. Ex WOI Gordon Byron as Plant Training }1a.nager at 
NZ Forest Products at Tokoroa is really enjoying the job, 
the cha11enge and the responsibi1ities. Did notice an 
advertisement for an assistant. 

810. Ex Cp1 Harry Harrison leased a Fish & Chip shop 
in Shannon. He in turn leased that and moved into a take
away bar which he expanded to include groceries and hardware. 
The Fish and Chip shop was burnt down aceidentally and Harry 
Harrison is now negotiating to buy a ~rocery shop next to 
his existing 4500 sq ft complex. Reckons he will become a 
supermarket, sell his house and build on a 13 acre property 
near Shannon. Who said Army training was good value as 
citizen training? 

Patient to psychiatrist: "Do~, we have to 
do something for my wife. S~e's completely 
immature." 
"That's too bad," replied the psychiatrist. 
"What does she do?" 
Patient: "She's violent at times. 'ilhy 
just last night I was taking a bath and she 
stormed over to the bathtub and sank every 
one of my boats." 
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CHAPTER 9 

B COY RF C~DET SCHOOL 

901. The following are the current appointments as 
at 1 Jan 75. 

Senior Trade Instructor 
Assistant Instructor 

Carpentry 
11 n u 

" " Plumbing 
Wing Storeman 

Publication Jl1aterial 

902. None received. 

Ssgt E':l Bruce ( Eddie) 

Sgt DRR !Ulliken (Don) 
Cpl LD Stowell (Les) 
Sgt DG Staines (Pink~) 
Cpl JW lihite (John) 

On joining RF Cadet School a certain young 
man was sent to have his long hair and 
sideburns cut. lvhen he sat down in the 
chair, the corporal barber asked him if he 
would like to keep his sideburns. 
"You bet" exclaimed the Cadet gratefully 

Whereupon the barber cut off his sideburns 
and snapped "Here catch." 
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CHAPTER 10 

FIRE BRIGADES 

SECTION ONE 

LINTON CAMP FIRE BR~GADE 

Appointments 

1001. The following are the at 1 Jan 75. current appointments as 

Firemaster 'ITOII RGS Pull en Deputy Sgt K Gray Firemen Cpl JF Cars on 
Cpl T Keong 
Spr J Eru 

The brigade is well supported by 14 volunteers, all men: good keen 

5 Spt Sqn 

SNE 

2 Fd Sqn 

Engr Wksp 

1 Gen Tps Wksp 
2 Co= Z Sigs 

Spr 
Spr 
Spr 
Spr 
Spr 
Cpl 
Cpl 
Spr 
Sgt 
Spr 
Cfn 
Cfn 
Lcpl 
Cpl 

D. Pugh 
R Sinclair 
T Staveley 
J Manley 
D Urquhart 
D Ridland 
J Cubitt 
B Collinson 
K Featherstone 
J Bragg 
H Hyland 
R Unwin 
C Polglase 
B Abbott 

Plus two who are on overseas TODs (we've at last discovered 
where you are Jl!urray Wall, as you are sti]_l on the roll). 

Vehicles, Equipment Etc 

1002. The main boost to our morale was the arrival of our 
new baby (Bedford UMP Appliance) which was d1liy christened by 
Mrs Butson (wife of the Co=ander) and blessed by the Padres, 
(Just as well it wasn't a Jewish padre -he might have cut 2" 
off the ends of all the hoses.) 

1003. Our other equipment is made up of 

1 Thames "Firefly" appliance 
1 Landrover (Little Flick) 
1 FWP 
5 Normalair Compressed BA sets 
2 Rescue saws 

Duty system consists of eight days on six days off per fortnight. 
/1004. The station 
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1004. The station was recently 
housing of the new Bedford Th" exten1ed 30ft to allow the 
working space to be und • ~s allovred a~l equipment and 
alar~ s~stem and phonese~a~~ec~~~;df~nthe f~rst time. Our 
but ~t ~s not surprising as th H Y problems over the year 
Technology have their eyes 0 ~t ~seum of rransport and 
Springs. n ~ or the station at ·.-lestern 

Postings & Promotions 

1005. 9.1.74 

23.2.74 

29.2.74 

General 

Lcpl Carson posted fro~ Waiouru and 
promoted to T/Cpl Oct 74 

Cpl T Stewart discharged and is now 
a foreman for a local contractor 

Lcpl G Cook discharged to join the 
T:anspo~t Department in their motor 
b~ke br~gade. 

Spr J Eru changed from Ordnance to 
fire service 

Cpl T Keong returned to the fold 
after a short absence. 

1 006 • Lir;ton Camp has a "C" fire risk grading which means 
there is a w~de range of fire risks to be covered. Hovrever, 
over the last year fire calls have been reduced by 45.1% which 
means good housekeeping by all concerned. A breakdown of 
calls for the last two years is as follo;ts: 

Property 
Rubbish/Grass 
Vehicles 
Special services 
Halicious False Alarms 
Accidental " " 
Good Intent 

Examinations 

1.2..U 121.1 
8 10 
4 4 
4 

12 2 
8 3 

13 9 
2 

1 007. During 197 4 Cpl Cars on and \WII Pull en sat the 
Associate !1ember of NZ Fire Brigades Institute exam. WOII 
Pullen gained a pass and Cpl Carson a partial pass (good work 
Kit). They also intend sitting further civilian exams in 1975 
and we wish them well. 

Competitions 

1008. Seven men have been training under \·IOII Pullen and Cpl 
Carson for fire brigade competitions and on our first outing 
went to \vaipukurau as vi si tors for the ~mFB championships. 
\ofe won the '11/{oodville Shield" for vi si tors (and it looks very 
nice hanging on the wall). This was presented twice- once 

/by the 
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by the Past President D NcPhee HBFBA d · 
Brooker on a formal parade The t an. aga1n by Brigadier 
for and h t • earn ls now under training 
t by opes o compete at Hutt Valley for the visitors 
o~o~he f~ ~ ~e~ 75. We will also. be. competing at \"langanui 
W i uku e n our own sub assoc1at1on. The team at a p rau was: · 

WOII PuJ.len 
Spr Staveley 
Spr Urquhart 
Cpl Carson 
Spr Eru 

Captain/~!anager 
(5 Spt Sqn) 
(5 Spt Sqn) 
(trainer) 

No 1 
No 2 
No 3 
No 4 

Our thanks also to Waiouru for the loan of. their "box". 

Tit Bits 

1009.9 Cpl T Keong (The Godfather) is the Army ',vomen's 
softball selector again and se~rices coach (lucky 
Tom). He had a nice long holiday during 
Christmas/New Year with them al:. 

Sgt Gray and his Indoor Bowls team went to the 
mainland for an indoor bowls competition but 
it is a bit hazy as to who won. I think it was 
Kent 

The Sapper's Day sports on Oct 15 went well with 
HQ Linton ~~ including the firecrew and support 
from our volunteers at 5 Support coming third 
in the teams events. A good days sport. 

Guess who demolished the main gate at Linton Camp 
and the left hand front mudguard of his car? And 
guess who got a speeding ticket for doing 60 mph on 
his way to Wellington just before Christmas. A 
very expensive Christmas for the Chief what? 

Events :for 1975 

101 o. 6.1.75 

1.2.75 
15.2.75 
March 

July 

Sep 

Cpl Carson to 3 TTS Wigram for Senior 
Firemen's course for three months 
Hutt Valley compet~tions 
Wellington vi est Coast competitions 
UFBA Bi-ennial championships and 
conference. Linton team not available 
but Spr Sinclair attending as delegate. 
Hrs Polglase expecting 10 tiny fingers 
and 10 tiny toes (hope its not more) 

UFBA exams 

"A flea circus may be a good act, but it takes 
termites to bring down the house." 
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Congratulations 

1011. Our congratulations go to Ssgt Canty (Firemaster 
at Ngaruawahia) and WOII Corney (ex Firemaster Papakura) on 
the award of their Gold Stars for 25 years service both 
voluntary and permanent to the Fire Service. We are sorry 
to lose you Colin. but hope you find your new position as SSM 
at 5 Support Squadron a satisfactory and rewarding one. All 
the best to you both from all the lads at Linton Camp. 

SECTION TWO 

OTHER FIRE BRIGADES 

Publication Material 

1 012. None received. 

we hope there will be a few word~ on 
the effort at the Christch~c~ F~re 
Brigade strike. Reports ~nd~cate 
excellent support g iven by the 
services. 

"The trouble with a person who has the 
f th gab is that he never wraps gift o e 

it up." 
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CHAPTER 11 

CORPS l1A.TTERS 

Head of Corps Conference 

1101. The most recent Head of Corps Conference was held 
in Wellington 2/3 Oct 74. 

Linton Sappers Day 1974 

1102. The usual early start for all Sappers to commemorate 
Sappers D~y was made on Tuesday 15 October 1974. The salvo 
of exp~os~ons awoke the local population at 0630 hrs but the 
day had started earlier than that! Neat rum for the dozen 
or so brave souls on the steps of the Palmerston North Post 
Office at 0555 enabled them to proceed to a simple wreath 
laying cerem~ny at the adjacent War Nemorial. But the day had 
started earl~er than that! 0530 the cooks in Linton Camp were 
making the coffee and laced with rum it was passed to the 
Sappers in their beds by Officers and Senior NCOs. Did hear 
a story that there were more servers than sleepers as all 
sappers became suppers and the biggest suppers were suckers -
and it showed! 

1103. Would you believe work as normal for the remainder of 
the morning? Well not quite normal really as some 30 Sappers 
undertook welfare work for pensioners in our Freedom of the 
City domain - Levin. A much appreciated gesture because the 
Mayor of Levin wrote and told us so! I know you would believe 
a well organised and run team sports contest on a competitive 
basis with prizes and a liquid finish in the afternoon. 5 Spt 
Sqn deservedly won the medal for the first team but the real 
winners were the female medal bearers (a-la Commomteal th Games 
style) who each received a kiss. The Chief Engineer was 
around at the time. 

1104. The social in the evening held at the 600 ~n.mess 
hall the final obstacle and to the credit o:t' all part~c~pants, 
none seemed to falter too badly on this cou~se. 

1105. All in all the most active and best Sappers Day for 
twelve months with 100% participation. 

Engineer Corps r-remorial Association 

1106. Committee. 
President: 
Members 

Col A. Murray 
Appointed by Corps Committee: 

Col Brooke-White 
Lt Col Rutherford 
Lt Col Currie 
Lt Col Davidson 
Haj O'Brien (present Treas) 





Members: 

Members: 

Members: 

Church Firsts 
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Appointed by Chief Engineer: 

Maj Cormack 
Maj Jameson 
Maj Wedde 
Maj Shorter 
Capt Beaver 

Appointed by Units: 

Ssgt Chamberlain 
Sgt Holt 
Cpl Oliver 
Lcpl Jackson 
WOI K.F.Malloch 
Maj Skogstad 

Elected by AGM: 

Lt Col Butcher 
WOI Wawatai 
Mr E. Farnell 
Mr D. Roy 
'1101 J. Blyth 
Sgt Affleck 
WO! Roberts 
WOI B.E.Malloch 
Lcpl Cubitt 

(SME) 
(1 Fd Sqn~ !2 Fd Sqn 
3 Fd Sqn 
5 Spt Sqn) 
6 Fd Sqn) 

(Acting Sec) 

1107. The first christening in St Marks RNZE Corps 
Memorial Church at Linton was that of David Kenneth Scott HOOK 
aged ni ne months at the time and a son of WOII Hook BD of SUE. 
The christening took place on Sat 17 Aug 74. 

1108. Church Wedt~· The first wedding to be conducted 
in St Marks Church i p armed for 18 Jan 75 between Sgt I'1att 
Munro of SME and Ma:rgaret Taylor. 

Museum Contributions 

1109. Through the medium of the Auckland Sappers Association, 
Mr Syd Carter f.ffiE, JP, recently presented to the Corps :,luseum 
a Doulton china statuette of a NZ Sapper of World War I. The 
statuette was acquired by r-rr Carter shortly after \'/orld War I. 
r.1r Carter became a Sapper in 1911 with 3 Fd Coy NZE. He served 
in France with 2 and 4 Fd Coys. Mr Carter has organised the 
National reunion of the 1st NZEF Engineers for the last 47 years. 

/1110. r-rr B~ll Todd 
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111 0 • Mr Bill Todd, the current president of the 1st HZEF 
EJ;gineers Association, has presented the Corps Nuseum with 
f1ve photographs of Sapper involvement during World War I. 
One photograph of a barber at work, includes the well known 
character of Nick Higginson. He owned the hotel at Okoroire 
and his good deeds on behalf of ex-servicemen are legion. 
Nick Higginson died recently. 

Soldier Affluence 

1111. It is understood that there are many sappers who own 
caravans or boats and that such owners are increasing at a 
fairly rapid rate. Just for kicks, what about a survey by 
units etc, with the object of publishing details in the next 
liaison letter, incidentally due for publication on 4 Apr 75. 

For Your Diary 

1112. 
1975. 

National reunion R,.'ifZE at Christchurch Harch 14-15-16 

1113. Anzac Day ceremonies are to be held on Fri April 25 
and full Sapper participation is requested in the usual manner. 

Useful Reading 

1114. An informative book and of considerable value 
for Junior officers and Senior NCOs is: 

"Training for Leadership" by John Adair 

Safety Films 

111 5. Recommended for unit training: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Heavy machinery "Roll of Drums" 
produced by Caterpillar Tractor Co. 
DFL 8156. 

22 mins 
Film No. 

Drugs. "Better Dead" 
DFL 8157 

20 mins. Film No 

Chainsaw Treefelling. "The Cutting Crew" 
1 O Hins. Film No DFL 81 58 

"Did you hear about the str~et ~l~W_lert~;o~~~e;~;,ed 
because he couldn't keep h1S m1n 1n . 
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CHA.PTER 12 

SAPPERS ABROAD 

SECTION ONE 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES RNZIR PEil.SONHEL 

120!•d t Biograph~cal notes are provided for four sappers 
Pos e o 1 RNZIR 1n answer to the CE's request for 
mat~rial for the Corps Liaison Letter. Additional items 
of 1nterest will be offered as they come to hand. 

Spr Wall M 

1202. Spr Murray Wall currently posted to Assault 
~ioneer Platoon Support Company 1 RNZIR arrived in theatre 
1n November 72, originally posted to 28 Indep Fd Tp as a 
p~a~t operator. S~ce that time ANZUK Force has largely 
d1s1ntegrated and w1th it the Fd Sqns resulting in a lot 
of repeating - hence Murray Wall came across to 1 RNZIR in 
May 74 and is now scheduled to return to New Zealand in 
May 75. 

1203. Murray Wall collected himself quite a name as the 
"Ace Case Dozer Driver", (He is strong enough to pick it 
up when it bogs down) while in 28 Fd Tp. On one occasion 
during a Bde Ex when the sappers were all swapping lies in 
the Officers beer tent, Tp Comd - Capt Ian Johnstone RE, 
laid the claim that Murray Wall really could not steer the 
Case properly but just relied on others getting out of his 
way. Just to prove how incorrect that statement was, 
Murray tore out of the tent, fired up the Case and drove 
straight through one end of the tent and out the other 
without so much as hitting a pole - "So how was that boss?" 
Next morning Spr Wall couldn't remember a. thing about it. 

1204. After reposting to 1 RNZIR Murray quickly found 
his feet aa a rifleman in one of the Aslt Pnr Sections under 
Platoon Commander Sam Hollander (a face well known to SME 
staff from 1972/73). On his first exercise with 1 RNZIR
Ex CUNCTATOR - he got his teeth into basic Pioneer task~ 
as well as Recce duties (secondary pl role). Now work1ng 
as storeman for the Platoon (they really put the best men 
on the job when the Auditors are around) Murray is also swotting 
up all the good s~m guff for three stars. 

/1205. Apart from 
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1205. Apart from sorting out the enemy 
Highlanders) on various exercises in (1 Gordon 
Murray has also seen a good deal and ~round Kota Tinugi 
Already he has visited West M o~ SE As~a during his tour 
currently planning a trip to ~i~is~a, T~ai~and, Laos and is• 
sappers in 1 RNZIR he is still si~le~n l~ke all good 

-------------

"This would be a good time for the meek 
to inherit the earth." 

Spr Kingi M 

1206. Spr Mac Kingi joined Assault Pioneers in May 73 
as a Two Star Carpenter and is due back in NZ !'lay 75. He 
quickly established himself in the platoon and has been 
right through all the exercises never missing one. 

1207. Apart from tackling about two mans worth of all 
the carpentry tasks and other Pioneer duties Jl'lac Kingi is 
also one of the best No 2s going on a GP!I!G. His gun produced 
outstanding results on a recent Bn skill at Arms competition 
allowing Aslt Pnr Pl to win the competition ahead of all 
the rifle platoons!! 

1208. Mac Kingi has retained his sense of perspective 
throughout the tour and continues to see plenty of humour 
in life - even when - every one is wet 

The rations haven't arrived, and 
all the kit has been lostl 

1209. Apart from plenty of bush beating Mac is also a key 
member in the 1 RNZIR Softball team and has also fitted in 
some travel to Thailand as well as around West Nalaysia. 

"Then there was the elephant hunter who had 
to quit, the decoys were getting too heavy." 





Ssgt Thomas L 

f{E3TRI0TED 
1,>-) 

121 0 • Ssgt Len Thomas CQf.'S 
has been up here since No~e b ' ~~ Suppo~t Company 1 RNZIR 
extension is now due back i~ ~~ Maya7~.w~th a six months 

1211 • Apart from boasti th t· . 
Barracks Len Thomas also fi~ t~ ~d~est Q sto~e in Dieppe 
talents in Demolitions and ot~er~m~ to spr~ad h~s many 
the vario~s specialist platoons i;~~~~ ~~~~neer~ng amongst 
stalwart ~n the Bn Falling Plate Shooting Len is also a - Team. 
1212. Div II Rugby also 
the. steady, reliable in the ~~~~o~t mg~;t~!c~f Le~ TJ:oma~has 
dry months Har - Sep Len is to be found h ~l ur~g e 
to S b D · · eav~ Y committed cu a_ ~v~g. _As Diving Officer of the 1 RNZIR Sub A 
Cl~b he.~s respons~ble for training and diving expedition~ua 
~n equ~pment .safety~ . A keen diver from way back Len puts 
~n a ~o~ of t~e tra~~ng new divers and supervising diving 
exped~t~ons off the East Coast of Malaysia. 

-----------------
Capt RA Sampson 

1213. Probably the less said about this individual the 
better. He has only been here since rray 74 and already 
has the reputation as a No 1 Stirrer - for some people his 
return to NZ date l\1ay 76 can't come quick enough. As Coy 
2IC - C Coy he gives them all stick. 

1214. Coy 2 ICs are like 2ICs anywhere - plenty of A & Q 
administration and that means just loads of paper. Apart 
from that there is some good experience still to be had during 
the major exercise - Ex CUNCTATOR - the last one, although 
with the pending British withdrawal from Singapore the exer
cise programme is most unclear. 

1215. Now that the exercise season has cooled off there 
has been time to get the Joint Services Sport Parachute 
Association (JSSPA) cracking again with a heavy emphasis 
on kiwi jumpers. To date we have 14 Kiwis under training 
(Brits have 7) and are regularly jumping at Kelvang in 
Malaysia. Recently a Brit unit - 7 Para Regt RHA were on 
TOD and we managed to get the Kiwi jumpers in for some 
really good jumping with their RAF \'lessex helicopter. There 
is also continuation parachute training available at Changi 
for those who have qualified at PTSU Whenuapai, so Airborne 
Sappers are welcome in Sangapore. 

/1216. When time 
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1216. When time allows have also been g~Vlng Len Thomas 
a hand in the Diving Club in capacity as Club President. 
To date two very successful expeditions arranged on Pulav 
Tioran a really great island 40 miles off East Coast of 
Malaysia, in South China Sea and more planned for 1975. 

The mother was having a hard time getting 
her son to go to school in the morning. 
"Nobody likes me in school," he complained. 
"The teachers don't like me, the kids don't 
like me, the superintendent wants to transfer 
me, the bus drivers hate me, the School Board 
wants me to drop out and the custodians have 
it in for me. I don't want to go to schoolt" 

"But you have to go to school," countered 
his mother. "You are healthy, you have a 
lot to learn, you have something to offer 
others you are a leader. And besides you 
are 45'years old and you are the principal." 

SME 
LIBRAf'~Y 

How come a slight tax increase costs 
$200 while a substantial tax cut saves 
you 30 cents? 
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SECTION TWO 

WORKS SERVICE SECTION 
HEADQUARTERS NEW ZEALAND FORCE SOUTH EAST 

!ill 
From: WOII Peter Foster 

~~~~~e forAf~il Fools Day 1974, a rather ominous day to 
Corps of the ~o~mm;~~e~:~i~~ ~~e!~nture, as far as the 
of being solely responsible for the dayst~a~a~o~~~~=~~n~~at 
o~ all Newkztealand property in Singapore and for the planning 
o new wor o be carried out for the Force. It was 
obvious from comments being made in various quarters of the 
ANZUK system that people did not consider us as a corps 
capable of carrying out such a task, especially when we had 
not had any such experience before. The pleasure in being 
able to prove that we can in fact do the job, is due in no 
small measure to the broad background of training that those 
people inv~lved in setting up the service have received 
during the1r respective careers in New Zealand. 

1218. Although the Works Services Section officially 
assumed its responsibilities on the first of April 1974 the 
lead up work done by Squadron Leader ALLAN DICKIE, RNZAF 
fresh from Defence Works in Wellington who arrived in 
Singapore on 5 January 1974 and Ssgt DON ROLLE (RNZE) who 
arrived on 12 February 1974, was invaluable to the smooth 
transition from one system to another. While these two 
were laying the foundations at Force HQ in Kangaw, and very 
solid foundations they have proved to be, I was carrying 
out the rear guard action at ANZUK Force HQ, trying to ensure 
that all available information on the future NZ Estate and 
BUildings was made available, whilst still being employed 
on 'wind up 1 works for ANZUK Force. 

1219. Day One for the Works Service Section dawned with 
the section having an establishment of three military 
personnel and 37 LEC (Locally Employed Civilians) although 
on Day One we had only four LECs, this had expanded to 20 
by the end of the , month and full strength by 1st June. 
Basically the section is divided into three cells with the 
Force Engineer a Works SUpervisor, a draughtsman (LEC) 
and Clerk (LEC~ at HQ and two Maintenance Sections, one at 
Dieppe to look after buildings in Kangaw, Dieppe and NZ 
Services School Woodlands and the other at Seletar to 
maintain the 320 odd married quarters and other service 
buildings there. The two maintenance sections are overseen 
by a Works Supervisor and are tasked to carry out urgent day 
to day maintenance. For these tasks we employ local 
tradesmen in trades such as carpentry, electricity, plumbing, 
refrigeration, masonry and fitting. Larger tasks are 
scheduled through the Lands and Estate Department of the 

/Singapore Ministry 
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Singapore r~inistry of Defenc (MIND ) 
Contractor for execution wh~le .b i~in to their •rerm 
areas which are predomin~tl u . gs that ~re in 
maintained, as in ANZUK daysy ~~c~h~e~by UK Forces are still 
Environment (DOE) To • e Department of the 
adequate supervision of ~~r~o~~! ~~gw~~~ea~~ t~ ensure 
~i~~~re'juggle~ the finances' to best advanta~e ~~~~e 
the schedu1r~~~s!~r~~et~w~I~~t!~~n~~Es~~i~~s and I ~o. 
of such works plus the . . e superv~s~on 
contract ~hich is operat!~p~;v~s~~~affc~~t~~~~;~cy ~~r!ices 
contract ~s for carrying out emergency repairs during off 
duty hours. Items included as emergencies are loss of 
electricity be~ore the last meal at night blocked sewers 
broken water p~pes and the like. ' ' 

1220. To date, 10 December 1974, the Maintenance Sections 
have answere~ a total of 3246 calls since the 1 April. 113 
maintenance JObs have been forwarded ro MINDEF for execution 
35 new works jobs have been forwarded to r.UNDEF for costing • 
some of which have been approved and some gone further and ' 
been completed. The largest job under way at present being 
a concrete hardstand for the NZ Tpt Coy which is due to be 
completed by the end of the year at a cost of S$76500 
(NZ$23900). An interesting aside as far as the hardstand 
job is concerned, is the fact that three unexploded World 
War II bombs were uncovered on the site during excavation 
works. Hold ups of' up to two days occurred each time 
one was found while both SAF (Singapore Armed Forces) and UK 
bombs disposal people decided on how best to dispose of them. 
They turned out to be American bombs of about 250lb, said, 
by the UK bomb disposal experts, to be made by a now defunct 
armament manufacturer about September 1935 according to 
markings found on one of the bombs. DOE have been tasked 
with 17 jobs, both New Works and Special Haintenance. Day 
to day maintenance done for us by DOE is unknown, until they 
provide their reports, as it requested directly from DOE by 
the units concerned while 285 Emergency Calls have been 
attended by the Emergency Contractor. In addition to these 
works 41 jobs have been placed on various local contractors 
by way of Works Orders. 

1221. ltle in the Section feel that the figures above prove 
that far from being April Fools the staff, including in a 
very \ig way the local tradesmen LECs have achieved results, 
far in exces~ of those even remotely considered possible by 
the cynics of those pre 1st of April days and are carrying 
out another service that the Corps of the Royal New 
Zealand Engineers can be justifiably proud. 

1222. RNZE personnel serving in Singapore, include: 

Capt Duncan NcLEAN as S03 Int/SD at Force HQ, 
who is soon to take his discharge and go to work 
on an airfield project in Br~ei with the same 
firm as ex Capt Gerry DUD~ is Managing Director 
for in Indonesia. 

/Capt Dick SAHPSON 
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Capt Dick SAMPSON is a Coy 2 IC with c Coy 1 RNZIR 
WOII Peter FOSTER Works SUpervisor at HQ NZ Force 
but soon to return to NZ, Papakura, and be 
replaced here by WOII Ian (Tubby) LAMB. 

Ssgt Don ROLLE Works Supervisor at HQ NZ Force. 
Ssgt Len THOMAS CQMS with Spt Coy 1 RNZIR 
Spr Hurray WALL Aslt Pnr Pn 1 RNZIR. 
S'pr Mac KING I, Aslt Pnr Pn 1 RNZIR 
Sgt Ken f1cEWEN hiding in the Pay Office at 
HQ NZ Force, and sometimes in the Cash Office 
at Dieppe. 

Cpl Kerry MOORE down among the maps in the 28 Bde 
SUrvey Map Depot. 

Cpl Piki NGAROTATA sorting mail with the PCCU. 
Cpl Norm TAYLOR with 28 Indep Fd Tp ex 3 Fd Sqn 
Spr Sld POPHAM with 28 Indep Fd Tp ex 2 Constr 
(2 Fd Sqn) 

S'pr Steve GALLAGHER with 28 Indep Fd Tp ex 1 Fd Sqn 
Spr BJ CLARK arriving 13 Dec to join 28 Indep Fd 
Tp ex 3 Fd Sqn 

Spr B WOLLRIDGE arriving 13 Dec to join 28 Indep 
Fd Tp ex 2 Fd Sqn 

Ex Engineers seen around NZ Force units and other places 
include: 

Capt Barry FLINT 2IC, Admin Coy, 1 RNZIR 
WOII Tas {Milky) ELLIS with the NZ Dental Unit 
Sgt 'Robbie' ROBERTSON UPF Sgt with 1 RNZIR 
ex Sgt Peter 'Blue' SUS3r.ULCI_I who is li':ing in 
Singapore while working_ on oll ~xp~oratlon as a 
team manager in Indonesla, and lncldentally 
sporting a real 'Popeye' beard that is as red 
as his hair. 

~ 
I had written to my Auntie r-'!a.ud 
Who was on a trip abroad 
When I heard she'd died of cramp 
And was just too late to save the stamp. 
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SECTION THREE 

POSTED TO SINGAPORE AND 5 SURVEY H!\.P DEPOT RE 

By: Cpl Kerry R ~1oore RNZE 
(ex SD Const Sqn) 

~ii·of th~!et~=s=~l~e~~ r~pr~sentative of this mighty 
right and fitting that I sho~~g~pore, I thought it only 

!~~!fnm:n~o;~~rs of patient but ~~~w~~~i~g1!~~e~~t~w~; 
fe . lng overse~s other than the usual Cook Strait 
A~~ ;erslonMai was, Wlt~ my family, finally posted to 

u:vey P Depot, S1ngapore in Nov 73. The fact that 
the post1ng was for an Admin/Q clerk of which I was neith 
see~s not to ~ve been questioned, but then who am r to l~~k 
a g1ft horse 1n the mouth, or for that matter question th 
powers that be. e 

1224. I was initiated into my new job by one Cpl Ken 
Av:nell RNZE, who with great fortitude tried to drum into a 
still h~ing brain (arrived Saturday - work Nonday) the 
sum of h1s two years experience in a co~ple of days. 
U~fortunately after he had left for New Zealand, he left me 
Wlth grave doubts as to my natural instincts as a Sapper 
to m~ddle through this particular minefield. However, 
as w1ll all small units, and this one was certainly that -
(3 A~ssies, a B~it, myself and a 6ft x 8ft bar), the unit 
rout1ne was eas1ly settled into. Accordingly after a time 
I even acquired a working lmowledge of that pe~uliari ty 
referred to as the "Aust System"'• 

1225. The ANZUK Map Depot at the time had soi:le seven 
million maps and charts and although the Depot was not 
doing a roaring trade in the way of map issues etc, things 
were at least moving - the Aussies were pulling out. This 
compounded another problem; the Singapore Government wanted 
'their' depot back. 

1225. The number one priority h0wever, was how to dispose 
of the four million maps owned by Australia which they did 
not need and were not required by the remaining forces in 
Singapore. Many ideas were forthcor:~ing, the first to have 
them pulped fell through after a trial batch literally gummed 
up the works, nevertheless we weren't short of other ideas, 
some of them quite ingenious - or foolish, some examples 
were: Dump them at sea (whose sea), Blow them up! (confetti 
for miles, and what with the anti-litter laws here!) or 
possibly the best - hire four million coolies to cut the maps 
up into squares for the out-houses of SE Asia. The.problem 
was finally resolved by sending them back to Austral1a for 
disposal - incidentally in six sea containers which gives 
one some idea of the volume involved - and why they weren't 
decently buried. 

/1226. Priority Two 
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1226. Priority two required the moving of the Depot from 
the obscurity of Dover Rd up to the naval basin at Woodlands -
this was accomplished under the guidance of the then oc, 
Capt Ken Shaw, RA Svy Corps. This had immediate rewards 
for me, one of the least of which was the discovery there were 
indeed other New Zealanders on the Island. The move being 
a success, we then sat back and awaited the arrival of r~j 
Bbb Eade and WOII Ben Burrill, both of the Royal Engineers 
who were due to arrive from the UK to take over the reins 
and into whose hands, under the new name of 5 Survey Hap 
Depot RE, the Depot was to be bestowed. The handover was 
completed in June 1974; the Aussies after much 'see you 
Cobber etc' went home and I dived into fathoming the "Brit 
system- or how to get things done Lad". 

1227. In the meantime things on the home front were going 
smoothly with both my boys in school and my wife enjoying 
the sun, sights and smells? of Singapore. Nevertheless, 
in fact life here is not even what it was a few years ago 
let alone in the good old colonial days, for as in most oil 
orientated economies, the rate of inflation etc is 
incredible and hard times for many of the people may not be 
far round the corner. 

1228. Looking now into the future: as you know the . 
British Forces are to pull out of Singapore and even ~t th7s 
stage, the Map Depot is considering the prob~ems of d~spos~ng 
and dispersing its map stock. However, ~ ~·rill not become 
one of the "last of the Nohicans" for a»·h~le yet (anyone ) 
want an Admin/Q clerk, chippy, draughtsman or quan~ surveyor 
and I hope with my family to enjoy what could poss~~le be 
the last tour for New Zealanders on the Island of S~ngapore. 

"It is better that things go in one ear 
and out the other than i 'C is if they go 
in one ear, get scrambled be~ween the 
ears and come out the mouth. 

RESTRICTED 
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SECTION FOUR 

SOLITARY SAPPER 

By: Ssgt H.E. Chamberlain 

1229. The motto of the Corps f R 
'UBIQUE' epitomises the wide scop~ ofo~~l New ~ealand Engineers 
corps. To a cert · t e serv1ce of our 
had the opportunitaln ex ent over the last few months I have 
the members of theyc~~p~~ part of the Widening reach of 

1230. During July I wa h 
Indonesia which I acceptedsa~ap~~!~t~~l~ybo~t adtask in 
manager of a soils labo t . oun myself as a 
days of August. The t~ko~v~v!~r~~ S~at~a in the last few 
vision of a laborato . e :'luuung and super-
on a soils investigaifo~mploil~g Indt?neslan te~hnicians working 
abo t th il • n orma lon was belng sought 
Pl ut e so in the area where a large Liquid Natural Gas 

an w~s to be established. The source of the gas su 1 
was a f1eld about thirty kilometres from the plant sitepp ~h 
~~s was to be piped from there to the proeessing plant ~nd e 

en~e to a.port area where it was to be shipped in bulk 
carr1ers which were projected to be in the order of 250 000 
tons. ' 

1231. The soils investigation was subdivided into a number 
of parts just to make the task a little easier. There was 
to be an airfield, a satellite town for the staff of the 
plant, the plant ~tself and th~ whar~ area for exporting the 
product. The SOll was to be 1nvest1gated variously between 
50' and 250' depending what structure was to be built above. 
Most of the time there were five or six drilling ries in 
operation as well as one which had the sole task of drilling 
for water. The water wells were some 700 1 deep and had to 
wupply both the plant and the town. 

1232. The laboratory was set up in such a manner so as to 
be able to carry out a full range of testing. The staff 
were made up of Indonesian technicians wh•J had received their 
training at either the Public Utilities Laboratory (Government) 
or at the small university at Banda Aceh. There were a 
number of unskilled persons who were als o employed in the lab 
as well. Perhaps the best workers were the three girls but 
there were three men who knevT their job quite well. Language 
barriers caused a number of problems but the message was 
generally put across quite well except when someone wanted 
to be obtuse. 

1233. The province of Aceh in North Sumatra is well known 
for the ultra conservative stand of the ~·:oslems. This was a 
contributory unsettling factor for working hours expecially 
during the Islamic fasting ~onth of.Ramadan. Some of. the 
other problems involved were electr1cal supply and eqUlpment 
not suited to power supply, some very obtuse persons, and one 
or two of the senior staff from the university which had loaned 
us some of the laboratory equipment. These last few were 
known to doze quite a portion of the day away. The problem 

/which 
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which fortunately did not 
resupply. It was bad eno~rop up ~ery often was that of 
have been critical on a maJ·gh on m1nor replacement but cotud 

or component. 

1234. The days spent worhing in 3 t 
was only able to make one tri , uma ru were long ·md I 
was well worth the effort P away from the camp but that 
wi t h two others to Danau To I ~as ~ble to make a journey 
~ndonesia. This lake is a~~u~h~~g01~ t~e largest lake in 
1s about 1500 feet deep In th ee above sea level and 
an i sland which is larg;r than S~ centre of the lake there is 
j ourney from this lake was fille~~~re Island. The return 
not the least of which was a 37km >jil a number of incidents 
f our hours. ourney by car which took 

1235.. At the end of the TOD in I 
goahead to take some leave ndonesia I was given the 
to Singapore then onto the overseas. From Indonesia I went 
where I spent Christmas. Un~Ki~gdom.and tihen to bNlorway 

d Wh1lst 1n Br1tain was a e to go 
an ~ee a n~ber of places which I was unable to see in a 
prev1ous tr1p several years ago. }lost of my time in th L~ 
wa~ spent looking at military museums, visiting scenic s~ots 
go1ng to ?oncerts and seeing the odd stage show in London. ' 
~was a l1ttle_startled when I arrived at the Victory Club 
1n London to f1nd that part of it had been demolished by an IRA 
bomb. Later on when I returned to London I went to take 
some photos by night I was just on the edge of three further 
bomb attacks. In one of these one man was killed and three 
others were wounded. When I say on the edge of these attacks 
or sc~res I mea~ t~at I was on the pavement immediately 
oppos1te the bu1ld1ng where a bomb was being handled or looked 
for on two of the three occasions. 

1236. One of the highlights of the trip to the UK was the 
two day trips I made to the Royal School of Hilitary 
Engineering, and the Royal Engineers r:useum at Chatham. Here 
I was able to see first hand the way some of the training 
areas were set up, the f·luseum and many of the relics held 
t herein, the Officers Mess and their display of Corps Silver, 
and the very new Warrant Officers and Sergeants Mess. In 
the Of ficers !-less there is a portrait of the Queen - the only 
one with an animal beside her, the animal being her Corgi. 
I was rather amazed to learn that I wns one of the very few 
who had made the trip to the lSHE at Chatham since the end 
of the war. There have been less than ten serving and 
retired sappers who have made a visit. 

1237. It was but a short trip across the North Sea to 
Norway, where I spent a couple of days in Oslo before heading 
up North t o the city of Trondheim to stay with the family of 
my pen f riend with whom I have corresponded for the past 
eighteen years and whom I met for the first time. Their 
home was a short distance from Trondheim high on the side of 
the f jiord looking out over a large expanse of the sotcnd. 
The snow h~d fallen before I arrived and had started to thaw 
a little however on Boxing Day the sno1v started to fall 
once agal n. I h~d a 1Yhi te Christmas and it •ms 9-ui te a. change 
from the normal New Zealand festive season. Chr1stmas 1n . 
Norway is a l ittle different to our Christmas but the essent1al 

/ingredients 
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ingredients are there. As you could well imagine there was 
a considerable change in the temperatures between Sumatra, 
Norway and New Zea~and - the difference experienced being in 
the vicinity of 60 C. 

1238. The trip was certainly well worth the effort both 
for what I was able to see and those people whom I was able to 
meet. UBIQUE - EVERYWHERE is one of our mottos but I have 
only made a small start. In conclusion I feel that both the 
TOD and the leave after were well worth the effort involved. 
If there is a message from this at all I would say when able 
SAPPERS VISIT YOUR PARENT CORPS and help maintain the links 
forged in the past, for these will be the links of our future. 

UBIQUE. 

"Of course you have heard about the Irishnan 
who tried to blow up a London double decke:: 11 
bus. He burnt his mouth on the e~1aust p1pe. 
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CHAPTER 1~ 

ARTICLES AND REPORTS 

SECTION ONE 

ROYAL FIJIAN MILITARY FORCES TRADE T~INING 
SCHOOL 

A report by WOII Laurie Bailey 

1301 • I was posted to Fiji on 20 Nov 73 as Chief Instructor 
at the RFMF Trade Training School, along with my wife and 
famil~ to a two year secondment. On arrival we were met at 
the a~rport and taken to the Southern Cross Hotel (which some 
of you know well) where we stayed for seven days. We later 
moved into a house at Queen Elizabeth Barracks. After 
meetings with the Commander (Brig J.Aitken) and the then 
Chief of Staff (Col Manueli) I was able to look at for the 
first time, the site of the proposed Trade Trainin~ School. 

1302. I met at this stage the staff that was to work with 
me and these lads had all been to SME (WZ) at the Special 
Instructors Course during September 1973. Ssgt Tuimavana 
who is known by many of the NZ Sappers was to become my 2 IC. 

1303. After taking levels and generally pegging out the 
site, it was decided to make a plaster mod.el of the hillside 
to scale, then cut out the benches required for the construction. 
Some wooden moiels of the buildings were then placed in 
position on the model site. This appeared initially to my 
staff to be a large waste of time but was to prove a godsend 
at later dates. 

1304. A D8 was hired to cut two benches, put in approaches 
and level the site, which meant shifting 7000 - 10,000 cubic 
yards bulked soil. The first profile was driven on the 14 
Jan 74 and work started. It was quite obvious that the task 
of building the school was going to be too big for just myself 
and my six instructors. We were able to hire 15 - 18 
unemployed TF soldiers to assist us. All bar two were 
inexperienced. We had our problems, mostly through the supply 
of materials, and the lack of machinery in the early stages, 
and many problems were due to the ~ack of knowledge by the TF 
soldiers in this type of construct~on. 

/1305. While the 
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1305. While the buildin s w b · 
added responsibility of s egdi ere e1ng built I had the 
Although interesting thispcaus~~ $2~,~00 on tools and equipment. 
downtown in Suva and t i t a o of worry • When 
kits and 48 complete B~c~ay~npu~?~asef48 ?omplete Carpenters 
whole city you could et ~ 1 s, ind1ng that in the 
person could get verygfru~~~t!~x oris~~~L of each item, a 
Government supplies helped us to ~ke t~e rig~~wevetr, t 
we managed to get enough t con ac s and 
etc to keep us going Ic~~~~ ~hm~xers, barrows, vibrators 
of tool p h i • a a lo1; of frustrations 
items in ~cp:~o~gt~o~da~~~!a~~en avoided by purchasing most 

1306. .I was given complete control of the site 
construct1on and although plans had been drawn in NZ I was 
able ~o change things around at my own discretion to'suit 
the s1te. Tw~ of the major changes were to bring the Q 
st~re and machine shop together with a 10ft opening between them 
br1dg.ed by the same roof and so allow a dry area at the Q 
store co~ter. The second was for the provision of a 
larger .toilet system than was originally allowed. A two 
pan to1let system was in the first site plan and this was built 
along with a large septic tank and was used during the building 
phase. It was obvious that this would be too small once the 
full complement of staff and students (50 - 60 pers) were 
employed in the School. We poured the foundations and placed 
the sewerage fittings leaving the task to be completed by the 
first intake of students in November 1'974. 

1307. The first building to be built was a classroom 
for blocklaying and one for plastering, linked by an open span 
roof supported on pipe columns with no walls. Total building 
size 1600 sq ft. The classrooms measure 20ft x 20ft 
complete with ceilings, fans, flourescent lighting and black
boards. Q store, machine shop followed by Carpenters Shop, 
40' x 20', 20 1 x 20', and 60' x 20' respectively. The office 
block consisting of the CI's office, Tech ~lerk's office, and 
an instructors room (for five instructors) was completed in 
time for the opening in Kugust. 

1308. The school was opened on 2 August 74 by Ratu Sir 
Kanusise Mora KBE Fiji's Prime Hinister and the NZ High 
Commissioner Mr An~ell. The scheme was originally devised 
by the Prime Ministers of Fi~i and NZ to give vocational 
training to unemployed youths in Fiji. 

1309. A lad with no building expe~ience is unlikely to 
get employment here with the local bu1lders as they (the 
builders) are loathe to train them, but if they have some 
experience they can get employment. It was.felt that Army 
could give the best training to produce a sk1lled labourer. 

/1310. The boys 
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1310. The boys are re ·t 
years old and we try at t~:ul ed between the ages of 16t - 18 
highest school qualificat·ls stage to recruit boys with the 
enough at this stage to b!o~s as p~ssible. We are fortunate 
recruiting day requirin n1ry se ective. On the first 
boys. The se~ond time gto Y 10 lads, we interviewed 384 
On :e~ruitment they do ~ 0~e!o~~~t~s ~ater we interviewed 78. 
tralnlnff starts consisting of: aslc then the trade school 

2 months blocklaying 
months plastering 

2 months practical 

theory and practical 
theory and practical 
confirmation of 
blocklaying and 
plastering 

3 m~nths carpentry practice - broken into two 
SlX weekly phases. First six weeks in 
the workshop learning uses of hand tools 
and gene:al basic theory related to carpentry. 
Second SlX weeks making roof trusses hanging 
doors etc for final task. ' 

3 months practical building ie, 

practising and confirming all 
has been taught earlier on. 

housing 
barrack 
accommodation 
that 

1311. It would appear that the standard achieved so far 
by the students proves that the system will work and is 
adequate for Fiji's requirements . I am sure that we can 
turn out a very capable blocklayer, one who can set out, read 
levels, put in his own joinery and lay up t o 80 blocks a day 
by the time he leaves here. These lads have a natural ability 
and flair for plastering so there is no worry about that. 
At the time of writing we have done little carpentry training. 
I am not sure what is likely to happen but I am fortunate in 
having some very good men on my staff, some you may allknow: 

Ssgt TUIMA V ANA 
Cpl TAGAGA 
Cpl SHUTE 
Cpl VATANITAWAKE 
Cpl WAQANISAU 
Lcpl SEREVI 
Lcpl TOKAINANIVAHUA 
Lcpl CAGILABA 

Tui 
Nat 
Tom 
Koli 
Mac 
Eddie 
Tokai 
Dan 

1312. The Fiji Government is very determined to run thi~gs 
themselves and it would appear very unlikely that another Klwi 
is to take my place. The new scheme of the Rural Development 
Construction Sqn which Capt Woodsis looking at may have some 
NZ participation and will work hand in hand with the Trade 
Training School. 

"Its the little things that annoy us. 
sit on a mountain but not on a tack." 

\ofe can 
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SECTION TWO 

WILL THE REAL ARMY PLEASE STAND UP~ 

1313. The Army has been cartooned, lampooned, fictional ised, 
photographed, filmed, interviewed, visited, reported on, 
speculated over, investigated, criticised, denounced, second
guessed, measured, computerised, profiled» tested, programmed, 
budgeted, coated-out, systems analysed and psycho-analysed. 
What is called the Army in these creations is seldom the real 
Army but a convenient impression that fits the mood of the 
message. 

1314. The real Army is hard to discover for its outward 
appearance will change like a tree in the seasons. But the 
solid trunk is still there drawing its strength from 
dedication and self discipline - qualities often incommunicable 
to those on the outside. All else is deciduous - like 
tactics, weapons, uniforms, missions and hairstyles. 

RESTRICTED 
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SECTION THREE 

A COMMUNITY TASK 

1315. . Linton Camp and the Palmerston North City Council 
agreed ~n 1974 that a suitable manner in which to commemorate 
the Freedom of the City bestowed upon the camp some years 
ago would be for the Army to undertake community tasks in the 
city. The School of Military Engineering spearheaded the 
attack on 14 Nov 74 with all units from Linton participating 
Engineer units were particularly noticeable. Tasks chosen ' 
were the development of suburban play areas. 

1316. At one site, tubular swings, slides, see-saws, 
garden seats and rubbish receptacles were transported to, 
erected and concrete foundations poured on the day. Instant 
playgroundt At another site some 1200 yards of soil were 
built into a banana shaped play mound about eight feet high, 
200 feet long and nicely shaped to form a wind break. The 
haul distance was about two miles. The third area of 
activity was at an IHC Workshop playground where more swings 
and slides (made by 1 Gen Tps Wksps) were erected and set in 
concrete. 

1317. The message gained by the soldiers was a real sense 
of achievement and of being appreciated, whilst the civilians 
continue to express gratitude for the work done and admiration 
for the competence displayed by the Army. Palmerston North 
and Linton Camp were drawn much closer by this day's work. 

1318. Total involvement on the one day gesture was: 

1 X D7E 
1 x H65C 
1 x Case 750 
2 x Welders 
5 x IHC dumps 
2 x Civilian dumps 
1 x Civilian F230D 
2 x Tilt deck trailers 
1 x 816 wrecker 

10 x yds machine mixed concrete 
5 x yds Readymix concrete 
1 x yd hand mixed concrete 
4 x 3T RL Bedfords ) 
60 soldiers (20 of th~se for three hours only 
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SECTION FOUR 

THE SAPPER TASK AT WHO DAT 

By: Anne Onimus 

!319. Not many Corps members are aware of a small but 
lmportant ta~k undertaken for a SE Asian country a few ears 
ago - the to~let block at WHO DAT. The task went lar ~1 
~report~d by the news media mainly in the interests 0~ Y 
~ntern~t~onal harmony but also because the Officer in Charge 
couldn t t~e. However, the task was completed in due 
co~se, us~n~ where possible, local materials and labour 
skills. Th~s accounts for the North wall being finished 
with a vene~r of flattened beer cans (Fosters) and the 
unusual des~gn breakthrough of upward opening doors. 

1320. Basic misunderstandings dogged the project from 
the first day, when the officer in charge asked a local the 
way by pointing, and saying WHO DAT? The local replied 
"The village idiot - are you his replacement?". However, 
the project finally got going, not without some opposition 
from the bloddy-minded village headman, HUP YIEW, and more 
particularly his student activist son HUP YIEW II. 

1321. The task was complicated by the presence of the 
SEATO Liaison Officer Major Winterbottom (a cold stern man) 
and the local Iron Curtain representative and advisor Lt Col 
Blodinir Shotitoff (the clumsiest gun in the Red Army). 
Notwithstanding all these bars to progress, the first spadeful 
was turned on day one by the Regional Director, who demanded 
and received double time for so doing, it being apparently 
a local custom. Following his speech he was heard to murmur 
"God Bless Tom Skinner and down the Ponsonby R:<C". 

1322. At the reception after the opening ceremony, the 
Project Officer, displaying the lack of tact that had resulted 
in his getting a task $far from NZ as possible, was heard to 
say to a visiting General, "This is the visitors book sir, 
Majors and above may leave a thumbprint or make their mark". 

1323. The Works i'IO, a bitter man (DB for preference) was 
faced with major problems from the st~rt. He also ha~ 
Captain problems but the Corps, as always when the chips are 
down turned to ~d got on with it. Dissention in the ranks 
ste~ed mainly from the opening remarks of the P~ant Sergeant 
who demanded to know which idiot ordered petrol ~stead of 
diesel oil. "I did," said the SQMS, "Jily Honda won't run on 
diesel." 
"It won't run on anything if its the one parked by the office" 
said the Plant Sergeant, "i·le dropped the D7E blade on it" • 

TO BE CONTINUED 

''One advantage of small cars is that you can squeeze 
twice as many of them into a traffic jam." 

RESTRICTED 
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The photograph of this South Vietnamese girl 
was published in an "Auckland Weekly" photograph competition 
December 1964. 

The girl used to supervise one of the bridge 
building tasks undertaken by RNZE NZAD pers (The South 
Vietnameers) I think. I wonder how the bridge is now? 
I wonder where the girl is now (she would be about 18 years 
old). I know the Auckland \veekly has ceased to exist! 
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EDITCRIAL 

A11E YOU BEING "COIMED"? 

The Editor is delighted to report a favourable 
response to the last issue of the Liaison Letter. He 
thanks those who contributed • 

. . That there is constant pressure on individuals 
to partlClpat~ and becoffie involved in a very wide range 
of lnterests lS recognised. That each individual ·s 
subjected to ~ di~ferent range of pressures is obvi~us. 
~very person lS dlfferent from his fellows and has different 
lnterests. 

. . . Wi~hin the military environment, pressure on 
lndlVlduals lS normally of a military natQre ie courses 
exams, postings etc and are primarily concerned'with the' 
betterment of the individual and consequently, the unit 
and the Army. 

Pressures on a soldier in his capacity as a 
citizen are somewhat different. Single soldiers are 
required to handle the social pressure of his fellows in 
the manner that best suits his individual requirements. 
His desire to advance, stay in a rut, his age and his 
courage and interests are real factors in ru1y decision he 
may make. 

PressQreS on the married soldier as a citizen are 
very many and a selection is reqtured if justice is to be 
done. "Come Alive" is endeavouring to involve all for 
their own good. Parent Teacher Associations, Scouts, 
Guides, Church, Politics, charitable organisations, sports 
bodies and a wide range of community affairs are just a fe~r 
of the presSQres from which to select. The Prime Hinister 
shows concern for under-developed countries and invites our 
involvement, particularly in the South Pacific. So from 
many angles the message is the same - become involved. 

In the main, soldiers do participate in these 
things and perform in an adOlJ.Uate and in some ~ases a~ . 
outstanding manner. The logical factual.s?ldler tralnlng 
is obviously beneficial to being a good Cltlzen. 

As the standard of education has been raised over 
the years and mass communications become avai~ab~e to 
project a point of view or partial truth to ~lllllons, the 
amount of daily reading a citizen should do lS large and 
becoming enormous. no \-ronder there is a 1·rorld sho2·tage 
of papert 
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Imagine the situation if only one or tHo contri
butors endeavoured to produce the RHZE Liaison Letter! The 
interest in the production is apparent and it seems 
pertinent at this point to pass on a factual happening 
in recent times from an Rl!ZE unit. The regular padre's 
hour betvTeen 1 300 and 1 400 hours on a r!lonthly basis 1~as 
poorly attended and every imae inable excuse was for1varded 
to account for absenteeism. At very short notice the 
same unit promulgated a notice that an explanation of new 
tax codes and procedures would be provided by a very 
informed person bet1-1een 1 300 and 1 400 hours. Every person 
of the unit attended. Deduction. Advertise a tax lecture 
and produce the padrel 

All readers are requested to be constantly aware 
of the need to provide material for the Liaison Letter. 
Those who read it should generate a desire to be involved 
and to become a contributor. The interest is there and 
the future success is with you, the reader. 

Confident of Things to Come 

meamvhile, 

Add a 
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CHAPTER 1 

CHIEF ENGINEER BRANCH AID1Y GENERAL STAFF 

Appointments 

101 • The following are the t as at 1 Apr 75. curren appointments 

Training 

Chief Engineer 
SORE II 
Clerk 

PLANNING NEWS 

102. RFMF. Rural DeveloP-
ment Unit (RDU) will become a 
familiar word to many during the 
new training year just begun. 
Twenty four Fijian sappers (from 
Sergeant to Sapper) are to be 
trained for constructivn duties 
in outlying parts of Fiji. 
During the winter SME have said 
they will teach them how to 
hammer, and when the rugby 
season is over, they will be 
allowed to show the s~uadrons 

Lt Col RK Rutherford 
~iaj Jr1 Kiff 
WOI HK Wawatai 

how to build garrison clubs using 
coral bricks and coconut palms. 
(See Chap 13 Sec 4). 

103. Community Taeks. It would be stealing thunder 
to mention tasks known to units. Your reputation is so 
good that the Army Gen&ral Staff has to turn down a 
number of requests. At least that gives us the chance to 
choose tasks in interesting places or with special training 
value. vie have had to refuse an offer to widen the 
entrance to Avativ Harbour in Rarotonga (if you ' re not a 
diver you haven't missed out), turn down the chance to 
bridge the navy's dry dock, and clean up the old airfield 
at Atiu. There are two other possible overseas jobs -
small ones - still under consideration. Anyone who wants 
to prospect on the Coromandel Hills can find two dozen 
25-pounder blinds which the gunners lost several years agol 

/Personnel Hatters 
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Personnel Matters 

104. Recruiting. There's a steady stream of appli-
cations coming in from the Recruiting offices. It is now 
becoming very difficult to fit people in. We hope we are 
choosing the right ones who will arrive at units after 
their basic courses. Unit strengths should rise over the 
next few months and the good news is that there should be 
more sappers to share those irksome picket duties etc. 
Meanwhile the rest of the Army - and bits of the community 
are clamouring for more engineering supporto 

105. 20 Years Service. Several letters have 

Doctor: 

Patient: 

recently been sent out to 
indicate to Senior NCOs who 
are able to superannuate, 
whether they will be offered 
an extension. We have close 
to ten per cent of our ORs as 
Warrant Officers and twenty 
per cent as Sergeants/Staff 
Sergeants. Two thirds of 
these are under 40 (many not 
yet 30). In addition we've 
a lot of good junior NCOs 
coming along. Some people 
have already been told it may 
not be possible to keep them 
on in the Corps - the decision 
is not final as a small number 
of unexpected changes can open 
up a gap. However, it does 
seem likely in the future that 
the competition for senior ranks 
Will increase, lesser qualified 
men or those whose performance 
drops off will be invited to 
make room for the vigorous 
experts. In an age where our 
role is to help the Army live 
mov~ and fight through an ' 
env~ronment littered with 
numberless technical nasties 
there is less scope for the ' 
plodder who knows only the 
methods of ten years ago. 

--ooOOoo--

"I can•t f" d ~n anything seriously wrong with 
you. I think its due to drinking." 

"Okay Doe, I'll come back when you're sober." 

--ooOOoo--
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OBITUARY 

Sergeant \ofallis fuano Rangi HAlVE. 
1934- August 1974. October 

Sergeant Hawe was born ~n Hawera On 15 
October 1934 and died on or about 10 
A~gust 1974 as a result of a boating 
m~shap. He spent ten years as a 
re~ar soldier from 1960 in various 
engl.~eer. units, and was a serving 
Terr~tor~al soldier in 6 Field S~uadron 
at the t~me of his death. 

His readiness to help all in need 
epitomi~es his army and civilian life. 
Among h~s many personal and military 
career achievements, as a diver PTI 
par~trooper! pilot, and military ' 
eng~neer, h~s horizons seemed unending. 

--ooOOoo--

The Efficiency Jl:edal 

107. "The Efficiency Medal is a reward for long 
and meritorious service by warrant officers, non-commissioned 
officers, and soldiers of the New Zealand Territorial Force, 
who have performed the re~uisi te ~ualifying service," so 
read the citation for Sgt Gavin Ernest DBLAUEY of 6 Fd S~n 
who was presented with the Efficiency Nedal on the airfield 
at Waiouru on the 11 Feb 75. The Commru1der Field Force 
Command Brigadier R.W.K.Ainge OBE, made the presentation 
with 6 Fd Sqn drawn up in Battle Order. Sgt Delaney's 
wife and family were in attendance, and lihile the guests 
and members of the unit partook of some liquid refreshments 
after the parade, the children were escorted to Helwan 
Camp where they were given a cross-country whirl in an APC 
which, like all children, they really enjoyed. 

--ooOOoo--

"Any man vrith his hands in his own pockets 
is not a politician." 

--ooOOoo--
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RNZE Corps Fund 

Despite the ever increasing cost of goods, 
108. hase :nany items of Corps 
there is available for Pl:lrc . ' current availability 
"paraphernalia" at bargru.n pr~ces. 
and prices are as follows: 

RNZE Pins 
RNZB Ties 
RNZE Transfers 
RNZE Shoulder Titles 
RNZE Writing Pads 
RNZE Sheetpaper 

RNZE Plaques 
RNZE Pocket Honograms 
(Wire) 
RNZE Pocket I1onograms 

70 cents 

10 cents 
30 cents 
$1 
30 cents/ 
50 sheets 
$5.20 
$4.50 

Available 
On order 
Available 
Available 
Available 
Available 

Available 
Available 

On order 

To avoid missing out on any of these+bU.:gains, place 
your order with your Unit's represen.at~ve now. 

--ooOOoo-

FREE BUS 

(Reprinted from 11 \1/omens Weekl.y" by kind permission 
of the publishers) 

The famous Holiday Resort and Luxury Hotel 
Astor had hired a new bus driver. It was 
the driver's duty to meet each train 
carrying holiday makers at the railway station 
and announce in a loud clear voice: 

"FREE BUS TO THE HOTEL ASTOR" 
The first morning that the ne•• driver waited 
at the station the train was late, so he 
practised his lines under his breath, over and 
over again, until he was sure he had it just right. 
When at last the train did arrive he became 
confused and yelled: "Free Arse to the Hotel Astor; 
I mean Free Hotel to the Bus you Astor; I mean Bus 
your Arse at the Hotel Freezer; I mean Freeze your 
Arse at the Hotel Buster; I mean Freeze your Bust 
at the Hotel Astor: I mea~ - Kiss my Arse you 
Bastards and catch a Tramcr.Lr - I QUIT. 11 

--ooOOoo-
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Development Idea - Minefield Tape Pagk 

109. f 6 Fd Sqn have developed a new t 
pack or use when hand breachi 0 0 ape dispensing 
item is inadequate and the pro~t~nef~e~~s. The ~resent 
looks very good. Good ideas 0 ype ? e new des~gn 
(along these lines the Tank an~~~eth~s are very welcome 
developed) so congratulation'Sto 6 Fr;o:~d C~rps were 
the system will manufacture the new p f 0 d opefully 
Let all s p ac ~n ue course 

0 0 0 a pers approach the Suggestions Campaign c ~tt 
w~ th s~ml.lar good ideas. omm~ ee 

--ooOOoo--

1iiHAT IS LUCK 

The great Taoist teaching is the emphasis on 
being over doing, character over achievement, 
and calm over action. But inner calm is 
possibly only when man is not disturbed by the 
vicissitudes of fortune. The great Taoist 
philosopher Liehtse gave the famous parable of the 
Old :lolan at the Fort -

An old man was living with his son at an abandoned 
fort on the top of a hill and one day he lost a 
horse. The neighcours came to express their 
sympathy for this misfortune and the old man asked, 
"Hol-1' do you know this is bad luck?" A few days 
afterwards, his horse returned vrith a number of wild 
horses and his neighbours came again to congratulate 
him on his stroke of fortune and the old man replied, 
"How do you know this is good luck?" With so many 
horses around his son began to take to riding and one 
day he broke his leg. Again the neighbours came 
around to express their sympathy and the old man 
replied, "How do you !;:now this is bad luck?" 
The next year there was a war and because the old 
man's son was crippled, he did not have to go to 
the front. 

Evidently this kind of philosophy enables a man to 
stand a few hard knocks in life in the belief that 
there are no such things as hard blocks without 
advantages. Like medals, they always have a 
reverse side •••• 

from the Importance of Living (Lin 
Yutang) 

--ooOOoo--
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DilUCTORATE OF VIOF.KS 
SUPPORT BRANCH DEF ~HCE liQ 

/ 

The following are the current appointments (RNZE) 
201 • V 
as at 1 Apr 75. 

Director of Works Lt Col R.r-:cL. Dickie OBE 

Assistant Director Haj .TA Bradley 
of Works 

Staff Officer Works Capt RU Radford 
(Central North. Island) 

Staff Officer ':/orks Capt GI-1 Davies 
(South Island, incl 
Papakura and Northwards, 
Trentham and Fort Dorset) 

Chief Draughtsman 

Draughtsmen 

'v'IOI 

'.101 
Cpl 
Lcpl 
Spr 

DE Graham 

JE Shields 
Bell C. ( Chris) 
Packer PG (Phil) 
Satchwell J'.'/ (John) 

202. All plans are no'' being draughted to HETRIC 
SCAUS including the conversion of existing plans. (Hope 
the 3 ~HS are conversant with MET RI CS) • 

203o Our congratulations t<• Softballer Draughtsman 
PfiiL PACKE."q_ Army and Combined Services Representative 
(plays for 1'/ainuiomata at the weekends). 

--ooOOoo-

A Gunner coi;!plained to the 'lealth Department 
about his fellow boarders in private digs in 
town. 

"There are six of us" he said, "We all live 
in one room. They have too many pets. One 
has twelve monkeys and another t~elve dogs. 
There's no air in the room and its just 
terrible. You've got to do something about it . " 

"Have you got any windows?"asked the man at the 
Health Department. 

"Yes" said the Gunner. 

"Then why don't you open them?" ::e sugcested. 

"',fuat," yelled the Gunner, 11 :1'1d lose all my 
pidgeons?" 

--ooOOoo-



\'lhi te kitten meo\·Tinc; in 
the snow 

--oo OOoo--

"I haven't had a bite to eat for days," 
said a trrunp to the landlady of an English 
inn called the 11 Gec,rge and Dragon." 

"Do you think you could spare me a bite to 
eat?" 

"Certainly not," snapped t h e l andlady. 

"Thank you," said the t ramp, and slouched 
off. A few minut6s later he vras back. 

"vlhat do you want r..ow?" snarled the landlady. 

"Could I have a few words with George?" 
said the tramp. 

--ooOOoo--

"A lecturer is a ma..11. \vho talks in other 
peoples sleep." 

--ooOOoo-
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SECTION ONE 

The follo>fing are the current appointr.~ents 
Apr 75. 

Force Engineer 

SORE 2 
SORE 3 \vkS 

SORE 3 Ops/Trg 

elk of \iks 
Clk Tech 
Driver 
Surveyor 

Draughtsman 

Lt Col RK Rutherford 
(as Chief Engineer this is 
his second hat) 

':aj J1) Broadbent 
Capt GR Jason-3mith 
(at present attached to 
1 Fd Sqn and OC of their 
detachment in Atiu) 

Lt IlB Luscombe - has to 
do t>vo jobs now 
'./Oil :ill i'/ill.s 
3gt NT Smith - ex 3 Fd 3qn 
Spr RK '.Iebster 
Sgt AJ Brown - lives in 
\·/aiouru and is generally 
vrorking on the Argo Road. 

Set AA Gladstone -
per'-lanently attached to 
1 Fd 3qn and presently 
in Atiu. 

302. This small unit lives at l"ort Cautley and is 
a part of H~ Field :?orce CoiDJ:J.and. It maintains its 
independence though, in that it has its own building in 
tne Camp. HQ Force Engineer exists to carry out all 
staff action in respect of RNZE Units in the Field Force 
and the staff of five or six are kept fully er:1ployed on 
this. As you may expect most o"i: the v1ork is involved 
in administration of works tasks. Liaison 1vi th Directorate 
of '1/orks , H~ Home Command and thH Formations is continual . 

303. Iwlost members of the Corps <Till be jealous 
of our location on the point overlooking the Rn.ngitoto 
Channel. 'v/e see a lot of the Hu.vy, both in the ca.r:;p 
(they call it IUINZS Tamaki) and on their trips to sea. 

/Host of our 
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r.Jost of our staff live on the North 3hore and the beaches 
and relative closeness to ••ork make this extremely 
pleasant. 

304. At present we are having a s c1all add.i tional 
office being built by 1 Fd Sqn. This will allow us to 
spread out a bit and give some room to put up a drawing 
board etc (Back to the •••••• Ed ). At times we've felt 
sorry for the sappers who are doing the job as t hey are 
constantly supervised by a large crowd of experts. It 
will be good to have the extra room. 

Personnel Snippets 

305 . Sgt Brown o.r.d Je;t Glade tone, vrhilst on our 
strength don't live witr- us. They do however , both do 
an excellent job in their locations. 3xcept for Spr 
\'o'ebster, the whole staff of H~ Force Engineer has changed 
over since about August last year. This has necessarily 
caused some problems but we feel vre •ve got a grip of it now. 
\VOII 1;lills is currently looking for a house to buy but is 
frightened by the cost. Set Smith recently posted from 
the South, is still awaiting a pool house. 

Policy 

306. Units will be aware of Commander Field Force's 
policy about works and training. At HQ Force Engineer 
we are always interested to hear of proposed training 
exercises and are ready to give any assistance requested. 
We may be able to suggest some assistance from another 
s~adron. The same comment applies t? w?rks_tasks. If 
your unit has a requirement for a spec1al1st 1tem of 
equipment or a specialist tradesman, and you kno~ another 
unit has one available - ask. We'll do everyth1ng 
possible to assist. 

THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONE 
So He Tackled it \fi th a Smile 

and he couldn't do it 

SOILS? 
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Oyersea$ Stop-press 

Correspondence received from !Ja j O ' Bri~n 
~~Jicates that whiLst his Australian course a~ th1.s . 
early stage is pretty much h igh pressure, he 1.s ho l d1.ng 
his own. 

Boy : 

--ooOOoo--

As the American tourjst stopped his 
latest model Cadillac at an isolated 
fishing bay of Lake Taupo, he was 
approached by a lone, scruffy, loc a l 
r~Iaori boy. 

"Gee mister, thats a beaut car. Don't 
see many like that around here." 

American: "\•lhal - its the latest model and there ' s 
nothing finer. 11 

Boy "~iy dad's got two like that" 

Boy : 

American 

Boy: 

As the visiting fisr.erman conne c t ed up h is 
fishing reel the boy spoke again. 

"Gee thats a beaut rod" 

"Yeah. Split brunboo anti-corrosive joint s . 
She's a be aut alright." 

"I!y dad's got two lihe that. " 

Before commencing to fish the American went 
behind a tree to reliev e himself. 

Boy: "Gee that's a be aut." 

American: " Hm.; don't tell me this time that your dad' s 
got two of these, c aus e this t ime I ~ 
believe you." 

Boy: "Ho, but I '11 tell you vThat , my dad' s 
would make two o f yours ! 11 

-ooOOoo-
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SeiCTION Tl/0 

H:l L3G 

Appointments 

307. The followinb are the current appointments 
as at 1 Apr 75. 

GSO 2 Naj RT Bennett 
SORE 2 riaj GE Hardie 
JORE 3 Capt RA Barrett 
Clk of ',fks 'dOII r~ Te OT Ne pia 
Clk of 'llks Elec ';/Oil 'WEe Dyas 
Clk of '1/ks ::onst \lOll TJ Hamilton 

Transfer to Reserve o.l ,.fficers General List 

308. Lt Col~ Davidson (30~E 1) after a long and 
dedicated career transfers to the reserve of officers. 
Col Bob Davidson will be missed by many w~o were fortunate 
to serve under his command. '.;/e wish him well in his new 
appointment with NAC in Christchurch. The following is 
a brief su=ary of Col Davidson's career: 

a. Date attested 4 Jan 51 Rank Sapper 

b. Lcpl 5 Aug 51 

c. Cpl 11 Feb 52 

d. T/Sgt 1 9 Sep 52 

e. Commissioned 2Lt 25 Sep 54 

f. Lt 25 Sep 56 

g. T/Capt 25 Sep 58 

h. T/I·1aj 25 Sep 65 

j. Lt Col 20 Jun 73 

Annual Camp 1 975 
309. The engineer cell was manned by: 

Maj Grant Hardie 
Capt Reg Barrett 
\VOII Oma Nepia 
\'/Oil Terrey Hamilton 

/Under the 



Under the direction of Haj Hardie the engineer cell 
operated very smoothly although not tested to its limits. 
Credit for the engineer cells effectiveness was due partly 
to the smooth planning of the three engineer squadrons 
namely 2 Fd Sqn, 6 Fd Sqn and 5 Spt Sqn. 

~uote: "KIA-TERE, TE-HUA, 0, TE--HINE-NGARO" 
"Speed, Service and Satisfaction". 

Unquote 

Translated for 5 Spt Sqn by Hr George Nepia. Sorry 5 Spt 
Sqn we are not stealing your thunder but I feel this is 
very appropriate. 

--ooOOoo--

BJ.ack dog barking 
on a dark night 

--ooOOoo--

"What did they mean by the Permanent Staff? 
They're all gone now •" 

--ooOOoo--
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CHAP'l'ER 4 

1 FIELD SQN 

Appointments 

401. The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Apr 75. 

oc 
AO 
SSM 
Works Offr 
Training Offr 
Works WO 
CCLK 
SQI1S 

Postings and Discharges 

402. Postings In. 

Lt STJ Rouse 
Lcpl LK Langdon 
Cpl TG Charwan 
Sgt KA Hensc·n 
Ssgt BT Knowles 
Sgt TE Gilbert 

Spr BJ 
Spr TA 

Spr r-1 

Spr PC 
Spr CR 
Spr IS 
Spr SP 
Spr PJ 

Coulson 
Knott 

Langford 

r·!ill&r 
Te Paa 
Small 
Norman 
Lightbourne 

403. Postings Out. 

Lcpl 
Capt 
Spr 
WOII 
Cpl 

r-1J NcGill 
KJ Woods 
S J Gallagher 
IE Lamb 

J\IR Osborne 

Maj 
Capt 
WOI 
Lt 
Lt 
t/OI 
Cpl 
Ssgt 

DA Cormack 
BA Stewart 
CB Chapman 
JS Hollander 
STJ Rouse 
P Foster 
LC Nilsen 
BJ Knowles 

Attached 1 Fd Sqn wef 10 Feb 
From Singapore wef 11 Dec 74 
From Singapore wef 11 Dec 74 
From HQ Engr wef 23 Dec 74 
From 3 Fd Sqn wef 24 r·lar 75 
From RF Cadet School wef 

30 Oct 74 
From BAA Recruits 119 
From RF Cadet School wef 

16 Dec 74 
From RF Cadet School wef 

16 Dec 74 
tt 11 " 11 If lt 

11 

11 

11 

11 11 

,, 11 " 
" 

From RF Depot wef 4 Dec 74 
From RF Depot wef 23 Dec 74 

To SH3 l·Tef 30 Jan 75 
To Fiji vref Feb 75 
ANZUK Force 
To Singapore wef 11 Jan 75 
To 6 Fd Sqn wef 11 Irov 74 

/404. Discharges 

--ooOOoo--

"Eunuch: A man cut out to be a batchelor." 
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404. Disc~1 arges. 

Sgt JTeH l¥ati 
Sgt GJ Posselt 
Spr ;·FA Pratt 
Spr GJ O'Dell 
Lcpl DB Groube 
Cpl PT Foreman 

\ief 23 Feb 75 
\ief 27 ;:ar 75 
\vef 18 Hov 74 
wef 20 Aug 74 
wef 4 nov 74 
wef 16 JIIar 75 

Training/Sports/Annual Camp 

405. It \vas pleasing to see the training had been very 
successful at the engineer training phase at Rotoehu. 
Watermanship once again seemed the most popular, the 
following training was carried out: 

a. \{atermanship LTB., A.ssaul t Boats, Zodiac 
and Personal Floatation. 

b. Bunker Const/Bunker destruction 

c. Map reading 

d. H1T -

e. Water supply 

f. Road construction. 

406. During the vratermanship when Sp Tp were on the 
water, our Padre dropped in on us and held a small service 

on the Lake side. After 
the service the Padre got 
aboard the assault craft 

--ooOOoo--

and away round the lake. 
',fhy not! After all he has 
done a basic field. I 
wonder how Sp Tp drew the 
Padre? Sp Tp is commanded 
by ',1QII EDDIE HOUJHAH and 
during cw~p he had a stencil 
and a tin of red spray 
paint. Little red devils 
have been appearing on all 
sorts of things. !'lay be 
there is a message in it 
somewhere. 

/407. Sports 

A. parent_decided to pay an unexpected visit on 
h1s sol~1er son at Papakura, late one evening. 
He '~asn t absolutely sure of his barrack room but 
arr1ved at a room he thought was pretty close and 
knocked on the door. 
"Who is it? a voice mumble-i 
"D • , oes Dick Oblatch live her".!?" 
Yeah, just dump him outsid".l the door." 
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407 • Sports. The cry at Annual Co.mp was "2 T " 
rw~ ~n~ck out volley ball competitions were held atPC~p 
an P collected the prize of a couple of cartons f 
~~~b~~~d~d ngt2 T~Cw~s c~mmanded by 2Lt HcGovern, Sgt 0 Jtorkie 

? . amp on. On 17 Feb 75 a day of inter-
Troop compet1t1on was held with a large stake f · t 
at hand The f ll . o s1x car ens • o ow1ng actiVities were organized: 

a. Boat races (on the lake) 

b. Tug of War 

c. Rope Climbing 

d. Tent Pitching 

e. 3-2-1 Holdfast pickets 

f. Wheel changing of a SWB. 

408. A good day was had by all but when the points 
we:e tallied up 2 Tp once again swept the field by a clear 90 
po1nts. Well done 2 Tp. The evening that followed was a 
boomer, Cpls Heke, Renata and Spr Bell got to work and put 
down a Hangi. Jlhl.tton, spuds, pumpkin, cab age, pipis, 
a few ales and the end to a most active and pleasant day. 
The following day vTas pack up and move off to 'rlaiouru for 
formation training. 

--ooOOoo--

Two soldiers were playing Wednesday golf at Papakura 
and one of them wae just setting up a putt on the 
third green when a nude girl rushed out of the 
nearby trees. She 1fas being pursued by several 
distinguished looking men in white coats. This 
didn't distract the dedicated golfers and they 
continued their game only to see the same sight 
at the next two greens: Finally they caught the 
attention of one of the men in vrhi te and asked him 
what was going on. 
"She's a patient" he explained, " and she has an 
obsession about running nude across your golf co'.l:::-se." 

"I see" said one of the golfers, "but why is 
• t f 11 f d?" your colleague carrying a buclce u o san . 

"That • s his hnndicap," replied the attendant. 
"He caught her yesterday." 

-ooOOoo--
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WorkS Office 

0 Following is a brief resume of WorkS Tasks 
te~ carried out by 1 Field Squadron. .works ~asks 
presently being carried out by 1 Fd Sqn 1nclude. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Snippets 

Refurbishing of Officers Accommodation. 
This task is progressing slowly due to 
enforced changes in gang numbers brought . 
about by such events as ex Northern Safar1, 
Qp Atiu, Military Tattoos and the ~ike. 
The current position is that work 1s 45 
per cent complete with finishing work now 
being started in the bedrooms, the lo~ge 
extensions are almost ready for breaking 
into the existing lounge and landscaping 
has just commenced. 

Ardmore Range: There has been an erosion 
problem on the Ardmore Rifle Range for many 
years. To cure this, extensive work is to 
be done on the main drain and is planned to 
take one year to complete. Work has 
commenced on site preparation and setting 
out in anticipati.)n of plant becoming 
available in late March. 

The Electricians have been kept busy 
preparing the lighting for the Hili tary 
Display being put on as part of the Papakura 
City Celebrations as well as preparing to 
start on adding l:lghting to the Workshops 
Building at Fort Cautley. 

409. 1'/elcome back from the deep deep south to Hike 
Wing who has just spent 18 months at Scott Base. 

Rumour has it, that Lt J.S.Hollander (possible 
temp Capt) is to be posted to Singapore as 10 
to the Force Engineer. No attempt has been 
made to substantiate this rumour. 

There is a move afoot to change the name of 1 
Field Squadron to 1 Airborne Squadron with three 
o~ficers in the squadron either fully qualified 
p1lots or training, including one NAG pilot. 

Capt Stewart is making a determined effort to 
?~ost th~ squadron's strength with Stewart junior 

JUSt (a1r)born - l'lell, they said he had something 
to do with it. 

Father: 

--ooOOoo--

My kid talks two languages - English and 
back. 

-r'\1"\f"\i\r.""-
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CHAPTE!L.j_ 

2 FIELD SQN 

APpointments 

501. 
aa at 

General 

The following are the c t Apr 75. urren appointments 

oc 
AO 
SSM 
Works Offr 
Stores v/0 
Works WO 
CCLK 
SQI-13 

Haj 3D 
Capt T'tl 
WOI BE 
Lt S 
lfOII NG 
\</OI DH 
Sgt G 
Ssgt JH 

Jameson 
Dench 
Malloch 
Dickson 
Small 
Roberts 
Crawford 
Lock 

502. Once again the scribe must put pen to paper 
and show his masters that he may yet draw another day's 
pension. This quarter has passed with the speed of the 
proverbial startled gazelle and what with Annual Camp over, 
the Argo Road chuntering on up the hill to its next well
earned resting place, the "manic-spenduplargus" fever having 
run its course for this financial year, the works situation 
thrown into a general state of chaos and the new training 
year (seven weeks RF tr~ining, no less!) about to burst 

/forth upon 



b bl a good time to rest 
forth upon us, it is pro ~ Y fleet upon the many \vorks that 
(finish this sentence) an re raises t hat have gone unsung 
have been wrought and the many P 
over this period . 

Annual Camp 8-22 Feb 75 

for the majority of the LSG units 
503. ~u~l . Camp . ear and the squadron advance 
took place ~n W~~our~ t~~:tly after returning from Christmas 
party were onttfe goth! routine operation, maintenance and 
leav~. Ap~ ro water and polver reticulation services, 
~=~~~e~fw~r~s c:!'ks were undert~~n_b:y the squ~d~on this 
cam (That is excluding the P~p~r~k~ task - u more 
of fhat later) . The squadron spe~t mos t of t~e .c~p as: 
involved with unit training, cover~ng such act~v~tles 

a. dater Supply. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

( 1 ) 

( 2) 

Operat i on and ~aintenance of AB3, B6 
3000 gph water trailer, Sumo , Spate 
and Aquali te pumps. 

Recon and water point calculations. 

Soldier Skills, including range practices, 
patrolling, mapreading. 

\•latermanship. Covering the Lt Tac Raft and 
assault boats - used on the r-111 3 wading 
pond. 

Bridging. The nevT Aluminium footbridge 
(just received from Singapore ex AHZUK 
Force) was put into use for the first time 
in New Zealand. It was a refreshing change 
to be able to show the troops some new (and 
current overseas) equipment and the 
versatility of this kit should prove its 
worth. 

504. The highlight of the camp for the i"i'aiouru based 
members of the squadron must surely have been the Annual 
Cross Country . The route, selected by one of the more 
sadistic unit commanders in t he complex, was long (in 
excess of 8000 metres) hard (participants reduced to a 
hand-over-hand climb up a cliff at one stage) and required 
teamwork to complete several actiVities. The race was a 
six man team event and as with all cross country events the 
aggregate of the teams placings produces the result. The 
race was contested by in excess of twenty teams which says 
a lot for the squadron team which had a final aggregate of 
21 points taking the first six places. The team was led 
by one of our TF Junior NCOs and consisted of the following: 

/Lcpl Neil f.Iercer 
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Lcpl 
Spr 
Spr 
Lcpl 
Spr 
Spr 

Neil Mercer (TF) Team leader 
Van Der ·~verff ( TF) Th::mks to 3 Fd 3q_n 
John Burton ( TF) " " 
l'1ark Thompson (rl.F) 
Chris Capper (RF) 
Dunca.n 'tlilliamson (RF) 

505. It was a grand team effort and each one of them 
certainly earned the day on the '.lueen the next day. The 
3 Fd Sq_n lads were certainly a great help and \vill be 
difficult to replace. Look after them 3 Sq_n, they '11 be 
worth the effort. 

--ooOOoo--

- --<•oOOoo-

Black kitten 

meowing in the 

coal cellar 

r.1ary had a little lamb 
The doctor was surprised 
But when old r-:acdonald had a farm 
He couldn't believe his eyes! 

--ooOOoo--

/Pipiriki 
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PIPIRIKI DEVELOPH3ITT TASK 

Earl in 1974 an approach was made to the . . 
?~~istr of De~ence for assistance in a small but spec~alist 
task atyPipiriki. The task cono~sted of the revettment 
of a section of the river baru<_adJacent.to a concret~ 
slipway used by the Wanganui R~ver Scen~c Board ~or ~ts 
tourist jet boat tours up the river from ',vangan~. In 
concert with this task we were also to construct a car 
park and picnic area immediately downstream from the 
revettment. 

507. Technical Data. In brief, the r~vettm~nt con
sisted of a framework of railway irons set ~nto r~ver bed 
and laid back on a 45° slope. ~his framework was then 
lined with B"x 3"/6"x 3" doubly-treated pinus radiata and 
the whole face back filled with river run metal. The 
revettment was constructed astride an old jetty. The 
upstream section was about fifty feet long and ten feet 
tall and the do1~tream section ~05 feet long and thirteen 
feet tall. The completed task not only provided a more 
pleasing river front but also tie uppoints for the jet boats 
and stepped access to them. 

508. The car park and picnic area involved the stripping 
of an area about 100 metres square (less a few key trees 
left for aesthetic value and shade) and the area contoured. 

509. Local Information. The site for these tasks was 
at Pipiriki, on the right bank of the Wanganui River. For 
those readers unable to obtain a map, or worse still, unable 
to read one, Pipiriki is some 50 miles up river from Wanganui. 
Accessible by jet-boat, by a narrow winding road following 
the river from Wanganui or by road via Raetihi, Pipiriki 
is about 12 miles southwest of Waiouru. The area is well 
known for a number of battles dw·ing the Maori wars. The 
local population consists of four maori families and its 
proudest boast is a primary school with eighteen pupils. 

510. Preparation and Planning. Although the project 
was a small one by 2 Fd Sqn standards, it was realised 
early on that first class recons and considerable close 
liaison with the Scenic Board's Ranger Brian Skinner would 
be required. This was undertaken by members of this unit 
plus representatives from 5 S.pt Sqn early in December 1974. 
Fortunately, the most appropriate time for tackling the task 
was during the month of February because of the low rainfall 
dU:ing that period. (Fortunate, because if the lowest 
r~nfall month was December or January I don't think they 
would have changed Annual Camp just for us). 

/511 • JIIanning 
--ooOOoo-

"Would you like a ticket for the r.Iayor's Ball?" 
"Is it a dance or a raffi.e?" 

--oo o--
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511 • i·lun.."linp:. On 5 ::<'ebruary 75 the llnit 'liorks 
warrant Officer, ~1ho ha<i been appointed IC for the nr · t 
left Linton for lipiriki to set up co.mp. ',/ith him-w~~~c ' 
members. of ITo 1 Troop. By 8 ?eb arrivals included seven 
from RNU.SC, h1o cooks and five Tipper Pl drivers five 
plant operators ~om 5 Spt Sqn, 1 fitter from 1 E~gr 'dlcsps, 
an~ four AustralJ..an soldiers (here in NZ on "Ex SKYLIGHT"). 
ThJ..s gave the Detachment an all up strength of 38 or two 
men for every job. ' 

5~2. Accommodation, A tented caop was erected along
~J..de the r_oad to t~e landing, on a site previously occupied 
oy an old notel whJ..ch vTas burnt to the ground circa. 1959 
and now believed to be haunted. Judging by some of the' 
occurrences in the v1ee small hours, it !"lay 'IT ell be true. 
The area included sleeping accommodation in 180 pounders, 
oessing !llarquees, the unit shower set-up and a site hut for 
the storage and dispensing of the brown liquid. Due to a 
shortage of concertina wire and pickets, local defences 
were omitted, ho1·1ever, this allowed the locaL inhabitants 
to wander around at will. One such visitor, a very 
mature ma.ori matron, expressed her pleasure to the Works '1/0 
that the modern soldier had not lost the sight of God, as she 
had noticed that the Ca.Lip contained a chapel. This 
statement puzzled the 'll'orks vlO for some time, until he 
noticed on the side of the Canteen hut a neatly painted 
sign with the word CHAPEL. If the identity of the sign
writer becomes known, he may be assured of a posting to 
some Public Relations appointment. 

513. Vehicles and Equipment. The vehicles and plant 
equipment required for the project included: 

1 X RL 
Thames Coach 
5 x IH Dumps 
Austin Weston Crane 
Welding plant 

1 x 5 ton Flat Deck 
t ton Rover (The Boss) 
Case 310G 
D4D dozer 
Concrete Mixer and a large 
number of "Mexican Dra.glines" 

The first public relations encounter occurred when the F230D 
was travelling to the site carrying ~he C~se 310G and the 
D4D. on a. very tight corner the ~a.J..l trJ..ed to overtake 
the tractor unit on the outside; J..t may have succeeded 
except that it ran out of road. This in itsel~ was not too 
serious (as it was driver t~aining an~ay) but J..t . 
necessitated the road being ?losed_fqr ~even hours ~h~le a 
recovery team from Waiouru dJ..d theJ..r thJ..ng. The ?J..eoest 
problem was that one of the locals had hired a taxJ.. from 
Raetihi to deliver his weekend booze. 

Another incident occurred lvhen tuo IH Dumps attemp
~~~·to pass one another when there was only enough r~o~1 
for one on the road. Needless to say, one ofdt~em le This 
over the side , about thirty feet below the roa eve • d 

· d further visit from the recovery team, an 
!l~~~~~u~~etr~u for the TF ASC driver from Flipper Platoon. 

/515. They say 
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51 5 They say that they happen in threes;_ sure 
a piant operator who shall remain nameless, tr7ed ~o 
out if his case 310G would operate as a s~bma:1n; ~n 
wanganui River. To his utter amazenent 1t _d1dn t •. 
Luckily for him he had placed enough ~etal 1n _the r1ver 
to save his machine from completely d1sappear1ng. . 

enough 
find 
the 

Unluckily for him the \vorks \'/0 had vratched the exerc1se 
from afar. The Works WO knew that in fifteen m~nutes ~ 
large group of overseas visitors_were due to arr1ve by Jet
boat and coach, so in no uncerta1n manner the luckless 
plant operator 1vas instructed to double away and ge t t he 
D4D dozer and carry out a hasty rec overy of the submerged 
item of plant. Unfortunately the D4D refused to start 
at this moment causing further pa~c . There is not enough 
space in these pages to describe hovr the Case 31 OG. was 
recovered vri th two minut ec s to spa:.~e before the arr1 val 
of the visitors. However , the w~ole episode was watched by 
the Australian Contingent Commander r-Ia jor Glass who thought 
it had been staged possibly for his benefit and thanked the 
QC at the next LSG Comd's conferencel 

516. Discipline and Decorum. Although there were no 
discipline problems encountered during t he project, it has 
been suggested that strong verbal man-management normally 
substitutes. Decorum, or the lack of it, became a cause 
of much consternation for the Works V/arrant Officer. He 
considered himself a well respected and popular '1/arrant 
Officer. He had no real objections 1-Then referred to as 
"an old B---ard" (Buzzard?). His hair stood on end a 
little when referred to as "An ancient old B---ard". But 
when overhearing a conversation from the tent next to his 
when he featured as "a prehistoric ancient old B---ard" he 
took action. 

517. Welfare and Amusements. The Welfare Unit showed 
two films during the course of the project, one of which was 
disgustingly sexy. It has not been established whether the 
films were very lengthy ones, or if there were too many 
refreshment breaks, but they never finished much before 
half-p~t late. Both films were attended by the local 
populat1on and were well received. On the first occasion 
school started la~er than normal the following morning. 
When the second f1lm was shown, the Canteen Operator packed 
a_sa~ and closed the bar before the completion so the troops 
d1dn t have_a chance to "stack up". This resulted in one 
of the Se~t1on Cpls making a decision about changing the bar 
h?urs - Wlth a fully operational chainsaw, when he 
discovered he was under the watchful eye of the ever-present 
Works WO, he may have had second thoughts about his future 
~areer, or the possibility of an all expenses paid holiday 
110 a well known resort up north, so the boozer door remained 
ntact. 

/518. A hangi 
--ooOOoo-

Heard of low calorie whisky? You still 
get drunk but the pink elephants are skinnyl 

--ooOOoo-
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518. A hangi was held towards the end of the task, 
whic~ w~ attended by all and sundry, and a most enjoyable 
e~enln~ ~t was too. The principal ingredient bein a 
1nld p~g donated by one of the local farmers, for fg received. avours 

519. Visitations ar.d Congratulations. You name 
them! they all vis~ted the job at some time or other. 
Po~s~bly the mos~_~J?portant visitor, apart from the ration 
dr~ver, was. t~e Iun~ster of Defence, 1vho made an un
scheduled v~s~ t. . Th~ \{o:ks ':10 was informed by radio that 
the HoD would arr~ve ~n hls location in ten ninutes. Too 
late to press the panic button, except to inform the cooks 
to put a pot of water on for a cuppa. The minister '"as 
meant to visit the site for ten minutes only - he departed 
after a stay of over an hour. 

520. Another visit ;ras made by three Senior NCOs who 
had at~ ended a formal dinner in >:laiouru the previous night o 

They d~scovered a new route to Pipiriki from \·laiouru - via 
\"/anganui (their excuse being it seemed a nice day for a 
drive). 

521. The hospitality shown to all visitors was most 
enjoyable. It ranged from a can of ale for sappers, 
to a cup of coffee, frow a chipped cup for the T<!inister 
of Defence, Incidently the project 1-ras finished on time, 
the Wanganui River Seenic Board were most e;enerous in 
their praise for a job '"ell done. Congratulations Doug, 
You Prehistoric Ancient Old Decrepit B ? 

522. General Comment. It is conceded that the task 
at Pipiriki had very little content uhich had a purely 
military bias. Hovrever, virtually every trade within 
the squadron was involved and from this point alone had . 
good value as a training task. This type of task, provlded 
it is of a similar duration, has the same trade involvement, 
is sponsored materials wise from another source and does 
not cut across local contractor's operations, does a lot 
for the public image of the Army and the public can see 
some return for its money. 

--oo00oo-
JERU.3ALE!-! 

There is a certain passage in the Bible where 
Jesus arrives in a town in which a womru1 has 
been found guilty of adultery. The onlookers are 
about to stone her as she lies buried up to ~e: . 
neck in the sand, because that is the most ClVlllsed 
and quickest method. Jesus holds up ~hand and .. says 
"Le t him who is without sin cast the flrst ~tone • . 
While all the onlookers shuffled away guiltlly dropplng 
their stones, an old woman of about sixty years dressed 
in black picked up a large rock, shuffled over 
towards the woman and drops the rock on her head -. 
splat1 At this, Jesus turned to t~e woman an~ sald 
"Gee mother, sometimes you really plSS me off. 
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~ostings/Promotions 

Duri"'"' this last period the following postings 
523 . ·~ 1 affecting this unit have taken P ace. 

a. iiarched out. 

2Lt Adrian ·11e lls to TFD '.laiouru 
Sgt Don ::ardle to H ~ r.:.:T AA 

b. ;rarched In. 

Sgt Gary Crawford (lllTZEHE) ex ANZUl~ ?orce 
to Chief Clerk 
appointn:ent 

Spr Druce .. acDoncld ex ,o 8 Intake TFD 
(tr~sferred to ~F) 

524. Promotions. 

a. To Cpl. 

b. To Lcpl. 

Congratulations 

3ruce Jarvis 

Bill l·larr 
Tom Stevens 
Hark Thompson 
John Dickson 

Storeman 

Carp (c Joiner 
Joiner 
Fd Engr 
Fd Engr 

525. The squadron would like to tal{e t his opportunity 
to wi sh Sgt and Ers Greg Findon all the best for the future. 
Greg a."ld Judy \vere married on 1 Feb 75 (some people will 
do anything to get out of Annual Camp). 

526. Also Cpl and :irs Kevin Hanson congratulations 
on the birth of raul John on 26 Dec 74. 

Future Hews 

527. In the next Liaison Letter uatch for the report 
by Capt ~revor Dench on the bridge task he commanded in 
Western 3amoa recently. 

--ooOOoo--

"You knovr <rhat a pram is? 
on wheels." 

--ooOOoo--

Last year • s fun 
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Photoeraphs of 2 Fd ~ 
reported on . . ;:;qn on ·rropic D'ly 19 

in L~a.J.son Letter iTo 1. 

SPR OA.KES 

Lring one of the many 
.s in the tunnel) 

Rathbun, Spr Oakes, Cpl 
, Spr Pendlebury, Cpl 
r and Ssgt Burton 
el party comin~ out after 
working shift) 

Fijians building 
Terminals at Nausori 
Airport 

From Le~t to Right 
Ssgt Burton, Spr Oakes, Cpl 
Oliver, Spr Pendlebury, Cpl 
Leach and Lcpl Rathbun 
(Tunnel party moving out 

of Nandi) 

the reproduction standard but it appears the best 
at no cost . Good reproduction available at $7.00 

Editor) 
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CHAPTER 6 

3 FIELD SQN 

Appointments 

601. 
aa at 

Marched 

602. 

Marched 

603. 

The following are the current appointments 
Apr 75. 

oc 
2IC 
SSM 
Works Offr 
Works WO 
Stores WO 
SQMS 
CCLK 

Out Recently 

Ssgt Barry 
Sgt Norm 
Sgt Jerry 
Lcpl Smoky 
Spr Paul 
Lcpl Stave 
Spr Brian 

In ,Recently 

Maj RA 
Capt AL 
\VOII MA 
Capt GN 
WOI JT 
WOII BJ 
Sgt J 
Sgt JG 

Knowles 1 Fd Sqn 

Lay bourn 
Beaver 
Oliver 
Stevenson 
Blyth 
HcKernan 
Carlin 
Atkinson 

Smith HQ FF Comd 
Mitten Atiu Detachment 
Benningt on " " 
lindsay " 11 

TUcker Civilian life 
Ayers " 11 

Spr Armstrong RF Cadet Schools 
S;pr Carter " 11 11 

Spr Greeve 11 11 11 

Spr Mainland 11 11 11 

Spr Shepherd 11 11 11 

Spr Stack 11 11 11 

Spr White 11 11 11 

Cpl Alan Bar clay ~ngapore 
Lcpl Harper Singapore 
Spr Stew Boy le Atiu Detachment 
Cpl Colin Jl!organ 11 " 
WOII ~lac McKernan 6 Fd Sqn 
Sgt John Carlin 5 Spt Sqn 
Spr Briggs Civilian life 
Spr Gregory-Hunt " " 
Spr Shelford " " 

--ooOOoo--

There was a young girl of St Paul 
Wore a newspaper dress to a ball 
The dress caught on fire and burned her entire 
Front page, sporting section and alll 
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A.AAUal Camp 75 

604. This year 3 Bde 
held their annual camp 
at Cass (12 miles from 
Arthur's Pass) from 
11-26 Jan and of course 
the engineers were first 
in and last out. As 
explained in the first 
Liaison Letter, we went 
up to Cass for our unit 
training in Nov-Dec 74 
and prepared the road, 
bridges and general 
areas for the Bde 
exercise. On 5 Jan 
our advance party moved 
back into the area to 

dig those essential holes, carry out route maintenance and 
also this year provide the messing facilities for all the 
other advance parties and duri~ the exercise - for the 
whole of the rear echelon. 

605. Yes, that's right, we were not beyond the black 
stump, but some eight miles in rear at the Cass railhead 
being deployed as required on a troop basis. During the 
main exercise our S:p Tp upgraded and maintained upwards of 
20 miles of class III road, as well as cutting and main
taining approximately five miles of cross country tracks 
and communication roads. 

606. Nos 1 and 2 Tps went out in support of the Inf 
Bns and showed them how ' to walk cross-country and use correct 
SOPs whilst the Inf in turn showed how infantry can walk 
through three uncleared minefields!? (You just can't). On 
returning from up the sharp end, these tps then went on to 
normal engineer tasking, like placing groyns for river bank 
protection, rock blasting and culverting to upgrade roads, 
and erecting a platform for the NZR to enable trampers etc 
to board and disembark from railcars and disperse into the 
Mt White area. 

607. No 3 Tp spend most of their time constructing a 
permanent class 12 single way decked bridge across the 
Hawdon overflow stream to enable access into the Mt White 
Station during the winter months. A lot of hard work 
produced a bridge they were pro~d to put their names to. 

/ Sqn Weekend 

--ooOOoo--

What is a man who inspects rabbit holes? 

A borough surveyorl 

--ooOOoo-

I 
I 

\ ~ 

' 
"' 

I ~ 
I I 
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Sgn Weekend 15-16 Mar 75 

608. For this weekend the sqn met at Tekapo (2 Tp from 
Dunedin and the remainder from Christchurch) and on the 
Saturday travelled to Twizel to study the different aspects 
of civil engineering in use at the Power Development 
Project. Basically, the squadron was split into three 
syndicates to view the carpentry, concreting and plant 
maintenance elements of the project and on the following 
day each s~dicate in turn gave a presentation to the others 
of the previous day's study. A very informative and 
worthwhile weekend was the comment from all who attended. 

3 Fd Sgn :Burnham Camp 

609o TO date work is progressing very well on our 
"new" ( 1939) unit buildings at Burnham. The HQ and 
recreation room as well as the Q store are all but 
completed and just waiting for that finishing touch. Work 
is now well under way on the construction of the workshop 
complex and the gang bosses building. Landscaping is 
already well in hand with a view to everything being laid 
out for our move about 31 Aug. 

--ooOOoo-

The phone rang in the hosp~tal mate:nity ward 
and a very excited male vo~ce excla~med to the 
nurse who answered, "This is Mr Smith. I 'm 
bringi.ng my wife in to have a baby!" 

"Now slow down and give me a little information. 
Is she having any pains?" 

"Yes, this is Mr Smith. My wife. • • • •" 

"Is this her first baby?" 
"this is "No," replied the distraught man, 

her husband." 

-ooOOoo-
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CHAPTER7 

2 SPT SQN 

Appointments 

701 . 
as at 

The following are the current appointments 
Apr 75. 

QC 
AO 
SSM 
Plant Offr 
Resources Comd 
Tpt WO 
CCLK 
SQMS 

Maj Hl'IJ 
Capt J 
WOI C~ 
Capt DJ 
WOII WR 
WOII GD 
Sgt M 
Ssgt GB 

Shorter 
f.1cDonald 
Corney 
Powley 
Den by 
Grieve 
Morris on 
McDonald 

Annual Camp 

702. The squadron 
proved during Annual 
Camp that it can and does 
fulfil its support role. 
The camp this year was 
spread throughout the 
North Island, and 
squadron members were 
involved in works at 
Egmont, Rotoehu State 
Forest, Pipiriki and in 
the Waiouru area on 
reading, water Slpply, 
electrical reticulation 
and other sapper tasks. 
Assistance was also 
given to RNZAF in the 
excavation of 2x250-lb 
and 1x100-lb bombs in 
the Rangipo Desert area. 
To find 1x500-lb bomb, 
20,000 cubic metres of 

soi l had to be moved, and the team of Plant Operators im
pressed the Air Force with their skills. As much maintenance 
as possible was done on the Argo Rd before live firing 
halted this work and altogether 25 items of plant were used 
on t he above tasks. 

--ooOOoo--

"I just ran over a milk bottle" 
"Didn't you see it?" 

/703. The morale 

"No, the little kid had it hidden under his coat." 

I, 
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The morale of the squadron was high . 
Notable occurrences were: dur~ng the 

a. Approximately 30 Junior Ranks drinking 
~e~~Y.3000 c~ of beer in three nights 

n e~r M~ss. It is understood that 
one Spr pa~d nearly $30 for the right to 
topple the stack of cans. 

The SSM was seen to chase a female sheep 
out of his tent, and this led to the 
composition of a new song about "Baaasil 
and Baaarbara". 

c. Th~ OC and 2 IC protecting our two TF WRAC 
dr~vers by making them their personal 
drivers. 

d. Squadron members being allocated the filthy 
task of collecting and burying the corpses 
of hundreds of dead sheep which appeared 
t? be fading away through some fungicide 
d~sease. 

e. Cpl Tai Stewart breaking his leg during 
a volleyball match and being promoted to 
Sgt because of his great fortitude. 

f. A hangi as a wind-up function which was a 
great success. I-iountains of meat and 
vegetables were served up, and the ~1aori 
members of the squadron turned on a first 
class meal. 

g. The impression gained that Black Bulls are 
powerful creatures. 

h. That Australian Sappers are always looking 
behind them, especially when Ngaruhoe is 
erupting fiercely. 

Current Works 

704. The main squadron effort now revolves round pushing 
the Argo Rd towards the westlawn Hut during the current works 
season. Personnel are involved in 10 day tours of duty 
doing earthworks, while members of other squadrons are 
involved with culverting etc. /Postings 

--ooOOoo-

As Officer Cadets we were practising river crossings. 
30 of us, including the CO stood shivering at the 
water's edge, clad only in steel helmets. Suddenly 
a staff car pulled up. Out jumped the WRAC driver who 
marched without expression up to the CO and handed him 
a dispatch and then left. In the admiring silence a 
voice from the ranks murmured, 

"I say, sir, <io tell us how she recognized you!" 

--ooOOoo-
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Postings to the Squadron 

705o Since the first letter was published, the 
following men have been posted to 5 Spt Sqn: 

Sprs Matchitt 
Butler 
Hall 
Wright 
Le Mou 

Postings from the Squadron 

706. Sgt Carlin to 3 Fd Sqn as SQMS 
Lcpl Holmes to 2 Fd Sqn as a ledger clerk 
Spr Staveley to Burnham as a Rifleman 

Retirement 

707. On the 3rd of March Ssgt Noel Woodley decided 
to make the break with the Army to assume the appointment 
of Plant Instructor with NZ Forest Products Ltd at Tokoroa 
(7 Sqn - Ed.) The Army can ill-afford to lose men of 
Noel's qualifications and we certainly regretted losing 
our MPF. However, we all wish him well in his new 
appointment • 

.Promotions 

708. During annual camp the following TF were 
promoted: 

Sgt 
Cpl. 
Sprs 

Greenem to Ssgt 
Stewart to Sgt 
Kahukoti, McKenzie, 
to Lcpl. 

Ivlyhill and Sales 

709. The following RF was promoted: 

SSN WOII Corney to WOI. 

Change of Appointment 

710. Sgt Jim Hendricks has been appointed MPF to 
replace ex Ssgt Noel Woodley. 

"In a Church: 

-ooOOoo--

We regret that the box marked 
'For the Sick' must be restricted 
to monetary contributions. 

--ooOOoo--
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--ooOOoo--

For the following reasons I am unable to send 
you a larger cheque. I have been held up, 
held down, sandbagged, walked upon and sat 

upon, flattened out and squeezed by the Income 
Tax, the Super Tax, the Tobacco Tax, the Beer 
Tax, and by every Society, Organisation and 
Club that the inventive mind of man can think 
of to extract what I may or may not have in my 
possession - for the Red Cross, the Black Cross, 
the Ivory Cross, and the Double Cross and for 
every Hospital in town and country. 

The Government has governed my business till 
I don't know who runs it. I am inspected, 
suspected and examined and re-examined, 
informed, required and commanded so that I 
don't know who I am, where I am, or why I am 
here at all. 

All that I know is that I am supposed to be 
an exhaustible supply of money for every need, 

desire or hope of the human race, and because I 
will not go out and beg, borrow or steal money 
to give away, I am cussed, discussed, boycotted, 
talked to, talked about, lied to, lied about, 
held up, hung up, rung up, robbed and damn-near 
ruined. 

The only reason why I am clinging to life at all 
is to see what the Hell is going to happen next. 

In fact the only happiness I get is when I read 
my Liaison Letter. 

--ooOOoo--
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CHAPTER 8 

6 FIELD SQ.N 

Appointments 

0 The following are the current appointments 8 1. 
as at 1 Apr 75. 

Post in~ 

802. 

Births 

QC 
2IC 
SSM 
SQr<!S 
CCLK 

out. 

la· 

WOII BJ (Mac) 

Ssgt RJ (Rob) 
Sgt JW (os) 

Maj PJ 
Capt A 
won HJ 
Ssgt RJ 
Sgt vlT 

I•fcKernan 

\'(right 
Os borne 

Skogstad 
Anderson 
Gallagher 
\'fright 
Natiaha 

to Stores WO, 
3 Works Team 

to SQI1S 
to Tp NCO 

803. The climate in Wellington must have some effect 
on the virility of the Sappers working in this unit. 
There have been four additions to families of unit members. 

WOII McKernan on 7 Sep Lynley Fiona 
Sgt Matiaha on 29 Sep Eden Thomas 
Sgt PhiJ.lips on 5 Nov Annette 
Sgt Os borne on 21 J:l1ar Leah Maree 

This must have something to do with the welcoming home 
after annual camp 74. 

Marriages 

804. Sapper Russell Young took the plunge on 8 Mar 
this year. AJ.l the best to them both. 

--ooOOoo-

"rl!arriage is the process of finding 
out the type of mCI.Il your ~rife would 
have preferred to marry. n 

--ooOOoo-
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Bags of Smoke 

Picture of a helicopter 
out of sight 

805. During Annual Camp 6 Sqn provided in the way of: support to 1 Bde 

a. Constructing ten bunkers 

b. Providing Battle noise simulation, and 

c. Participating in enemy operations during 
the Concentration Phase. 

806. There to assist the squadron throughout the camp 
were ten Australians from 25 Spt Sqn, 3 Field Engineer 
Regiment. The Australians worked very well and were 
accepted unreservedly by the unit. The exchange of 
knowledge proved very beneficial to unit personnel. 

JOTTB"GS FROr-I 24 NON-STOP 

0900 Saturday 

807. The briefing a~d orders were held at the assembly 
area (albeit I didn't join to be an Infantryman) contained 
worries about marrying with the Airforce. Who could fore
tell what kind of an admixture that would be?. In steady 
rotation we moved our auto weapons group and rifle sections 
into the standard, and in some cases non-standard configura
tions for advance to contact and contact drills. Ten 
minutes rest to prepare for battle and ready for initial 
deployment (we can't be going far as I haven't any food). 

808. I looked at the ground model again and was able 
to orientate the area with my knowledge of the local 
training areas ( aha another TE'IlT, I •m getting good at these). 
I pondered our equipment - blank ammo and thunderflashes. 
Hardly indoor stuff. I hear aircraft approaching, the 
chopper drills had forecast an up and down jolly, (something 
amiss, lifejackets in ch::Jppers?). \'le're all to put them 
on. I still ponder on the destination, quickly, "faster" 
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said the section commander, we are aboard a UH1D, doors 
are closed, and lifting into the cloud base. 

809 I looked down through the cloud break, we're 
goi~ west off the coast of NZ. As far as I know, only 
Australia is out there. What is the name of our Patron 
Saint, can't remember, we're ten minutes out now, and 
losing height, I can see land. 

810. Down and out, things are movi~. Where am_I? 
Somebody's firing at us, what was that Jumbled_hand s1gnal, 
who's the Cpl going to punch, sorry that'~ me 1n the au~o. 
weapons group, we're left flanking, down 1n cover, prov1d1ng 
fire. We're moving again , and it's a reorg on the assault 
area. Ammo count, still short. In all round defence I 
~eer through the mist. Got it - we're on Mana Island 
(the foreman will be in the pub). Up again, clearing the 
North West corner of the island. Hotbox rations. Yuk. 
Better than nothing. New orders. Here comes our aircraft. 
Feeling weary, another assault in Cloustonville to hold the 
road bridge. 

811. The enemy are persistent, where are they all coming 
from? Up and moving again. What was that the Cpl said? 
Abandon the bridge, we're cut off without support and 
fighting out to a DZ. It's dark, how far are we going, 
when do I get some restZ It's darker than dark, moving 
up a vertical hill - ambush - fire fight up front - we're 
wanted in support, this LMG is heavy but comforting. If 
it was for real would I swap it? Not likelyl 

812. Dark, cold and wet, another ambush, lost the 
section, found them. How much a day do I get paid for 
this? I don't think I'd do it for money. First light 
coming up, enemy still harassing, the forward elements are 
doing recon for a suitable DZ. Must have covered 5 "clicks" 
last night and once more in hostile country, going into 
all round defence in this clearing. Weapon, ammo and pers 
check. Al~ here, nice ~o see everybody around again, tired 
- think I w1ll h~ve 40 winks, choppers again, new orders. 
Would somebody f1nd me a Patron Saint and dump me in the 
bedding store. 
0900 Sunday Signed UBIQUITIOUS 

~ 

813~ It is with regret that the unit informs all 
E~1neers of the death of 6 Fd Sqn's mascot Lcpl Truby 
King IV who died on the 5 Dec 74. She will be sadly 
missed by all who came in contact with her. 

Old Timer: 

--ooOOoo--

How is it possible t".:J.at lvhen loading up 
a four seater car with passengers the 
young manage to slam eight or ten' doors? 

--ooOOoo-
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--ooOOoo--

"Forgive me Father 11 the embarrassed batchelor 
told his confesso~. "I made love to a beautiful 
virgin last night." 

"That's terrible," the cleric groaned. 
Cynthia Goodrich?" "Was it 

"Please don't ask me that" the fellow pleaded. 

"Was- it the Carruthers girl?" the man of cloth 
prodded him. 

"I don't want to answer" he insisted. 

"Well, was it Susan Fullerton?" the priest 
demanded. 

"I simply refuse to tell you," the young chap 
declared firmly. 

"Alright my son," the clergy sighed, "for admitting 
your guilt you are forgiven, but you'd better see me 
again next week." 

Leaving the church, the fellow met his best friend 
who waited outside for him. 

"How did confession go?" the friend enquired. 

"Not bad, 11 the batchelor replied "I got a week 
off and three new leads. 11 

--ooOOoo-

Sighed an Englishman shedding his pants , 
To a lady he'd met at a dance 
"Though my first name is Cyril 
You'll find me quite virile 
I learned more than painting in France." 

--ooOOoo--
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CHAPTER 9 

3CHOOL OF l>!ILITARY ENGINEERING 

Appointments 

801 . The following are t he current appointments 
as at 1 Apr 75. 

QC & Cl llaj CR Parker 
Admin & Acctg Offr Capt JA Tymkin 
SSM ·.VQI l·lmv Williams 
Trg Offr FE Capt RA Barrett 
Trg Offr Plant Lt ttB Simmons 
Trg WO ~A ~ won I•1T Robinson 
Trg WO G 't/OII FR Flavell 
CCLK Ssgt MJ Dette 
SQMS \'IOII BD Hook 

Postings & Promotions 

802 . 

803. 

804 . 

Postiue;s. 

Lt SG Heat on from Port sea 21 Apr 75 
Cpl WN Stirrat from 1 Fd Sqn 7 Feb 75 

Lt STJ Rouse to Fd Sqn 7 Feb 75 
Sgt S Grace to Fd Sqn (Atiu Detachment) 

6 Jan 75 

Promotions. 

Ssgt Chamberlain to T/WOII 7 Mar 75 
Lcpl Pettersen to T/Cpl 7 Feb 75 
Lcpl Tawhara to T/Cpl 16 Jan 75 
Lcpl Love to T/Cpl 17 Feb 75 
Lcpl NcGill to T/Cpl 26 Har 75 

Children. 

All staff members aggregated average- 1.84 
children each 

All !1arried staff members average 
children each 

--ooOOoo--

- 2.81 

Just for the sake of argument, have you 
noticed that women's prisons are full of 
PROS while men's are full of CONS? 

--ooOOoo--
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Student Statistics SME Trn ~::: Year 75-75 

805. Total students: 

Offrs 
Snrs 
JRa 
Civilians 

18 
83 

367 
2 

470 
==-=== 

--oo()Ooo-

IT FIGURES 

TF 
RF FR 
Plant 
Civilians 

Dept of Statistics Wellington 1974 

Average Age at First Marriage: 

166 
251 

51 
2 

470 ====== 

Nale 

27.2 
26.1 
23.7 

Female 

1950 
1960 
1972 

24.2 
22.9 
21.2 

Divorce Rate par 10,000 r.Iean Population 

1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1 971 
1972 

--ooOOoo--

7.5 
7.9 

10.8 
11 • 1 
11.7 
11 .8 

A hopeful young lady visited a computer 
dating service and listed her require
ments. She wanted someone who liked 
people, was small, preferred formal 
attire and enjoyed winter sports. 
The computer follOl~ed her wishes to 
the letter - it sent her a penguin! 
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BELHVE IT OR NOT 

by: Ripped It 

S06. The fairl? l~rge 
stocks of Bailey br~dg~ng at 
SHE had not moved far for 
years. It has been stacked, 
re-stacked, counted and 
evaluated for designation as 
training stock or seni
permanent bridges if 
required on Defence property . 
The last movement was for a 
330ft DD on the Argo Road 
alignment at Waiouru in Feb 
72. It is still there too. 

807. Early Feb 75 saw 
a rush move to freight 120 
feet of DD (about 40 tons) 
to Western Samoa. Time was Water Point 
short (the ship was sailing 
in nine days time) and 
Bailey bridging was really 
in a hurry. The civilian 
tr~~port agency hauling the briaging to rail had his 
facilities extended as he was concurrently moving HOWD 
Bailey to vlaipukurau and Gisborne. He had not moved 
Bailey bridging for a considerable time either. 

808. s~m were getting a bit concerned that shortages 
would occur in training stocks (90 ft TS) for the FE I 
course, a Bailey building demonstration for Wanganui on 
15 Mar and the erection gear they were to supply for a 
130ft SS footbridge at Feilding. In fact S~ffi had to 
delaunch and dismantle a training bridge for this latter 
effort. 

809. In the middle of the movement to 'tlestern Samoa 
guess whatt 1 Const Sqn rang to enquire if they could 
borrow 130ft of Bailey bridg~ng. They could have been 
offered model Bailey or requested to use the one on ~rgo 
Road. The answer they got vras a startled "No Go" or 
words to that effect. 

810. Believe it or not, penaing the return of the Argo 
Road bridge, S}ffi are forced to carefully evaluate stocks 
pr~or to building bridges. Television One advise the 
Maowhanga dam should be completed in 1976. This ••ill lower 
the Ma?whanga River to fordable aepths so maybe that • s when 
our br~dge will be returned. Perhaps TV One could advise. 

--ooOOoo--

Succass is relative - the more success the 
more relatives. 

--no 
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THE BRIDGE IS UNDER THE ::\IVER , BUT 
DON'T ~{AI CHAPS 

811 • So read the headlines in the Hanawatu '"venin 
Standard on 15 F~b .75 , th~ day the Basic Field ~ginee~ing 
cour~e under tr~n~ng ~t ::>i·lE, suffered a mishap with 
a Ba~ley f?ot~r~dg~ be~ng built as a ci vie ad; ion task, 
for the Fe~ld~ng L~ons Cl ub and the Oroua County Council. 

812. The bridge was to the design of the Oroua 
County Council usin~ single/single Bailey panel trusses 
over a 120ft span (130 ft of bridge) and 6in x 4in timber 
t:ansoms at 5ft intervals. The bridge was to be 3ft 6ins 
w~de . The abutment~ had been prepared, the building site 
v~ry rea~onable and ~t l ooked an interesting Bailey t ask 
w~th a d~fference and good training value. 

813 . . ~he planning stage in retrospect is interesting . 
The spec~f~c request by .3HE regarding oanufacture of the 
special rakers and sway braces so obviously (to SHE) 
required was met with the following written comment 
"I would like an explanation regarding the components 
which you say are necessary before concurring that this 
Council will supply them." Looked like a good argument 
to convince the designer that 130ft of bridge 3ft 6ins 
wide would need some sort of bracing. Bracing was agreed 
of course and two t in ms rod rakers on each wooden transom 
and 4in x 2in wooden s'vay braces in every 5ft bay was the 
plan. 

814. Initial constr~ction was with a 70ft launching 
nose on a 1 : 40 uphill launch, hauled across from the far 
bank by Tirfor hoists. With the bridge 75ft across the 
gap , the towing wires wece tending to pull the nose down, 
and therefore it was decided to relocate the towing 
position to just forward of the launching rollers. This 
proved to be unwise beca~se following another hour or so of 
building bridge, particularly strong and unusual gusts of 
wind caused the launching nose to oscillate. Our concern 
increased and turned to surprised shame when the seven nose 
bays finally oscillated themselves ninety degrees over 
sideways and twenty feet do~~ into the shallow stre~. 
No-one hurt, no Bailey components bent or damaged - JUSt a 
bridge ignominiously "fell down" or "ordered arms "• 

815. Recovery was not difficult with a 10 ton crane 
financed by the Lions Club. Dismantling by hand would 
not have been easy, as you know that sideways play at panel 
joints? Well, that was all taken up with the twist. The 
crane lifted the nose at the centre of the top chord, the 
bridge proper sat down again on the rollers and we then 
detached the nose for rebuilding. 

/816. The second 
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816. The second construction ~based on the fac~ 
the bridge proper was built) was w1th a 20ft launch1ng 
nose, a level launch, 50ft of launching tail w~th three 
tons of counterweight - a total of 200ft of b:1dge on 
rollers and only 3ft 6ins wide! \ve welded 41n x H·in 
steel channel across the bottom c·hords as sway braces, 
raker design unchanged. Launching nose and tail were 
braced with timber rakers and swRy braces, temporary 
4in x 2in timbers across every second bay top chords, and 
a few extra side guys - on the ts.il too. lve were proud 
of our fine bridge - no qualms - trussed like a turkey -
solid as the Rock of Gibraltar and we launched her across 
in two hours. 

817. Perhaps our knockers are not truly convinced 
but the problems encountered and overcome by the Basic 
Field Course have been put down to the credit side of 
experience. We learnt that timber bracing on a narrow 
bridge when properly fixed makes a solid structure, 
appreciate 30inches of hog in a 200ft single/single 
ENBB (Extra Narrow Bailey Bridge) that >vind gusting through 
a tree lined funnel can cause a downfall, and that 
newspaper reports with photographs exploit to the full an 
embarrassing situation. Anyway, the bridge now provides 
access to a delightful 14 acre picnic reserve and it was 
an interesting Bailey task with £•. difference. we trust 
this experience reported for readers may assist some 
future similar task. There ha\19 been many other transport 
engineering catastrophies most of vrhich have proved 
expensive and some of which were also caused by aerostatic 
instability. 

--ooOOoo--

A girl in an exclusive boarding school went 
to the dean and confessed that she was 
pregnant. When asked how it happened she 
said, "I don't know excatly, but a few' weeks 
ago I was walking on the school grounds, and 
a st:ange gardener came up and kissed me, then 
I fa1nted and when I woke up, he >vas gone ." 
~he dean said, "This is terrible, terrible, 
JUSt awful... • • you missed the best part." 

--ooOOoo--
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A .:l lL\LL UIL.LL :NGE 
Oil. 

.1A VE A GO JOE 

Across 

1 • 
10. 
11 • 
12. 
13. 
14. 
16. 
18. 
20. 

22. 
23. 
24. 
26. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35 . 

Common type of engineer e qui lEent (6 , 6) 
False God 
Intelligence Officer (Abbr ) 
Expression of position 
riili tary Law Prime reference (Abbr) 
When hungry you should -
Very soon (Abbr) or a snake 
A Sqn is to dig in, or-------
A type of fisht Ord 3tores Depot (Abbr) or Cash 
on------ (AbbrJ 
Equipment Table (Abbr) 
SSMs should have one 
Other rank (Abbr) 
Not out 
Over the fire trench (Abbr) 
Not Roman Catholic (Abbr) 
Is run on sports days 
Our parent corps (Abbr) 
Opposite to S\·f comfaSs direction (Abbr) 
Everybody 
Demolition charge for steel girders (Abbr) 
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36. Royal Armoured Corps (Abbr) 
38. In charge (Abbr) 
39. Light Tactical Raft (Abbr) 
40. Always 
42. Unit Ecplaning Officer (Abbr) 
43. I am, he is, we -
44. Apply 
46. Particular type of military shell (Abbr) 
47. Type of Nilitary demolition cl assifi cation 

Down 

2. Point a gun 
3. The tractor ticked over 
4. Liaison Officer (Abbr) 
5. Elite mis-spelt 
6. What you take from an apple 
7. Routine Orders (Abbr) 
8. What you put 1 across over 
9. Same as 22 across (Abbr) 

13. Silky case of a chrysalis eg, silbvorm 
15. An object 
16. Hutual agreement 
17. Special demolition charges 
19. An item of sqn transport (as commonly mis- spelt) 
21. A command to be obeyed 
25. In all support squadrons 
27. Same as 33 across (Abbr) 
31. Annual leave (Abbr) 
35. Swim it or use 39 across 
37. Comes in bottles from the boozer 
40. Experts resolving enigmas (Abbr) 
41. Dejection for that last lot of CB 
42. Not down 
43. It strikes me - funny 
45. Service dress (Abbr) 
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llANM/ATU LOG JAN RJHOVAL 

81~. . At the same time us the ENBB footbridge ~1as 
be1ng bu7lt, part of the srune Basic Field Engineering course 
gave ass1stance to the J.Ianawatu 1llater .Safety Council and 
the l·1anawatu Catchment Board. The task was to remove a 
~angero~s hazard in the form of an untidy heap of logs, 
Jammed 1n the waterway of a particularly swift part of the 
I·Ianawatu River on the outskirts of Palmerston North city 
This hazard had been the cause of two deaths in the • 
previous 12 months through a jet boat being holed and a 
raft capsizing. 

819. The task was carried out using nrc 5 ton dumps 
and a civilian D6 rrinch to pull the logs clear of the 
waterway. This was not J.lways easy as 60-70 ft rrater
logged Totara trees (roots and all) were there aplenty. 
If the IHC was winching itself into the river, we used 5lbs 
underwater explosive charges to loosen the log and then we 
had success. 

820. After two and a half days of blasting and winching 
the log jam was freed and the waterway completely cleared. 
The water felt cold after about half an hour frustratingly 
placing explosives or a winch rope; the safety lines and 
safety boat proved useful; feet become white and crinkly 
if wet for considerable periods; it is difficult to hold 
the tor so under water and work \vhen wearing a life jacket. 

821. This task obtained the very best in publicity 
appearing on WNTV 1 "news View'' and on the same fron~ 
page as the ENBB footbriige at Feilding. . S~r RE \vh1 te of 
3 Fd Sqn hogged the limelight on both publ1c1ty_bursts 
of this task and being s~ccessfully dunked by h1s mates, 
finished the course an u~derarm expert. 

--ooOOoo-

WISHING 

I wish I was a pigeon 
The rafter was my bed 
Everytime you passed below 
I'd decorate your head. 

--ooOOoo--

Alcohol removes the finish_from some 
soldiers much faster than 1t does 
from the furniture. 
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CHAPTER 10 

B COY RF CADBT SCHOOL 

Appointments 

1001. The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Apr 75. 

.il.F 

Senior Trade Instructor 
Carpentry Instructor 

Plumbing Instructor 
Wing Storeman 

Ssgt EW Bruce (Eddie) 
Ssgt DRR Milliken (Don) 
Cpl LD Stowell (Lea) 
Lcpl G Iggo (Gordon} 
Sgt DG Staines (Pinky} 
Cpl JW White (John} 

1002. Aim. To prepare RF Cadets for a career in 
the New Zealand Army. 

a. ~. Provision of military academic 
and trade training as applicable to the 
Cadet's career. 

b. Students. During 1974-75 a total student 
strength of 15 passed through the wing. 
All passed successfully through the trade 
pilot scheme and 14 qualified in trade 
qualifying examinations. The 1 975 intake 
has increased to 21 students as well as two 
adult apprenticeships. 

c. Trade froject. 1974 saw the erection of 
a new well equipped welfare motel at Maria 
Place, Wanganui. Valuable assistance came 
from sappers of 2 Fd and 5 Spt Sqns. 

d. Project 1975. Under instruction students 
this year will erect a 1200 sq ft house at 
Bullet Street, Waiouru. 

e. Classification. In recent months the Trade 
Certification Board has upgraded the standing 
of the wing to that of Technical Institute. 

-ooOOoo-

There once was a fine looking Sapper 
Who dressed exceedingly dapper 
With clothes bright ~d new 
He missed very few 
Keeping steady supplies of a flapper. 

--ooOOoo-
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On his first day of Retirement, a former 
Army Officer was asked, 

"How do you feel now that you're out"? 

His reply: 

"Fine, just 
Army, I had 
Have $19. 
for over 20 

great. When I joined the 
$20 in my pocket. Today I 
Now where else can you stay 
years for a dollar?" 

--ooOOoo-

Like the smart alec who stopped for a park 
and a pet in a shady lane. He leered wolf
like at the birdie beside him and said, 
"Gee chick, we've run out of petrol." 
"Oh, well," she said with a cute little 
wriggle, "we might as well make the most 
of it." So saying she delved into her 
handbag and surfaced with two little silver 
hip flasks. 
"Hey, great! 
or Brandy?" 

Whatcha got there? Scotch 

"Neither," she said, "Caltex with Boron!" 

For the girls: 

--ooOOoo-

If your baby looks like 
your husband, that's heredity. 
If the kid looks like your 
neighbour's husband, that's 
environment. 

--ooOOoo--
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CHAPrER 11 

FIRE BRIGADES 

SECTION ONE 

BURNHAM CAI>IP FIRE BRIGADE 

Appointments 

1101 . The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Apr 75. 

:Firemaster 
Deputy 
Firemen 

WOI 1'/D 
Ssgt MJ 
Sgt PJ 
Cpl RG 
Lcpl RN 
Spr 

CHRISTCHURCH FIREMEN'S STRIKE 
9-10 JAN 75 

I nt roduction 

Hall 
Bassett 
Kennedy 
Lane 

Edwards 
Hanson 

1102 . The NZ Armed Forces were tasked with the 
r esponsibility of providing fire protection forces to 
protect Christchurch city when the permanent firemen went 
on s~ke. The involvement of the Armed Forces was far 
more complicated than the average person realised, as 
many hours of discussion at Defence level must have taken 
place. Few people actually realised what was happening 
and fewer military personnel knew of the enormous 
responsibility that was placed upon the shoulders of the 
Armed Forces. 

1103. A city although second to Auckland in size, still 
presented the problems of high rise buildings and 
concentration of dangerous industries which in effect 
involves many lives and millions of dollars. 

Assuming Responsibility 

1104. Wing Commander J.Webster, RNZAF, was appointed 
to command the sharp end, a quiet unassuming gentleman 
who s t udied the situation and dia everything that was 
r equired. It was this quiet unassuming but confident 
bearing that provided a sense of responsibility to all our 
fi r emen involved which in turn simplified the organising 
and controlling of the exercise. 

/1105. The Wing 
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1105 • The Wing Commander and 
at Fire H~, Christchurch late W ~se~ attended the meeting 
was in effect advice that the _e es ay afternoon which 
on the morning 0800 Jan 9 A~~remd~n wer~ going on strike 

• en ~ng th~s meeting were: 
a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Fire Board representatives 

~xecutive Fire Officers (not involved 
~n the strike) 

Police r~presentatives 

Traffic Department 

From this meeting evolv~d several ·t· 1 cr1 1ca considerations. These were: 

a. To prevent confrontation between the 
striking firemen and Armed Forces. 

b. To ensure that Fire Appliances were 
manned before 0800 hrs so that there was 
no period where in effect the city was 
without a fire service. 

c. To ensure that fire appliances manned by 
Armed For-ces personnel knew where to go 
and the familiarisation of personnel with 
strange fire appliances. 

d. Dealings with the news media, so that words 
which may be spoken accidently could be 
taken out of context or misinterpreted 
and may affect relations with the striking 
firemen vr cause the public of Christchurch 
to become concerned. 

1106. It was decided to man the fire appliances 
initially from Military Establishments KEB, Addington 
Barracks until the police department advised to move to 
respective fire stations. Each appliance to be led to 
the incident by either a Traffic or Executive Officer. 
The attending Executive Officer to always remain in charge. 
All fire appliances were to be manned by 0715 hrs of the 
ninth, and Wing Commander Webster would deal witn the news 
media. 

First Day - Thu 9 Jan 

1107. As planned mobilisation was simple. Personnel 
w~th Fire Appliances were in position, manning crews 
drilled, radio telephone contact with the Central Fire 
Station completed, traffic department and Executive Fi:e 
Officers in position by 0730 hrs, so we sat down to w~t. 
with one ear glued to the radio and the other to the rad~o 
telephone. 

/1108. 0800 hrs 
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1108 • osoo hrs arriv. ed, the news media advised that 
k There was a noticeable 

the firem~n were on str~.e. A liance Officers and crews, 
increase ~n tension by {~~~ df;appear until late afternoon 
and this tension was no f' calls The Fire 
when they started responding to ~re d d b Sgt PJ 

]. ' e from Addington Barracks comman e Y 
APP ~~c driven by Cpl. RG Lane and crewed by Pte Hansen, 
Kenne y, d Lcpl Pink all from Burnham was the first 
Cp. Shears an • li f 
to respond and that they did with much re e • 

1109 I must add that the cooperation we received from 
e o ie at KEB and Addington Barracks duri~g the period 

p P t t · ed •here can only be descr~bed as excellent. we were s a ~on " 

The First Evening 

111 o. Late in the afternoon fire appliances and 
crews were moved from military establishments to respective 
fire stations. 

a. 

c. 

One appliance and cre\v at St Albans 
(north of the city) 

Tlm appliances and crews at Fire H~ 
(city centre) 

One appliance and crew at Sockburn. 

1111 . It was notceable that tension again developed 
as the hours of darkness are considered to be the most 
dangerous period by all firemen. Up until the first call 
for the evening at 2100 hrs, this tension was to remain 
nfortunately such luxuries as TV sets etc, had been 

r emoved by the striking fireman and little could be done 
to ease this tension. (Incidentally I remember quite 
dist inctly going down the road ar1d purchasing 20 packets 
of smokes. I was hard pressed on my return to retain 
one packet for myself.) 

The Second Day 

111 2. On the second day after changeover of shifts by 
the courier, things started to fall into place, firemen 
were more confident, organisation for efficient running 
was complete and the day progressed with little incident. 
The crews were occupied other than drilling, of cleaning 
up the mess. The fact that Fire HQ was left in a good 
shape was the direct result of Sgt Blackburn's efforts 
of controlling the crews designated to this task. 

Demobilisation 

111 3. News arrived that demobilisation was to take 
pl ace at 1800 hrs that evening. I can be truthful that 
this news was received by some as disappointing. However, 
at 1800 hrs the changeover took place and we all 
dis appeared in the same quiet and effective manner that we 
appeared. 

/Army Personnel 
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Army Personnel Involved in Exercise 

1114. Fire Appliance Officers 

Ssgt 
Sgt 
WOII 
Ssgt 
Sgt 

T1tl Hemi 
PJ Kennedy 
RGS Pullen 
HF Aston 
G Blackburn 

Burnham Camp 
" 1t 

Linton Camp 
ATG Waiouru 
Ohakea 

Fire Appliance Drivers 

Cpl RG 
Lcpl C 
Sgt 

Lane 
Polglase 
Line ham 
Wilson Cpl 

Crew Personnel 

Cpl Cars on 
Ssgt Lee den 
Cpl Shears 
Lcpl Pink 
Pte Hansen 
Cpl Rid land 
Lcpl Needham 
Lcpl Cock burn 
Lcpl Bower 
Lcpl I·loffat 

Burnham Camp 
Linton Camp 
ATG Waiouru 
Burnham Camp 

Linton Camp 
Burnham Camp 

" tl 
11 11 

11 11 

Linton Camp 
ATG Waiouru 

11 " 11 " 
Ngaruawahia Camp 

1115. Signals personnel manning Central \vatchroom 
Unit - Southern Sig Tp, commanded by Capt ;:IFD Croxon 

111 6. 

Summary 

Cpl 
Cpl 
Sig 
Sig 
Sig 
Lcpl 

Dennis 
Rankin 
Tekanui 
Stephens 
Pears on 
Stammers 

No of Fire Calls 18 all of a minor nature 

111 7 •. Initially, the critical first hours of assuming 
responsibility realised many coreplex problems which had to 
be dealt with. Obviously and to be expected, there were 
rough edges, but the manner in which all Armed Forces 
firemen accepted the challenge and carried out instructions 
:rom myself and executive fire brigade officers in order 
to control and meet these changing situations was indeed 
excellent. Whether the exercise was a success is a matter 
of opinion as it is commonly known we were never put to the 
acid test of a major fire, so the success of the exercise 
will always remain as a matter of opinion and an unlrnown 
factor. 

/~ry Personal 
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My Personal Comments 

1118. As a Sapper (tongue in cheek) and a Firemaster 
whether by accident or otherwise, I was rather apprehensive 
of the appointment of Liaison Officer to the Christchurch 
Fire Board, a task which I did not relish. Nothing would 
have suited me better than to have commanded Christchurch's 
Fire Appliance "The Pink Panther" rated to be the best fire 
appliance in NZ. The appointment I relinquished at the 
end of the exercise rather proud of the overall effort. 

1119. Rough edges, foul ups, there were plenty, but 
these were bound to insignificance by the willingness and 
dedication displayed by all Armed Forces personnel involved 
directly or indirectly with the task at hand. The 
efficiency achieved was not the result of one person's 
effort but involved all persons from the Senior Commissioned 
Officers at Defence HQ to the insignificant Cpl in the Q 
Store at KEB who, when asked said "by all means use the 
telephone and office." 

1120. In conclusion, I write to our firemen, readers 
of this publication my commendation on your cooperation 
and.effort, but just because WE did a good job in a strange 
e"v~ronment lets search continually to improve ourselves 
so that somewhere in the future when we are again confronted 
with a strange or similar task, one can reminisce to the 
effect that this time we did better than the last time. 

--ooOOoo--

Knights in 

Shining armour 
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T:IE -"'Ifu:FIGHT~RS I 30.NG 

It was back in 1922, when I was 23, 
I turned by seaman's papers in, said farevrell to 

the sea -
I changed me old blue dungarees for the Fireman's 

livery 
Oh' cursed be the day me boys - I lost my liberty 

Each day I rose before the dawn and did the 
daily chores 

I swept and scoured and polished the brass 
and scrubbed up piles of floors. ' 

I worked at the pumps and drilled and drilled 
and climbed the ladder so high ' 

and when there wasr.•t a job to do they kept me 
standing by. 

The work was hard, the hours were long and 
measley was the pay 

I became a slave tc a lousy bell, That ra~ 
by night and day 

It slaughtered many a sleep for me with its 
horrible raucous cries 

And sent me slithering down the pole with 
sleep still in my eyes. 

I fought more fires than I can count, I fought 
them early and late 

I've breathed more smoke than the Devil in Hell 
more steam than a boilerman•s mate 

~zy hands have been frozen to the branch when 
the night was cold and chill 

And many's the time I slowly fried - like 
bacon on the gTill. 

I fought the fires in the London's Blitz when the 
bombs fell fast and free 

I put my branch on many a house and blazing factory 
I fought the smoke and the poison fumes to keep 

the flames at bay 
But now I'm in the Union and fight for higher pay 

All honour to Jim Bradley and the lads of wide 
renown 

Who fought our early battles and who would not 
be put down 

There's still a pinch in the old top boot, as 
everyone will allow 

But things are getting better boys - we've got 
the Union now. 

--ooOOoo--
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SECTION TwO 

LINTON CANP FIRE BRIGADE 

Appointments 

1121. The follo\•ing are the current appointments 
as at 1 A.pr 75. 

Firemaster ·,.;on RGS Pull en 
:::Jeputy S5t K Gray 
Firemen Cpl JF Cars on 

Cpl T Keong 
Spr J Eru 

General 

1122. As usual life at Lint on has been fairly quiet, 
a few changes have taken plac e, nothing of any significance. 
What with annual camp and the Argo Rd, the few volunteers 
that have been left behind are finding the duties far from 
their liking . It is very difficult to operate a roster 
that will suit everyone when ten out of a total of fourteen 
men are away for one reason or another. 

1123. Cpl J O'Brien of 1 Engr \vksps has been welcomed 
back to the fold after a short absence, but so that the 
balance is not upset, Spr Trevor Staveley has changed corps 
and is posted to Burnham as a foot slogger (sorry Trev, 
Infanteer). 

1124. The odd piece of equipment has been received 
from the system to enhance our appliances, 

1 x 35 ft trussed extension ladder 
1 X Ground r·>oni tor 

There is quite a story to the ladder. After much paper 
work by all concerned, it arrived on the camp. Our Chief 
hurtled off to collect it in high spirits, however, as the 
unwrapping progressed his high apirits sank lower than a 
Dachshund's belly button when it was found that one of the 
~ain_str~ngers was broken. I'll leave it to your 
lmaglnatlon as to his vocal outburst. All has been out 
right now, but I bet it is the most expensive 35 footer 
in the country. 

--ooOOoo--

On the first morning of thelr honeymoon the 
husband found his young wife had put a whole 
~et~uce on his plate and nothing else. 

I JUst wanted to see if you ate like a rabbit 
too" she explained. ' 

--ooouoo-
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11 25 o The new e t · 
fine, but it h 13 'l. ~l~es~~n to the sttadtion works just 
w h t 1 one expec e - vrhen it runs 

e - ':ve o ap.,J y to 3HE for pontoon bo:....ts to float the 
app.nances out of the station! 

1126.,. Three members went t Ch · t · 
"Avon" to a"'Sist in . 0 :1.s cnurch for Cperati 'n 

"' . cover1.ng the c1. ty wlule th · r· were on strike. r hope th t Bu ·. eLr 1.reme, 
t b t a rnhan Brl.G''de makes a fur repor u here are a fp•,r notes from our boys: -L 

Snippets 

1127 . 

1128 . 

Pole (L?Pl,Polgl..tse) ;ratering at the :noun 
of the v8 ,,onaro po·,rered appliance we manned. 

Pole trying to fire 30" hp of ap1 1iance with 
the handbrake on anJ. stallinc in the middle of 
St Albans 'toad . 

Pole almost disposinb of our Transport Dept 
motorcycle esccrt at 60 mph 

Pole as our "!:'! :md nawspaper star after being 
handed all our crew's :elmets . 

Hr Whippy knowing just when to 'l.I'rive on t1e 
scene . 

Biggey Ridland being escorted frotu '''.i:'Le Ar.chvr:J.ce" 
by two large 1ICAF Cpls o 

Our Chief being advised by DCFO Roberts t. at the 
speed limit at turnouts was only 10 mph in excess 
of gazetted limits - Pole reckons the tra:fic cop 
was at fault for doing 60 m ph anyway. 

Biggey Ridland creen when Pole '"'l.S a 1Jpointed 
Driver of the "onaro. 

Ex brigade member Geoff Cook and <rife Rae1vyn 
have just taken delivery of a 10lb 6 oz boy! 
Congratulations. (A little bird also tells us 
that Geoff is joining TF.) 

I wonder who the volunteer was who bought a car, 
two weeks later it was sitting on the car park 
a misshapen wreck after being rolleJ ( !Jo ~r 1c;.._;in' ) . 

The competition team has had to go into recess 
due to the fact that most of the creY have been 
to annual camp, tl."' Argo Road, posted ·'r on course. 

Congratulations to Cpl Carson who passeu the. 
Senior Firemen's course at Wigram recent ly w1.th 
flying colours . Congratulations also to Cpl 
Lane at B'<rnham for the same reason. 

'tie at Lint on leave you with this thought: 

Everyone strives for efficiency 
but very few ever attain it . 

--ooOOoo--

Go l f i ng Holiday : for blues 
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S3CTIOU ·rHRBE 

v/.~>.IOURU FIRE BRIGADE 

. ppointments 

1129• The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 A.pr 75. 

Firemaster 'llOI p 

Deputy Ssgt I-IF 
NCOs IC Cpl m1 

Cpl ASF 
Firemen Lcpl ,J':/ 

Lcpl AG 
Lcpl G'.•/ 
Lcpl BS 
Spr RB 

--ooOOoo-

Am'HROPOLOGICAL STAGES 
OF r.1AN 

Curnmings 
As ton 
Prentiss 
Kyle 
Needham 
Smith 
Cock burn 
Fanning 
Rennie 

It seems when the Creator was making the 
world he called man aside and bestowed upon him 
20 years of normal sex life. ~'!an was horrified, 
only 20 years, but the Creator didn't budge, 20 
years was all he would grant him. 
Then he called the Nonkey and gave him 20 years . 
"But I don't need 20 years," said the monkey. 
"10 years is plenty." J.olan spoke up and said, 
''Can't I have the other 10 years?" The monkey 
agreed. 
Then the Creator called the Lion and gave him 20 
years. The Lion said that he only needed 10 years . 
Again man spoke up and asked, "Can't I have the 
other 1 0 years?" "Of couro::Je," roared the Lion 
Then came the Donkey. He also was given 20 years 
and like the others said 10 years was all he 
required. I'lan again asked for the spare 10 years 
and received them. 

This explains why man has 20 years of normal sex 
life, 10 years of monkeying about , 10 years of lion 
about it and 10 years of making an ass of himself. 

--ooOOoo-

IIOI Cummings has an interesting article in 
Chapter 14. 
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,, 
P.,..- f•~•s ~a.,e ""'•ir ..,,. "'ft411. J.o~oJns I" 

_I::, 1l JIJ/ 

Paper Panties Girls? (or a Warning to ',fRAcs) 

STAY CL-till{ OF FIRE 0JEN) 

London. Girls who wear paper panties have been w~ned 
not to play with fire. They could get themselves a very 
hot seat, says a doctor. He said: "It is possible to 
make paper panties flame-proof, but then they tickle and 
are less comfortable - and much less seductive.. ·v~oman 
would be better off with no pants at all than wearing 
inflammable paper ones." 

Dr Donald Cove-Smith a Harley Street consultant 
demonstrated the dangers of paper clothing at a meetinB 
of the British r.ledical . .:..ssn. and 500 of his colleagues 
·,rere so horrified they called for a Government ban on the 
"pyro pants" and all other c.iothing made from tne bonded 
rayon fibre "paper". t/i th a fire extinguisher he side 
him, Dr Cove-Smith lit fragments of a petticoat ar.d a baby's 
nappy. I~1 a flash they had disintegrated in a shower of 
ash. 

The fire risks were so great said Dr Cove-Smith 
that "even a mother smoking a cigarette while changing a 
paper nappy is asking for trouble. Petticoats and even 
party frocks are being made of this material and I have 
heard that disposable sheets for use in caravans are proposed." 

The manufacturers have said they won't make any 
more of the petticoats, but other garments still on the 
market are highly dangerous. "Sri tain' s leading paper panty 
producers, reported none of their panties catching fire 
while being worn. 
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CriAPTER 12 

CORPS NATT.6RS 

Corns l·Iuseum and Li brarx - Abbreviated Correspondence 

11 01 • ::l,uestion. 

I am somewhat perturbed. at the.mutterings of 
Who ask what is happenin.; regnrd1.ng the Corps 

sappers t as and ··tuseum. current laGk of pr?per s orage are 
d · .,1a. fu.cili ties are crea t1.ng 2ro blems . Interest has 
b~=~ ~~nerated throughout tile co·cps an~ the stage has now 
been reuched >Yhere the facilitiea are 1.nadequate . Can 
you provide s 0 :,1e ne>vs of definite progress made by the 
Ieiz.E Corps Memorial Com.':littee? 

--· 

.\.nswer . 

The small action croup formed 
by a decision of the new 
committee at its f irst meeting 
in Dec 74, has gone ahead a s 
instructed and reports a s 
follows: 

Lease: It is perlnps not 
generally !mown that the 
or1.(';in<1.l lease Has on an area 
be hind s:.:J.: ~IQ . '.1 e all lr..now 
thut the Church is not built 
on that land and it has t here
fore become necessary for a 
new leo.se to be negot i ated . 
Stage 2 of the project, the 
Library 1:0T iluseum , will then 
be built. Letters ho.ve been 
>vri tten to Army and Gommissioner 

of Crown Lands . The survey to define the boundaries of the 
arec, needed is to be done verj- soon by r1r Eddie Farnell 
of .d..uckla.nd. It will then be submitted to Lands and Survey 
for for;nal qpproval and Reeistration. All very str· ight 
fon1ard but also time consuming . 

:!:.i_rary. The plans >·rhich were lodc;cd uith the '.!arks 
Directorate have now been returned to Dudlcy Roy (Arc lutect ) 
Hho \:i t:1 Col Butcher will no;r churn out relevant drawings . 
r·'ir ::toy's mm uork will naturally take precedence . nut movinc:; 
we are, even if it is ever so slm·rly. ';le don ' t l ike makine; 
proraises, but >·Te will be very, very disaproint ed if >~e d. on 1 t 
sec some real evidence of progress in 12 nonth's time . 
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m;~ Personnel ..... "tra ~ec;ii:Jentully 3Ii.!ployed 

1102 • An exact definition of B~ appointments , depends 
to s~me exte~t on the purpose for which the definition is 
requl r ed. .t<or. t he purpose of proi..iul:::;ation in this Lio.i:::on 
Lette r (the punst may find fault) the follovTing iUTZE 
pers~nnel are curren~ly regarded as being in ERE 
appol~tments - ~~~t lS to say apr·ointment..J !lOt specifically 
restr1c~ed to IU ..... .:. persom el. There is no confirmation 
that 3RE also me~11.s 

:,t Col 
Lt Col 
::aj 
::aj 
r;aj 
J.Iaj 
;raj 
. :aj 
ilaj 
0apt 
Capt 
::aj 
C::tpt 
Capt 
Capt 
.;or 
•IOI 
;/OI 
.!OI 
,JOI 
·.vOII 
:IOII 
'tiOII 
W'OII 
,VQII 
vlOII 
Ss gt 
Ssgt 
Ssgt 
3sgt 
Ssgt 
Ssgt 
Sgt 
Sgt 
Sgt 
Sgt 
Sgt 
Sgt 
Sgt 
Cpl 

.lrstl·Tilile :le putedlJ Jn trenched , Ol' 

.;;.'ven <.ehabili tated 'Usewhere , or 
i:xperts ~;.Jolving Jnigmns 

- BJ: 
c~: 
KE 
BG 
.iT 
JJ 
llli 
NA. 
R',l 
GN 
J 
RA 
KJ 
La 
KF 
DR 
DE 
JE 
DA 
JT 
HD 
DL 
EI 
IE 
i:J 
L 
FJ 
GE 
DKH 
m; 
RilE 
JJ 
DW 
DJ 
GA 
GJ 
EL 
KS 
DR 

.!..>l'ighouse 
Dickie OBr~ 
;)ouc;l3S 
:~oci1ell 
Jenl~in 
:Jennett 
O'Brien 
':ledde 
Bradley 
Radford 
Davies 
Of ford 
Sampson 
,/oods 
Upjohn 
IIalloch 
Palm er 
Graham 
Sl'lields 
Hitchiner 
Bennett 
Smit h 
Bailey 
';fatson 
Lamb 
Ilobman 
Thomas 
Chick 
Sandf or d 
Rol le 
J.Tc Call 
Cole 
Camp bell 
Mardle 
Fi tswat er 
S ims 
Black burn 
Hople y 
HcEwen 
Stew art 

Canberra 
J Jl:s, Def I~ 
Asst; Area ·]oud, E.:·~ ••'• 
AJ : IA . .i.1 l O.JT, De:f :1~ 
JPA 1 , Def ;q 
GS02, :r1 LJG 
Staff Coll, Australia 
DA~HG/COORD, :rome Comd 
ADV14, Je f •.vks, .Je f H~ 
A::J.l4A, Def 'dks, Def ll.
AJ'J4B, Def :lks, Def r;_. 
.J..J03, EP4, Army General Staff 
1 :mzrR, Singapore 
II .. R?l:F Fiji 
Flyint; for R;IZAF 
Barruck !Iaster, ATG 
Support Branch, Jef II~ 

11 11 tl tl 

" " 11 11 

R.HZB Advisor, 1 BOD 
:l.eg 'tlorks Advisor, Ilurnham 
.10 IJor J.r...s , Home Comd 
,tFEF, Fi j i 
Reg ~lies Advisor, If:/T AA 
Clk of 1;lorks , 3ingapore 
Reg l'lks Advisor, Auck & !Torth AA 
1 RllZii:t Singapore 
C ~HS, 3 Bde 
Jisplay Artist , lelson 
Clk of ';lks 3ingarore 
Storeman Tekapo 
Ins tructor , Chch AA 
VSA Papu.a , New Guinea 
H~ MWT AA 
Arti s t, I1WT AA 
Clerk AA, Bu.rnham 
Fire Flight , Ohakea 
Range Warden, Trentham 
Pay, Singa pore 
Stmn/Care t aker/Driver, Du.nedin 
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Cpl JP Crannitch Stmn/Car etaker/Dvr, 
Cpl KR I>loore Jllaps Singapore 
Cpl PT Ngarotata Clk S ingapore 
Cpl c Bell Support Branch , Def 
Cpl NR Taylor N~ ATT UK Singapore 
Cpl WD r:turphy 1 RHZI R, Singapore 
Spr HP Kingi 1 RHZIR, Singapore 
Spr !I!J \·Tall 1 RlJt.: I R, Singapore 
Spr B :·Toolridge NZ ATT UK Singapore 
Spr RB Popham NZ ATT UK Singapore 
Spr PG Packer Support Branch, Def 
Spr .n~ Stachwell Support Br anch , De f 
Spr BJ Cl ark lTZ ATT UK Singapore 
Spr DP ~latchitt 2/1 IUTZI R Singapore 
Lcpl EA Jane"tt Artist , E'.IT AA 

Our count of 55 12 . 5~ of the Corps 

--ooOOoo-

CCIIPETITI ON 

On ~Tide roads 
Side roads 
or nm- a1fay- and- hi de roads 
in rallies 
valleys 
or driving to the sea 
on through roads 
new r oads 
shake you bl ack and blue roads 
steep roads 
•creep• roads 
sappers all agree 

Chch 

HQ 

HQ 
H~ 

A prize of h1o, mint ?t cent stamps u i l l be 
a~1arded for the entry judged t o be the best completion 
to the above, and one such stamp as a consolation Dri ze 
to ~ other entries . Beats b~ying 2t cent s t amps. 

--ooOOoo--

A home budget is a plan f or lX"tYing n.s 
go , provi ded you don • t go an~There .. 

--ooOOoo--
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or !our Ji ~ .... -, 

1103. June 21-22 1975 20 :::md 23 Fld Coy ,lellllion , 
3.otorua 

A -L~CBHT A'J ;uiJITIOF FOR 
Tfu: l!U;) BUN 

1104. _ Just recently the ,1J!Z..-'i Corps duseum had passed 
ov~r to ~t for safe keeping a medal of considerable interest. 
Thi~ medal has been loaned to the Corps Ilusewn by the fa;;,ily 
of ~taff Serge:::mt Dette and was one of a number of medals 
making up a family eroup. The medal of particular 
interest was that of st~ff Det~•s Great urandfather who 
took part in the ;:aori .. ars 1861 -1 866. The medal has the 
bust of ~ueen Victoria en the obverse and on the reverse 
round the inside edge is "NEd ZBALAJ:ID " "VIRTUITUS HONOR" 

1105. Staff Dette•s grandfather was a Sergeant in the 
Bay of Plenty Cavalry and was involved in the affair at 
OPEPE (just off the Napier-Taupo road} in which a patrol 
of fifteen men was ambushed. The officer and sergeant
major had not put out sentries enabling Te Kooti's maoris 
to move in close. There had been some rain so most of 
the chaps had removed their clothing so that it would dry. 
When the Maoris attacked these soldiers were caught without 
weapons and in some cases without clothes. 

1106. Six men escaped and made their way back to Fort 
Galatea but the others were killed within yards of the camp. 
It was suggested by one of the survivors that they would 
have been killed had not the Naoris withheld their fire to 
avoid the danger of shooting each other. One of the 
survivors made the journey across the Kaiangaroa Plain 
without a stitch of clothing, the journey taking four days. 
This in itself being an example of great fortitude as the 
ambush took place in mid-winter. 

1107 • vie of the Corps thank the Dette fclllli l y for the 
loan of this most interesting 1:Jedal :::md the otner medals 
representing the service of this fanily. Of t, .e other 
sets of medals included in the loan is one to a s~pper 
(Staff Dette•s uncle) who died of wounds during the 
Italian campaign of '1/orld \'/ar II. 

--ooOOoo--

Some people try to understan~ uhat they 
believe in - others believe ~n ivhat they 
understand . 

--ooOOoo--
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He~d of Corps Jonference 

1108 The most recent RllZE. He ad of 
·-ras held in Wellington 2/3 Apnl 19?5 • 
reported the next pro;aotion/relegatlon 
held in Oct 75 • 

--ooOOoo--

Gd ;::; FI3c!IN? 

Corps Conference 
It is reliably 

series is to be 

11 09. Actual-size drawings shmr a tiny Clyde-:Jtyle 
":::lun" for sappers, surrounded by other varieties for lJCOs 
and officers. They are (readinc clockvrise) "DadJy 
Longlegs", "Loch Ordie" , "De!!lon", "Black Pennell" , and 
":,;ayfly". J.Iaking best use of the above, ::mglinc becomes 
n..ore productive and enjoyable. .Sxperience and autopsies 
.r.ave proved these flies are the most effective for RNZE . 
It is surprising hovr little dressing is used to keep a dry :fly afloat. 

--ooOOoc.--
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Ch:.m<;inr; Corps? 

111 o. 

--ooOOoo--

.lA~:GAHUI ~ULI TAllY TA TOO 

1111. Sappers of Linton Camp performed at a tvrilight 
;,iilitary Tattoo held at i/anganui on Sat 15 I-Ia.r. The 
trick undertaken ~ras the construction of a 30ft 3ailey 
bridge against the clock . The local po1mlace, papers 
and the ~Iayor of ·.-rangan-vi 1vere full of praise for the 
excellent efforts of the ;Jilita.ry. Consr~1.tulutions to 
the bridge building team, 1·rhich co;:~prised l::Jrgely 
Territorials of the 9th Intake having been introduced to 
Bailey for just u fe;r days before the Tattoo. 3oJacbody 
just happened to mention selection had st~rted for 
attendance at the 1976 .Sdinburgh !Iilitc:.ry Tnto;t Hovr 
tell the Chief. 

- -ooOOoo--

"Its hard to be good 

Its got to be hard to be good." 

--ooOOoo--
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PUACHASING GUIDE A~VICE 

1112. A note for your 
design and procurement 
section. vlhen purchas-
ing a post hole bor~r 
ensure that the eng:~.ne 
does not do more than 
200 rum and that the 
engine cutout s••i tch is 
on one of the !1andles. 
Rave you ever had an auger get 
get jammed in a hole and 
ended up h~ngine onto the 
h~~dles which are going 
round at 1 200 rp.o. ;vhen 
the engine cutout is on 
top of the engine out of 
reach( I have - that's why I 'm dictatinG this letter 
to my secretary! 

:!PB 
for I:A.X 

--ooOOoo--

The King sent for his \·rise r.1en all 
To find a rhyme for \'l: 
'1/hen they had thought a goo<i. long time 
But could not think of a single rhyme 
"I'm sorry," said he, "to trouble you." 

--ooOOoo--

Jsgt - uas al\'rays at the solf 
seven days a 1-leek he could be 
his favourite 18 hole course. 
asked him, "Doean' t a ll that 
interfere vlith your job? 

"Not at all," vras the reply. 
golf at the office." 

--ooOOoo--

course -
found playing 

A friend 
eolf playing 

"I never .Play 
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A ~~TTBR 02 PRIORITY 

1113. Priority- defined as 
being'an interest having earlier 
claim to consideration". 

111 4. For the last t .ro or 
three years interest in tlle 
Corps of Royal · 31v Zealand 
r1ngineers ,:eraori. ~ l:'roject !1as 
~rown steadily to the point 
•..rhere the Chapel in Linton i'I3S 

opened and dedicatPd. The 

\ \ I f 

interest was built up as the 
Chapel vras rebuilt and sev-eral 
peo.i--le co"mmented on the fine "'DMEAUVE' 
effort at t:1e :)edication. .W 
3ven now, vi si tors S'ly :- o;r 
>vell the ~ob has been done, and 
many are lmpressed vri th the 
simplicity and quiet dignity of the building ~d its 
interior. 

Hmrever our task i.s not yet coorleted. 

1115. r-Iost sappers ~Vi thin the Corps have a fuzzy idea 
of lvhat the Corps project is. First and foremost this 
project is a r-BI-IORIAL to Sappers, past, present (that Is us) 
and future. In the future vre will be the Sc'Pl:Jers of the 
past. Secondly, the project >vill nake a home for -
OUR CQ1PS history and we will be able to display some 
of the historical artifacts which we have as part of our 
heritage. Books, uniforms, equipment, tools, medals, 
all need a place to be kept and displayed. 

Now, where does the matter of priority arise? 

111 6. It is now l·rell known that vre are committed to 
the project as a Corps. Hm-rever, hmr 1-rell are we 
committed personally? For instance, did you relaise 
that the greatest amount of finance regularly coming in 
is that allotted by junior soldiers? True, t here are a 
number of Seniors contributing but by far the createst 
effort is by those who perh~ps are least able to spare 
the cash. 

111 7 . ;fhile priori tes are being spoken of, I am 
reJJinded of those who have a "bottle or jug" for errors 
carried out at ~York. You know the story. Blogcs oakea-
a "booboo" so thats a couple of jugs in the bar tho.t ni,sht. 
;;-01-r, ion 1 t you think -+.:his effort could be channelled to 
something more peroanent? ':/ould.n 1 t it be nice if, vrhen 
Blogss made a mess so his mates smr ti:at h~ n~Je a 50cents 
donation to the museum . In a "relat1onsh1p JUGS-to-
donations bo:x:" I am sure funds would [;ro1·r faster. This I 
believe is 1vhere He must look to our priori ties. ·:c l!lUSt 
show nride in this our heritage . It is ;re ourselves, uho 
~-rill ;ee the establishment of our Corps 'Jer.wrial. .(cr. '.:Jber 
our motto - '".!here Duty ani Glory Lead" . .Jocs the i~~erecr~ " 
in our corps t-.emorial lu.:.ve a prior claim to your conznJ.erat 0'1 
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, ow r.w.ny times the pen cho.llcnces the 
s1vord in this Liaison Letter? 

1 o;~ of the Corps is overseas at the 
J:J.oment (excluding the South Island) 

A tiu !!arbour 
Support for NZ. Force 33 _.sia 
Training assistance for .l.i!1-:F 
Canberra (lE Staff) 
~ueenscliffe (armchair tactics) 

::etabel sheet explosive i3 nou sold 
in metric sizes: 

750mm X 250r.J.m X 3.2·!111 
~Teighing kg each? 

51"'- of RF Officers are a.-·z.3 
91~ of RF ORs are RHZE 

2+% of TF Officers are IGZE 
6pa of RF ORs are RNZE 

Deduction: ':le are a Corps of vrorkers 
rather than uri ters , 

or 

the s1vord is nunerically 
hlightier tha~ t h e pen . 

"Best S(.;.pper" .3pecialist Training TF Intake J\1-Tards 

1118. Intake Unit Recipient 

1 3 ?d Sqn Spr LP Turner 
2 2 Fd Sqn .3pr J.A 3ayles 

(no1v 5 Spt) 
3 6 Fd Sqn Spr GJ. Chitterton 
4 6 ?d 3qn Spr L\1 Orchard 
5 1 Fd Sqn Spr KD Nest er 
6 2 Fd Sqn 3pr ::t: !1ercer 
7 5 Spt Sqn Spr DA ::cKenzie 
8 1 Fd Sqn Spr LJ ·:rieht 
9 1 Fd Sqn Spr RGT Gordon 
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:\fe\iS of uld Faces 

1119. Truby ii:J.aere was inducted as Associate 
Minister of Tauranea C:entral Baptist C:hurch on 5 Feb 75. 
~ruby served in the ~egular ;;'orce RlTZ:C: plant uorld for 
eleven years and served in Thailand and Antarctica. 

1120. Grainger 'Ticholls is working for the Au3tralian 
:)epartment of 3xternal Territories teaching plumbing and 
3nglish (together with selling Thermettes for school funds) 
at a Technical :Iigh Schcol in Goroka, Ne\v Guinea. Cheap 
rent, high pay, plenty fully paid annual travelling 
holidays, 1ocal excitement, hopes to retain his position 
for remainder of 1975 (or longer) when indigenous people 
become independant - ;-Tas in NZ for Easter arriving on a 
Charter DC8 - beat thatt Try P.O. Box 556 

Goroka 
Papua, New Guinea 

1121. .3x rlNU Sgt Pat Cross of SI'l:E (that's going 
back a bit) is employed as a storeman in 1 BOD Traffic 
Centre. tin leg and all. 

Water Purification Tablets 

1121. Because of manufacturing difficulties the 
following items are no longer available for supply from 
Defence Medical Store: 

a. 6850-98-103-6286 
';later Purification Tablet, detasting, 100 's 

6850-98-103-6286 
Water Purification Tablet, sterilizing, 
1 oo•s. 

The above items have now been replaced by -

6850-66-046-6282 
'ilater Sterilizing Tablet, 
strip pack of 10 tablets. 

This single tablet replaces both the, detasting ~~1 t~e\vill 

~~~~!~i~~w!~~~e~~ ~r!:~~~s~~t~~~P~~~;ble~~r~;o~:um~~~~n 
and detailed instructions are conta~ned on the ~ "~~P.P 
Stocks of the nm; tablet are. now held at Defence , .ed~cal 
Store and are available for ~ssue. 

--ooOOoo--

zver been in a railway accident? I have -
once _ ·oing through a tunnel on the Blue 
Streak,~I kissed the guard instead of the 
hostesst 

--ooOOoo-
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Corps •:eoori::JJ. and , ;useum 

1122. In January, ~1rs Grace Su.rrell of Auckland, who 
l::::.d previously donated various Corps artifacts, presented 
tl:e medals of l:er late husband 'iOII Duck Surrell to the 
Corps ::useum. r:rs Surrell has also presented the Corps 
with the eight volume set of Purnell's Tiistory of the 
Second World ';Tar, fully bound in Corps colours . These 
books now enhance the Sl!E Library shelves pending eventual 
transfer to the Corps ~:emoria.l Libr;J.ry . Our sincere thanks 
for such eenerosi ty and tlloug~1tfulness. 

1123. Visits. To a church service in the Corps 
i:ec:1oria.l Church: 

Er !Toel i·Tartin : Auckland Spr Associ:1.tion 

::rs Grace '3urrel:C : ~\.ctive in Corps natters . 

(Anybody care to donate a !isitors book because the 
memory fades a.'1d there were ot!~er vi si tors - Sdi tor). 

--ooOOoo--

"\le lie loudest lvhen we lie to ourselves." 

--ooOOoo--

CORPS .ciXPAN3ION No 

~he con:eption of the idea of the tanks 
k~t~~~.,.~o t~ 13 officer ~t Col 3 . D. 3l·rintor' 

- &• , ey were organlzed as a separate 
~! th~y nere co~~anded by this officer in 
l'lelr flrst., attack in 1916 ' [tnd later b 

Lt Col H.J.~lles , 1E. In 1917 th b y 
the Tank Corps. ey ecame 

'' •'-"' . 
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CHAPTER 12, 

SAPP~RS ABROAD 

SECTION ONE 

IIAHASARAKHAM d.EVISITED 

Maj~r B.G.Jenkin, Defence Planning staff 
Pol1cy Branch, Defence Headquarters. ' 

1301. If anybody had 
suggested to me when I 
left Thailand in December 
1971 on the completion of 
the Thai-NZ Road Project 
that I would in the ' 
foreseeable future and 
in the normal course of my 
duties, revisit ~hailand, 
let alone the North East, 
I would have found it hard 
to believe. Like many 
others who had come to 
feel so much a part of the 
area through association 
with the Road Project, I 
left Bangkok rather 
dejectedly that December 
day in 1971 resigning 
myself to the fact that I would in all probability never 
see any of my Thai friends again. 

1302. But in the course of a planning assignment in 
Singapore in late 1973, I took an opportunity to make a 
'flying' visit to Bangkok on that oldest of Kiwi luxury 
airlines. I made a subsequent longer visit to Bangkok 
in August 1974 to attend a SEATO Exercise Planning 
Conference but again I was unable to make it out of the 
city. However, my luck was to change - in November last 
on returning to Bangkok for another SEATO Meeting the 
programme provided for three days in Yasothon Inow(a 
province in its own right). By a remarkable 'coincidence' 
my work was finished in about half the allotted time and by 
devious (and typically Thai means) I was able to get a radio 
message to Khun Issara at Mahasarakham to the effect that 
I would be free to visit him from noon that day. Imagine 
my surprise (or was it horror) when at the appointed time 
outside a Yasothon hostelry, Holden Bluebell pulled up 
driven by Jun and with Issara smiling his faoous smile 
from the near window. 

-ooOOoo-

To err is human and isn't it divine? 
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1303. The journey to Mahasarakham was ~ccomplished in 
a little over one hour . The road from Ro~-et to 
Mahasarakham and onto Ban Phai has now been completely 
reconstructed and is very high class~ One new feature of 
the highway system which was very .ev~dent w~ an e~aborate 
system of by passes around the maJor towns, ~nclud1ng 
Mahasarakham. 

1304. As we approached Nahasara10-am many though~s raced 
~hrough my mind; apart from nos~alg~a.was the fe~l~ng of 
apprehension about how I might f~d th1ngs. I,l~ke m~Y. 
others have been tempted to imag1ne the worst - that w~th~n 
mon~hs of the Kiwis departure the Project would be in ruins 
w~~n houses dilapidated , plant all on a scrapheap, swimming 
pool a breeding ground for frogs, road all broken up etc etc. 
Please let me dispel any such fears. 

1305. on arrival at the Base the most prominent feature 
was a large (and obviously recently erected) sign on the 
main perimeter fence proclaiming the "Thai-New Zealand Road 
ProJect". All buildings and houses inside are in 
immaculate condition, indeed the Project Headquarters building 
is in far better nick than it had been at any stage during 
my ~our. Part of the workshop yard is sealed, the grounds 
throughout the Base are well kept and even the swimming 
poo~ is still in use. The most striking impression gained 
of '&he houses (apart from the very bold and smartly painted 
numbers on the end of each one) was the incredible 
prollferation of plant and tree growth, which in some cases 
almost completely obscures the house. Four of the houses 
are currently unoccupied and used as guest houses. The 
one I used to change in (the old Thai Project Jllanager•s 
ho~e - he now occupies House 4) was immaculate. One thing 
han not changed though - the water emanating from the 
shower would barely have wet a postage stampo 

1306 •.. Maha~arakham itself (the town) has changed 
surpr~s~ngly l~ttle except for one magnificent new air 
conditioned bank building on the corner near the Honda 
cne~ist . .At the other end of town though, near the 
proJect things were very different. An enormous complex 
of educational buildings has sprung up on the old race 
course and in areas stretching along both sides of the 
road to:--ard Kosum Phisai. I was informed that a full scale 
~vers~ty was to open early this year (cantered on the old 
race track). Apart from this the ~eachers• College has 
been almost completely rebuilt and a large College of 
Physical Education had been open for some time. The whole 
ser~es.of complexes looked like a city in its own right 
when lit up at night. 

1307 . Ny sudden re-appearance on the Project obviously 
con~ed many of the. s~aff and I 'm certain they were 
conv1n~ed ~hat the K~w~s were moving back in. The 
en'&hus~ast~c welcome I received from the many old faces I 
~am~i~~~~~ltm~:e~tm~a~~ madethmy eventual de~arture almost 

een reo years prev~ously. 

/1308. That first 
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1308. That first afternoon after a quick look around 
the Base I was off down the road via Borabue and 
travelled the whole 144 (+) km. What a pleasant surprise 
~ received as we drove down toward Burirum; the road is 
1n remarkabl? good shape throughout and is being obviously 
ver? well ma1ntained by the Highways Department District 
Eng1neer. More tree planting has been carried out and the 
trees p~anted earlier have by now assumed quite significant 
proP?rt1ons. The traffic growth appears to have continued, 
part1cularly between Satuk and Burirum. The towns of 
Phayak and S~tuk have continued to grow at astonishing speed 
and even Bur1rum has changed noticeably. The sub camp 
~t Phayak has now assumed greater importance as the project 
1s concerned with building the ENEX designed east-west 
road between there and Kaset Wisai. 

1 309 • - Issara and I stayed overnight in Burirum where 
we were ~ests of that doyen of contractors - Chong. 
Enough Bald about the programme for the remainder of Day 1. 

1310. Next day we travelled down the new road from 
Phayak- 16 km of it are sealed, another 20 odd have 
laterite sub base and earthworks were nearing Kaset '1/isai. 
Phayak sub camp is in good shape and the old • Ban Kiwi • 
is still being well looked after by Kim. She really had 
great difficulty in working out what I was doing back in 
that part of the world. 

1311. We called on Khun Theb (was Nai Amphoe at Satuk) 
who is now Nai Amphoe at Phayak. He certainly seems to 
have his problems. That evening back at Mahasarakham 
three busloads of Thai Bighway Dept officials stopped off 
at the Base on their way to the Krathin celebrations at 
Ubon. They were treated to one of those magnificent Thai 
meals which the locals are so adept at producing for visiting 
VIPs. Some of the Highways Dept officials were also 
fairly convinced that I must have returned to work at 
Hahasarakha.m judging by the looks on their faces when they 
saw me lurking in the shadows. 

1312. My visit was frustratingly short and I was qUite 
sad when I climbed aboard the air conditioned luxury 
•tourist' bus late that night for Bangkok. Yes! even 
Mahasarahkam is served by these very comfortable buses. 
which make nightly trips between Roi-et and Bangkok~ 
Actually the word •tourist• is a euphemism for 'unlicensed' 
but for 1 00 baht it was far and away the best value for 
money one would get anywhere. 

1313. hll in all it was an opportunity I would never 
have missed and I only hope that others who served at 
Mahasarakham get an opportunity to return there so~e day. 
The Kiwis have not been at all forgotten ~d you w~ll be 
welcomed like a long lost friend. There 1s certa1n~y 
something very special ~bout these North-Eastern Tha1 people. 

--ooOOoo--
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Read any good books lately? 
Bred any good rooks lately? 
Booked any good reds lately? 
Cooked any good bread lately? 
Cooked any good books lately? 

--ooOOoo--

The father of three beautiful teenage 
daughters was reluctant to let them go 
out at night with a boyfriend. Being an 
artistic type however, he weakened under 
pressure if the boyfriend quoted poetic 
phrases. The girls of course spread this 
news among their boyfriends. One night 
three lads called. 

1st Boyfriend: 

2nd Boyfriend: 

3rd Boyfriend: 

"My names Lance, I want to 
take Nance to a dance, have 
I a chance?" 
The fathe~ dubiously agreed. 

"I'Iy names Joe, I want to 
take Flo to a Show, what ho?" 

The father again agreed. 

"My names Tucker ••••• " 
"You get to hell out of here," 
yelled the father. 

--ooOOoo--

A marriage counselor began to ask a 
w?men ~o~e ques~ions concerning her 
d~spos~t~on. Did you wru~e up grumpy 
this morning?" 
"No," she s~"'d ~ "I let him sleep." 

-ooOOoo--
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SECTION T\'10 

OPERATION ATIU HARBOUR PROJECT 
SECOND DETACHMENT 
SEP 74 - JAN 75 

1314~ Although a full report (book) is to be 
publ~sh~d shortly, we received the hint that some news of 
th~ proJect would be appreciated. Therefore, the following 
br~ef account of some of the highlights has been produced 
for the interest of thoRe who never made it to the tropical 
paradise of Atiu. 

1315. The second team 's progress commenced with the Det 
Comd, Wks Spvr and Plant 3gt proceeding on a recce to Atiu 
with th~ OC, 1 Fd Sqn alld the DA & ~r·lG, 1 Inf Bde Gp over 
the per~od 13 -21 Aug 74. This proved to be a most 
memorable trip for the poor sailors, keen deep-sea fishermen 
and the ardent euohre players. On arrival on the island 
it was found that ideal conditions prevailed, with very c~lm 
seas and low tides. Unfortunately, we all thought that 
these would continue, but were proved incorrect later on 
during our stay. However, we were able to get a feel for 
the conditions on the island and look at the task in detail 
for the short time spent there. It certainly looked like 
a "paradise lost", and that the team would certainly find 
it as a bonus to the tour. 

1316. On return to Papakura, the team assembled on 26 
Aug 74 and commenced a three week period of training, 
administration, and pre-embarkation leave. An advance 
party of the Wks Spvr, Senior Fitter and Senior Cook flew 
out from Auckland on 8 Bep 74 followed by the main body on 
17 Sep 74. A one and a half day period was spent in Raro
tonga getting used to the hot and humid climate, and most 
of the boys took advantage of the duty-free facilities. 
We were all treated to a morning tea in the Cabinet Room 
with senior members of the Cook Island Legislative Assembly. 
This was enjoyed, with plenty of speech making which 
involved some pretty optomistic dreams of having the project 
complete~ prior to the hurricane season in Nov 74. 

1317. After a calm journey on the "Island Trader railway 
ferry - MV Moana" a rather smoked detachment disemb~rked to 
a wonderful reception of local dancer~, prayer meet~ng and 
speeches. We also enjoyed the exper~ence of our f~rst 
umukai (hangi - local style) that night as a farewell to the 
first crew and a welcome to the new team. A couple of days 
were Rpent handing over the project and getting to know the 
island and the people before the old detachment waved good
bye on 21 Sep 74. 

/1318. On Hon 23 
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On tvlon 23 Sep 74, all key personnel gathered for 
~. 3!!• ers" at the new H:4 ATF (NZ) and after a works confer-
~ceyand study of the tasks to be actioned, a battle plan 

!as produced. Concentration was to be made on t~e 
completion of the outer seawall to afford a ce:ta~n amount 
of protection to the inner harbour area fro~ high seas. 
Once this had been completed, major excavat~on would ?e 
commenced, along with other minor tasks such as cru~h~~g, 
trimming reef ledges, quarry work~maintenance of ?u~ld~ng 
materials and project equipment. Actual works d~d commence 
on Tues 24 Sep, and things were under way at full steam. 
With help from the moon, local elders,weather forecasts, 
and blessings from the local minister, the outer seawall 
was finished on 19 Oct 74. This incorporated a new style 
of concrete construction on the last leg, known as the 
Sollander/Wills Design. It appeared that the sea God 
became most angry at the barrier that was constructed, and 
rented his disapproval on the worksite many times with very 
high tides and great swells. The actual completion of this 
phase was a big moment for the local people and in fac~ 
for the team, and all joined in many forms of celebrat~ons 
in honour of the occasion. 

1319. Once sore heads had been nursed and the enthusiasm 
for work had returned, the next stage of excavating the 
harbour area was commenced. At this stage, problems arose 
with trying to relieve the area of as much seawater as 
possible. The actual blowing of the reef ledge to produce 
a marina with bulk explosives had upset the coral, and many 
cracks/holes were found in the harbour floor and under the 
already poured seawall. At times, the inflow was estimated 
to be in excess of 100,000 gallons per hour, and the poor 
old 3" Spate pumps just couldn't handle this amount. It 
was then attempted to put floats on the tracks on the MF400 

and Case 310G, but this proved unsuccessful. Work was 
limited to days when the low tides existed before new 
pumping equipment could be forwarded to the island. 

1320. To;Tards the middle of November (the first month 
of the hurricane season) heavy rains of the wet season 
started to hinder works. \'lhen heavy rain is mentioned, 
we mean something of the order of 10 inches to a foot in 
four tl.ours. Those that thought we were just sissies 
didn't know t~at we had also to ~un swimming training 
sess~ons. I'hnd you, there were some advantages to having 
the r~ns in that the water supply for the camp and the 
works~te kept a healthy level right up till the team changed 
over_. Works progressed steadily till excavations had 
:eacned a level of approx three feet below mean sea level 
~~ tne harbour prope:• A few problems were experienced 
w~th ohe ~lant break~ng down and a delay imposed due to the 
trar:s~t t~~ from ~ew Zealand for spare parts. During 
per~ods of 'down-t~me" on the job, most of the team either 
ea~~ up on some well earnt sleep or made further 
mod~f~cations to ':lxisting equipment on site. A lot of 
exper~mentat~on w~th explosives was carried out mainly to 
try and find suitable charges to 'presplit" the ~oral 
ledge without damaging surrounding structures or reef 
After a couple of weeks of this work, a good formula ;as 

/arrived at 



arrived at, pl~ the "guess or by God" element, and actual 
cuts were made ~n the reef and existing seawall for the 
eventual 40 foot gap for the entrance to the harbour. 

1321. Whil~ things looked as though they were going very 
sm~othly at th~s stage, more problems hit us. The actual 
al~gnment along what was to be the quay wall was rather out 
of ~hape, hence the name "Half Moon Bay", therefore a new 
~es~gn had to be.made for the quay construction which did 
~nnuence the slipway and ringroad system. We were indeed 
happy to hear that the CB and a senior engineer adviser from 
MOW_were on the way to investigate our problem. They 
arr~ved on 12 Nov 74 after a good introduction to the ways 
of the sea, and set about to resolve the situation. The 
new plan consisted of a mass concrete quay wall with similar 
quay ~lab ~d slipway. The actual alignment was changed 
and discuas~ons were entered into regarding the procurement 
of 50,000 gph pumps and ~ excavator, which would overcome 
the problems of having t•) work in wet conditions. On 20 
Nov work commenced on the new plan with the further cutting 
away of the cliff wall directly behind the harbour. It 
was intended to completely cut the new construction areas 
to line and grade ready for the new detachment when they 
were to arrive mid Jan 75, but the plant let us down, and 
a large stockpile had to be left for the new crew to load out. 

1322. That basically describes the major works that were 
carried out, and some of the problems that were experienced. 
More deta~l will be given in the formal project report. 
Of course during the period of our tour, quite a few hours 
were spent in upgrading the camp and making things a little 
more comfortable. Concrete floors were laid in the showers 
to make them the most modern apart from the Trailways Motel 
in Rarotonga. The kitchen, mess tents and bar areas were 
upgraded, and a dance floor was laid for the many social 
gatherings that were held in the camp. It was unfortunat~ 
that we had a fire at the very end of the stay, but someth~ng 
like this had to happen, as our tour was uneventful in 
regard to emergencies or accidents of this nature. 

1323. The equipment had to stand up to a fair beating, 
but performed extremely well. If anybody has any doubts 
about the Case 310G they can forget it. Our "Cloud 9" 
or P & T Hack Wagon or "Rock F r" did marvels • even though 
it died a natural but hard wor~eath in the faithfUl 
hands of Denny. The fitters workshop was well managed 
by the team of EME/honorary s~ppers led b~ the manager of 
the motorcycle repair shop Col~n. They did a marve llous 
job in improvising and working long hou:s to make sure th~t 
the majority of our equipment was kept ~n reasonable working 
order. 

--ooOOoo--

"Quick Johnl The baby has just swallowed the matches." 

"Here, use my lighter." 

-ooOOoo-
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1324. JJ Alias Clunt Westwood alias Jim Hendrick was 
accepted into the folds of the local people but was 
reluctant to go through with the "Hair Cutting Ceremony" 
or "Circumcision Ceremony" to prove his origin. However, 
he was the leader of the hard working hangi crew, along 
with Colin Moors, Dennis T and Phil who put on several very 
tasty and successful hangis for the team and local peopJ.e. 
We were thankful for Maetake Morgs (Morgan} contribution 
as official interpreter to the detachment, and for Rob's 
promise of taro for the kitchen from his patch. The two 
Prontos conducted many tests with tin cans tied to the end 
of pieces of string, and managed to maintain continuous 
contact with NZ. Doe made weekly inspections of the 
"bush beer" schools to make sure that a11 utensils were 
hygenic, and also spent many worthwhile hours instructing 
first aid to young and old members of local. youth groups. 
Bi1l Stirrat started up a recrujting office on the island, 
and with the help of Gilly and Roly, gave successful. dri11 
instruction to the youth groups once a week. It was noted 
that on the last Church Parade, left turns on the march 
were made, and the general turnout of the locals near1y put 
the team to disgrace. 

1325. As you will all realise, one could go on for pages 
telling of the highlights and funny stories, but the 
memories of the task wi1l linger on for many years to come 
and all the old sappers of ten to twenty years to 
come will. still be ta1king about Atiu. To sum up our 
tour, it was a great experience for a11 the team, and it is 
expected that they will have all benefitted from the task. 
We wish the Third Detachment well in their endeavour to 
complete the job by Jul 75. 

1326. A ro1l of Honour of 
fo1lows: 

the Second Detachment 

G40601 Lcpl ACE LDM A.lias Laurie 
C43863 Lcpl ARNESEN KE " Arnie J465666 Cpl BA.RLTROP JC 11 JCB 
~43921 Lcpl BOWMAN DM " BOW J682138 Spr BROOKER GL 11 Many& Various A37536 Ssgt CLIFTON RW 11 DOC R44704 Spr COCKBORN KLM 11 COCKY J595386 Lcpl DALLASTON I 11 MIA R45831 Spr DENISON BC DENNY A46552 S1>r EAST ON AA SUPER 413018 Cpl FRANKLIN BJ FRANKY Y45953 S1>r GILBERT WG GILLY N44241 Lcpl GOULD R ROB M44700 Lcpl HEALY PT PHIL X39535 Sgt HENDRICK JH Clunt Westwood D854407 t HOLLANDER JS BOSS X39420 Sgt HUNTER BJ BJ C530589 Cpl LOGAJ.'{ TS TOM K42513 Cpl McKAY RJ PORKY U308425 Cpl MOORS CD " COLIN J41063 Cpl HORGAN CA. MA.ETAKI MORG P46358 Lcpl RICHARDSON GI 11 RICHY \1/43490 Lcpl ROLSTON AN 11 ROLY 
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744075 Lcpl STEPHENS BC Alias .BRIAN H40234 Sgt STEPHENS eo 11 COLIN (Bikeshop) N44379 Cpl STIRRAT WN 11 Bill 
E38483 Lcpl Te RANGI T 11 DENNIS 
K43249 Cpl TINKLER BR 11 TINK 
T45534 S,pr TODD RC 11 TOA.D 
337460 '1/0II WILLS RO 11 WOW 
V44363 Lcpl HODGES GJ 11 GREG 

--ooOOoo-

A barrister hired ~ stubborn looking, 
solid unsophisticated juryman to hold out 
for life imprisonment. It seemed the 
only way to save his client from the death 
penalty. 

The jury finally went out and stayed out 
for hours. Finally, late on the second 
day, the jury filed in, and delivered a 
verdict of guilty, with a recommendation 
that the prisoner be sentenced to life 
imprisonment. 
As the lawyer was paying his man, he 
asked, "you had a difficult time of it, 
didn't you? I'm certainly glad you 
succeeded in swinging the jury your way." 
"Yeah, 11 was the answer. "It was pretty 
tough. They were all for acquital, at 
first, but I finally convinced them." 

--ooOOoo-

A woman rushed excitedly up to a zoo attendant 
and exclaimed: "Young man, you should see 
what • s going on in the monkey cage.. Four , 11 

monkeys are sitting at a table play1ng cards • 
The attendant shrugged, "So what lady?" ~as 
his nonchalant reply. "They' re only PlaY1ng 
for peanuts." 

--ooOOoo-
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SECTION THREE 

VOLUNT~~ ~~VICE ABROAD 
NEW GUINEA STYLE 

Sgt Joe campbell 

Introduction 

1327. Sgt Joe CampbP.ll has been 
granted absence of one year leave_ 
without pay in order to further h~s 
experience. He is working_with 
VSA in New Guinea on a logg~ng and 
reading project. He writes: 

1328. Just a line to let you know
I have not forgotten you. I had 
permit trouble on leaving NZ and did 
not receive clearance to enter New 
Guinea until the day before the 
flight left. The mosquitoes 
have given me a hard time here and 
I have alQost been eaten alive. 

1329. The project is isolated and can only be reached 
by plane. VIe have a very good airfield. The wet season 
is in progress which restricts air movements and affects 
our walking tracks. 

1330. There are six foreigners on this job. Two 
Germans, 2 Australians, 1 Pom, and me. A good bunch of 
blok&s. I got a hard time from them because I did not 
bring a NZ flag with me. Not very patriotic they 
reckoned. 

1331. The job is a big challenge. I am expected to 
rur:. all the l!lachinery and power supplies and this includes 
l!lajor rebuilds of equipment. I do not get a chance to 
leave the workshops during the week so on Saturday and 
Sunday I head for the jungle to service the dozer and all 
of the logging and saWUill equipment. The work load .s 
far too large for one person and the power generation takes 
up a ~ot of my time. The project is electricity dependant 
and a breakdown causes a big panic. Of course the genera
tors are well overloaded. Tractor generators and starters 
were another problem when I arrived. Only one machine 
had a generator that worked and a flat battery miles from 
anywhere is no fun. I have fixed that problem now. 

/1332. The dozer 

,,.. 

• .. :. 
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1332. The dozer in the bush has 8000 hours on the 
clock and has done some very rugged work. Nothing has 
been overhauled on it yet so in the near future I will 
have to give it a complete pull down. 

1333. The local village is about a quarter of a mile 
away from our cam:p and is where the work force lives. 
They are not reliable wc.;~kers and if the few days ahead 
look hard, they don't turn up. There are no shops in the 
vil~age and it is in a dry area. No Coke or Fanta - just 
pla1n water. The people do not mix with us and keep to 
themselves un~ess they want something. They are very 
stubborn and 1f they don't want to do a given job - that's 
that. You do it ~rourself while they watch! ';li thin four 
months this project :_;; going to be handed over to the local 
people to run. They should then learn to make a bigger 
effort. - Local efforts at running other projects have so 
far proved to be a shac~les. 

1334. An old joker brought a radio to me to fix 
recently. It looked like a herd of buffalo had trampled 
on it. I explained I could not fix it but he left it on 
the bench and said he would be back in a couple of weeks 
to collec"t it. I finally got around to gluing up the 
plastic case and sent it to Medang and it cost me a couple 
of dollars for parts. It was going OK and I gave it to 
the old joker. The only problem is that he must have told 
the locals that I was a No 1 fixer and I have ended up 
with most of the village's electrical problems. They all 
do the same, drop it into the workshops and say they will 
be back in a couple of days. 

1335. 
There is 
down has 
make the 

I quite often think of Engineer Workshops. 
no rotten row over here. Everything that breaks 
to be repaired immediately even if you have to 
parts. 

1336. Well, I suppose Argo Road is goin? ahead at a 
great rate and should be finished when I arr1ve back. 

1337 They have asked me here if I can get a set of 
drawings and specs for a low-bed trailer to cart the D4D 
around and also specs for a portable post driver that can 
be att~ched to a Fordson tractor. The gear would have_to 
be made here so any help would be appreciated. Only s~ple 
construction details and specs so we can order the mater1als. 
Please pass on my regards to all. 

--ooOOoo-

Joe Campbel..~.. 
PO Box 750 
Madang 
Papua, New Guinea. 

A case of mind over matter - if you don't 
mind it doesn't matter. 

--ooOOoo--
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3ECTION FOUR 

ROYAL FIJI JITI:,ITARY FORCES RURAL DEVELOPHENT 
QID 

by: Capt K.J.;:oods 

'3 58. Having deparced NZ by DC8 on a wet 18 Feb 75 
our arrival in NAl'·1D: at around 33 degrees w~ somewhat 
of a contrast. The trip fro= N7. took an enJoyabl~ 2~ 
nours. A meal and 1t hours later s~w us once ~a1~ 1n 
the a1r and onward to Nausori, the a1rport serV1ng ~UVA. 

1339. Excellent reception was organised by Capt Jim. 
3anday the R~IT se A and we were whisked away to a sea~1~e 
mo"Cel called the ''OUtrigger" 0 but not before the trad1 t1onal 
~ava bowl did a few circuits. Kava, the first any of us 
.'lao. tasted, was received with mixed reactions. From "Yuk" 
to "Yum". The "Yum" member of the family happening to be 
four year old Daymond. A drink you w0uld have to acquire 
a "Cas~ for but definitely easier on the body than Atiuan 
r.ome brew. OUr stay in the "Outrigger" lasted 14 days 
as there was still some work beir~ completed on our house. 

1340. The Government houses are simple concrete block 
construction with louvre windows and are an excellent 
ie&1gn for the tropics. Hours of work are 7 a.m. to 
3.30 p.m. with an hour for lunch. Uniform is a comfortable 
short sleeved shirt and shorts, with long hose and shoes. 
0n~~l the new Rural Development Unit buildings are 
constructed I have an office in the HQ RFMF. ~ueen 
El1zabeth Barracks are situated in a nicely landscaped 
section on top of a hill overlooking most of the surrounding 
area and sea. Wide open to any breeze and very comfortable. 

13L1. Initially, the RDU will comprise two officers 
anu th1rty eight other ranks and will operate as a HQ 
e~ement with two works sectiono controlled by a Troop HQ. 
If successful the Unit will probably be expanded to a four 
wc~~s section force of three officers and 82 other ranks. 
A s~aff supplementation for the first two years of operation 
7o-78 of four RNZE NCOs has been requested by RFI-IF. ' 

1342 •. Ini"Ci~l_finance for buildings, vehicles, tools 
and eqm.pment Wll~ be provided from NZ bilateral aid and 
~linis"Cry of F~jian ~ffairs and Rural Development. Finance 
for_ works., ~a~K:s lvill be provided from the r.li.nistry of 
FiJ~an A:~a1rs and Rural Development after tasks had been 
ch~elleu throu~ the Divis~onal Commissioner, accepted 
oy tne RDU as SUltable and g1ven a preliminary costing. 

/1343. Likely 
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1343. Likely tasks will be simple, concrete block 
structures, installation of portable generators and basic 
electrical reticulation, water supply, quite an amount of 
bridging (both foot and vehicle) and a small amount of 
country sewerage systems. 

1344. When finance becomes available the first task 
will be the construction of a RDU HQ building, hopefully 
by students undergoing a course at the Trade Training 
School run by WOII Bailey. Meantime I intend to visit the 
four Divisions to have a look at the type of work the Unit 
will be undertaking and to get some idea of conditions 
under which the Unit will operate. This should help in 
the final selection of the most appropriate equipment, 
tools and vehicles yet to be procured. 

1345. Next month 25 Fijian recruits will move to SME 
at Linton to commence a year's training and on their 
return will form the nucleus of the RDU, hopefully commencing 
tasks in one of the Divisions by 1 :!-lay 76. 

Nurse: 

Capt K.J .Woods 
RFMF Rural Development Unit 
P.O.Box 102 
Suva, Fiji 

--ooOOoo-

11 Mr Peters, you haven't paid your 
bill for two months and the doctor 
is very upset." 

Mr Peters: "Well, tell him to take two 
aspirins and call me in a week 
if he isn't fee ling any better •" 

--ooOOoo-
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CHAPTER 14 

ARTICLES AND REPORTS 

SECTION ONE 

THE PROJECT AT WnO DAf 
CHAPTER 2 

by: Anne Onimus 

1401. The last chapter left the project off ~o a 
shaky start - already the dreaded presence of MaJor 
Winterbottom is driving the others to drink - and worset 
In the Project Mess Winterbottom is expanding on his 
military career - NOW READ ON. 

1402. 
very well 
running; 
fir st, as 

"Yes," said the Major, "Ny old regiment did 
indeed, won the Viceroy's Polo Cup six years 
missed the war of cour3e, but first things 
we used to say in the old First Foot." 

"Oh, that mob" said the Project Officer 
"Isn 't their regimental nickname the Fleet of Foot?" 

"Gad no" said the Major, "You're thinking 
of the 2nd Battalion - as murderous a pack of cut-throat 
hooligans as you could find this side of the Khyber. "' 

"What were the Other Ranks like?" asked the 
Pro ject Officer, Which temporarily silenced even the 
Ma jor. 

This pleasant chit-chat was interrupted by 
Dhu Yiew, the Mess Steward - "Please Sir, large 
german shepherd on verandah." 

"Dammit man, you know where the shotgun is -
do your duty" roared Winterbottom, and a few seconds later 
the boom of the 12 bore echoed over the dusty project 
gardens. 

"Well," growled \>/interbottom, as Dhu Yieu 
re-entered "Did that do the trick?" 

. . "Yes," said the steward., "he ran off in the 
d1rect1on of Farm Advisory Project shouting Himmel and 
Danerwetler." 

"Good grief, must have been von Idleburger 
probably hasn't run so fast sinca Alamein do him go~d 
I shouldn't "ronder, "said Winterbottom. ' ' 
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Meanwhile over in the Sergeants ~1ess planning 
for the next days lurks - sorry works, was proceeding 
apace. Except that is, for the SQMS, brooding alone in 
a corner over the loss of his Honda on the first day, and 
a more recent tragedy - his annual Confidential Report. 
The only line in it that could be construed as favourable 
being "looks well in civilian clothes." "I realise now 
that I shouldn't have sent an NZ 160 for my Honda to the 
Project Officer," said the S~!S. "This is his revenge." 

"After seven attempts at the Ssgt to 1110 exam I 
should think you must have got the message," said the 
Transport WO "Why don't you try to get a discharge on 
mental grounds?" 

"Don't be silly . " butted in the Plant Sergeant. 
"That's how he got in." 

This idle banter was cut short by the arrival 
of the Sergeant Najor, muttering under his breath and 
casually fetching the steward a crack over the head with 
his pace-stick - "Beer you clown, and put on the s~ Is 
bill." 

"What's biting you" asked the Plant Sgt, putting 
down his favourite magazine - The Waikato Pig Breeder." 

"I arranged to meet old Colonel Shoti toff out
side the "&nbassy to flog him the Nominal Roll - I must 
have waited for two hours. I wonder if I got the wrong 
cinema?" 

"Anyone that puts Phillips under 'F' in the 
nominal roll could do that" said the S~I,1S nastily - and 
with a hollow sigh returned to his corner. 

To be continued 

-ooCOoo-

Just because nobody disagrees with you 
doesn't mean you are brilliant - perhaps 
you are the boss! 

--ooOOoo-
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1/HO DONE IT? 

Whe 11 my Prayers were ~oorly said 
\iho tucked me in me w~ddle bed 
And spanked me till me arse was wed? 

Me Nudder. 

Who took me from me cosy cot 
And put me on the ice cold pot 
And made me pee if I could not? 

}1e ~1udder. 

And when the morning light would come 
And in me crib me dribbled some 
Who wiped me tiny widdle bum'r·? 

Me Hudder. 

'liho would me hair so neatly part 
And hug me gently to her heart 
Who sometimes squeezed me till me f ? 

Me :r.Iudder. 

liho looked at me with eyebrows knit 
And nearly have a king size fit 
When in me S'unday pants me s ? 

Me ri!udder 

ilhen at night her bed did squeak 
Me raised me head to have a peak 
'Who yelled at me to go to sleep? 

f-Ie Farver. 

--ooOOoo-

'lhen the storm had blown over, the brave 
captain of a small schooner emerged from 
his cabin, took a quick survey and bawled 
to a new hand. "Ahoy mate, where's the 
mizzen mast?" 

The ne':' hand answered cheerfully, "Lord knows, 
capta~n. How long has it been mizzen?" 

--ooOOoo-
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SECTION TWO 

FIRE BRIGADES 

by: \'/OTI RGS Pu.llen, Lint on C8lllp Firemaster 

1403. Most o~ us t?day accept without question, the 
fact that there lS a F1re Brigade close by to attend to 
our need~ in tiro~ of emergency. Yet the necessary 
cooperat1on, eqtilpment and manpower with which any fire 
brigade should operate, seem to be as distant as the stars 
in a clear night sky. 

1404. . It is the i~tention of the writer to highlight 
some hl~tory.of the F1re Service and equipment, manning 
and leg1slat1ve problems and their application with which 
the Fire Service is faced each day. It is hoped that 
this will promote a better understanding and a greater 
degree of cooperation and assistance in solving current 
and future problems. 

1405. Everybody knows of the Great Fire of London. 
This fire occurred in the early hours of Sunday 2nd 
September 1666, and is supposed to have started in a 
baker's house in Pudding Lane. Probably what is not known 
about this fire is that ib burnt for three days and three 
nights, destroyed 13000 houses, covered 436 acres and the 
estimated loss was £10,000,000 sterling. There were no 
fire brigades in those days and it was a case of all hands 
onto pails or other objects in which water could be carried 
in an effort to estinguish this fire. 

1406. Legislation by Government was first introduced 
in 1667 and the first fire brigades were established under 
the Fire Prevention Act of 1707, which made it compulsory 
for every PARISH to maintain some kind of fire fighting 
equipment. A few years later, many Insurance Companie~ 
began to form their own brigades to protect the propert1es 
covered by them. 

1407. In 1833 these insurance companies got together 
to form the London Fire Engine Establishment. This was 
the first truly organized fire brigade and reached ~ts 
peak of efficiency under the direction of James Bra1dwood 
who is rightly regarded as the Father of the Fire Brigade. 
He, like so many to follow him, was killed in the Tooley 
Street Fire of 1861 which destroyed property to the value 
of two million pounds. 

/1408. The results 
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1408 The results of this fire brouGht about o~e of 
the ;ostimportant developments in the hist?ry of.f~re 
fi~hting namely the establishment of the F~re Br~gade 
under r.retropolitan Board of 1-"orks as a :public body. ~everal 
more advances were made ove: the fo~ow~ng y~ars part~cular
ly in the areas of legislat~on and f~re appli~nce ~es~gn 
which assisted greatly in the reduct~on of maJor f~re 
losses. The years of the Second Worl~ \1ar brough~ further 
major changes in me"hods o~ fight~ng f~~es and eq~pme~~~ 
With large industrial prem~ses be~ng b~lt and the.masv~ve 
population growth requiring ho~sing, los~es from f7re 
have once again begun to soar ~n most maJor countr~es of 
the world. In the UK during 1967, fire brigades attended 
a total of 88,162 fires for a loss value of £56,678,000, 
three years later in 1970 the number of fires attended 
had risen to over 100,000 and loss value to £110,900,000. 

1409. You will no doubt be saying "What are losses in 
the uK to us"? I suppose nothing really except to 
indicate a general trend all over the world with regard 
to fire. In New Zealand in 1973 fires claimed the lives 
of 48 people compared with 28 the previous year. Fire 
Brigades here attended 35,058 calls. Loss value for these 
fires has not yet been released. But let us get to the 
nitty-gritty namely the NZ Army Fire Protection "arrangement". 
One cannot say that it is ineffective because our own 
statistics, which incidentally are never released (if they 
are even recorded) give an overall indication of our good 
worth in the job performede 

141 Oe This is achieved under circumstances and 
conditions not faced by any other Fire Protection Service. 
Equipment which is obsolete and inadequate, extremely 
haru. to obtain, usually purchased by people who have 
little knowledge of the fUnction it has to perform and 
within financial restrictions. We end up with inferior 
equipment instead of the best. Only in the last two years 
have ••e had vehicles which approach the design features 
req~r~d f?r our job, but they are very under-powered. 
Spec~f~cat~ons called for a 750 gallon per minute High/Low 
pressure pump. This specification had to be abandoned 
because the engine did not have the power to drive such 
a unit. 

1411. There could be a method in this madness as we 
are ~ot.given the manpower to operate anything more 
soph~st~?ated. There are of course, other deficiencies 
such ~s.~nadequate buildings for fire equipment, poor staff 
f~c~l~t~es, long hours of duty;. conditions with which other 
f:-remen would not tolerate. 'lie however, must be "Soldier 
f~rst tradesmen second", therefore it is reasonable to 
expect us to maime, kill and destroy rather than perform 
our duty as firemen "TO SAVE LIFE and Protect Property." 

/1412e The aim 
--ooOOoo--

Firemen stoke fUrnaces - firefighters fight fires. 

--ooOOoo-
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~~ii~ws: The aim in life of dedicated firemen is as 

a. Prevent fires from starting 

b. Prevent loss of life and property 
when fires do start 

c. Confine any such fire to its place of origin 

d. Put out any such fire. 

These aims have surviv?d for m~y years. They are simple 
to unde:stand and perm1t broad 1nterpretation. This last 
factor lS usefUl in that any fire brigade is able to 
mould objectives to ~it s pecific purposes and concepts. 
On the other hand th1s catch-all approach provides a great 
many loopholes for those who are either uncertain of their 
responsibilities or simply not progressive. 

1413. I agree that at this time accommodation 
requirements for the troops should be the first considera
tion, but this should be planned hand in glove with the 
protection of his working location. What use a flash 
house to live in, if the occupants have no place in which 
to fill his trained secondary function? We are also 
faced with other riduculous happenings where we have a 
purpose-designed building with all the latest fire protection 
measures, such as sprinklers, automatic ventilation BUT 
no primary means of escape for the occupants. This--
particular case was pointed out to the system along the 
right channels almost two years ago. Has it been put right? 
Like hell it has. 

1414. You, the reader may well say, so what1 May I 
point out that this is ~ot an isolated case. Reasonable 
progressive plans have been attempted over the past few 
years to correct serious anomalies but all fall by the 
wayside with the excuse: 

"NO MONEY" 

Other everyday beaurocra.tic phrases such as "next year's 
programme", "come back next week", "bring u:p in six . months" 
are in common use. The use of these delay1ng t act1cs 
will one day come home to roost, when some ~for~un~te 
fireman will face a courtmartial for not do1ng h1s Job. 
He will have inadequate defence. No action will have been 
taken on his repeated requests. It would appear also 
that the rUnistry of Works and Developnent who are the 
authority in the field of Fire Protection are ta~en as 
little notice of as those serving firemen. The1r 
recommendations are received with similar enthusiasm. 

/1415. I suppose 
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1415. I suppose the greatest "ou~" for anybod;y in the 
services is that little paragraph wh~ch app~ars w~t~ 
monotonous regularity in statutes and acts ~e: "Th~s Act 
does not bind the Crown", gives the legal right to us 
to flaunt safety regulations. \fhat price our moral . 
obligations? Surely it is time the system protecte~ ~ts 
vast assets, which one fire could damage beyond repa~r. 
This wouJ.d have a serious effect :•..n that most of these 
assets are irreplaceable on an imr.1ediate basis. If it 
is war machinery this may not apply. A case comes to 
mind where a certain service lost a costly piece of 
equipment for training (a potential killer) and in a very 
short space of time it was publicly announced that funds 
were being provided for its immediate replacement. This 
money could have provided almost all the fire protection 
needs of one establishment. 

141o. The problem of "no money" also sets the levels 
of staffing. We are operating on a very understrength 
establishment. OVer the years the tasks of the fire 
brigade have increased, but are still expected and required 
to fUlfill all functions on a very inadequate staffing level. 
Requests for increases in establishment have fallen on deaf 
ears. Separate investigations by illustrious bodies 
have failed to agree. One such body stated that the tasks 
of the fire brigade should be reduced. How can this be 
done, I ask? "Give the responsibility to somebody else" 
is the answer l What if the somebody else accepts? The 
conditions which they would impose are no more than what 
we have been asking for over the past years. Would these 
"new" requirements be met? 

1417. Heanwhile , there is no change and we continue 
to operate with insufficient sta:ff. I liken our present 
situation to a party where mother says "Eat all the 
cake cnildren, but no one must have mo~e than one piece " 
"But mother ," says I, "There are only five of us here • 
and there are eleven pieces of cake." The moral is that 
to c?mple~e our tasks, eleven men are required but we must 
~o ~th f~~. In consequence equipment maintenance falls 
oy .he ways~de or the men are on duty long and unreasonable 
hours. \ve have reduced the duty hours so no maintenance 
work gets clone. Why should I continue to worry? Nobody 
else seems to. 

1418. In the early part of th:Ls paper I wrote about 
the Great Fire of London. You knm-1 t hings fire-wise in 
the A~y.naven't progressed much hav~ they? The views 
ana. o:pl.IlJ.ons stated are only those of the \-lri ter and 
cert~J.y not of the management. 

--ooOOoo--

Generosity is not or::Ly love 
It is an Insurance. 

--ooOOoo--
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SECTION THREE 

THE SAPPERS PACK OF CARDS 
(or "I'm alright - jack") 

During a ce:tain annual camp, a bunch of 
sappers arr~ved at their camp site after a 
hard day's work and prepared to enjoy their 
organised rest. 

Straight after dinner they sat down in their 
mess tent ~~d pulled out their Liaison Letters 
One sapper, however, took out a pack of cards. 

~ The Sergeant saw him and said, "Sapper put 
away those cards." 

Afterwards the sapper was taken before the 
OC who said, "Sergeant, why have you brought 
this sapper here?" The Sergeant said, "I 
caught this man playing cards during organised 
rest." The OC said, "Sapper, unless you 
give me a good reason for your beha~ur I shall 
punish you more severely than any sapper was 
ever punished. What have you to say? 

"Much Sir, r have been on TODs a."ld now annual 
camps for 10 months and have neither gradation 
list nor Li~ison Letter and I hope I can show 
you the purity of my intentions." 

And with thtt, the sapper began with these 
words: 

~ I see the Ace I am reminded of the 
Chief Engineer, Ace of the Sappers, before 
whose tall frame all sappers tremble. 

\·lhen I see the Two, I think of the Corporal 
thrOugh whose bloody hands I must pass when 
I am trying tc get my messages through, and 
the gesture with which he farevlells me. 

When I see the Three, I think of the Sergeant 
~if he wasn't standing there right now, you 
wouid get a right earful of his family background. 

When I see the Four I am reminded of the stars 
I hope to achieve. They are One Star, TlYO Star, 
Three Star and the bloody impossible Four Star. 

vlhen I see the Five I remember the number of 
pips worn by a Captain and a Lieutenant.- the 
same number of extende<f fingers on my r~ght hand -
the same number of kids the S3H has sired ?Jld 
the fact that I wasn't invited to his wedd~ng 
last Saturday. 

hfhen I see the Six 
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,lhen I see the Six I alJ1 reminded of the day 
Qfthe week when the SS~, announced the next TOD 
party. 

~ I see the Seven, I recall the day he 
reselected the team - the number of days CB I 
usually get - I also see red. 

·,men I see the Eight, 
squadrons of the RNZE. 
3 Sqn, 5 Sqn, 6 Sqn, 5 
5 Spt Sqn. 

I recall the eight ereat 
They are 1 Sqn, 2 Sqn, 

Spt Sqn, 5 Sqn and 

,/hen I see the iiine, I think of the combined 
authority of the pips or stripes on the three 
sergeants or three captains . 

\men I see the Ten, then I know I must buy 
another crate before the bar c loses. 

'Nhen I see the Jack, I am re~d of the jack
up between RNZE and RNZIR to keep me from that 
accompanied posting to Singapore. 

When I see the ~ueen, I can't help thinking 
abOUt Racquel Welch driving a D7E. I'm sorry 
but I can't. 

\men I see the King I think of Ken the First 
sitting on the Corps Flag, I think of John 
Walker and Sid Going too. 

~ are 365 s pots on a pack of cards - the 
number of pips and stripes in a squadron and 
the number of parts needed to fix my grader 
after last annual camp. 

There are 52 cards - th9 exact number of >veekly 
booze ups there will be when the bloody Argo 
road is finished. 

There are four suits - the number of troops 
in a squadron. 12 picture cards - the number of 
beers in a dozen and 13 spot values- the number 
of days between the occasions I get to sleep with 
my wife. 

Last of all there is the Ordinary Joker who 
comes to \'laiouru for annual camp every year, 
catches his death of cold in the mess tent night 
after night , without warmth, without 
representation and with i~creasing disgust. 

/So you see 
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~ you see Sir, my pack of cards serves 
me as a Bible, Almanack, Gradation List and 
Liaison ~tter. If you don't like my story 
you can g~ve yourself an up-and-under or me 
an adverse report. r.zy pen goes on writing 
and I can break your bloody sword. 

And folks, this story is original. I know 
because the guy that wrote it can't read. 

--ooOOoo-

CQl.IMUNICAl'IONS CORRUPTIONS 

The longest teleprinter message seen in engineer circles 
at Linton during 1975 (three months only) measured 8ft 2tins. 
Generally speaking, teleprinter machines have a spelling 
deficiency. A few actual examples are faithfully 
reproduced below. WllNING: Keep this list away from 
school children11 

LA.TZST 
NOC SOT 
SCALES 
RNZZ 
CUREENTLY 
SYSTZM 
DDELETE 
EXCISE 
EXDCISE 
SEC IOR 
LPSTED 
PGDHOTED 
ARRIVEAL 
5$433 
vi IRKS 
OONCREE 
PARST 
SUCK 

LA. TEST 
HO COST 
SLABS 
RNZE 
CURRENTLY 
SYSTEM 
DELETE 
.EXERCISE 
EXERCISE 
SENIOR 
LISTED 
PRor.!OTED 
ARRIVAL 
THREE 
\'/ORKS 
CONCRETE 
PL~TS 
SUCH 

--ooOOoo-
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Sli:CTION FOUR 

WAIOURU AND ALL THAT 

by: WOI KF MALLOGH 

1419. This band of jolly ~~ZE warriors who dwell 
in the high country of Waiouru welcome the opportunity 
to contribute to the Corps News ru1d we trust that the 
following notes will be of in~erest to some if not all of 
our fellow sappers of the Lowlands. Before bounding 
off into the whos and w:J.ats of ATG perhaps these general 
points will whet the appetite and encourage some to read 
on. 

1420. After getting over the first stages of his 
transfer from RNZE to Lcpl in the RNZIR ex Sapper IJomas 
now soldiering on at RF Cadet School decided that marriage 
was the answer. In his determination to achieve this aim 
he overlooked several minor aspects of preparation eg, 
Witnesses to the ceremony, furniture, wedding breakfast 
etc. Waiouru Sappers got to hear of this and duly 
paraded with their ladies in good order to St James Chapel 
and witnessed the marriage ceremony taking note that Lcpl 
Lomas was in step with his Fijian bride as he proudly 
came down the aisle. A wedding breakfast had quietly been 
arranged by Cadet Wing Staff and the newly weds were 
launched 1n true Sapper style. 

1421. Plans have been made for Sappers Day 1975. 
Don't be fooled by the recently reported volcanic eruptions. 
It was in fact our Sappers Day early awakening team 
training up on a new explosive device. 

1422. Yes, it had to happen: 

HQ Force Engr 
1 Fd Sqn 
2 Fd Sqn 
5 Spt Sqn 
6 Fd Sqn 

Snoopy 
The Kyote 
The Red Rooster 
rhe Little Black Bull 
The Goat 

Now watch this space for the ATG RHZE mascot, and when that 
happ~~ it then only leaves SME and 3 Fd Sqn to come alive 
and J01n the RNZE Zoo Gang!! (S¥E have chosen a rampant 
horse but it seems to have bolted - Editor). 

Survey Notes 

~423. . Sgt Br?wn reports that very little survey has 
een ach1eved th1s sumoer as it came on a Sunday and at 

"t~e time of preparing the notes. th_ e sun is shining from 
t1me to "time and the rain · lS ra1n1ng most of the time. 

/1424. Firld work 
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1424. Field Work for Argo Road is almost completed 
and that is the alignment from Westlawn Hut to the 
junction of Rogers Spur and the Three Kings. Soil survey 
will decide the route for the last three kilometres. 
Stage four of Argo Road along the Three Kings Range and 
an off shoot out into Zone 10 (Korenoff Country) was recced 
last Nov-Dec. Access by wheeled veh is not possible 
without the assistance of a winch. AQ ( ':.fAI 1t/EC) Sqn have 
given invaluable assistance with APC and Tracked load 
carrier. Other lesser survey tasks which have been 
completed include a survey for a reservoir in the l·1agazine 
Area and also the inlet area to the !'<111 3 pool. This task 
is part of the proposed flood protection structure on the 
diversion channel. 

Argo Road Quip: 

Answer: 

-ooOOoo--

Who was the officer who wanted 
20 yds of builders mix sieved 
from a stockpile with an 18" 
diameter sieve? 

K.W. 

--ooOOoo-

LITTLE STORY 

At 0030 hrs and acting c•n a report of strange conduct, 
~he Orderly Officer dashed to Waiouru stream and 
found a partly submerged sapper held down . by 2 D7E 
grouser plates tied around his neck. Th1s matu~e 
orderly officer revived the sapper and softly sa1d, 
"Who did this to you son?" 
Looking up in sadness and desperation, the sapper 
replied, "The Bastards" 
"\fuat bastards son?" 

"The bastards who won't let me complete my 15 years 
of 10 day TODs in WAIOURU." 

--ooOOoo--

Personnel Jottings 

1425 Lt Wells has ·:oined the team of hard working. 
inst~ctors at A.TG TFD ;.s wellG as ~OI \!~~~~~~~e~~~~h 
up duties as Barrackmaster AT • rgo 0 ff and 
plastic quacker grace 0~ establishment on the 1 to. 
4 on system and the grand road moves forward. I 1S 
rumoured that all Offic~rs of the Corps h~ve st~r~ed 
a champagne trust fund for the grand open1ng an ape 
cutting ceremony in 19 •• ? 

/Profound Statements 
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Profound Statements and 1uestions 

1426. a. Have you heard of the Shawcraft Road? 

b. 'o'lhere is Sgt Joe Campbell? 

eo Who was the last soldier of our Corps 
to receive the .r-:sr-1? 

d. Did you know: 

Any serving sapper can contribute to 
the Corps Hemorial fund from his pay 
by allotment? Humber 1 507. Sappers 
at Linton volun"arily contribute 
from their pay over $500 per annum. 
That's another challenge to serving 
sappers, and ex sappers. 

e. When did you last read your Corps 
gradation list? 

f. Who is NAINAR 

g. Badges of Rank. Did you know that 
RNZE Sgts and Ssets have been incorrectly 
dressed for 10 years? 

-ooOOoo-

Little boy: Daddy I saw mummy kissing the 
milkman today. 

Father: Darn it. She \•Tastes her time ••ith 
the milkman when we o\·Te the 
furniture man $500. 

--ooOOo0--
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AUXILIUM IH Pl.'lliCULO 

By: WOI P. Cumming 

1427. It is a common belief that Army firemen don't 
a~tually do anything. ~remen are seen around, sometimes 
w~th a cup of tea, often apparently aimlessly driving a 
fire engine abou~, but not doing anything. In fact he 
does a lot of th~ngs, all highly vital to the safety of 
the c?mmunity and requi~ing highly specialised training. 
In Wa~ouru we follow th~s pattern of essential services. 

1428. . Take. golf courses for example. Watering golf 
courses ~s a h~ghly specialised task requiring skill and 
courage beyond the norm. Without this vital task being 
carried out by our trained hands, some people might 
actually not be able to play golf. Its only a summer 
job of course, and does not tax our powers and resources 
too much. But do not fear for the firemen there are 
other tasks equally important, equally necessary to keep 
the community safe. Like washing down buildings. An 
all-the-year-round task this, essential if the unit wants 
to keep the Commander off their backs, and giving the 
added advantage that someone else is doing the dirty work. 
Newly laid lawns often need a touch of water here and there 
and who else but-? 

1429. Firemen and water always get thought of together, 
so if we run out of golf courses or buildings, we can always 
unblock drains and culverts. Assistance is always 
available to those who don't like to get their hands too 
dirty and we can help unblock sewers, or spray spilt 
sewage with disinfectant. vie can always leave our non
essential tasks and provide the wherewithal for people 
to wash their vehicles, fill their 1-1ater tan.l{s, drop the 
job in hand and empty some pit they have allowed to become 
filled with water and mud, or even wash the roadway clear 
of oil or other muck the careless have spilled. 

1430. Everyone knows that fire and firemen go together, 
so a special secret committee is at work somewhere looking 
for reasons to have burn-offs. Well, the firemen must 
be kept busy. Even the fiTe and water tasks (all for 
the good o~ the firemen of course) will not keep ~s busy 
all day, so other jobs must be found. Stea~ing the hose 
from the hosereel and getting us to replace 1t so ~ car 
can be >vashed is a good one. The fire extinguisher that 
got set off by that mysterious chinese ~happie w~ll help to 
keep us in work. Padlocks are a good JOb for f1remen -
when someone is stupid enough to lose the key. (\'le re
commend you buy shares in the padlock business, very 
lucrative.) ~le have plGnty of time to lend out ladd7rs, 
tools, lengths of rope, ~estring the flag pole, get r1d 
of a swarm of bees and f~tch cats down from power poles. 
Failing that someone c~1 ring up (on the fire phone 

, th t. ?" naturally) and ask a fireman "'1/hat 's e 1me · 

/1431. In between 
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1431. In between these 
highly slcilled tasks 
we try to do some non
essential jobs, like 
keep all the vehicles 
on the top line, look 
after three miles of 
hose and 50 thousand 
dollars worth of other 
equip:nent. 'lie do 
manage just some 
maintenance on 600 plus 
fire extinguishers. A 
wee bit of training (on 
non-essentials) gets 
squeezed in here and 
there. 

1432. Let there be no mistake, the fireman~ a vital 
member of the Army, plying his skilled and dangerous 
trade. Without him the golf course and lawn.would 
wither, a man would just ~ to loo~ after hls keys and 
horrors, how could the flag be flown. 

(Last year we just managed to attend 115 
fire calls. Fortunately none of these 
occurred whilst we were engaged on 
essential services.) 

-ooOOoo--

FAITH HOPE AND CH~STITY 

It was all very embarrassing. There was his 
wife locked in a medieval chastity belt, and no key to 
undo the lock1 The fun started ~hen Tom Smith gave the 
belt to his wife Ann, as a joke on her birthday. It 1-ras 
still funhy when Ann got in the belt and Tom jokingly 
threatened to throw away the key. Then their three year old 
son Mark got into the act and threw the key into the garden. 
Half an hour later after frantically searching for the key, 
Mark was the only one laughing. An hour later the only 
ones left laughing were the men of the local fire brigade. 
!-tr' Smith had to take his vTife there to get the firemen to 
release her with bolt cutters after ruining two hacksaw 
blades trying to free her. Like lmights of old, in shining 
armour the firemen were only too eager to help a damsel in 
distress. Later, Ann said "This is one birthday I'll 
never forget." 

(Some firemen have all the luck eh?) 

--ooOOoo-

Content removed due to copyright
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SECTION SIX 

ABBREVIATED REPORT 

(Based on an idea from the Australian 
Army Journal) 

1433. Very few soldiers seem to have heard of IDS. 
This is not surprising because it is a section which has 
gone about its business without fUss or publicity, 

1434. The letters stand for 
Initials Development Section 
and is responsible for producing 
acronyms and groups of initials 
needed to make day-to-day 
administration and communication 
easier. It does not necessarily 
devise something appropriate 
and easy to remember because 
there is often a requirement 
for awkward and undecipherable 
sets of initials. This is 
part of the "what you don't know 
won't hurt you" syndrome. 

1435. The task requires 
skill and understanding. How 
often have you seen a set of 
initials which have no signifi
cance and appear only once, 
but have been able to discover 
the meaning of another set of 
initials which seems critical? 

1436. Soldiers may wonder why 
titles, procedures, organizations 
equipment etc and consequently 
change their initials so often. 
There are a number of reasons 
for this happening. Is a set 
of initials no longer applicable? 
Is it being confused ~Ti th 
another set of initials? Can 
it be made more confusing with 
another set? Are there some 
undesirable connotations? Have 
the initials lost their value 
of low-level security? 

1437. Special Technical 
Research and Engineer Assessed 
Knowledge (STREAK) may have been 
acceptable hro years ago, but 
not in today's speeial climate. 
\vi thout the modern techniques 
of IDS organisations such as 
the Fighting Armour Research 
Team, Transport Itinerary 
Timetable Section, the Nuclear 
Inte~gcnce Projectile Position 
Location ~stablishment and 

Content removed due to copyright
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Bombs Unclassified !'1agnetic Surface may ,.,ell work with 
unsavoury and embarrassing initials. 

1438. Some old initials are hard to better. DUKW 
was a classic in its field for as long as the DC-3, while 
the gunners still use one of the best initial codes 
ever devised. When forward observer (FO) is adjusting 
fire and does not see a round land, he calls out 'OU' 
which means that the round was unobserved. To the 
uninitiated 'OU' would appear to mean 'observed-un', while 
its derivation is actually a contraction of "Oh, you 
bastard'" This is as brilliant as the ARGO road and it 
is doubtful if IDS could match such inspiriation. 

1439. IDS does aim to raise the general standard of 
initials development and application within the services. 
Its achievements and progress should be watched with 
in"terest. 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

Doctor 

Dentist 

--ooOOoo-

There are in this world Five (5) different 
types of men that women adore! 

- because he says "Undress please." 

because he says "Open 1/ide Please." 

Paperhanger - because he says "Stick it up there." 
Coalman because he says "Down the Shoot" 
and 
Banker - because he says "Don't withdraw, 

lose interest." 
you'll 

-ooOOoo-
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SECTION 3EVEN 

LETT3R3 TO THE EDITOR 

Dear Mr Editor, 

1440. Congratulations to all concerned in the 
production of RNZE Liaison Letter No 1 - we may have 
waited a long time for a gap to be filled but the standard 
of this first issue has made it worthwhil~. Apart 
from its value to "exiles" like myself I feel that all 
units will benefit by being regularly informed of one 
anothers activities. The Liaison Letter >vill therefore 
fulfil a very valuable role in maintainine that hard to 
define, but nonetheless very special something \Vhich binds 
the corps together. I n commenting on the content of 
the first issue may I say first of all how I was struck 
by the excellence of the presentation. The articulate 
and readable contributions from Ssgt Chamberlain and 
Cpl Moore for example auger well for our future. 

1441. As a military planner and a comparatively recent 
staff college graduate I could be biased but I am 
convinced that in most of our current endeavours the pen is 
indeed mightier than the sword. The many humorous 
snippets appearing throughout the Liaison Letter were of 
a very high standard and I hope they vrill be retained (not 
the original ones of coursel) 

1 442. I was disappoi .1ted to note that one or two 
units did not contribute - I am certain though that after 
reading the first issue they will no longer be remiss. 
Some ideas for future issues - perhaps (despite technical 
difficulties) use could be made of sketches and photographs 
to illustrate unit contributions and articles - could we 
have contributions of a semi-technical nature, eg, current 
developments in the field engineer equipment world or 
perhaps contributions from those resourceful innovative 
members of our corps who always seem to be able to come . 
up with new ways of doing things. Perhaps we could publ1sh 
some small snippet of corps history or some of the many 
anecdotes with which I know members of the Corps are usually 
bursting. !1ay the NRZE Liaison Letter prosper. 

--:>OOOoo--

Bruce Jenkin, f.Iajor 
Policy Branch 
Defence Headquarters 
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Dear Nr Editor, 
1443. Defence Headquarters located in t~e lower 
of the No ·th Island contains among_ other ~h~ngs the 
G a1 Sta~ ·~hich in turn cont~s a D~rectorate ener J.J.r " • • "ble Equipment Policy. ~his d~rectorate ~s respons~ 

portion 
Army 
of 
for: 

The introduction into S€rvice of new equipment 
for Army 

The service management cf equipment. 

The production of equipment policy statements. 

The maintenance of scaling documents 

The control and supervision of the Oontrolled 
Stores and Vehicles Systems Printout. 

and the normal day to day problems affecting the directorate. 
It is manned by ERE personnel, and bidden away among the 
furniture is the author of this brief message who hopefully 
will now get a copy of the next newsletter. 

1444. Comment. The Liaison letter is aimed at 
the ordinary bloke in a unit. Army General Staff are 
forwarded three copies two of -which are aval for four 
RNZE pers. A Sqn of over 1 00 pers are sent four copies -
No anonymous complaints from Sqns - yet. Editor. 

-ooOOoo-

1445. Dear Mr Editor, I note from your letter dated 
3 March that you are desperate for material to put between 
the covers of your next Liaison Letter and are very 
interested to know if we have a house we can't sell. Would 
someone like to buy a house? - or two houses? I have so 
many houses for sale that I'm thinking of setting up in 
the Real Estate Business - the only thing that puts me off 
is that I can't sell houses. Current listings are a near 
new 11 00 sq ft fishing lodge with garage •v-i thin easy 
travelling distance of the r.'lanawatu River and in 'llellington 
number 1 is an Executive 111ansion in a garden setting \v-i th 
garage and number 2 is a brand new 1200 sq ft t mm house vri th 
garage. Come to think of it I have a lot of garages to 
sell too. So that's the problem 3 houses between 4 of us 
plus two empty garages. Yours etc. 

r.1ax 
(r.IRE & Garages INZ) 

--ooOOoo-
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S.ti:CTION .C:IGHT 

TRENTFW1 BASED CORPS PERS 

1446. BOD .~or DA Hitchiner - Tech Advisor 
1 BOD 

Baae Wksp Sgt F Tripp 
Lcpl l:lG Levy 
Lcpl BF Sullivan 

HQ V/EC AA Sgt E'.v Hopley 

1 44 7. -A hand picked tea'TI to shm• the colours in 
Trentham- our nearest RNZE unit is 6 Fd Sqn Petone whom 
we jo~n _ for Sappers Day etc. 1 BOD Rep has quite a time 
expla1n1ng to RlJZAOC pers we engineers did not once belong 
to Ord or Arty - but those corps belonged to us (some 
people are hard to convince). The Sigs rep at 1 BOD is 
easy - only the date we moved them out is now the basis 
for argument. 

1448. There is at 1 BOD a corp of advisors- 1 Engr, 
2 Sigs, 2 EME - 1 Sigs and 1 EHE are employed in the stores 
and the remainder live and work (sic) in the Research Office 
with a mixture of RNZAOC and civilians (male and femal~. 
These three are known as the three wise men or - Hear nothing, 
See Nothing and Know Nothing. The work is interesting and 
varied. For instance, 5 Spt Sqn 456 an item of plant to 
1 Engr i/ksp - demands for parts arrive with (as is said at 
all Ord Depots) very little info - who researches this? 
E}lli Advisor says equipment is sponsored by CE - therefore 
Engr Rep. Ord pers say iemand is from Engr unit therefore 
Engr Rep, and so ''e go on - Plant Op Bloggs does not know 
the arguments his mishap has created. God forbid the day 
we have radio controlled plant, the Sigs bloke will also be 
in the acto 

1449. A visit to 1 BOD by the Officers attending the 
Corps Conference in April took place. This vrill be a big 
help to morale - after being asked by a civilian lady 
'"1/hat is that funny Hat Badgo - its not the same as the 
other boys wear is it?" 

1 450. As a type of "Sa les Rep" a t 1 BOD (or an RHZE 
spy) phone calls, invites or demands direct to the corps 
rep are accepted - anytime to help the corps and the system. 

1451 • 1 Base '1/ksp feel a little out of things at 
times a sort of lost legion. However, all are alive and 
kicki~. Both the workers are in line for an attachment 
to App Wing, B Coy, RF Cadet School, leaving the hard and 
overworked gang boss to do the lot. 
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1452. .o\s the lone corps rep at ·~~~C AA HQ "Taffy" 
is being worn down by the question "Just when are those 
sappers of yours going to arrive to pull do1vn the 
Badn:inton Hall?" Perhaps you know the answer Doug! 

J.eneral 

1453. As A Corps ~ep at 1 BOD I have sat between a Sigs 
and an Bl:B Rep surrounded by Ord pers and have had to 
reaa. 3igs a.YJ.d EilE ::fewsletters as well as the Ord "Pa taka", 
for some tine, therefore it is great to at long last be 
able to receive a newsletter of our mm - good thinking 
and thanks 3d. 

--ooOOoo--

Our railways aren't safe. 
Our streets aren't safe. 
Our parks aren't safe. 
But under our arms •••••• 

CONPLETE PROTECTION 

-ooOOoo-
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3.3CTION niNE 

CORPS TALE 

L0:JT CAUSE 
LOJT •::ORP3E 

(On Behalf of the Society for Promotion of Community 
Standards) 

1454. The Editor hc:.s been presented with an 
aerosol spray can of perfumed airfreshener. 
Descriptions and directions printed on the can read: 

Dr Blowhard' s \·rorld fa.r:J.ous 

Bulls-hit Repellant 

Helps Prevent and Cure Chronic 
Bulls-hitting; 3xaggerated Claims; 
Tall Stories: Sales Pitches: 
Political Discussions: Eeart 
Rending Tales. 

Directions: 'lihen B.3. is detected, 
aim atomizer at source and spray 
for one second. 

Unconditionally Guaranteed. To 
inhibit the most chronic cases of 
B.S, Dr Blowhard suggests his 
patented B.S.shovel for the 
incurable cases. 

A delightful perfumed gift fellers and 
thank you very much. The can is available 
on loan for other revealed chronic cases -
probably more effective on younger patients. 

Whilst gifts of this nature are not solicited, 
future publications L'..'J.Y well entice similar 
friendly gestures of alarming proportions, 
too awsome and un~ise to be predicted, but 
not impossible to envisage. ·:That about a 
pith helnet? 

-ooOOoo-

LA3T LAUGH 

As the explorer explained "In Africa lve 
wear pith helmets to keep the uonkeys 
up in the trees fr::>m pithing on us." 

LAST LAUGH 
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CHAPTER 

CHI.BP .8NGID&R. BRANCH ARMY GENERAL STAFF 

Appointments 

101. The fol1owing are the current appointments 
as at 1 Jul 75. 

Chief Bngineer 
SORE II Lt Col RK Rutherford 

Maj JM Kiff 
C~erk \!IOI HK Wawatai 

corps Plenpi ~ 

1 02. 1973 Organisation. Many of the details 
associated with the reorganisation in 1973 have been 
tidied up during 1975. A.ll squadrons wrote lengthy 
reports on their last annual camp and can expect to see 
improvements for 1976. There is no t~ of changes to 
our present organisation and command structure. we must 
continue to improve our present system and make the best 
use of the increased opportunities for combat engineer 
training, without losing sight of the need to have trades
men well skilled in the variety of problems which arise on 
operations. 

103. Manpower. Although RNZ.B recruitment has 
improved during 1975 there remains a shortage of men 
throughout the Army. It is therefore not easy to 
justify establishment increases. When increases are 
possible the two areas which concern the Chief Engineer 
most are Fire Stations and Resources in the support 
Squadron. Minor changes which are being looked at now 
.include the following: 

a. A new trade of Driver RNZB to incorporate 
the established posts for Driver All Arms 
and Driver Specialist. People who want 
to continue to serve as Driv·er ~ A.nns 
will be allowed to do so. Those who 
wish to convert - and so have the opportunity 
to qualify up to four star level - should 

~~~~~~~~--~~-look at the new trade when it arrives at 

c. 

units. 

A. re-arrangement of the ranks associated 
with posts for clerks. 

A. possible re-arrangement of Warrant Officer 
poets, so that some of the Home Canmand 
works warrant Officers can be WOI 
positions. 

/104. A.tiu Harbour 
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"All I can tell you at this time Prime Minister, 
its the biggest project the Engineers have ever 
undertaken." 

--ooOOoo-

104. Atiu H8rbgur. The Atiu harbour project has 
been a success from the three main aspects: 

a. Good training and experience on the job • 

b. Good relationships between the team 
and the Island. 

c. Good publicity throughout New Zealand. 

The CB•s offic& has received many complimentary 
statements about the task and we pass on congratulations 
for a task "well done"' to those involved whether as a 
member of one of the three teams, or as one who helped 
from NZ.. 

1 05. RFMl!' Course. The RFMF soldiers at SM8 have 
settled in well. We hope that the friendships which 
will be established during the course will be kept up 
when the Rural Developnent Unit is formed, and the unit 
becomes a working squadron. 

~ueens Birthday Awards' 

106. Congratulations to Ssgt li..J Brown of H~ Force 
Rngj.neer (bu.t domiciled at ATG Waiouru) • for the award of 
the British Empire Medal as announced June 1 975. 

-ooOOoo-

Content removed due to copyright
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Here lies Fred, 
Who was alive and is dead. 
Had it been his father, 
I had much rather; 
Had it been his brother; 
Sti11 better than another; 
Had it been his sister, 
No one Would have missed her; 
Had it been the whole generation, 
Sti11 better for the nation. 
But since it is only Fred, 
Who was alive and is dead, 
There's no more to be said. 

-ooOOoo-

A superstitious giraffe 
throwing salt over left 
shoulder 

A man was waiting to make his speech and 
kept walking back and forth before he was 
to take his place on the rostrum. 
"Are you very nervous?" someone asked him. 
"Not at a11," he replied. 
"Then what are you doing here in the 
ladies room?" 

--ooOOoo--

!here are two types of people - the good 
and the bad. They decide which is which. 

-ooOOoo--
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CHAPTER 2 

DIRBCTORATR 0~ WORKS 
SUPPoaT BRANCH DBP'ENC:& HQ, 

Appointments 

201. The following are the current appointments 
a.a at 1 J'U1 75. 

Director of Works Lt Col R.McL.Dickie OBB 

Assistant Director 
of Works Maj NA Bradley 

Staff Officer 
Works (Central 
North Island) Capt RW Radford 

Staff Officer 
Works (South 
Isl.and, incl 
Pape.kura and 
Northwards, 
Trentham and P"ort 
Dorset) 

Chief Draughtsman 

Draughtsmen 

Capt GM Davies 

WOI DE Graham 

w.or JB Shields 
Cpl c. Bell ( Chris) 
Lcpl PG Packer (Phil) 
Sl>r JW Satchwell (John) 

-ooOOoo-
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COI-rPUTOR 

There was the story about a computer 
that was being introduced as the modern machine of 
all time and they were shoving it to people who came to 
the show room. They said, "Ask the computer any 
question that you want and it will give you the answer." 
and one skeptic said "I don't believe it can answer 
every question:" The question was: "Where is my father?" 
r :ae print out of the computer said "Your father is 
fishing in Nova Scotia." The skeptic began to lau~. 
:Ie said "I knew the canputor wouldn't be right, "My 
father has been dead for five years." 

They couldn't understand why the computer 
n ad made a mistake, so they wrote on magnetic ink again. 
"!lhy do you say his father is fishing in Nova Scotia when 
ru.s f ather has been dead for five years?" •.. fed it into 
the computer ••• out came the print out and it read: 

"His mother •a husband has been dead for five 
years, but his father is fishing in Nova Scotia." 

-ooOQoo-

Don't worry 
about the 
weather 

summer will 

soon be here. 

It's not the size of the dog in the fight that 
matters. It's the size of the fight in the 
dog thats important. 

--ooQQoo-
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FIELp FORCE HEADQUARTBRS 

SECTION ONE 

HQ FORCE ENGINEER 

Appointments 

301 • The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Jul 75. 

Promotions 

Force BDgineer 

SORE 2 

SORE 3 Wka 

SORE 3 Ops/Trg 

Cl.k: of Wks 
Clk Tech 
SllrV'eyor 

Draughtsman 

Lt Col RK Rutherford 
(as Chief Engineer this 
is his second hat) 

I-laj JD Broadbent 
Capt GR Jason-Smith 
(at present attached to 
1 Fd Sqn and OC of their 
detachment in Atiu) 

Lt RB Luscombe - has to 
do two jobs now 
WOII RD Wills 
Sgt NT Smith 
Sagt AJ Brown - 11 ves in 
Waiouru and is generally 
working on the Argo Road. 
Sgt AA Gladstone -
permanently attached to 
1 Fd Sqn and presently 
in Atiu 

302. Congratulations to T/Ssgt Allan Brown. 

Decorations/Cgmmendations 

303. Again its congratulations to Ssgt Allan Brown 
who was awarded the BEM in the ~ueen's Birthday Honours. 

Geperal 

304. The additional office (see last newsletter) 
is of course long since completed and SORE 2 has taken 
up "residence". 

305. A works conference was held at HQ FF Comd 22-34 
Apr 75. Those attending included Sqn Comds and Clks of 
Wks, and representatives from H~ l2G (~VI) Home Comd, and 

/Def Wks 
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De! Wks. This was the first such conference for over 
t wo years and the benefit gained would indicate that 
such conferences should be held more frequently, possibly 
six monthly. 

Works 

306. It is proposed that the Argo Rd construction 
programme for 1975/76 will be 
the responsibility of 1 Fd Sqn 
with 5 Spt Sqn in support. 
The target is that when the 
construction season ends the 
Argo Rd will have stretched 
a fUrther four kilometres 
(minimum). 

Sill Dpets 

307. A certain Sgt dri ving from Birkdale to Fort 
Cautley to work, mi ssed a "turn-off" and soon found himself 
on the Southbound mot orway which necessitated his having 
to cross the Auckland Harbour Bridge, carry on to the city 
find a place to turn around and get onto the motorway 
north, recross the harbour bridge and finally he arrived 
at Fort Caut l ey. 

-ooOOoo-

--ooOOoo-

A wealthy Texan had his cheque sent back 
from the bank marked "Insufficient funds" 
Then the bank clerk added, "Ours, not yours." 

-ooOOoo-

Content removed due to copyright
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A LITTLE LIGHT RELIEF 

You see it every morning, 
It happens every day, 
A double file of female staff 
Meanders on its way, ' 
The thing that p!Zzles all the men, 
And gives the boss grey hairs, 
Is why, when serving natures call, 
They have to go in pairs. 
Perhaps the trip's demanding, 
and the toilets dark and lonely, 
By two by two they reach the loo, 
Through the door marked 'Ladies Only'. 
The poor boss stands and tears his hair, 
He's simply mad with grief, 
The day's production goes to the pot 
While the girls go on relief. 
At two o'c1ock each afternoon, 
The march begins once more, 
But what on earth goes on all day 
Behind the toilet door? 
The only way I can see 
To make production boom, 
Is to move the whole damn typing pool 
Into the ladies' room. 

-ooOOoo-

Nervous young fellow - very brisk lady doctor. 
Lady doctor: All right now, go into that room, take 

off all your clothes and lie down on the 
examining table. I'll be with you in a 
minute. 

So he did: Five minutes later, she knocked on the 
door, flung the door open and proceeded 
to examine him closely. 

Lady doctor: Yea, yes good. You're in fine physical 
shape. Get dressed. Any questions? 

Young fellow: ·Just one, why did you bother to knock? 

-ooOOoo-

Worm wearing a 

sweater 
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SECTION TWO 

HQ l§G 

;!\ppol.ntments 
The following are the current appointments 

3()8. 
as at 1 Jul 75. 

GSO 2 
SORB 2 
SORB 3 
Clk of Wks 
Clk of Wks 
Clk of Wks 

Elec 
Const 

Maj RT 
Maj GE 
Capt RA 
WOII M'l'e 
WOII WJIIc 
WOII TJ 

-ooOOoo-

Bennett 
Hardie 
Barrett 
OT Nepia 
Dyas 
Hamilton 

There was a woman who suffered from a severe 
case of migraine headache. She went to see a 
doctor. He examined her and said "Madam there is 
nothing wrong physically, your condition is mental." 
"Doctor," she said. "Its very painful." 
"I know it is," he said, "but if you see a 
psychiatrist, I know he can help you." 

3he went to a psychiatrist, he examined her and 
she asked "Is there anything you can do for me?'' 
"Of course there is," the doctor replied. "If 
you take a positive attitude and do what I tell 
you to do, you can drive that headache out of your 
mind. You do it this way ••• you go home tonight 
stand in front of your mirror for 30 minutes and 
Ss:J 'I. DO NOT HAVE A HEADACHE, I DO NOT HAVE A 

HEADACHE' 
So she did, stood in front of her mirror and said 
"I do not have a headache" for 30 minutes and went 
to bed. The next morning she awoke and for the 
first time in months, found the pain gone •• she 
waited two to three days to see if the pain would 
return; it did not, so she went back to the doctor. 
B:e said, "Madam didn't I help you?" 
9he said, "Doctor you helped me so well, that I 
brought you another problem, I have been married 
for 20 years and my husband is not attentive to me 
as he used to be. Can you help me with this problem?" 
ne said, "I think so, after all you are probably 
not as attractive as you were but every woman has 
an inner glow of beauty which you can bring to the 
surface using the same technique. I want you to 
go home tonight, stand before the mirror and drive 
the idea of being attractive to your husband into 
yGur mi.Dd." ' 

/She went 
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She went home and that night 
before her mirror for 30 
minutes said, "I AM ATTRACTIVE 
TO MY HUSBAND." Again the 
results were amazing. He 
chased her all over the house. 
It ~as like honeymoon days 
aga1.n - and she thought she 
had over come her problem like 
we do so often - until two 
days later she walked into the 
bedroom unexpectedly and there 
was her husband, standing in 
front of the mirror saying 
"SHE ' S NOT !.YY WIFE, SHE ' S NOT 

MY WIFE!! 11 

-ooOOoo-

There once was a man who said WHY? 
Can't I look in my ear with my eye? 
If I p.~t my mind to it, 
I'm sure I could do it: 
You never can tell till you try. 

-ooOOoo-

Spr: What's a Brigadier's job like, Sir? 

Brigadier: Full of moments of frustration and panic. 

Spr: What do you mean? 
Brigadier: Frustration is the first time you find out 

you can •t do it twice and panic is the 
second time you discover you can't do it 
the first time. 

--ooOOoo-

Content removed due to copyright
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CHAPTER 4 

.FIELD SQ! 

Appointments 

401. The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Jul 75. 

00 
AO 
SSM 
Works Offr 
Training Offr 
Works WO 
Cclk 
SQMJ 

Posttngs ana Dis9harges 

402. 

Spr ET Maddox 
Cfn W J Rosvall 

3pr LH Houkamau 
Lcpl MR Kendall 
Spr MJ Wall 

Lcpl c Hay 
apr G Darragh 
Spr S.P Fantham 
Spr GT Jordan 
Spr PP Paewai 
Spr D Te Nana 

~ !.2 
Spr PJ Lightbourne 
S}lr SP Norman 

Discharges 

Lcpl KE Arnesen 
Lcpl RF Mullane 
S'pr RJ Neunzellng 
Sl>r DC Ottoson 
Sgt IW Clark 

Ma.j DA Corntack 
Capt BA Stewart 
WOI CB Chapman 
Lt JS Hollander 
Lt STJ Rouse 
WOI P Foster 
Opl LC Nilsen 
Ssgt BJ Knowles 

From 

5 Spt Sqn 
1 Engr Wkspa 
(to Atiu) 

BAA 121 
3 Fd Sqn 
1 RNZIR 
5 Spt Sqn 
BAA 122 
" " 
" " 
" "' 
" " 

Cadet Sch 
5 Spt Sqn 

6 Jun 75 
11 Jun 75 
5 Jun 75 

21 J'un 75 
8 Jul 75 

-ooOOoo-

WEP' 

12 ~ 75 
21 May 75 

24 May 75 
16 Jun 75 
16 Jun 75 
23 Jun 75 
28 Jun 75 
" " " 
" " " 
" " " 
" " " 

26 May 75 
23 Jun 75 

If more of us used the straight and narrow path, 
it would be a lot wider. 



1 field Sgua4ron york8 

403. 1 Fd Sqn is presently engaged in two major 
works tasks. The first, which is becani.ng an unending 
saga is the refurbishing of the Officers QUarters at 
Papakura. We like to think that the end is in sight 
now that finishing work has started in the living 
accommodation. The main lounge is due for completion 
in time for a function in the mess on 26 July. The job 
has been jinxed with all the usual problems of 
refurbishing such as floors rotten beyond any expectations 
and unexpected maintenance requirements between the 
preparation of the original estimate about 1 970, and the 
present time. Oompletion is planned for the end of 
September - this year• 

404. After Frid~ 13 June, considerations were being 
made to apply to Defence Works to have our second major 
works task cancelled. The Ardmore Range Drainage task 
is planned with a view to the main culvert taking the 50 
year flood - by Mond~ 16 June we thought we must have 
had that flood so therefore there would not be a requirement 
for the job to be completed until approximately 2025 AD. 
Rocks and boulders to two feet in diameter half filled 
the entire length of the 50 feet of culvert and entrance 
to the culvert. Luckily, boxing for the wing walls, at 
the entrance, vas so well fixed by "Stal.kie" Gilbert and 
his gang that it did not move, and after clearing the silt 
out from inside the boxing pouring was able to continue 
with only a few days de~. The aim on this job is to 
have the main culvert oompl.eted before the worst- ( 11) of 
the winter sets in, here in the Winterl.ess North, leaving 
us then to complete the ten check dams when the water 
flow returns to an acceptable level.. 

/405. No doubt 

Content removed due to copyright
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405. No doubt everyone has heard that we l.ike 
travelling so much that we have vol.unteered to do al.l. the 
pl.anned work on the Argo Road next season so al.l.owing al.l. 
the other workers to sta;v home except perhaps ou:l' good 
friends of 5 S>pt Sqn. 

Jotti.ngS 

406. They come, fine sappers like KENDALI, from 
3 .Pd. Sqn, HAY and MADDOCK from 5 Spt, 
COULSON, HCXJKAMAU from Basic courses and 
come again like Barry INOWLBS from the 
deep south, via diving pl.ungea on the 
West Coast and Rarotonga. It must be 
said he stopped off l.ong enough between 
tripe to the West Coast and Raro to shift house. 
Unfortunately they al.ao l.eave, with Roy MULLANE, OTTOSOJI' 
Phil FOREMAN, all having left and I an CLARK due to 
leave us on retirement early in July. We were all sorry 
to see them go as they are all good men. 

406.. Two relatively recent arrival.s Pate P'OSTBR and 
Trevor GILBBRT seem to have taken over the OCs disciplinary 
powers and nobody seems to be able to escape donating to 
the "Deposit Box". Recent exampl.es of misdemeanours 
include such diabolical crimes as: 

Tom Green committing ANTI-CHAUVINIST 
ACTS 

Eric James EMPIRE BUILDING and with 
CONDUCT UNBECOMING OP' A 
GRUMP 

Maj Cormack HAWKING WITHOUT A LICBNCB 

Trevor Gilbert MISSING HIS MORNING 
PRAYERS 

Lt Stave Rouse DESERTION IN THB FACB 
OP' A GALE 

Dave FU.tter MAKING DEPOSITS IN THB WRONG BOX 

Newton DBSECRATING UNIT ANTIQUES 

Knott WASTING THE NATIONS RESOURCBS 

Trevor Campton IMPERSONATING AN OP'FICER 
Ottoson ATTEMPTING TO WATERLOG A RUGBY FIBLD 

~e list is almost endless for as this goes to print, 
'DOBBl' still come in in an effort to see who wil.l be the 
next holder and sole member· of the DASTARDLY DEED DORR 
and so join such notable personalities as "CODS" Codlin 
and <lb.ris Henry as holders of the venerable title. Amen 
to that .. 

Q: 

A: 

-ooOOoo-

Why do infantry walk backwards through a 
minef'iel.d? 

So they don't lose their sense of direction. 
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Long Seryioe and GgOd Cgnduct Meda1 
! 

407. Congratulations to WOII RT Green who has been 
awarded the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal and is 
at present purchasing Warrant Officer for 1 WorkS Team. 
~Oil Green first enlisted with 'J' Force in March 1946 
and was discharged in EUgUst 1947• He re-enlisted in 
the ttegular Force in Ju~ 1957 and is still giving long 
and faithful. service to the Corps and the Army. A brief 
resume of service: 

a. Enlisted 'J' Force 5 Mar 46 

b. Discharged 7 Aug 47 

c. Re-enlisted RP Depot 19 Jul 57 

d. HQ Waiouru 22 Jul. 57 

CD Wksp Waiouru 9 Allg 60 

1 Inf W.ksp 6 Jul. 65 

CD Construction Sqn 7 Nov 69 

Northern EDgr Tp 4 A.pr 72 

1 Wks Team 1 Nov 73 

-ooOOoo-

Trying to determine why a Sqn's production had 
declined, the Brigadier asked, "How many of 
you:r soldiers are approaching retirement S89?" 
"Well," replied the bright young Major "we 
haven't got any going the other way." ' 

-ooOOoo-

• • • • Measles waiting 
• • • 

• • to be caught 
• • 

• • • • • • • • • • 

- • . • . . 
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CHAPTER5 

2 FIELD SQN 

APPointments 

501. ~e fo1lowing are the current appointments 
at 1 Jul 75. as 

oa 
AO 
SSM 
Works otf'r 
Stores WO 
Ccllt 
sqm 

Introduction 

Maj SD 
Capt TW 
WOI BE 
Lt S 
WOII MG 
Sgt G 
Ssgt JM 

Jameson 
Dench 
Malloch 
Dickson 
Small 
Crawford 
Lock 

502. The time for input to the Liaison Letter has 
arrived again - all too soon; and one wonders whether we 
are reporting too regularly. It has been suggested that 
maybe the letter should be a six monthly reView of unit 
activities rather than three monthly as at present. The 
period in the middle of the year tends to be rather slower 
due to the weather conditions and not too many outdoor 
activities are plotted. The Editor may wish to raise this 
point at the next Head of corps conference in September, 
this year. 

Training 

503. U• Unfortunately, the unit 
planning committee made a bit of a 
blunder when we scheduled a range 
practice for the TF on 3-4 May 15 -
the opening day of the duck &hooting 
season. As one can imagine, the 
turnout was somewhat dismal. We 
could not understand the poor turnout 
(as we have pJ.otted one of the 
activi.ties that the troops had 
expressed an interest in) until we re
ceived a letter from one of those who 
failed to attend. It was then pointed 
out (in no uncertain terms) that 1 t was 
tantamount to sacrilege to even consider conducting training 
on fall of this religious event - namely the first day of 
the hunting of the venerable duck. So to other units 
planning training that the list of national holidays/sacred 
days (which presently include such events as 1 at, 2nd, 3rd 
etc Test, Rugby/Soccer/League/Hockey etc local provincial 
matches, public holidays, racedays at Elleralie and Trentham 
and each soldier's birthdq) should now be extended to 
include the following: 

/Opening of 
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open:tng of the duck shooting season 
Opening of the trout fishing season 
Opening of the oyster opening season ~ 
Opening of the local. pub. ~ 

504 g. The sqn has looked further afield this 
ye~ for tasks with training value and has located several 
suitable projects both on private and crown land. The 
following projects approved so far are: 

a. Confidence Cpurse - LeVin• Between 30 Jun 
- 4 Jul 75, Ssgt Tony Hawkina and five JNCOs 
will be assisting the Kohitere Boys' 
Training Centre (Dept of Social Wellare) 
construct a confidence course. The centre 

(which is virtually the last resort prior 
to sending offenders to Borstal.) has a field 
training camp and a pine plantation near the 
Levin Training Area. The confidence course 
will be used as part of the physical. 
development programme for the boys. The sqn 
members involved with the task will be 
supervising the boys themselves in 
constructing the obstacles. 

Route Development - Levin Training Area. 
Between 7-13 Ju1 75, Sgt Danny Cunningham 
Cpl Colln Ollver and about 16 others will 
be developing an a11 weather road capable 
of taking 3 ton vehicles on the access l'oute 
to the Levin Training Area. This area has 
gained in importance recently as the local 
1ando'Wller who has offered the Army the use 
of his land in the past (Mr Ian Argyle) has 
sold his land to the Palmerston North C:i.ty 
Corporation. The existing track to the new 
area has been washed out by flooding and at 
present the training area is accessible on 
foot or tracked vehicle only. 

The task involves a sidehill cut., construction 
of a ford, placing of two culverts and general 
drainage handwork over a distance of 
approximately 1000 metres. 5 Spt Sqn will 
be assisting the sqn with plant support. 
The Kohitere Boys• Training Centre has 
offered the use of their field camp (sub 
para 504 a. above), Camp Peek, for 
aocanmodation etc, and thi.s will greatly 
reduce the rigours of living in the field. 
It is also very handy to the task site (one 
aile) .. 

/c. Hellpad 

-ooOOoo--

The recipe for success is about the same as 
for a nervous breakdown • 

................ ________________ -ooOOoo-
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c. Helipa4 Construction. 
Although this was 
originally scheduled 
as a TF Weekend 
parade 12-13 Jul 75, 
we are more likely tc 
have more aF than TF 
on parade. We have 
approached the ~Z 
Forestry Service for 
avail.able areas and 

they have given us a block approximately 41 
kms north of Pa.llllerston North in the 
Ruahines. They want us to cut three heli
pade in real "nanny-goat" country, to be 
used later for search and rescue p.u-poses. 
After a snort work up period on the Saturd~ 
mor~ng, the troops will be winched into the 
bush at each location, cut their helipads 
With chainsaws, axes, etc and then be 
uplifted from the prepared pad on Snnd~ 
afternoon (all this providing the Al.r Force 
agree to working on a weekend). 

505. Future ACtiVities. The sqn is presently 
negotiating with the Wellington Regional water Board for 
access to the Akatarawa Forest (6 Field Squadron's stamping 
ground). We intend running two per~ods of training in 
this area. 

a.. Firstly on Sat 30 Aug 75, we intend doing 
some demolition work for the forestry 
people (stumping, ditching, tree felling an<1 
poss~ble cratering). 

b. Between 28 Oct - 8 Nov 75, the sqn intends 
running a survival training exercise 
followed by an Inf Minor Tac exercise. The 
highlight and culmination of the survival 
traini.ng is to be an airdrop of rations (we 
hope). 

/506 The other 

-ooOOoo-

Sappers remark 
That in the darK 
Attempts at control 
Wither the soul 
And debussing 
Is largely cusaing. 

-ooOOoo-

Content removed due to 
copyright
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506. The other major activity we have planned, once 
again involves providing assistance to another government 
department; this time Lands and Survey. Ssgt Hawkins has 
carried out a preliminary recon of Kapiti Island and the 
sqn is now "negotiating" with Home Comd for approval. The 
tasks available include house demolition, building repiling, 
bridge construction and crib walling. It is intended that 
we move all personnel and stores to the island by mill tary 
craft, ie Lt Tac Raft and Assault Boats. All resupply 
during the period (17-23 Nov 75) is to be by this means. 
However, the success of this exercise will depend largely 
on weather conditions and ve are hoping we have picked 
the right time for calm water. 

!forks 

507. Qarrison Club. In the inaugural copy of the 
Liaison Letter mention was made of the Linton Camp Garrison 
Club. Progress to date has been fairl;v' slow due to: 

a. Non availability of materials for civilian 
suppliers 

b. Non availability of manpower due to 
exercise un1 t tasking, and 

o. The amount of "making good" within the 
existing building being greater than 
anticipated. 

508. However, recently (due in the main to the 
sterling efforts of Ssgt Arthur Bu.rton and Cpl Langs Rvans) 
~~dingave s~en a much improved pace. The outside of the 

1s now almost closed in and work is canmencing on 
the inte~ structure. We had even coopted the services 
of the FiJian trade trainees at one stage to assist with 
the exterior blockwork. A re-estimate of the task is 

~~~i;t~ ~!rt~~b~~~eo8~i~~~5 gg~t ofThi$yo,inooo is 
1s due to: ' , • s crease 

Changes in plan (such as the complete 
replacement of the roof - not allowed 
for originally) , and 

b. The estimate of building material to be 
The fini replaced not being high enough 

sh date of the project is expected to.be Dec 76. 

--oooooo-

Notice in girls boardin h 
for soldiers billets d~i~ ~ol1~ommandeered 
"Ring the bell should you wan~r a ~:r!!!., 

-ooOOoo-
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509 • The on:Ly other tasks the sqn has undenrav at 
the moment are: ....., 

a. Demolition of Building - Trentham The 
old badminton hall at Trentham w~ boarded 
last year and recently Cpl Colin Oliver 
took a gang of FEe (in the main) to 
Trentham to demolish it (the building that 
is although I'm told they did a pretty 
good job on the night spots in Wellington 
as well). At the time of writing the 
task was almost complete and only a very 
stubborn block of concrete was slowing 
down their progress. 

b. Chaplain's Office - Linton. Cpl Bill Leach 
and an apprentice are curreni;ly employed 
on upgrading the Camp Chapla:Ln • s office and 
renovating the adjacent Sunday School/Bible 
Class lecture room. This task is due 
for completion at the end of June. 

510. FUture Works. The sqn has only two other works 
tasks on its books one of which it has contracted out to 
the Fijians at SME as a trade training project. The other 
is the relocation of the 5 apt Sqn Q store from lts present 
position (adjacent to the Camp WOs and Sgts Mess) to its 
new position in the 5 Sqn area. The new site preparation 
has also been accepted by SME as trade training for the 
Fijians. 

511. New Capital Works. The draughting section in 
Def Wks is currently re-draughting the plans of the 
Airmen's Mess at Ohakea to bring it in line with the new 
metric system. Once these have been done, the sqn is 
expecting the plans for re-estimating since the original was 
done in Sap 74 and there are also likely to be some changes 
in design due to metrication. The original estimate 
produced a figure of $98,000 but with present inflationary 
increases in the building trade, we can see the cost going 
over the "ton" very easily. 

~ 

512. nter-Unit Winter ournament. At the 
time of writing 2 Fd Sqn 15 points5 is 
narrowly holding off a challenge from 1 0 Tpt 
Coy (14 points). However, there have been 
several games held over in the tournament 
and the other two engineer units in camp 
{5 spt Sqn and SME) are 3rd equal with 9 
points each.. So the competition is hardly 
over at this stage and anyone of the four 
named units could be the winner. (The trophy 
was tied for last year by SHE and 2 Fd Sqn.) 

513. Odlins SJ>orts Qhallenge Qup. This cup was 
presented in 1949 and subsequently never played for in any 

/sport 
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sport. It was recently decided to resurrect the trophy 
and a set of rules was drawn up and approved by the Force 
Rng~neer. The rules aim at promoting sports competition 
between the field force engineer units and fostering 
maxl.lllum TF/RP participation within the tournament. The 
competition fnvolves rugby, soccer, basketball, volley ball 
and badminton and, like the Ranfurly Shield, is of a 
chall.enge nature. 2 .Fd Sq.n is taking the cup "on tour" in 
order to get the competition u.nderway and has accepted a 
challenge from 6 Fd Sqn. Tbe venue is to be Trentham on 
:3un 31 Aug 75. (Those sappers who live in the Wellington 
regJ.vn are welcome. It should be a fitting finale to a 
great week - the Inter Services Rugby Tournament is being 
held at Trentham 25-29 AUg 75.) 

Personal Notes 

514. Postipgs. The following postings have taken 
place over the last period. 

a. In. 

Spr Athol Raid ex 
Spr Lawrence Salmon ex 
Spr Robert White ex 

b. .Q!!!. 

Spr Eddie Pickford to 
Spr Stave Wright to 

515. fromotions. 

5 Spt Sqn 
TF Depot Waiouru 
2/1 RNZIR 

5 Spt Sqn 
5 S,pt Sqn 

a. To l,gpl. S;pr Athol Reid Driver AA 

b. To Cpl. Lcpl Strath Holmes Storeman 

~l:·ROSB _ Ro;~; 75Lcpl ~k Thompson was successful on 
Th ~n ·~ and 1s due to enter OCTU in Jul 75 
toev!~o:!s~~ ~;~a~!~: ~est in~CTU ~d will be r;ady 
course. orps a4~er h1s commissioning 

/517 Congratulatior~ 

-ooOOoo-

"One pace forward any man who's not 
!:~~~~~er three miles" invitesg~: 6g 

morale. Archie alone stands fast. 
"My man I'm proud of 

example to these oth!~~·of I~~;:~~~!~: 
"C-c-couldn't t even ake the pace forward, S'ir!" 

--ooOOoo-
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517. Congratulations. 

The sqn wishes Cpl 
Colin Oliver and his bride, Odette, 
all the best for the future. Colin 
and Odette were married in 
Palmerston North on 10 May 75. 
(Immediately he returned from his 
honeymoon he was sent on the TOD to 
Trentham - something about letting 
him get some colour back in his 
cheeks.) 

518. Also during this last ~uarter the following 
sqn members had additions to their families. 

0 
~ 

To Sgt and Mrs Ron Hughes a son (Haydon 
Hamiah) born on 8 May 75, and 

To Lcpl and Mrs Bill Marr, a son (Lee 
Caygle} born on 21 May 75. 

--ooOOoo--

Ants crawling 
through 

spilt whiskey 

--ooOOoo--

A father was having a man-to-man talk with 
the young man who had just asked to marry 
his daughter. 
"You can marry her," the father said, "if 
you're prepared to support a family." 
"I am," the anxious suitor replied. 
"That •a fine," the father answered. "Counting 
my daughter, there are nine of us." 

--ooOOoo-

When you are in deep water it's a good 
idea to keep your mouth shut. 

· -ooOOoo-



... 
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CHAPTER 6 

3 FIELD SQN 

Appointments 

601. The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Jul 75. 

00 
2IC 
SSM 
'il'orks Offr 
Works WO 
Stores WO 
SQMS 
Cclk 

Squadron Move to :Burnham Camp 

Naj RA 
Capt AL 
WOII MA. 
Capt GN 
WOI JT 
WOII BJ 
Sgt J 
Sgt JG 

Lay bourn 
Beaver 
Oliver 
Stevenson 
Blyth 
McKernan 
Carlin 
Atkinson 

602. Work is progressing very well on our "new" 
Unit HQ C.Omplex at Burnham Camp. The HQ and ~H Store 
buildings are all but finished and the workshops and gang 
NCO•s buildings well under way, so we shall be in Burnham 
Camp on 31 Aug 75. 

Unit Distingui8hiM Character''.topcat" 

603. This unit has adopted a comic character known as 
"'fopcat" as our unit distinguishing character to be 
displayed on all GS vehicles. The idea of Topcat is to 
gi. ve the unit something to be easily identi:l'ied by or with -
Topcat being chosen because of his perky and bounce-back 
nature and the fact that like this unit, he is the TOPCAT. 

Postings. Promotions and Discharges 

604. Postings Qut. 

Lt Wllliams 
WOII Bernie Rose 
Sgt Terry Archer 
Cpl Colin Morgan 
Lcpl Murray Kendall 
Spr Brian Marshall 

605. Postings In. 

Spr Roy Arnerich 
Spr Ashley Briggs 
s:pr Pete Shelford 
Spr Peter Gregory-Hunt 
Spr R. Hoffman 

-ooOOoo-

to RF Cadet School 
to H~ Home Comd 
to RF CJa,iet School 
to 5 Spt Sqn 
to 1 Fd Sqn 
to 5 Spt Sqn 

ex 6 Fd Sqn 
ex RF Recruit 
ex 11 " 
ex 11 " 
ex 11 " 

Unless you are a genius, it is best to a:un 
at being intelligible. 

-ooOOoo-
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606. Promotions. 

Ssgt Eric Blley 
Sgt John Carlin 
Lcpl Pate Jackson 
Lopl Jeff Morrison 
Spr Stew Boyle 
Spr Bob Bulman 
Spr Pate Anderson 
Spr Gary Pullen 
Spr Chris Terrey 

Anzac Day 1975 

to T/WOII 
to T/Ssgt 
to Cpl 
to T7Cpl 
to T/Lcpl 
to T/Lcpl 
to T/Lcpl 
to T/Lcpl 
to T/Lcpl 

607. on Fri 25 Apr 75 this unit participated in the 
Anzac Memorial service at Akaroa, and we had a purely 
voluntary turnout of 35 Unit members. The service was 
fairly brief, straight to the point and well attended by 
the public. 

'The Green Island Centenary 

608. 2 Troop took part. in the procession to mark 
the Green Island Centenary on Sat 22 Mar 75. Three 
sappers wore engineer uniforms believed to be dated around 
the 1880s and one carried a sign '1885' , whilst behind 
·them came three sappers in service dress carrying a sign 
'1975'. Included in the parade was our improvised 
bulldozer- (cardboard body mounted on a tandem pushbike.) 
'l'he engineer contingent proved very popular and in fact 
stole the limelight from the 2 Scots display in front 
which included their M113 APC as the centre piece. Sgt 
Hunber is now hoping that 2 Scots are still speaking to 
him! 

Sports Trip to Westport 

609. A party of 23 unit 
personnel left Riccarton Road 
on Fri 6 Jun and started the 
long arduous journey to 
We at port by way of the Lewis 
Pass.. Transport was by NZR 
bus driven by a very helpful 
chap who insisted that we commence 
the trip on the right note by a 
few refreshments - and that's how 
it stayed for the remainder of the weekend. All the boys 
were accommodated in two of the very best hotels and were 
very well looked after by the loeals in every conceivable 
way (we hope not). 

61 o. We played White Star Seniors and put up a v-ery 
good showing, all things and especially the previous day 
being considered. The score won't be published until a 
later date (it will take that long to count it up). 

/611. At one ti.Jne 
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611. . At one time during that evening that followed 
in a c~ty hotel, a certain chap was seen to be plying 
what he thought to be a gorgeous young member of the 
opposite sex with drinks and sweet talk, but much to his 
disgust after many hours hard conning, she up and 
threatened to belt him round the ears with her pension 
book if he didn •t move on. Hard luck John!: 

612. Well, after a very enjoyable weekend we arrived 
home a very weary but satisfied bunch, and are certain that 
the fund rais:l.ng and other effort put into the trip was 
well and truly worth it all in the end. 

Sports Achievements 

613. a. Sgt Don Riorda:n' s selection to play 
cricket for the Army Team. 

b.. Lcpl Kendall' a selection ~n ·the Army 
Softball Team followed by the Combined 
Services team and his award t)f a Combined 
Services pocket - the highest honour 
attainable in services sport. 

RNZE Diying Camp Westport 7-11 Apr 75 

l14.. In A:pril the squadron sponsored a diving camp 
at West port. 'l'he Corps managed to send a total of 11 
RNZE divers and one RNZN diver to the camp . It was the 
first camp of its type and was the first tune some 
personnel had dived since their basic diving course. 
The aim of carrying out continuation training and to 
practise typical underwater construction techniques was 
certainly achieved. Incidentally, some very necessary work 
for the Westport Harbour Board was completed. Gas and 
pneumatic equipnent was used. 

615. Some divers got in over 100 minutes of diving 
per day in the varying conditions of the three la1ot, nil 
visibility of the harbour, to the Ohikanui River which 
was clear, cold and with a fast current. There were a few 
problems with the supply of diving gear and we also found 
that the Johnson Air Buoy unstable in a current, but there 
was next to nothing we could not overcome. The 
recommendation has been made that such a diving camp should 
be held every six months and ideally at a d:Lfferent 
location each time. 

-ooOOoo-

Edit or's Camnent 

616. Congratulations to 3 Fd Sqn in producing a 
squadron newsletter, from which source the above information 
was obtained. That makes two squadrons we know typing out 
the good word. When you say "We do not CENSURE - only 
edit" you may get best results if you say "We do not 
censor - only edit." 

/To quote 
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t the ~oncise OXford and for your choice. to quo e 1.# 

censure 

censer 

censor 

census 

cesser 

cyst 

..... 

expression of disapproval 

for incense 

supervision of public morals 

population count 

coming to an end 

or~mst or psstl 

--ooOOoo-

Another interesting thought 
has been prompted by the 2 Tp -
3 Fd Sqn Training Directive of 
May 75 (an excellent document) 
- when mention is made of a ~ call 
and inspection. Other ~Lts 
could copy - Ed. 

-ooOOoo-

A couple slept in separate bedooms, and the 
man was awakened one night by his wife's 
screams. He rushed into her room and snapped 
on the light just in time to see a male figure 
disappearing through the window. 
"That man attacked me twioe!" wailed the woman. 
"Then why didn't you yell sooner?" exclaimed 
her husband. 
"Because I thought it was you," she sobbed, 
"until he began to start in on seconds." 

-ooOOoo-

0 
Vicious cir(}le 
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CHAPTER? 

5 SPT SQN 

Apwintmeuta 

701. The fol1oving are the current appointments 
as at 1 Jul. 75. 

oc 
AO 
SSM 
Plant O'!fr 
Resources Comd 
Tpt WO 
Ccl.k 
3QMS 

Maj HMJ Shorter 
Capt J McDouald 
WOI CE Coruey 
Capt DJ Powley 
WOII WR Denby 
WOII GD Grieve 
Ssgt MG Morriaon 
Ssgt GB McDonald 

Postings to the Unit 

702. Opl Morgan from 3 Fd Sqn 
Spr Peters From SAS 
Spr Scul.1y from RNZAOC 
Spr Henderson from RNZIR 
Spr Lawrence from RF Depot 
Spr Marshall from 3 Fd Sqn 
S}lr Hookham from the UK 
Spr Wright from 2 Fd Sqn 
Pte Nei1son from 2 Fd Sqn 

n'SIO 

Spr MaoMillan attached from 2 Fd Sqn 

Postinga from the Un:i.t 

703. 
Spr PUgh to 3 Fd Sqn 
Spr Maddox to 1 Fd Sqn 
Spr Lochore to 6 Fd Sqn 
S~r Reid (now Lcpl) to 2 Fd Sqn 

Argo Rd Project 

704. When the roading task was recommenced on 3 

L 

Mar 75, the aim was to complete construction to the Westlawn 
.aut at 3 mil.es 1479 ft by the end of the plant season, and 
l. t vas an·ticipated that work would cease about the mddle of 
May. As work progressed, ground conditions macle a reassess-

ment of the task necessary, and it was 
agreed to finish the road to 2 miles 1600 
ft, and produce a formed track to the 
West1avn Hut. Plant was withdrawn on 
22 April 75. 

/705. Many problems 

Ruapehu with Filter Tip 
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O? Many problems were encountered at Argo, ranging 
h.~ unau:i.tab1e clays for fills, to rock outcrops which 
had to be drilled and blasted to make w~ for the road. 
=towever, progress was very good, and the train~ proved 
1.nva:..uable for al.l. members of the Squadron taking part in 
the construction. 

current Ta§]m 

706. Since the plant has been wi:t;hdrawn 
from Wa:i.ouru, there has been a programme 
of maintenance and pa:i.nting of all items, 
and Resources and Plant personnel are 
:f'u.lly involved in this. Other tasks 
include works at Wanganui, Hawera and 
Trentham, as we11 as soils testing at 
Waiouru. 

'707. In order to straighten out 
~nked backs caused by sitting in 
oucking plant items over the past 
tnree months, a programme of physical 
training, drill and lectures has been 
~nstituted. PT takes place on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, and there is drill and 
lectures on Wednesdays. Many men are 
i'u.11y involved w1 th the usual promotion 
and star c lasSification courses . 

708. At the time of writing the Unit Indoor 
Basketball Team was unde~eated in the Wednesday 
night competitions, and the gol:fers were a.lao 
unbeaten. Ru8by and soccer teams have had 
mixed fortunes, but are suffering from the fact 
that so many men are on courses. It seems a 
fact of lift at Linton that although the 
weather makes it virtuaJ.ly impossible for lawn 
moving at home, it is never too wet for go~~. 

Marriages 

709. Congratulations to the following 
people who have been recently married: 

Carol and Spr Graeme Lochore 
Kathy and Spr Keith Marshall 
Bernice and Spr George Taiatine 

-ooOOoo-

Computers spare men from making unnecessary 
guesses. So do bik1nis1 

-ooOOoo-

Content removed due to 
copyright
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T'o Li.nda and C:\)l. Ron Everson 
a daughter {Stephanie) on 
21 May 75 

To Wendy and Spr Moe Turoa a 
son (Michael.) on 30 Mar 75 

To June and Cpl. Kevi.n Smith 
a son (Chad) on 27 May 75. 

Orderly Room G9sstp 

711. a. Sgt Mike Morrison has been ousy 
interviewing various Officers of his Corps 
(RNZIR) with a view to posting hJ.mSelf 
w1 thin the North Isl.and. He is doing a 
mighty job aa Cclk, and if b.e does move tr"~ 
UD:i t will be the worse off. Mike • s 
favourite col.ours are amber and blac >i, 

and he is compl.etel.y unbiased about who 
wins at Rugby - so l.ong ae 1. t is Taranakl.. 
He has stipul.ated that there i.s onl.y one 
place to which he will not move, and we 
are sure that this is not New Pl.ymouth. 

b. our two mal.e cl.erks have recently been 
joined by Fte Jo Neilson, and it is 
about time some gl.amour was brought to 
the Unit. Jo maintains that photos of 
her face? appear in a certain "Playmate" 
magazine which at the moment is on interna.J. 
distribution within the Unit. We wish her 
well in her new posting, but it appears 
that at the moment anyway, one man from 
RNZEME is worth more to her than 80 pl.us 
engineers. 

-ooOOoo--

MODEL GIRL 
There was a young lady of Dax 
In a window (you'll think that she's lax) 
In corsets and brassie 
She displays al.l her chassie 
And shows what she's made of- she's waxl 

--ooOOoo-
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jooden Spoon Cgmpetition 

712. The Unit has begun a competition to ensure 
that tr,e man who commits the biggest Boo-Boo during the 
month ~s presented with a large wooden spoon as a just 
reward for his effort. The first recipient was Ssgt 
Bruce McDonald for his two efforts at attempting to knock 
over Capt McDonal.d in the HQ car park. Bruce assures 
us that he is not really trying to make sure t~promotion 
is more readily available to officers within the Corps. 

Rxercise Tropic Sun 

713. Five TF and three RF members 
of the unit attended the recent LSG 
exercise in Fiji. They all gained 
valuable experience combined with 
memories of rain, mud and the wonder
ful hospitality of the Fijian people. 
The exercise was timed well to 
conclude two days before Budget Day, 
and so all the radios, tape decks 
etc arrived home duty free. 

-ooOOoo-

The N~WRAC Depot paraded at the end of Basic 
training for the Brigadier's inspection. In 
the rear rank, he paused in front of a tall 
well-endowed blonde. 

"Do you think you could kill a man?" he asked 
ner sternly. 

T~e blonde allowed her glance to flicker over 
h~ before she replied in liquid tones, 
"Rventually, sir." 

Unit 
I knit 

We all knit! 

--ooOOoo--

Tomato sandwich made by an 
amateur tomato sandwich 
maker 
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OBITUARY SGT TOM POMARE 

1947 - 1975 

5 Spt Sqn, and indeed all Engineers and his 
many friends, were shocked on Sunday 29 June 1975 
to find that Sgt Tom Pomare had been killed in a 
motor accident. 

Tom joined the Army in May 65 as a Plant Operator 
with 2 Const Sqn and served with that unit until 
he was posted to Vietnam in Nov 69. 

When he returned from Vietnam as a Lcpl, he 
again served with 2 Const Sqn until he was posted 
to 5 Spt Sqn in Nov 73. 'rom was promoted to Cpl 
in Mar 74 and promoted to Sgt shortly before his 
death. He was soon to be posted to 5 3pt Sqn 
Burnham element. 

His many friends knew Tom as a man who always 
smiled when the going was hard. He was a good 
worker and a reliable NCO. He was a great 
sportsman who was the mainstay of the unit 
basketball and the halfback of the Linton Camp 
rugby team. 

Tom leaves a wife and four young children and 
they have our deepest sympathy. He was buried 
at Waiohiki on Thursday 3 Jul 75, with full 
military honours, and will be sadly missed by all 
who knew him. 

'rhe Storm that wracks the winters night 
Shall not disturb his sweet repose 
'rhat summer evenings latest sigh 
'rhat shuts the rose. 



pt 
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CHAPTER 8 

6 FIELD SQN 

Appointments 

801 • The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Jul 75. 

oc 
2IC 
SSM 
SQMS 
Ccl.k 

Unit Changes Wellington Skvline 

Maj PJ 
Capt A 
\VOII HJ 
Ssgt RJ 
Sgt WT 

Skogatad 
Anderson 
Gall.agher 
Wright 
!-Iatiaha 

802. 6 Fd Sqn changed the skyline of the City of 
Wellington in one four thousandth of a second on Saturday 3 
May 75. The task was to demolish two aerial masts owned 
by the Post Office. The towers were situa·ted on Tinakori 
Hill overlooking Wellington harbour and were used in days of 
old for coastal communications. Special demolition 
techniques were used to drop the masts. The charges were 
all ribbon charges on six inch x six inch x five eight inch 
steel. These proved more than satisfactory to drop the 
towers to the ground. 

803. Once dropped, the men then proceeded to cut the 
steel up with gas torches into two-man loads. At least 
two sappers could lift them, but the contra·~tor who was 
responsible to remove the steel said that his men could 
not lift same of the pieces. Two 6 Sqn sappers are worth 
ten others. 

Driver Training 

804. A. course was run by the unit to teach and ~ 
practise members in techniques of driving cross country.~ 0~~ 
Vehicles were stuok in swamp, mud, shingle slides and ~~ 
other such nasty places. The teams were then told to 0 ~ 
remove them. Talk about sapper improvisation, salvage \\ 
companies could learn a thing or two. 

-ooOOoo-

Generosity is not only love, it is an 
insurance. 

--ooOOoo-
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Births 

Capt and Mrs A. runderson, a girl on 27 Apr 75. 806. ~0 
named Frith. 

-ooOOoo-

Down 

1 • 3upport 
2. Giant 

3. Exclamation 
5. Cheap lighter 
8. Not officer or 

private 
1 o. Public Service 

Investment Soc 
1 2. Low level 
14. Dig 
15. Afternoon 
18. see 34 Ac 
20. Used :l.n camouflage 
22. Odds and 
23. Dad 

26. Initials Abbr 

29. Out of it & into the fire 
30. Organisation Abbr 
32. One of 
33. 3.1416 

Across 
1. l.Ye eat it 
4. Type of axe 
6. Expression of disgust 
7. Field maoh1ne 
9. Landrover Abbr 

11. Used on det cord joints 

13. well sunk to receive drainage 
16. Take it or you'll miss 
17. You find peas in one 
19. Postscript 
21. Not you 

23. Black cylinder that 
makes a bang 

24. Preposition 
25. Vivienne 

27. Don't smoke it 
28. Lets the air in 
29. Kids sit on it 
31. Night abbr 
33. Equal 

34 & 18 d. Field machine 

Answer next liaison letter· 
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Two soldiers stayed overnight near Taupo 
at a farmhouse occupied by an elderly 
single woman. Six months later one 
received an ominous legal document. He 
phoned his soldier conpanion. 

"Did you by any chance make love to that 
woman at the farmhouse the night our •rover 
broke down?" 

"Why yes." 

"And you gave her my name and address, 
didn • t you?" 

"You're not going to get sore about that 
now are you?" 

"I • m not a bit sore. She died last week 
and her lawyer has advised me she has left 
me the farm and $12,000 in cash." 

-ooOOoo-

-ooOOoo-

Stork wea.r:i.ng 
Highland socks 

Soldier detrains at W~llington 
"Take a taxi soldier?' 
"Th-th-thanks very much but I've 

k •t " g-got nowhere to k-k- eep ~ • 

-ooOOoo-
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CH.U'TER 9 

SCHOQL OF MILITARY ENGINEERING 

Apwintments 
The following are the current appointments 

901. 
as at 1 Jul 75. 

OC&CI 
Admin & Acctg Offr 
SSM 
Trg Offr FB 
Trg Offr Plant 
Trg WO (A) 
Trg WO (G) 
Cclk 
SQ,Jti 

Maj CR 
Capt JA 
WOI WG\~ 
Capt RA 
Lt RB 
WOII IY!T 
WOII FR 
Ssgt MJ 
won BD 

Parker 
Tymk:tn 
WilHams 
Barrett 
Simmons 
Robins on 
FJ.avell 
Dette 
Hook 

PosUMS, Promotions and Persona1 Notes 

902. a.. Postings In. 

Spr KW Hewitt 

Sgt MS Grace 

Lcpl AB Martin 

from BAA Rec Cse No 121 
26 M~ 75 
ex 1 Fd Sqn (Atiu 

Detachment) 
ex Singapore 13 May 75 

b. Discharges. 

Cpl CBJ Love 15 Jul 75 

c. fromotions. 

Cpl KJ Avenell to T/Sgt wef 9 May 75 

903. In Liaison Letter· No 2 it was incorrectly 
stated that Lt SG Hea.ton was posted from Portsea. to SMB. 
This should have read Duntroon. Humble apologies. 

First Man: 

Second Man: 

First Man: 

-ooOOoo-

I 'm having a.n affair with the Boss 'a 
wife 
Oh, come on Larry, nobody will believe 
that. 
That's vha.t I'm counting on. 

-oooooo-
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Courses 

904. Concurrent courses at SHE very recently 
included: 

905. 

a. ~ ( 24 pers). Trade training going 
well. Visits outside Linto:n for social 
and recreational purposes undertaken with 
more planned. Playing very good rugby 
too, and this despite the cold winter 
weather in Linton. 

b. TF 1oth Intake (62 pers). With 22 
Assault Pioneer pers included, a larger 
intake for Specialist training than in 
the past. The Best Sapper award was 
presented on a formal parade by Brig l•ffi 
Kennedy, MBB, C omd Home Comd on 2 Jul 75 • 

c. RF Basic Field (21 pers). As 17 of these 
students were from 5 Spt Sqn we are 
wondering "where are all the squadrons gone?" 
Known as Basic Fd No 1 , an award for the 
"Best Sapper" was presented by the Chief 
Engineer to SJlr JTN Young of 5 Spt Sqn at 
the end of the course. 

d. Basic Plant ( 1 0 pers) • Ob'taining an 
insight to the more basic items of plant, 
a more unusual feature of this course is 
the fact that two senior NCOs from another 
Corps were students. 

e. RF Capt - Maj (7 students). Four weeks 
of deep thinking and fast writing. A good 
time of the year to conduct this course as 
the days are short and the nights as long 
as you can get them. 

The Editor, 

Sir, 
We isolated seven prospective squadron 

commanders from the cares of the real world and 
asked them to pass messages from "troop" to "squadron" 
and "squadron" to "CRE". Nett distance involved was 
a few metres (all inside Si·1E library). 

In went 

10 secondS 
1412 hours 
yellow smoke 

Out came 

16 seconds 
1410 hours 
kilo smoke 
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There are several "lessons" 

a. 

b. 

c. 

You can't metricate time or smoke 

Don't use officers to pass messages 

The messages from Atiu (Issue 1) weren't 
so bad. 

Directing Sta!f qgmments on a Written Exercise 

906 I am returning your test. paper and thought 
a f;w additional comments would be appropriate. 

1 • 

2. 

You have taken a great deal of time 
and trouble over this exercise as the 
25 pages you have written go to show. 
Your approach to tactics is decidedly 
unconventional and I do not think you 
would have surprised the enemy - You 
would have undoubtedly astonished himt 

It is unwise to give the map reference 
of your own Headquarters as a Defensive 
Fire Target for your own Artillery .. 

Your counter attack would have stood 
more chance of success had you not sent 
the crews of the squadron of tanks back 
to assist with the operation of the 
Mobile Bath and Laundry Unit. This 
latter unit was introduced as a "red 
herring" and it was not intended you 
should pay too much heed to the bath 
unit •a plea for he~p. 

The Geneva Convention rather discourages 
the Medical Corps personnel being given 
the job of counter-attack force. They 
are usually busy attending the wounded. 

Homing pigeons are not a satisfactory 
substitute for radio communications. 
You have conviently forgotten that a 

,t-~~~...or .. nOIIIIJ.Il./1. pigeon will onl3r fly to its 
ll1~ticn1l~ home and cannot be detailed 

go wherever you want. There is a 
perfectly reasonable system for obtaining 
replacement batteries and problem VI was 
set to give you the chance that you knew 
of it. You are, however, perfectly 
right in your comments on the limitations 
of the heliograph. 

/6. Without 

-ooOOoo-

Don•t be a yes man, be a know man 
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6. Without being too unkind, I expected 
you to have known that horses and mules 
are no longer used in North West Europe. 
I expect you have been studytng out-of
date manual.s. In the circumstances, your 
two Annexures on the muting of mules 
and the cremation of dead horses were 
somewhat superfluous. 

7. If you ever visit the National. Army 
Museum, however, you should ask to see 
the Third Order written at the Battle 
of Balaclava. It has much in common 
with your answer paper as a harbinger of 
potential disaster, as well as being 
vague, ambiguous and ~oat indecipherable. 

s. In general, I should think you will have 
a fine career as a senior officer, if you 
manage to survive as a junior one. 

-ooOOoo-

Inflation: 3omething you bought for $5 years ago 
and now coats $10 to repair. 

-ooOOoo-

RPMI!' Rugby 

907. The following are the team and individual 
statistics for the Services 'B' u/21 years rugby team. 
Thi.s t eam is made up entirely from the Fijians undergoing 
training at SMB. 

TEAM STATISTICS 

Feilding OB Won 35 4 2 
Boys Hi.gh 1st XV Lost 0-14 35 18 
FeUding Won 18-9 53 27 4 
Varsity E Lost 23-27 76 54 
Army 'A' Won 19-10 95 64 6 

Kia Toa Won 40-6 135 70 8 

HSOB Won 22-8 157 78 10 

Varsity G Lost 20-21 177 99 
Varsity F Won 22-9 199 108 12 

Preyberg Won 16-10 215 118 14 
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INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS 
Conver

Tries fena1ties sions 
Tota.l. 

Name Position 

Quallvutu 2nd! 

Wai centre 

Nam1Bi wing 

Raikabul.u wing 

Bul.evagaga fullback 

Moscelutu 1 at t 
~co1a Fl.anker 

Matuturagaga Prop 

Yavakau f1anker 

RadraVU No 8 

Sunakai f1anker 

Rng! neer Di,splay 

5 
13 

6 

4 

3 
3 
2 

1 

3 22 

Points 

73 
52 

24 
18 

12 

12 
8 

4 

4 

908. On 17 June 1 975, SMB . staged a display (or vas 
it reall.y a demonstration?) of' most RNZE equipnents. The 
ocoasion vas provided by the advent of the first RF Capt to 
Maj Corps promotion course held at SME for many years. 
Very early in the planning stages it was decided to "Go for 
broke" by selected invitations to civilian firms and to 
invite a.l.l those Army bods thought to be able to spare a 
few hours alia::'/ from their desks. 

909. You name it, and if it was a piece of' RNZE 
equipnent it vas there. Two hours were necessary to soak 
in the information and visual spectacular. We required 
many things to be in our favour to have a good display and 
we had all of these: 

Our padre's bosa to pu.l.l the weather strings 
Support from our Arm:y Area masters 
Good co-ordination within SME 
Lots of effort, knowledge and skill from 

the TF, Basic Fd, Basic Plant and 
RFMF courses 

Civilian firms and their equipnent to 
fill a gap or emphasise a point 

Excellent co-operation and support from 
the units but mainly 2 Fd and 5 Spt Sqn 

~e Blessing of the Chief Engineer 

-ooOOoo-

Floor your wife with a new carpet 

-ooOOoo-
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91 o. The canpli:mentary remarks following the display 
were possible thro1J8h the steadfast work of the SME Stai'f 
and its many helpers. We ms,y have stretched frj.endshipa, 
and we did hustle just a little around the display 
circuit but the results justified all. 

911 • '11 as the aim achieved? Yu p 1 It sure was • 
The Capt - Maj course had plenty to think about. Visitors 
realised (perhaps not for the first time) that we have 
lots of expertise in a very wide range of skills. 

912. The Press and Bill McCarthy of TV1 assisted 
no end in spreading the good word and to them we are 
gratefUl even though they were just doing their job. One 
enquiry by MOWD from AJ.exandra for assistance resulted 
from the TV coverage. Many asked when the next display 
would be so we are seeking ideas on how to best present a 
mobile display of field defences and weapon pits in 
preparation. 

913. The only error so far admitted on Jun 17, was that 
the off'icers' Mess catered for 40 for lunch but 72 ate! 
Must have been a communication breakdown somewhere. Better 
luck next time. 

-ooOOoo-

"I am most gratefUl" the speaker said to the 
man in the front row, "that you have remained 
here for my entire speech while the others 
wal.ked out." 

"Don't thank me," the man replied, "I am the 
next speaker." 

-ooOOoo-

Content removed due to copyright



qUALIFICATIONS TO TEACH 

by: Maj C.R.Parker 

914 There are no laws, rules or conventions which 
pre;ent a:tJY person teaoh:i.ng another person. An;; par7nt can 
give infoxmation to their own or their neighbour s chJ.ldren. 
You may be asked to coach a netball or a rugby team and in 
doi.n8 80 you rtll be required to teach and inst:uct ·them,. 
for instance in the laws of that game. A basJ.c assumpt1.on 
has been mad~ however; that you have sufficie~t knowledge 
to pass onto those leas knowledgeable persons J.n your team. 

915. The Education Departm7nt has a req~rement f?r 
school teachers to attend TrainJ.ng College prJ.or to beJ.ng 
given a class to teach. 'rhe Transport Department do not 
assume all people are able to drive vehicles and so •iemand 
~eats. Those qualifying are granted a licence for a. 
p~icular classification of vehicle types. 

916. The above two examples illustrate that for 
particular levels of training, or for particular subjects 
of importance, the basic assumption that all people have 
sufficient knowledge or skill in a given subject is not 
taken for granted. Training or tests are required to 
prove the point. There are very many examples of this so 
there ~ laws, rules and conventions for particular subjects. 
No right thinking person would disaQee. My neighbour is a 
chemist and I really wouldn't trust him to fly me to Sydney 
in a 7371 (I cannot f:cy mysel.f.) 

917. The point of this article ia to outline rules 
and conventions of instruction as currently practised in 
the . N~ Army. Every Officer and NCO receives military 
traJ.nJ.ng appropriate to their rank in order to give orders 
and instructions to those aol.di.ers subordinate to him. 
For military subjects in the general sense, the level of 
instruction appears quite logical. 

918. Another aspect to consider, is particular~y 
applicable to NCOa and their trade. Every NCO has a 
trade, and each NCO progresses in that trade being 
rewarded with increased pay at four levels of skill and 
knowledge - the Star pay system. Now, it is perfectly 
reasonable to assume that any NCO can instruct in his 
trade up to the level of his Star training (and pay). 

/919. This aspect 
-ooOOoo-

"If it weren't for 
all this snow, I 
think I could do 
it." 

Content removed due to copyright
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919. This aspect on:cy begins to become involved 
when we realise that one of the many trades of the Army 
is that of Instructor, and that some NCOa are required to 
instruct in a secondary trade. Within our Corps, the 
Instructor RNZE teaches Field Engineering. He must first:cy 
qualify as an Instructor Al.l Arms in order to qualify as an 
Instructor RNZE. 

920. What about an NCO in some other trade (say 
carpenter) who q,ualifies on a Field Engineering course? 
Of course he can teach J.i'i.e1d Engineering up to the level of 
his knowledge and experience. There is not much point in 
attending the course if he is unable to pass on the knowledge. 
It just so happens that his primary trade is (say) carpenter 
and he has some knowledge of a second trade. Not until he 
has qualified on an Al.1 Arms Instructors Course should he be 
called an Instructor RNZE .. 

921. It also happens to be a rule that the All Arms 
Instructor course consists of four parts - The Methods of 
Instruction Course is one part. It therefore follows 
that the Methods of Instruction course alone does not carry 
the trade qualification required to become an Instructor 
(lll. Arma • RNZE) • It is however, a very good course 
and should assist all NCOa to impart knowledge. 

922.. There are also important rules regarding the 
subject of Demolitions. The following definitions are 
relevant:: 

a. Demolition Instructor. A serviceman 
qualified to supervise, instruct on courses, 
in the field and on the job, and to handle 
and fire explosives. A certificate is 
issued -"~alified for Military Demolition 
Instructional Duties." 

Demolition Supervisor. A serviceman 
qualified to supervise, handle and fire 
exploai ves. He is NOT qualified to 
instruct on courses but is permitted to 
give on the job supervision and ~dance 
to Demolition Handlers. A cert1f1cate 
is issued "Qualified for Supervision of 
Military Demolition Tasks". 

/c. Demolition 

-ooOOoo-

We regret to relate, that the breaking of 
Sapper Snow White's lower set of dentures 
was due to his giving a demonstration on 
"Tak::l.ng a bite" in a rope. 

-ooOOoo-
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;gemolltion Handler. A serviceman who has 11 

attended, and qualified at a "Basic De,m?litions 
course either at S}ffi or elsewhere. Th1s type 

1 of course trains a serviceman to handle and 
place explosives and ancillaries with 
confidence and to execute the order to fire if 
required, while under the supe~sion of a 
serviceman qualified as Demolit1on ~nstructor 
or Demolition SUpervisor. A Demolition 
Handler is not qualified either to supervise 
or to instruct. Onl.y personnel. qualified as 
Demolition Instructors or Demolition 
.3upervisors may order a demolition to be 
fired. No certificate is issued for the 
Demolition Handler category. 

To became a certlfied military Demolition Instructor, the 
following two current requirements are relevant and must be 
met by Other Ranks: 

a. Qualified on the All Arms Instructors 
Course. 

b. Qualified on a Demolition Instructors 
Course (with sufficiently high assessment 
to be graded an Instructor). 

923. Once again a Methods of Instruction Course is 
not considered sufficient background to qualify as a 
Demolition Instructor. It is understood that in the past 
a few soldiers have qualified ~ Demolition Instructors 
with only a Methods of Instruction as a prior course 
qualification. I believe this to have been in error and 
should not be repeated under existing rules laid in various 
military publications. 

924. The whole point in writing this article was to 
clarify the Instructor RNZE situation. Taken in the 
context of the preceding part of this article, the si i;uation 
is summarised in this way: 

a. Anybocly can teach or instruct. Officers 
and NCOs are required to impart knowledge 
to others. 

b. Por some subjects, training and/or tests 
are obligatory. 

o. The trade of Instructor RNZE requires 
qualification on course as an Instructor 
All Arms. 

d. Formal instruction on the subject of 
Demolitions ia not permitted until. one 
is qualified and granted a Demolition 
Instructors Certificate. 

--ooOOoo-
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Any old plant 
.A:ny old plant 
A:ny any old plant 
Old 7E old Dimond T 
If you have any of these 
Could you loan it to SI-18 
Courses running short 
Be a b-y sport 
Loan us your old old scooter 
If you can't cough up 
Well we give up 
No plant, no trainee. 

926. In December of 1973 two very interesting events 
took place within the plant training wing of SME. Firstly 
plant courses were changed from short two week courses to 
courses varying in time from three to eight weeks. 
Secondly, an PE instructor was given the task of Plant 
Trg WO on the retirement of that very Prominent chap 
WOI GPT Byron REA I-INZIET (referred to as BA). With the 
commencement of 5 Spt Sqn a great number of the lads 
recruited, required plant training and so to reduce the 
number of plant loans it was decided to give the School 
sufficient items of plant to make them independent for 
courses. Now it is of course my intention to write not 
of the Wing nor of the new system of training, out a brief 
history on the machines that SHE has so generously been 
given to enable the efficient training of students. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

ftem No 1 - Tracked Tractor Hvy D7E 
D & R. This machine is one of two in 

this range that has an auxillary engine 
start. It has performed very well for 
more than 5000 hours and is the pride of 
the fleet. (SME took recei.pt of this 
machine whilst it was being repaired in 
1 Engr Wksp. ) 

Item No 2 - Tracked tractor medium Case 
750 AD. This machine is the only one 
of its kind in the ArmY• Steers by 
means of independent track gears. No 
other machine like it in the service. 
(SME took receipt of this machine whilSt 
it was undergoing major repairs and at 
present it is VOR.) 

~em f 3 - Wheeled tractors hvy Hough 100 
& . Although not officially on 

strength, this machine is in permanent 
residence. The only one of its kind in the 
Army. Unliked by most but loved by SME. 

/d. Item No 4 



.... 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

Item ~o 4 -Wheeled tractor me~ium ~W16R 
TD & • One of two only mach~nes ~n the. 
Army. With nearly 4000 hours of work this 
machine now resides in 1 Engr wksps under
going major repairs. 

item No~- Wheeled tractor medium Hough 65B 
BH. s machine has spent the last year 

or more residing in 1 Engr \iks .1:6. Such an 
unusual. machine that parts cannot be 
obtained for it. Will be a valuable 
addition to the fleet if it is ever restored. 

Item No 6 - Clark Ranger Forklift. 
The only one of its kind in the Army. 
Loved not only by SME but by all the camp 
as it generally is the only one available 
for work. 

Item No t - Motor scraper D Pull. There 
are eigh of these machines in the Army. 
The only unusual thing about this machine 
is that when it was given to .3HE it had. over 
1 000 hours of use more than any other of 
the D PuJ.l range. Recently repaired, i.t 
is still in use. 

Item No 8. - This position is vacant l 
So if any un1 t in the Army has a.rzy strange, 
unwanted, old plant item that is a "one of" 
please, consider it for our use in training 
operators. 

Footnote; There are three points which must be noted 

1 • If this wing should close down, S.HE will 
have the basis for establishing a plant 
museum •. 

2. If your plant operators return from courses 
and can't operate your machines it is 
probably due to the fact they haven't been 
taught on a.rzything so modern .. 

3. OUr grateful. thanks must go to 5 Spt Sqn 
who continue to loan us sufficient items of 
plant to enable the wing to carry out plant 
training. Just the same as before. 

--ooOOoo-

Do sausages in the butcher's window 
hang up or h8Jl8 down? 

-ooOOoo-
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My last overseas posting was to remote Atiu. 
On the night I arrived in the midst of a 
hurricane, there was a message waiting for me 
to immediately call my wife in New Zealand. 

Commandeering a bicycle, I began the dark and 
treacherous ride across the island to the 
radio shack some eight miles away. Fighting 
the terrible wind and fallen coconut trees, 
I envisaged all sorts of family disasters. 
I especially berated myself for giving in to 
my wife's pleas and letting her rent a country 
chicken farm while I was away. Had one of the 

. children su:ffered an irreparable accident? 

After two hours I arrived exhausted at the 
village, raised the operator and put through 
an emergency radio call. ful eternity later 
my wife answered: 
".Yhat 's wrong?" I yelled, my heart in my 
throat. 

"Honey, 11 she said, "we just had to let you 
know, we just got our first egg1" 

-ooOOoo-

SME Typist working on Liaison 
Letter 

-ooOOoo-
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St Martins RNZE Memori~ Church 

Ch oh was offered to Li.nton Camp in 1972 by the 
=~shi~~ers of l·lakotuku, a smal~ settlement near Norsewooci. 
The RNZE corps :r.temorial Associat~on were approached and 

ave financial assistance for the removal and rebuilding of 
~he Chapel on its present site at SNE. It was opened on 
20 July 1974. 

The chapel had a number of military memorials before it came 
to Linton Camp and these have been augmented by the 
enshrinement of the RNZE Rolls of Honour, and by the gift 
of two flower stands from the RF Cadet School. 
3t r-tartins has become a centre of the Corps spirit in that, 
since its opening there have been ~umerous visitors, mainly 
ex sappers, baptisms of sappers ch~ldr~n and a number of 
sappers have been married there. It ~s the only Corps 
Memorial Chapel in the New Zealand Army and we ought to be 
proud that it has become part of our Corps Heritage. 

Middle 

Depicted here is a period of practical instruction on a 
Basic Plant course. Approximately four Basic Plant courses 
are conducted each year. On these courses, every endeavour 
is made to teach students the basic fundamentals of 
servicing and maintenance of Army earthmoving plant. A.J.so 
taught are safety with machines and their equipment. 

In the photo, Cpl MJ McGill is indicating one of the two 
hydraulic tanks fitted to this particular model D7E tractor, 
as part of a lesson on pre-start checks. With him are three 
Basic Plant students. From left to right: 
Ssgt Bell (RNZSigs), Spr Thomson (TF) Spr Pinga (TF) and 

Cpl McGill (SME). 

Bottom 

Sgt Walsh instructing the RFMF RDU course in knots bends 
and hitches ~ p~ of their field engineering ph~e. The 
course are b~ld~ a_plant and wet weather training shelter 
at SME as part of the~r trade training. Other phases they 
have completed are Watermanship, Field Machines Improvised 
Bridging, Improvised Jetties and Water Supply. ' The 
instr~tors who have assisted in training the Fijians are 
Ssgt SJ..nclair, Sgt Charman, Sgt Hensen and Cpl Renata from 
1 Fd Sqn. Sgt Archer 3 Fd Sqn and Cpl Hanson 2 Fd Sqn. 

Editor's Note 

The photographic plate necessary for the re reduction 
of these p~otos cost the SI-1.8 UPF $5.10 (thi~ can varyslightly) 
Units are ~nvited to supply black and white matt f" · h • 
~~~:O.r:~hst ttohf~t· t ~ A4 page • The ace ount will ~~~s 

o a uru.t for payment. 
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CHAPTER 10 

SECTION ONE 

B COMPANY AND RF CADET SCHOOL 

Appointments 

1001. The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Jul 75. 

General 

QC 
Senior Trade Instr 
Carpentry Instr 

If lt 

Plumbing 
Storeman 

11 

Lt 
Ssgt 
Sgt 
Sgt 
Sgt 
Lcpl 

JK \Villi ams 

~ Eddie) Bruce 
Don) Nilliken 
Les) Stowell 

(Pinky) Staines 
(Chrome) Lomas 

1 002. Sgt lo!illiken (with regret) states that unlike 
the last newsletter which had him as a Ssgt, he is still 
a Sgt, but he hopes that someone was hinting. 

1003. Currently, this wing is assisting in building 
two houses one of which is being built by the local 
builder using our apprentices. We have found t hat 
each gang of six apprentices gets more instruction with 
each building a house. 

1004. One of the more interesting sights is seeing 
all the engineer cap badges on the RF Depot parade ground. 
What with the basic and the Ssgt-'1lO course, Waiouru now 
looks like Linton with so many engineers about. 

1005. Parades are somewhat restricted ag the aver~e 
temperature each morning hovers about the 0 C ( or 32 F 
for you non-metricated people), mark. This leaves sheets 
of ice all over the parade ground and makes crash halts 
very difficult. 

1 006. The ·,'ling had a visit yesterday from the latest 
officer posted into RNZE, 2Lt TE Jones, who has just 
graduated from P0 rtsea. 2Lt Jones has just been posted to 
TFD Waiouru. He arrived to find he was to go on a field 
exercise in about three days. 

-ooOOoo-

WANTED 

GEOLOGICAL HAHMER (ex Argo Rd). If 
apply to Project Officer 

Argo Rd 
--ooOOoo--
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A. middle aged man was driving his new and powerful 
automatic along the road at a very r easonable 2 0 mph 
when he was overtaken by a man on a push bike. Not 
happy at that, he increased spee d to about 30 mph, 
passed the cyclist when to his great surprise the cyclist 
again shot past him. The motorist once more increased 
speed overtook the cyclist and was smug in his belief 
that no cyclist could reach 50 mph, when once more the 
cyclist shot past him. 

The now angry motorist tried agai n , but a t 70 mph 
exactly the same thing happened. Beyond belief that 
this was happening to him in his new car, he slowed to 
a stop and signa.l.led the cyclis t a l so to stop. Before 
the motorist could open his mouth the cyclist said, 
"Thank goodness you stopped, now I can unhook my braces 
f rom your door handle 1" 

--ooOOoo-

-ooOOoo-

Two bugs making 

love in the 

spring 

CRICKET: Cricket is ui t im l 
ours and theirs qt . e s P ~· You have two sicles, 

. th . ' one ou ~n t he f~eld and one in Each 
man 1n e s~de that's in t • in and the xt , goes ou , when he is out, he comes 
th;y have ~ebee~~ngo~in unt il he is out • . Then, when 
in goes out, and trie~ to g~eo~lt~ut, the _ s1d~ that's been 
times you get the men ati.l.l . ose com1ng 1n. Some-
sides have been in and out 7-n ~~ . not out • Then, when both 
the end of the game It 1 ~ 1nc luly1ng the . not out s, that • s 

• r ea very B1mple. 

- ooOOoo-
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SECTION TWO 

WAIOURU AND ALL THAT 

by: WOI K.F.Malloch 

1007. Perhaps the happiest Engineer event at ATG 
since the last edition has been the honouring of Ssgt 
Brown'2 dedication to the high country and the Corps. 
In true Sapper spirit all resident and visiting RNZE 
mess members assembled with the two standard top shelf 
samples. Brownie as you probably know drinks Ouzo. 
After 27 glasses he set a bearing on the housing area, 
home and mum. He arrived at the fourth culvert on 
Argo Rd doing a moonlight traverse and muttering to a rotten 
rock outcrop. It was great news Brownie and if memory 
serves us currectly it is the second post war BEH awarded 
for service in New Zealand. Perhaps our Corps Historian 
"Class" (short for classical) would publish a list of post 
war honours and awards for the quarterly newsletter. 

Observations 

1008. Lc~l Lomas is offering for sale one Corps 
stable belt (NEW). Price $53.72 o.n.o. Is prepared 
to leave some cash in on standard terms. 

Warrant Officers• Course 

1009. It had to happen. Ssgt Brian Affleck on Warrant 
Officers' course at RF Depot. 
The First Week: 

The Second Week: 

The Third Week: 

A slight hint of spit and polished boots 
(old fashioned method) but alas - toe caps 
only. 
Saw a determined effort to attain that 

glass effect and noticeable effort being 
directed to the area of the left heel. 
Was tough - rain, snow, sleet and ice. 
Also ran out of KIV/I Black and reverted 
to NUGGET. Brian was also hear<l to 
proclaim that it would only take two days 
back at the unit to get both left and 
right boots back to working conditionl 

Fourth and Fifth Week: Watch this space. 

1010. The gathering of Corps Ssgts for the Warrant 
Officers• course: 

Ssgt Affleck Ssgt Hill 

" Inwood " King 

" Lamb " McDonald 
" JlfcAllister 11 Milligan 
" Prentice 11 Sower by 

All have lost weight, have developed red eyes and well-
disciplined sideburns. 

/1 011 • Military 

Content removed 
due to copyright
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1011. Military writing phase is almost over so no 
doubt the Corps will benefit with correctly written dates 
and standard military type phrases. Military Law phase 
had its moments and no less than three students were heard 
to exclaim "Must try this out at the unit when I get back~" 

The Compounding Compound 

1012. Many Sappers who served in that 
good old time of 3 Tp CD Const Sqn 1950x-60s 
will have vivid memories of the life style 
in the "Engineer Compound". For the younger 
sapper it is that two building, pine tree 
backed, concentration camp type fenced area 
which confronts you after you recover from 
the giddiness of the traffic island and 
railwa;y line hazard. The two rusting 
gates ahead announce your arrival. 

1 01 3. Once again Sappers have "Gone 
in". Ssgt Brown and his survey cadets 
have occupied the Kipplewhite/ 
Brighouse7Shirley office block and 
Barrackmaster maintenance staff have 
taken over what was in actual fact 
the old 3 Tt> "recreation and decision 
making building". On a still frosty 
morning, if one concentrates, there 
still lingers the echoes of characters 
who made 3 T:p what it was - 1 " Crikey 
not a roll call, its only 0930 hours." ' 

or 

"Come on Russ, we've got 10 mina to finish before lunch 
time. We need a double 18 to beat the bastards." 
"Where 's Buster?" Or 
"Gone to find Mick" 
"Where's Mick?" 
"Camp MIR." 

"Left or right eye?" 
"Both." 

Or 

"Now be reasonable ladies w . 
for camp patrol duties and I;l~e on the wa~ouru staff 
~t doesn't interfere with their do my best to see that 
J.n the meantime ••••• " baby sitting duties, but 

1 01 4• The ne'-1 resident f th , 
working furiously on the d!s? e E~neer Compound" are 
hopeful that it will go up bJ.~ fo~hwa~ouru RNZE weather vane, 
promised by a certain unit a: oL:et e(b1lack bull model 

~non 974). 
-ooOOoo-

A reckless driver is one vtho 
the motorway in spite of all passes you on 

your car can do. 

-ooOOoo-
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Have you Heard? 

1015. Retiring age for rank 
for WOI is going up to 63 years? 

1016. WOI Doug Roberts and 
WOII Dave Murr~ who were 
recently on a fishing trip in 
Taupo, completely reorganised 
the Corps over a two hour period 
and one bottle of CARUBA. 

Names 

1017. With the CE•s approval -··· a formal application has been put 
forward to H~ ATG asking for authority to officially name 
the Waiouru Airfield road after the late Sgt Gordon 
Shawcroft who died in a motor vehicle accident whilst 
serving as a plant supervisor in 5 Specialist Team, 
Thailand 1 969. 

1018. Many serving and ex sappers will remember 
Gordon who worked his way up through the rough earlier 
days of our plant development and his Military Plant 
Foremanship of the major construction phase of the 
Waiouru Airfield. Of the 63 ten day TODs in the 1965-67 
period, he was there for 57 of them. Many a Sapper, of 
All Ranks, passing through or learning the game gained 
through or from his brusque guidance, advice and 
experienced supervision of practical plant opera·tion and 
the essential back up. He was happiest when earth was 
moving to the rhythm and roar of oily tough men and their 
tools of trade. 

1019. Very few grid squares on the Waiouru map 
escaped the changes which plant brought to the area
A range here; a road to a training area; a bridge 
approach, building foundations and yet another few 
miles o! road. All part of the plant build up in 
which Gordon Shawcroft like so many Corps Plant 
Operators characterised that Corps spirit to "Get 
in and get the bloody job done." Anticipating 
that our application will be approved, we plan to 
design, site and place a small base affixed to whic
will be a bronze plaque naming the road "The Gordon 
Shawcroft Road" '• 

1===:::1 0 '"1:----1 

--ooOOoo-

Four elephants 
inspecting a grapefruit 

or 
Crisis at the snooker 

table 

--ooOOoo-
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~appers Day 1 975 

1 020. All lights are tbend. the 
on GO with only one final f~ 
and difficult decision to 1...-.. .'. 
be made. That is, who will l.J<..NV 
be our guest speaker for the ··· 
Gory Green Moonlight Garden Party? 
Idia Amin or Patricia Bartlett? . 
Committee did try fo» Fred Dagg host1ng 

Drag Queen 75 but alas we 
were beaten to the draw by 
HQ Field Force Engineers. 

War History - For the Record 

1021. once upon a time there was a war. 
It was called the Boer War. Not satisfied 
with that a few years later there wa~ 
another ~ar. This one was a beaut; in 
fact they called it the "Great War" and 
our historians recorded the gallant deeds 
of our Sappers of yesteryear. Not wanting 

to be outdone, the next generation of civilisation decided 
to get out of the rut and keep up with the times so the 
button was pushed for the Second World War. Once again the 
deeds of New Zealand's gallant sons were recorded, 
published, bound and distributed to all corners of this 
fair land. No doubt a mammoth task and worthy of our 
military deeds on foreign soil. And now the big question. 
What has happened since then? Sappers have left these 
shores and been involved in numerous conflicts. Agreed 
the mass and volume style changed but the quality, challenge 
and effects of lead, phospherous, mines, jungle, swamps 
snow and ice has remained the same. The engineer feats 
with our allies were recorded in official field war 
diaries and duly dispatched to New Zealand. It wou:Ld 
appear that somewhere in the Internal Affairs Department 
we have a blockage. Can Corps call in the plumber before 
ci'Qilisation decides it's time for another "Big One"? Or 
has it been decided that Borneo, Vietnam, J:vlalaysia and 
Korea are not worthy of record? 

--ooOOoo-

FURPHY 
(From "The Anzac Book") 

A rumour more optimistic than re liable. Furphy 
was the name of the contractor which was written 
upon the rubbish carts that he supplied in the 
Melbourne camps. The name was transferred to a 
certain class of news item, very common since the 
war (WWI), which flourished greatly upon all the 
beaches (at AlJ ZAC Cove). 

-ooOOoo-
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Boomer for the Quarter 

1022. A certain RNZE Warrant Officer Class II graced 
the hallowed portals of the 5 star plus ATG WOs Block 
of cella. Directed by the resident Supreme Council of 
ageing WOs and managed by "Jim" we lay on an excellent 
service. Where else in quarters do you get tha·t 0555 
hours hot cuppa and cheery morning report to jolt you 
back from the uncontrollable clacking of our steam 
heated slumberland? We look forward to seeing you again 
----- your room remains just as you left it, complete with 
silver fish· and the unmade bed! 

Questions for the Quarter 

1 023 •. a. What happens at Corps Conferences? 

b. How many serving Sappers contribute 
to the Corps Memorial building fund? 

--ooOOoo-

0 ........ ---~-
Depressed flea 

committing 
suicide 

t' 

--ooOOoo-

The father had been trying to reason with 
his son on the evils of staying out late 
at night and getting up late in the morning. 

"You will never get anywhere the way you 
are going." he said. "Remember the early 
bird catches the worm." 
"Well, what about the 
worm" inquired the son. 
"What is the point in 
him getting up so 
early? He got caught." 

BeAn 
EARLY BIRD 

"My boy," replied the father, 
"that worm hadn •t been to bed all 
night. He was on his way home 1" 

--ooOOoo--

. , 
:~. 
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SECTION THREE 

'.iAIOURU SURVEY NOTES 

by: Ssgt A. . J.Brown 

1024 Two RF Cadets (Cdt LE Cl arke 
and Cdt T Haaima) started their.t r ade . 
training as Engineer surveyors ~n Apr~l 
this year under my supervision. This 
has proved to have many advantages, one 
being that the Rover gets washed a little
more often and another is that I no 
longer have to impose on 2 Fd Sqn and 
5 Spt Sqn for a chainman. However , 
both Cadets graduate at the end of t his 
year so perhaps next year the Sappers 
who feel they are missing out will be 
able to notch up a few more TODs towards 
their fifteen years (Liaison Let t er No 2) 
by helping to measure Argo Road. 

1025. Soil survey is now well under way for design and 
planning for the next section of Argo Road. I nitially, 
this was the responsibility of SME and 5 Spt Sqn but it 
eventually became a joint effort i nvolving QA(\vAI/WEC) 
Sqn, 5 S'pt Sqn, S~lE and HQ Force Engr. 5 Spt Sqn supplied 
the Pilcon Wayfarer light drilling rig and a two man team 
liith all the know how to get the soil samples. QA Sqn 
towed the Pilcon and carried the ass ociated drilling gear 
with an M5-i-8TLC. It's a bit muddy i n places past the 
Westlawn Hut. HQ Force Engr ( the t wo RF Cdts and myself) 
helped by recording, bagging and labeJ~ing samples and 
SME do all the laboratory work . The weather during the 
latter part of the field wor k was not the best but 
Parkas "Swandri" green, woa:D..en, long sleeved, c/w hood 
are a great help when it gets a bit cold and wet out on 
the job. Unfortunat e ly Ordnance doesn't seem to have 
an item indent number for these yet. 

1026. Survey on the Argo started d.uring Annual Camp 1967. 
In June 1975 a chopper recon was done over the last section, 
from the junction of Rogers Spur and Three Kings to 
P~se Valley. Perhaps an enterprising young sapper 
~11 us e this and other facts as the basis of guesstimation 
t o run a swee~ta.ke ?n the construction completion date, 
for the benef~t of his ~F, or something. He'd need to 
be young s o as to be around still when it comes time to 
pay out1 

-ooOOoo-

NBC Pollution dedication: 15 minutes of silence 

-ooOOoo-

Content removed 
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Of Other Things 

1027. Out of the mouths of innocent babes come 
words of wisdom: 

True Scene: Soldier standing in front of mirror with 
electric razor, dressed in BD trou with 
braces but no training jersey on ~~ yet. 
Enter six year old daughter up a little 
earlier than usual. 

Daughter: Laughter. 
Dad (confused) What's so funny? 
Daughter: (finally managing to control laughter) 

Those funny old fashioned trousers 
with braces. 

The only explanation seems to be that she watches Mad !'-lad 
Movies when it's on tele. 

-ooOOoo-

--ooOOoo-

Noon through 
prison 
windows 

A speeding Sapper driver was caught 
by the Provost. "I'm a relation of 
the Provost Marshall pleaded the 
speedster. 
"Great," said the Provost Cpl wri.ting 
out the ticket. "Now he' 11 know 
I •m on the job." 

--ooOOoo-
Content removed due to 

copyright
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OHAPTER. 11 

FIRE BRIGADES 

SECTION ONE 

BURNHA.M CAMP FIRE BRIGA.DE 

Appointments 

1101. The following are the current appointments 
as at ], Jul 75. 

Firemaster 
Deputy 
Firemen 

Dear Mr Editor 

WOI WD 
Ssgt MJ 
Sgt PJ 
Cpl RG 
Lcpl RM 
Spr se 

Hall 
Bassett 
Kennedy 
Lane 
Bdwards 
Hanson 

1102. My congratulations on the publication of our 
liaision letter which all Fire Staff at Burnham read with 
considerable interest. It may be supposed that I 
should jump on the band wagon seeing so much information 
on Fire Brigades have been included, other than to submit 
a few comments to correct or confirm relevant sections 
on Fire Brigades in liaison letter number two. 

1103. A.uxilium in Fericulo (what does it mean), an 
outstanding effort Peter that undoubtedly brought many 
a smile from readers, but in serious context, how true. 
I have just finished a "Tasking Report" on the Burnham 
Camp Fire Brigade which provides all this information 
for any reader if he wisheso 

11 04. RNZA.F Fire Courses. Thank you Linton Fire 
Brigade for acknowledging Cpl Lane's achievement on the 
Senior Firemen's Course at Wigram, incidental to it all, 
he topped the course with 83.6~. This in actual fact 
poses a problem to the experts. Three A.rmy firemen from 
Burnham attended the total of five courses at Wigram. 
Our attending firemen attained three firsts and two seconds, 
the lowest mark of the five courses were 82~' hence: 
are these firemen outstanding or are the courses of a poor 
standard? 

1105. Fire Brigades. My congratulatior~ to the writer 
on the section on Fire Brigades in Chap 14 Vol 2. He has 
commented upon something that has been apparent for years 
but keep trying and come and have a quiet look at Burnham 
Camp Fire Station for starters. 

In conclusion - well done Editor. 

Signed Full Blooded "~1ainlander" 
--ooOOoo-

Content removed due to 
copyright
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The Good Old Days? 

A public re~ationa tour around the training tower 
and through the smoke chamber 

Characters: A Dep1ty Chie! :Fire Officer, a :Fireman, an 
o~d ~ady and an attractive gir~. 

The touring party enter the dark smoke chamber. 
They hear first a lingering kiss, then a vigorous 
&ap. The party emerges into the light again. 
BveryoJW remains si~ent, but the Deputy Chief has 
a back eye. The old ~ady thinks, "What a good 
gir ~ she is, and such fine mora~ character. " 
The gir~ thinks, "Isn't it strange that the 
Dep1ty Chie! tried to kiss the old ~ady and not me." 
The Dep1ty Chie! thinks, "that fireman is a smart 
one - he steus a kiss and I get hit." 
The :Fireman thinks, "I'm a c~ever fellow, I kiss 
the back of my hand, hit a Dep1ty Chie! and get 
away with it." 

-ooOOoo--

In one fire brigade after a year's service 
fire fighters are known as Hardy Annuals .. ' 

-ooOOoo-
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SECTION TWO 

LINTON CAMP FIRE BRIGADE 

Appointments 

1106. The fo11owing are the current appointments 
as at 1 Ju1 75. 

Fi:remaster 
Deputy 
Pi rem en 

hJ.ae Al1a.rma 

WOII RGS 
Sgt K 
Cpl JP 
Cp1 T 
Spr J 

1107. Like most Fire Brigades, 
we have trouble vi th False llarm 
experts but have been in luck 
just 1atel.y in that the offenders 
of the last two falBe ca1ls have 
been apprehended. 

1108. The first ca11 vas 
from the Camp Cinema, and on 
investigation, a 1 5 year old 
boy vas taken to task and 

Pull. en 
Gray 
Cars on 
Keoll8 
Bru 

Fire Pg!e for 
Al.arms 

subsequently questioned by the 
a:Lv11 Police. The outcane was that he was directed to 
work in the Camp Fire Station for three weekends. 

1109. The second call was from the housing area and, 
but for the observance of some party goers, the offenders 
would have escaped detection. These two were civilians 
from Pa1merston North. Once again the Civil Police were 
ca1led and the off~nders placed undel' arrest. After 
spending approximately 36 hours in the cells, they 
appeared before the 1oca1 magistrate - the result, a fine 
of $45. 

111 o. It is pJ.easill8 to note the diligence of people 
living in the housing area, in our efforts to curb the 
few who think the :fire Br:i.gade a Big joke and transmit 
these false a1arms. 

D.on. Ken Kit Joe 
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1111. As a further deterent, it is suggested that a 
scal.e of turnout charges be established and these can 
then be applied by the Camp Commander or local magistrate 
and paid to the Public Account. This is the case with 
most civ:l..l. fire brigades. The onJ.y way to sort these 
idiots out is to real.ly hit their pockets • 

.Qeneral. 

1112. our congratuJ.ations go to Cpl JF Carson on his 
attaining a provisional pass in the NZ Fire Service 
National. Senior Firemen's examination. apl Carson 
is the first service fireman to sit this exam, and 
hopefull.y the forerunner of a trade requirement. The 
significance of' his achievement is even greater when only 
two out of' a total of eight from the loo Fire Authority 
gained passes. 

New Clothing 

1113. At long last the new 
protective clothing scale has been 
released. Although a few anomalies 
exist, it is better than tbe 
previous scal.e, but only time will. 
tell. It is expected that long 
delays will be experienced in the 
dell very of' the prime items, such 
as Bunker aoats, trousers and 
boots. It is probably unfair 
to blame the service system in 
total as I Ullderstand the Oj_ v:l..l 
fire Service have problems in 
obtaining clothing items as well. 

Congratulations 

1114. Congratulations to 
both Mr Hall at Burnham and 
Mr Ou.mminga of' Waiouru on two 
fire articles in Liaison 
Letter No 2. We find it 
pleasing to read articles 
from other units. Also to 
Cpl.and Na.:ianne Polglase 
the1r 10 t1ny fingers and 
toes in the shape of a boy 
on 13 July 1975. 

--ooOOoo-

The greatest fire hazard in the World is: 

Pyjamaa: 

MB.I - WOMBN - CHILDREN 

-ooOOoo-

Garments kept under newly-weds pillows 
in case of fire. 
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SECTION THREE 

lvAIOURU FIRE BRIGADE 

Appointments 

1115. The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Jul 75. 

Firemaster 
Deputy 

WOI P Cummings 
i3sgt MF Aston 

1116. There is no change in our personnel except 
the addition of two new members who have come in from 
civilian street: 

Sgt Hargreaves 
Cpl Sparks 

1117. The fire brigade has answered 98 calls to 
date this year and hopes it will stay at this figure. 

1118. Lcpl Cockburn was married recently and Cpl 
Kyle has a new addition to his family - a daughter. 

-ooOOoo-

The panic-stricken 
man called the fire 
brigade and shouted 
that his house was 
on fire. 
"How do we get there?" 
the fireman asked. 
"Don't you have your 
red engine any more?" 
the man replied. 

--ooOOoo--

Hospitalised 
Painter's 

ladder 

Content removed due to 
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SECTION FOUR 

NGARUAWAHIA FIRE BRIGADE 

Appointments 

1119. The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Jul 75. 

1120. 

Firemaster 
Firemen 

No contributions received. 

-ooOOoo--

Ssgt RJF Canty 
Cpl H Ormsby 
Lcpl GR r1offi tt 

Wahr off: 

An island is a piece of land entirely 
surrounded by water 
A lake is water entirely surrounded by land 
A beach is a female dog surrounded by male dogs. 

-ooOOoo-
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CORPS l1ATTERS 

Colonel Commandant RNZE 

1201. Lieutenant Colonel A.R.Currie, DSO, OB~, BE(Civ) 
~~ZIE, Retired List, is appointed Colonel Commandant, RNZE, 
v.LCe Colonel J. Brooke-White OB~, HSc, BE(Civ) Retired List 
with effect from 1 April 1975. ' ' 

HZ Gaz 12 Jun 1975 page 1287 

Born Napier November 1910 

On the outbreak of war in 1 939 the HZ Regular 
Force hau only four officers for training and administration 
of the Territorial Forces. Of these, Lt A.R. CUrrie was 
one of the three professionally trained engineers in the 
Regular Army. He held various appointments in New Zealand 
before the war and during World War II served overseas as 
a squadron commander. He was wounded three times, once 
when his truck ran over a mine. Since the end of the war 
he has been Director of Fortifications and ·works ( 1946-
1949), Director RNZE (1949-50), Chief Engineer (1951-60). 
His time of service was thus spread, and will be hard to 
equal. 

Upon his retirement from the Regular Force he has 
maintained his interest in matters relating to the Corps and 
is at present serving on the Corps Committee and the Corps 
Memorial Association of which he is now President. 

QUO FAS ET GLORIA DUCUNT 

Older Sappers 

1 202 o · The question has been asked as to 
how many serving RF sappers were on active 
service during World War II. A brief 
survey has revealed the following: 

I1aj CM Douglas 
Jl!a.j HMJ Shorter 
WOII JT Bennett 

There are at least two more who served 
with the 'J' Force occupational forces 
in Japan. Omissiom from the abov~ 
list are urdntentional and correct~ons 
willingly made - on advice. Ed. 

--ooOOoo-

He is so shallow that if it weren't for 
bumper stickers he wouldn't have any 
opinions at all. 

-ooOOoo-
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Change of Address 

1203 • \VOII J.T.Bennett advises his address is now: 

Regional Works '110, South 
Canterbury Army Area 
Staff Capt 'Q' Office 
CAA Phone Ext 880 

Reward 

1204. Ai3 a result of SME be~ng nice 
and taking upon itself to orgaru..se a 
couple of large photographs ~or the 
National Reunion of Sappers ~n 
Christ church in Narch of this year, 
a cheque for $100 from the 
Reunion Committee has been 
forwarded to the Chief Engineer aa 
a contribution to the Corps 
Memorial FUnd. Actions speak louder 
than words and all parties appear 
most grateful. 

Statistics 

1205. From April 1952 until July 
1975 (23 years) s~m issued exactly 
1000 demolition tickets. This number 
does not include renewed tickets. 
This averages at 43.5 per year but in 
fact during 1974 104 tickets were 
issued. The lucky recipient of 
ticket 1000 is Ssgt Keith Henson of 
1 Fd Sqn. 

RE Conmemorative Covers 

1206. Over 100 different Royal Engineer Commemorative 
Covers are available from a Christchurch firm. Prices 
range from $1 to $6 each. A reproduction of one of these 
is on the following page. A sample list of the 1 00 
covers is: 

a. 

c. 

Diamond Jubilee of Handover from 
RE to RFC the responsibility 
of Military Flying 

The Sappers and Tanks in the 
First World War 

As above. Signed by Gen Sir 
Charles L. Richardson GCB, 
CBE, DSO: Chief Royal Engineer 

--ooOOoo-

Shrink resistant - socks that do shrink 
they just don't want to 

-ooOOoo-

$1.00 

$1 .oo 

$5.00 
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SAPPERS AT GIBRALTAR 1772-1972 e 
In 1772 the formation of a Company of Milit;uy Aruficcrs was 
recommended by the Chief Engineer at Gibrallar. lieutenant 
Colonel (afterwards General Sir Willl:tm) Green. Th1s was 
authon'\t:d b}' a Royal Warrant signed on 6 Mar~.:h 1772. Almost 
immediately the Company was rcn<1med the Soldier Artificer 
Company. Thc1r fir'H task was the construction of King's Bastion. 
1st Fortress Squ:1dron RE serving in Gibraltar can trace its 
descent, through the (orp(j of R6yal Sappers and Miners, to the 
original Soldier Arlificcr Company. 

During the Great S1cgc of 1779-83, the Soldier Artificer Company 
exc:~vated the Gallcnes - a notable feilture of the Rock - to 
obtain nanking fire from 24-pounder guns on to the enemy lines. 
Tunnelling then contmucd into the north face to provide the 
battcryof guns 1n owhal IS known as ''St. Gcorge's Hall." 

Thes~.: provided ac~ornmodation for the garrhon of the north 
face, a tunnelled hospital, covered storage areas for supplies and 
workshops, and extended to new dt:fcnce sites. The spoil from 
the tunnels was used mainly by the Royal Eng1neers to reclaim 
the land needed to extrnd the RAF runway to 1800 yards. 

Since the Second World War, notable tunnelling achievements 
were the completion of Keightley Way (October 1962) and 
Dudley Ward Way (September 1964), the only tunnels on the 
Rock driven for two-way vehicular traffic. The final tunnel 
driven by the Sappers on the Rock before cessation of the Trade 
of Tunneller in the Corps was Molcsend Way, (completed 
September 1967). 
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e. 

f. 
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The Tower of London built by 
the First King's Engineer 

Royal School of Nili tary 
Engineering Open Day 1974 

Golden Jubilee Rugby 
Football Natch between Royal 
Engineers and Royal Artillery 

$1.00 

$1.00 

$1 .oo 
Proceeds from the sale of these covers goes to the 
upkeep of the RE Museum, Chatham with 1 ~ of all New 
Zealand sales going to the Royal Engineers Assn 
Christchurch. The address for further enquiries is 
shown on the reproduced sample or P.O.Box 1148 
Christchurch. Covers issued by the Royal navy , Fleet 
Air Arm, Royal Narines, Royal Air Force, National Army 
Jlluseum, British Regiment, British Military Uniforms and 
Army Specials are also stocked. 

Recently Donated to the Corps Memorial Library 

1207. a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

The Civil Engineer 
Vol 1 : (Published 

The Civil Engineer 
War Vol 2 

The Civil Engineer 
War Vol 3 

Featherston Cam:p 
(Published 1917) 

in War 
1948) 

in 

in 

Airfields, 
Roads, Railways 
& Bridges 

Docks and 
Harbours 

Properties of 
Materials, 
Structures, 
Hydraulics, 
Tunnelling and 
Survey 

The abo~e pub~cations contain a symposium of papers 
on wart~e eng~eering problems and are useful 
background to all Field Engineers. 

-ooOOoo-

From the Engineer in Chief's 
Conference (UK) 

"Is it tea or coffee?" 
"Yes Sir." 

-ooOOoo-

Two corpuscles 
who loved in 

vein 
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ErMdneer Stores Supply 

1208. The supply problems of 
Sapper stores differs to that of other 
major arms. Other arms can only 
apply the weapons with which they 
are equipped and trained; thus a 
field artillery battery is limited to 
fir~ shells of a particular type and 
calibre at targets within its range. 
The major variable is the rate of fire 
which is staff controlled. The supply 
problem to support such a battery is 
one of the forward movement of ammuni
tion. 

1209. On the other hand, the Sapper 
cannot finally define his requirement 
until he can make a reconnaissance, often 
at the last moment, and he rarely has 
enough tools and materials on hand to do 
more than elementary preliminary work. 
The additional tools and material are 
required with great urgency. 

1210. A senior Sapper must help his 
Force Commander to choose between a 
number of alternative engineer solutions to a problem each 
involving different logistic requirements and offering 
different advantages in time, men and material. Sapper 
units must be supported by engineers in the staf~ and 
logistic ' train who understand the engineer implications 
of the logistic problems that arise and of alternations 
in the quantity, timing and order of arri va.l of 
resources. These engineer staff officers must give 
positive advice and assistance to the sapper on the ground 
to help him to make his plan and to adjust it to meet the 
changing circumstances. 

1 211 • ·rhe variety and quantity of stores that may be 
required by the engineer is so great that it is both 
impractical and uneconomical to hold stocks near to the 
site, to cover every eventuality. The stocks that are 
held, must be controlled in such a way that they are 
available to any sapper anywhere (unlike the flow of 
ammunition forward). The decision as to what stocks to 
hold, where to hold them and the maintenance and repair 
backing required by the sapper is a complex matter requiring 
skilled management by practieal engineers and is unlike 
problems of other arms. No wonder we are :not fully 
unders tood but care to spread the word? 

--ooOOoo-

He who does not hope to win has already lost. 

--ooOOoo-
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Remember This Competition? 

1212. on wide roads 
Side roads 
or run-away-and-hide roads 
in rallies 
valleys 
or driving to the sea 
on through roads 
new roads 
shake you black and blue roads 
steep roads 
• creep' roads 
sappers all agree 

rlere is the only answer receivedll 

That rough roads 
tough roads 
Argo-and-get-stuffed roads, 
when breaking 
making 
or formed at A T Gee, 
on slow roads 
go roads 
going bells of clapper roads 
Sapper roads 
are dapper roads -
the best you'll ever see. 

jn:ortunately this entry does not qualify for_a p~ize 
cf a 2tc stamp as the originator is on the edltorlal staff. 

Tecnnical Storeman 

1213. All squadrons seem to have them but who really 
Knows their role or their supposed capabilities? Whilst 
this article claims no authenticity, it is a serious attempt 
to engender thoughts and define the subject. Correspondence 
is welcomed and will be published. For convenience, three 
levels only of competency are discussed and therefore does 
not necessarily relate to the star, trade-pay system. 

1214. Basic Technical Storeman. Able to indent for 
the equipments and materials used by a Fd Sqn, be they 
hand tools, MT, training, clothing, aocommodation or project 
stores. He, under supervision, should also be able to 
care for and maintain those stores, and to maintain the 
appropriate stores accounts. He is able to do so because 
he r.as been taught: 

a. How to use stores regulations, the many 
different forms involved and the action 
required for receipt and issues, and when 
discrepancies arise then or on stocktake. 

b. How to maintain the condition and safety 
of stores under cover or in the open. 

/HovT to 



How to prepare stores for movement and 
within the limits of his experience the 
identification of tools and equipme~ts 
the recognition of the need for repair' and 
repair procedure. 

c. How to use, within safety limits, forklifts, 
chains, slings and s·..rR and how to 1;ork with 
cranes etc. 

1215. He should be give the 1;idest possible experience 
in every form of stores activity within the unit and on all 
tasks that will increase his knowledge of the equipments, 
tools and materials used in military engineering. This 
experience should result in a reduction in stores problems 
as well as better storemen. 

1216. Intermediate Technical Storeman. Training to 
this standard should extend his capabilities and confirm the 
level of competence of being able to work in his trade 
without supervision. Extension of ability should include 
knowledge of office procedure including signal messages, 
plant documentation, unit loading tables, tactical packs, 
130, IJ.3Hs and the adjustment of accounts by write-off 
action and conversion vouchers. Progress in his trade 
implies suitability for employment involving responsibility 
and judgement. 

1217. Senior Technical Storeman. 
The final stage of training, coupled with 
the appropriate experience should enable 
him to have: 

a. 

b. 

The know-how to obtain 
any equipment or material 
required by a unit, 
irrespective of source ee, 
Engr sapply or manufacture, 
Ordnance supply, or 
through contracts or local 
purchase. 

\ 

The knowledge of how to plan and organise 
a major unit stores system, to co?trol the 
movement of stores into or from t:J.at store, 
in accordance with established principles 
and techniques for storekeeping, material 
handling, security, stores accounting and 
work study. 

Full exercise of these capabilities should be compatible 
with responsibility. There should be a dual aim of 
proper employment of this Senior Technical Storeman and 
for his own pursuit of proficiency in his trade. 

--ooOOoo-

:Ie: Will you marry me? 
She: No, but I admire your taste. 
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corps }!useum Magazines Perused Recently 

1218. 

Reunion 

1219. 

Doctor: 

Wife: 
Doctor: 

"Nen Lonely" I>larch 1941 llroduced aboard 
HMT J23 ~'Athlone Castle") with 7 Fd Coy 
aboard - price 1/-

"Sappers Shrapnel" May 1918 produced 
aboard HJIIT "Balmoral Castle" (36th NZE) 

Te Waka 0-Tu (The War Craft) May 1 940 
produced aboard HJIIT ''Aquitania" (includes 
7 Fd Coy NZE) - price 3d. 

"The Sago of Simkins" 2 NZEF 

"Johnny NZ in Italy" Sep 1945 printed in 
Rotorua - price 2/6 

"Field Training Manual" 1862 (Noted the 
Field Service Level is being taught 
exactly the same now- 113 years later). 

Newsletter- 1 Fd Engr Regt RNZE 1961 
(includes accounts of Bailey bridge 
construction near Riverhead 120ft 
D/S over the Rangi toponui River/Nill Flat 
area, \vaitemata County; Festival of 
Wellington 30ft S/S in 22 mina; 150ft T/S 
over the Clarence River; two 90ft T/S 
class 150 spans at Kaiwharawhara in gale 
conditions.) 

"The ANZAC Book" 191 5. Every vTord \vri tten 
beneath a waterproof sheet or sandbags 
within range of the Turkish rifles. 

New Zealand Engineers 1st NZEF: 
50th Golden Jubilee Reunion, Takapuna 
a3A Hall Annex, Auckland, Saturday 
13 September 1975 at 2 pm. Enquiries to: 
Secretary Syd Carter 14/61Allendale Rd 

Mt Albert, Auckland 3. 

--ooOOoo-

Your husband must have rest and quiet. 
Here's a sleeping pill. 
'ilhen do I give it to him? 
Don't give it to him. Take it yourself. 

-ooOOoo-
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Corps Expansion No 2 

1220. From Engineers are expected new ideas and 
impro~ements in the methods of waging war; it may truly 
be s~d that most technical developments are born and 
bred in the Corps. When they have grown up they are sent 
out to a separate life in the Service. Liaison Letter 
No 2 gave some background on the birth of the Tank Corps 
this time the subject is ' 

Aeronautics 

Balloons were first used in 
Bechuanaland for 
observation purposes in 
1884. Training was 
carried out at 
Chatham until the RE 
Balloon Depot was formed at Aldershot in 1890. 
Aeroplanes were developed at the beginning 
of the present century and in 1911 an Air 
Battalion RE was formed, which was taken 
over by the Royal Flying Corps in 1912. 
Later this was combined with the aoyal 
Naval Air Service, to form the R.A.F. 

Roll of Honour 

1221. The Roll of Honour of the Royal New Zealand 
Engineers for 1939-45 is enshrined in the St Hartins 
RNZE Corps Memorial Church at Linton Milita~y Camp. 
The Roll of Honour of the Royal New Zealand Engineers 
for 1914-18 is enshrined in the Kitchener Chapel, St 
Pauls Cathedral, London. The Chief Engineer is actively 
pursuing colour negatives of this Roll so very hopefully 
both rolls will be able to be read within New Zealand. 

P .3. A photocr·,, hed colour copy of 
the 1914- 18 RNZE Roll of 
Honour is now at 3JI1E Linton -
Ed. 

I like work: It fascinates me. 
I can sit and look at it for 

hours. 
I love to keep it by me. 
The thought of getting rid 

of it nearly breaks 
my heart. 

- ooOOoo-

Content removed due 
to copyright
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Why are we called "Sappers" inquires my ignorant 
self? 
"Because" withered the Sgt "you misguided off
spring of unwed parents, you are only a sap." 
Crestfallen, I question the padre "3apis, 
sapere, Satin, to be wise, hence the inherent 
wisdom of sappers." 
Flattered, I try this version on my officer. 
"Rats" he retorts. "All sappers are divided 
into three classes, Officers, NCOs and baggies. 
History and textbooks have provided one 
universal title, which tradition we must 
uphold." 
As usual he was too learned for me to follow 
as I bathed my thoughts in a couple of jugs. 
Sap is lifegiving stuff that flows. So is 
blood. So is booze, but a few are not 
boozers. I've got my shoes on but I'm not 
walking. 

To excape the brain maze, I consult the manual. 
Sap, it says, is a form of trench dug towards 
the enemy by men at its bottom. But we have 
never approached the enemy and vre have •••••• 
Pity, the life of a mole is appealing. 

Another volume indicates that sappers in 
bygone days acted in an advisory capacity to 
the army and should be treated as friends in 
doing much to improve conditions by technical skill. 
Convinced at last, I approach the gunners and 
grunts at the bar. "I am your friend, treat me." 
Picking myself up from the floor I sadly reflect 
that I am a Sapper but nobody ever defined us 
properly to the rest1 

-ooOOoo--

We were showing visitors around Waiouru 
and six-year-old son explained that all 
streets were named after famous Brigadiers 
Generals and Colonels. ' 

"This is Ruapehu Drive " son announced, 
"but I think he was oniy a Corporal." 

-ooOOoo--
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CHAPTJ!:R. 1 ~ 

SAPPERS ABROAD 

SECTION ONE 

BAILEY BRIDGING IU WEST~RII SA1·10A 

by: Capt T.W.Dench 

1301. As a result of severe 
flooding in the area of the Namo 
River near the village of Solo Solo 
in Western Samoa during November 
1974, a main road concrete bridge 
was destroyed. The bridge gave 
access to the eastern end of the 
main island from the capital of Apia. 
At the request of the Samoan Govern
ment a temporary replacement Bailey 
bridge was provided under the New 
Zealand government's bilateral aid programme. This 
bridge would be required for about a year when it was 
expected finance would be available to build a permanent 
structure. 

1302. The initial request was for a 120ft span bridge. 
All component parts less deck chesses, wheel guides and 
roller templates were supplied and shipped to 'llestern Samoa 
from stocks held at SHE. The 'i!estern Samoan Public 'works 
Department were to provide the above mentioned deficient 
items plus the usual construction tools, transport, earth
moving machinery and construction labour. As the Army 
was providing the bridge, I was fortunate in being selected 
to go to \vestern Samoa to advise on the bridge e::-ection. 
Having been suitably briefed by Doug Roberts and Hajor 
Tony Shorter (two previous visitors to the Island) on things 
to do and see and of course the Ninistry of Foreign Affairs, 
I arrived in Western Samoa to be met by no lesser person 
than the Public Works Department's Director himself. 

1 :503. His advice and assistance proved mos t helpful 
especially the suggestion that from his experience, if 
you wanted a job completed in a given time frame, then 
you should do it yourself. This proved particularly true 
in the assembly of timber for packing and grillages, 
transport to and from the bridge site and during the actual 
bridge construction. 

/1 304. Perhaps 

-ooOOoo-

Two much attention to danger makes one 
often fall into it. 

-ooOOoo-
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1304 . Perhaps the most outstanding impression gained 
on arri va..l is the amount of financial aid and technical 
expertise being directed into such a small place as :•/astern 
Samoa. The World bank, the Asian Development Bank , New 
Ze~and, Australia and Japan are all contributing large 
SUI:lS of money to a great variety of projects under control 
of the Samoan Government. A new Hospital, a Telegraph 
centre, a Radio station, a Timber Treatment and Sawmill 
plant and a new roading and bridging system are but a few 
of the projects in progress. New Zealanders appear to l>e 
in control or advising in just about every area except 
pernaps the religious scene. Others that are contributing 
mucr. to the Samoan scene are the American Hote l Corporation 
and Peace Corporations, the New Zealand VSA and 3.1\TEX of 
New :::ealand. 

1305. The Special Projects 
Development Cor poration is an 
organisation financed by the 
World Bank to undertake 
selected projects. One of 
these is the reconstruction 
of the Island's roading 
system which is being re
designed by BNBX of NZ . 
Fourteen years ago the Island 
reading system was in :first 

class order but unfortunately through no maintenance and 
the increase in traffic density, the present roads are not 
much better than cart tracks. 

1 :306 • Most of the tarsea..l has disappeared and as a 
res~lt of the very humid climatic conditions the extensive 
pot h?les in the volcanic rock and clay surf~ce has reduced 
traff~c speeds to about five miles per hour. 

1307. An on site inspection was made of the bridging 
area on S~turd~y the first of Jllarch. Three possible 
construct~on s~tes were offered, two of which were 
unacceptable because of the fo llowing disadvantages: 

a. In both areas extensive embankment 
construction work would be required to: 

(1) Narrow the gap to suit the 120ft 
of bridging being supplied. 

(2) Raise_ the level of the bridge above 
the h~ghest recorded flood level. 

The only readily available material was 
a?Or~ graded river gravel Which WOUld be 
~ff~c~lt to compact and would re Uire 
:~~~=~v~ S?o~r prev:ntative meas~res ·to 
future ~1~~~~: du~ng periods of possible 

/c. In one case 

~------------------- ---------------~ 

Content removed due to copyright
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c. In one case, the acquisition of land for 
approach and exit roads. 

d. The construction of approach and exit 
roads. 

e. A new concrete bridge was to be built on 
one of the sites in about one year's time. 

13?8• The remaining site was on the existing bridge 
alignment and, although the damaged bridge still presented 
an obstruction to th~ immediate erection of a new bridge, 
work had started on ~ts removal. Scouring of the 
embankments due to flooding and sea wave action had extended 
the water gap to approximately 145ft. 
The embanlanent on the Apia side of the 
rlver was still intact but would 
require some minor reconstruction and 
scour preventative measures especially 
around the area of the new bridge seat. 
The embanlanent at the other end had 
suffered drastically from the effects 
of flood scour and wave action. The 
toe of the concrete embankment wall had 
sunk five feet causing it to tilt 
forward four feet. On the seaward side 
of the embankment, wave action had washed 
out much of the embankment fill material. 

1309. When the damaged bridge girders 
had been removed, major reconstruction of 
this embankment was necessary to provide 
a firm foundation on which to position the Bailey bridge. 

1310. Following discussions with the Director of Works, 
it was agreed that the Special Projects Development 
Corporation would be tasked to erect the bridge, clear the 
old bridge from the site and provide all heavy plant for 
earthworks in the reconstruction of the abutments and 
access roads. 

1311. The Public Works Department undertook to provide 
a construction crane and the transport of the equipment 
from the Apia wharf to the construction site. However, as 
usually happens,when the Bailey equipment had been off-loaded 
onto the wharf, the only transporter that the P\VD possessed 
was in workshops under repair so the responsibility for 
transporting the equipnent to the site was passed to the 
S.P.D.C. 

1312. Conventional design and construction methods 
were used to erect the bridge. Because the finished gap 
measured 130ft instead of the 120ft mentioned in the 
original request, the design was altered as follows: 
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Bridge 130ft DD with one ten foot ramp at each end 

The bridge was launched with 7 bays SS nose, the 
first two bays of bridge DS and the remaining bays DD. 

Decking stringers were left off the first five bays of 
bridge and all these stringers were used as a counter 
weight on the last bay of bridge. 

Panels from the launching nose were used to complete 
the first two bays as DD. 

To overcome the shortfall in decking stringers a bay 
of ramp stringer was modified to four inches in depth 
and fitted into the bridge decking system. 

To complete the bracing on the last bay of bridge, 
improvised bracing frames were produced in the SPDC 
workshop as were several guide rollers to replace those 
missing from the launching rollers supplied with the 
construction equipment. 

Roller templates which were to have been manufactured 
by the Samoan Public Works Department never arrived so 
these were improvised on site from timber acquired on a 
preVious visit to the PWD timber yard. 

The embankment on the landing side was reconstruatad_bv 
placing large boulders in the -
base of the scoured out areas. 

River gravel was used to fill in 
the voids and proVide a level 
base on which to place two 
layers of 12" by 12"· timber 
cribbing to form the ends of 
bridge support. 

The old bridge girders were 
placed against the up and 
downstream faces of both 
abutments to give protection 
from future flood scour. 

I The upper 

Content removed due to 
copyright
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The upper ~ayer of gravel at the bridgeseats however, 
still req~red some form of anti-scour protection at 
the time of my departure from Samoa. 

1313. Fifteen labourers, plumbers and plant operators 
from ~he road g~s of the ~PDC performed exceptionally 
well ~n conatruct~ng the br~dge in t'.venty-two hours. 
None had seen Bailey before, few had used a spanner and 
all were ?arefooted. However, what they lacked in knowledge 
and technique, was more than equalled in enthusiasm 
especially in swinging a sledge hammer at bent parts or 
non-aligned bolt holes. Apart from the usual nt~ber of 
bent parts requiring straightening and the failure under 
load of three of the four jacks supplied, the only problems 
encountered were in the control side. An over enthusiastic 
operator by excavating six feet over the area of the 
construction site instead of three feet for the bridge seat 
proved the value of written instructions instead of verbal 
ones to a site foreman. To do anything in 3amoan time 
requires a period for consideration, meditation and planning, 
etc etc. Consequently, one had to involve oneself in 
just about every construction team to ensure the bridge 
would be finished on tine. The art of getting the 
labourers to work was simply a matter of me picking up 
each bridge part and attempting to fit it into the bridge. 
The labourers would rush to assist but very seldom did I 
manage to get them to start a sequence by themselves 
except when plant machines were involved. They were good 
at operating plant items and used the machines for all 
sorts of tasks not necessarily on the construction site. 

1314. On leaving the area on the 18 l"!ar the bridge 
was complete except for deck chesses and ribands. These 
did not arrive on the site until the end of April/ early 
May when the bridge was opened by the Prime ilinister of 
Western Samoa. 

1 315. No matter where we travel in the 1vorld there is 
always someone who has been in or associated with the Army 
doing their thing. The deputy director of ·.vorks Keith 
f•lawson is a relative of Captain Hubert Nawson (rF) of 2 
Field Squa(iron. In a recent letter he mentioned that the 
bridge was inadvertently test-loaded during the opening 
ceremony. A train of vehicles consisting of a Caterpillar 
965 front end loader, a loaded 6 ton metal truck, a partially 
loaded truck followed by a fully loaded Samoan bus crossed 
the bridge immediately after the official party. 

Content removed due to copyright
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Sanething evidently went wrong with the front end loader 
for all vehicles stopped nose to tail on the bridge. 
Fortunately the bridge is still standingl 

1 31 5. Ex JIIaJor Ja.mes Ross RUZE, is supervising the 
provisioning of the new hospital in Apia. He has been 
seconded for the task from the Auckland Hospital Board. 
Don Marshall the SPDC workshop manager, comes from Turangi 
where he managed a workshop for the NOW. He knows most 
of the plant people of RNZE and has attended a Bridging 
Course at the SNE. Professor Schwass from Nassey 
Unive rsity is well known to those of us who were fortunate 
to have been in Thailand on the Feeder Roads Project. 
He visited Apia during March to advise the Government on 
some educational or agricultural problems. 

1316. The above are but a few of the memories of the 
erection of another Bailey Bridge. l'Iost consider that 
the erection of Bailey is extremely simple, perhaps so. 
However, the satisfaction gained from the successful 
erection of this bridge on a foreign site with all its 
inherent organisational, site control and local labotiT 
prlblems, made this task for me a most enjoyable and 
rewarding one. 

--ooOOoo-

PROBLEiviS 

Have you problems such as: 

Not enough men for the job 
Excessive costa 
Too much paper work 
Not enough storage space 
Information not ·available when required 
Under~utulized personnel, machines and 

eqm.pment 
Job~/projects taking too long or which 

mlght be simplified? 

If so, there is every indication that a Work 
St~y_project might help you to operate more 
efflClently. For further details contact: 

(Sorry • Advertising not permitted. Ed) 

-ooOOoo-

Young marriage: "w · th e~dowatlt~Ye worldly goods I thee • groom repeated. 

"Well," shispered his father 
"There goes his bicycle." 

--ooOOoo-
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SECTION T,</0 

H.FMF RURAL D.C.:V rlLOl'M.:!:NT UNIT 

by: Capt K.J.Woods from Fiji 

Bula, 

1317. The Fijian sappers whom I mentioned in the 1st 
newsletter as those who would staff the squadron, are now 
in New Zealand and well occupied with their Trade 
Orientated course at 3~lli. I understand that they are 
disappointed the NZ greatcoat has been withdrawn from 
service, they prefer them to pyjamas at this time of the 
year in Lint on. 

1318. Having had a quick look at parts of the Central 
and Eastern Divisions, it is obvious that a good deal of 
our time will be spent on bridging tasks, both short fixed 
span and suspension bridges up to 150ft. Because of the 
terrain, most rural villages are served only by walking 
tracks which connect a series of villages and terminate at 
the normal means of transport to the larger towns, sometimes 
a secondary road and sometimes a large river. 

1318. River transport, 
especially in the river deltas 
and lowlands, is the only 
practical means of transport and 
this fact to a large extent has 
governed the size and type of tools 
with which the Squadron will be equipped. ~~~~~~~ The tools selected had to be light enough 
for man packing or transporting in small punts 
and at the same time robust enough to cope 
with the various tasks in remote areas 
without the need of constant maintenance or 
repair. The tools selected and with which 
each tradesman in the works section will be 
issued are: 

Bag carpenters 
Bag Nail 
Bar wrecking 
Bevel 
Bits, auger 4 in- 1in 
Blades, hacksaw 
Brace 
Chest tools 
Chisels 4 in- 1tin 
Chisel cold 
Cockscomb masonry set 
Drill hand 
Drills Twist 
Files, flat and saw 
Floats, steel and wooden 
Hacksaw 
Gauge 
Goggles safety 

Content 
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hammerti, carpenters 
" bricklayers 

Jointers, brick 
spirit lcve 1 
Line, bricklayers 
Oil can 
Planes, jack and smoothing 
l'liers 
Plumb bob 
Nail punches 
Tool rolls 
Rasp 
Rule f . 
saws, keyhole, crosscut & hal r1p 
saw set 
Screw drivers various 
Spanner crescent 
Oil stone 
squares carpenters and bloc~ayers 
Trowels pointing 

(Specialists such as plumbers! elect~icians, 
will have their own well equ1pped k1ts.) 

15 19 . In addition each section commander will hold 
a sup~ly of shovels, bars, tirfor hoists, b~lt cutters, 
~owley level, lanterns, chainsaws, axes •. ~ach s~c~1on 
will also be equipped with a power tool k1t compr1s1ng a: 

Yanmar 5.5 KW Generator 
10fin HD '1>1akita 3kill Saw 
tin drill 
5i" planer 
8" double ended bench grinder 
Isolating transformer 

1320. The sections will be self contained i n 12 seater, 
four wheel drive stations wagons and trailers and will be 
able to i raw on the Sqn Q store for special items such as 
Kanga nammers, concrete mixers, welding/cutting plant, 
demolitions kit, disc grinders, ladders, ramsets, 3in pump, 
heavy tirfor hoist, wheelbarrows and additional quantities 
of hand tools. Control will be exercised t h rough two 
radio nets, one from H~ to each Section Commander and a 
local net between work sites. For those interested in 
the details of the Jqn equipment, I have enclosed a 
complete list of the Sqn holdings to the CI, J r·lli. 

1321. Another reqUirement in the delta 
areas will be the construction of flood 
gates, working on a clack or flap 
valve principle, preventing the sea 
water entering the crop areas at high 
tide but allowing fresh water to flow 
out when the tide drops enough for the 
gates to open. Concrete block house 
construction will be carried out in all 
areas and no doubt other tasks will 
foL.ow as the sqns skills become known. 

--ooOOoo--

'·lharfies: More haste less •••.•• overtime 
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1 322. ~he ?uilding programme in camp for the 3qn 
accommodat~on ~s under way and trade trainees from IIOII 
Bailey's school are about to pour the floor slab of our 
H~ building. It is proposed to have at least the H~ 
building ready for occupation by 3eptember this year. 
We have still no firm answer on extra llZ Sapper staff 
assistance but a further request has been forwarded to 
the NZ Government and hopefully we will hear something 
soon. 

1323. Hy wife has settled down to the new life very well 
and has even found time to flit around 
the golf course several times a week. 
The children have also found some 
interesting pastimes - Leisa collects 
local cats and dogs and brings the~ home 
for a feed, 3onja collects all sorts 
of creatures fro~ the local muiflats 
at ~authala Bay and keeps them in 
plastic bags (often for far too {'·~ 
long) and ~aymond keeps toads (they 
turn up in all sorts of funny places.) 
lie had a snort holiday during the school 
holidays at a place called Nananui-i-Ra, a 
small island resort off the North ~ast tip of 
Viti Levu run by an ex il.~NS of the Fijian 
Regt during the r.la.yalan confrontation. Oscar 
Betham is his name and he remembers fron his 
army days Kiwis he served with who are still 
serving. (Shorty O'Brien and Rally J.Ianning for 
two.) Anyone planning a trip to Fiji and who 
are looking for a comfortable spot to fish, 
snorkle or simply laze around in warm friendly 
surroundings at moderate cost, could do w?rse th~ 
staning with Oscar. Should anyone want ~nfornat~on on 
any aspect of a Fijian trip, drop oe a line and I 'm sure 
that information would be available. 

--ooOOoo-

In America there is one bookshop for 
190,000 people, in England the rati? is. 
one bookseller to 35,000 people, wn~le ~n 
Australia it is one bookshop for 12000 
shoppers. In New Zealand it is one 
bookshop for every 2400 people! 

--ooOOoo-
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1 RHZIR 

by: Capt R.A. Sampson 

Appo1.ntments 

1324 . The following appointments a re held by 
sap~ers posted ERE: 

IO Capt RA 

cpl ·,·m 

Sampson ex C Coy 
1 RI<ZIR 

r~rphy ex 3 Fd 3qn rradesman Pioneer 

Postl.MS 

3sgt L Thomas ex J.lMS Spt Coy to .3r.Ii: 

Spr HJ Wall ex Aslt Pnr Pl to 1 Fd .3qn 

Spr HP Kingi ex 11 11 11 " " 

Jpl liD }1urphy (Spud) 

Bn Changeover 

1326. Famili~r old faces of Thomas, Wall and Kingi 
have now left us to be replaced by only Cpl .3pud Hurphy. 
Hhat is happening down there - where are all those up 
and coming field engineer instructors? The reduced 
'Engineer Nafia1 has now re-established itself in the 
unit in the form of the Intelligence Officer in Battalion 
neadquarters and the Tradesman Pioneer located in 
Administration Company. 

Close Ups 

1327. The new 10 is doing is best to keep out of 
everybody's way and adopt a low profile without m~ _____ _ 
success and is currently snowed under 
with everybody's too difficult projects. 
Cpl Spud Eurphy is now settled in for 
nis tour until May 77 and is currently 
living with his family at 3eletar. No 
stranger to the area having been here in 
May 73 on a JALAN ULU Exercise located in 
the Mersing/Jemuluang Airfield area, he 
nas already re-orientated himself with 
a six day period in the Kota-Tingi area 
on the G Familiarisation Course. 3 Fd 
~r's loss becomes Administration CompanY'S 
ga1.n as Spud Murphy is active in Badminton 
·volleyball and Golf and was involved in all three during 
the recent Battalion Sports Week. The Corporals Club 
'lB.ve ~lso gained a stalwart member particularly for the 
oc~as1.on when they need something built, repaired or 
..,al.nted. 

--ooOOoo-
If you think nothing of the work you do, plenty 

of people will agree with you 
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Battal ion Activities 

1 328. 1 R.NZIR has had a particularly busy schedule 
for the first half of 1975. Major events were as 
follows: 

a. Ex Green Beret II. ~x Green Beret II 
combined Aslt Pnr and Sigs Dets with 
C Coy in an adventurous training exercise 
on the East Coast of ~:alaysia, south of 
Mersing. A varied programme included 
Sub Aqua Training, Jungle Surviva~, 
Assault Pioneer tasks and tracking. 
Frequent resupply of fresh rations by 
airdrop and helicopter kept spirits 
high and the only disruption turned out 
to be a tiger which wandered out at 
last light in front of a recon party 
returning to the base camp. 
Unfortunately for the tiger it was 
far too menacing to be ignored and paid 
the penalty. Spr Wall, now of 1 ?d 
Sqn, has some interesting photographs 
of the iger carcase. 

b. Air !-lob ;;x. An air mob ex conducted 
late in February gave the ~N and everyone 
else the normal amount of headaches in 
moving the Battalion out of Dieppe and 
eventually by air to another location. 
JUst wait until one of the squadron has 
to pack up completely and move by air, 
how about it Major Shorter?!! 

c. Ex Cheng Ho. Ex Cheng ~o, a joint 
exercise with the Singapore Armed Forces 
(SAF) Commands Battalion was conducted 
early in March. An outstanding success, 
the exercise gave plenty of scope for all 
members of the unit to work with 
Singaporeans particularly Assault Pioneers 
involved in the boating operations to 
support troop seabourne assaults and 
r e supply. 

The psychiatri s t lecturer: 

The pl umber : 

--ooOOoo--

"Jilay I have your tensions 
please" 

"OK now. All cisterns go." 

--ooOOoo-
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Ex Three Bridge~. Ex Three Bridges, the 
last such exerc1se to be conducted by 
28 Inf Bde saw the participation of 
three battalions, three SAS squadrons 
and a considerable amount of air support 
during April. 1 RNZIR played a 
particularly active part, marred only by 
an accident in the final stages ''hen a 
tree toppled over at night across a C 
coy night harbour posi~i~n,_killing one 
soldier and seriously 1nJur1ng a~other. 
The professionalism of RNZAF hel1copter 
casevac procedure was demonstrated to 
the full on that occasion. 

G Familiarisation Course. Designed to 
equip all new arrivals with up to date 
in-theatre knowledge, the G Courses are 
run every time a reinforc~m~nt arriv~s. 
C Coy carried out the tra1n1ng on th1s 
occasion, running all of the 250 odd 
soldiers through a three day in camp 
phase followed by six day bush phase in 
the Kota Tinggi area. A large base 
camp was established complete with the 
normal sort of sapper style shower 
points, picture screen and "very wet" 
canteen for the instructors concerned with 
the bush phase. In position for a month, 
the camp demonstrated just how successfully 
a company can exist on a road/air resupply 
link over 40 miles provided that the right 
sort of support is procured from the start. 

4dventurous Training 

1329. RNZIR soldiers still have ample opportunity 
for adventurous training in Singapore. Sub Aqua training 
is continuing to allow soldiers the chance to deploy out 
to off shore islands for diving expeditions. Despite the 
'bsence of Ssgt Thomas, training is to continue this year 
and it is hoped to have certain members accredited with 
British Sub Aqua qualifications. 

1330. Free-fall parachuting continues to be popular. 
Since reactivation,the Joint NZ/UK Para Association is well 
over the 500 descents mark and heading for No. 1000. Just 
recently an extensive parachute training exercise was 
conducted at Keluang in Malaysia culminating in a 
demona~ration of _training and advanced free-fall techniques 
to Sen1or Malays1an, NZ and UK officers - so airborne 
sappers are very welcome in Singapore. 

-ooOOoo-

Millions are idle, but 
thank goodness most of 
them have jobs. 

--ooOOoo-
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SBCTION FOUR 

WORKS SERVICE SECTION 
HEAD:).UARTERS NEW Z?l!LAND FORCE - 30UTH EAST 

~ 

by: WOII I. Lamb 

1331. The New Zealand Force 
Works Service team is still 
working at their often much 
critisized and thankless tasks 
o~ planning, ~stimating and super
v~sing all maJor and minor works 
required_ to keep a force of 1000 
odd people happily accommodated 
overseas. However, although there
are only three military staff in 
the works services (Force Engineer,
Sqn Ldr Dickie~ Clk Wks WOII Lamb 
and Ssgt Rolle J we are ably 
supported by 43 Indigenous people 
who fill all appointments in the 
two maintenance sections and works 
section. 

1332. Since our last article 
~roduced for Liaison Letter No 1 , 
(apologies for No 2) where we gave the basic functions 
and operations of the works and maintenance sections, 
work has progressed steadily and in greater quantities 
and with the British Forces withdrawal taking place at 
the present moment, it is highly probable we will get 
quite a bit of overtime worked. 

1333. A big percentage of the works sections 
activities at the time of writing, is the handing back 
of Real Estate to the Singapore Government. This 
includes amenity buildings, housing and land. Before 
this can be done the maintenance sections under Don 
Rolle, are working very hard to bring the buildings and 
houses up to an acceptable standard ready for hand over. 
It is interesting to note that at the physical handing 
over of Real Estate, the New Zealand contingent has so 
far been outnumbered by at least 12- 1 by the Singapore 
contingent. Actual figures for the first handover were 
two NZ Force representatives (Sqn Ldr Dickie and WOII 
Lamb) with 27 Singapore representatives (sorry space not 
available to print all names). 

-ooOOoo--

Chaplain to condemned man in electric chair. 
•Anything I can do for you in this hour of need?" 
"Yes, hold my hand." 

--ooOOoo--

Content removed due to copyright
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1334. With the British Force withdrawal under way 
it is hoped to bring the married_ NZ ~ersonnel closer to 
their place of employment and th1s w1ll mean the re-

housing of approximately 250 . 
families from their present locat1on 
at Seletar and Changi and shift them 
into the Woodlands/Nee Soon area. 
The houses in the v/oodlands area, 
at present occupied by British Forces, 
will (we hope) be taken over 
progressively by us. This process 
is expected to cover a period up to 
I>Iarch 1976. In addition to this, it 
is hoped to house RNZAF personnel in 

houses at Tengah Air Base situated approximately 10 miles 
from woodlands. There will probably still be a requirement 
for more housing and it could possibly be overcome by 
approximately 40 houses in the camp that will be so familiar 
to so many Sappers, Nee Soon. 

1335. It can be ssen from all this that a major 
adjustment in the maintenance sections is required as not 
only will we have to maintain the buildings we are 
vacating, but also the buildings we are taking over. With 
this probable move of married quarters, it will mean the 
maintenance sections will have to move also and it is hoped 
to overcome this problem by leaving the Dieppe maintenance 
section at Dieppe to cover Nee Soon, Dieppe and NZ Services 
School at Woodlands, although they may have to shift 
location within Dieppe. moving the Seletar maintenance section 
into the Naval Basin area to cover HQ NZ Force and \o/oodlands 
married quarters. This section will be split during the 
housing shift to try and cater for both areas, with the 
creation of a sub-maintenance section at Tengah to cater 
for NZ married quarters and buildings in that area. However, 
this hectic chain of events should only last a few months 
and the maintenance sections in their new situations should 
be able to fully settle down about April- May 1976. 

1336. Sqn Ldr Allan Dickie (not related) is due TO 
RTNZ in January 76 but up to this time no replacement has 
been confirmed. However, as usual there are plenty of 
rumours. He says that he will be stepping on the Air New 
Z~aland flight on the 6th of January 1976 come hell or 
high water. We'll wait and see? 

13~7. Ssgt Don Rolle is still here in charge of the 
ma1ntenance sections but now has 18 months of this type 
of works experience behind him. (I think he is trying 
t? say he hasn't long to go either.) He is off in the 
IDlddle of July for a rest period with his wife and children 
to the United Kingdom. He says the highlight of the trip 
should be a_duty weekend with his wife in Paris and hopes 
t? fulfil h1s everlasting ambition to get to the top of the 
.lhffel Towerl 

--ooOOoo-

Sign in bankrupt amusement park: 
"Insufficient Funs" 

-ooOOoo-

Content removed due 
to copyright
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By A,N.Qther 

1338. WOII Ian Lamb arrived over here on January 11, 
1975 to replace Peter Foster and he was soon stuck into 
his work with great enthusiasm and expertise as we all 
know that Ian is capable of. He says he's losing 
weight (one stone so far) with the heat and golf but 
after the last go.rmet meal he put a¥Tay at a dinner we 
attended, I have my doubts.) 

--ooOQoo-

Noughts and crosses 
played by two 

extremely stubborn 
people. 

--ooOOoo--

GET WITH IT 

This sign, in black block 
letters appeared recently 
on a toilet block at 
Papakura Camp: 

OUT OF SERVICE 
INDEFINITELY 

FOR MAJOR REPAIRS 
Below, in much smaller 
but equally compelling 
block lettering, 
someone had added: 

-ooQQoo--

TElL NAJOR REPAIRS THAT 
GENERAL USE 'IIANTS THIS 
OPERATIONAL AT ONCE. 
AS FOR TH3 OUT-OF-SERVICE, 
'tlE 1 RE NOT. 

PVT ENT .llil-'RISE 
CPL CONV.C:iUENCE 

Content removed due to copyright
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SECTION FIVE 

28 IND.li:P.JlliDENT FIELD TROOP RE 

SUB TROOP RNZE Pii:RS 

by: Cpl Norm Taylor 

Parade State as at 26 June 1975. 

Cpl 
Lcpl 
Spr 
Spr 
Spr 

Taylor 
WooJ.ridge 
Clark 
Gallagher 
Popham 

1340. It was Jan 75 after the four new arrivals had 
settled in and everyone else had recovered from the 
Christmas festivities that we started work proper along
side our British mates. The work mainly consisted of 
building hen houses, fixing door~ etc, nothin~ big or 
exciting until the Brigade exerc~se. The Br~gade 
exercise was held in March up in ~Ialaya. It consisted 
of the usual tasks carried out by Sappers in this theatre 
ie, building bridges, roads, chopper pads and of course, 
had to include the underground co=and post to house 
Brigade H~ and Signals. ,___....;;;.;...._.., 

1341. On return from the exercise the 
next month was spent on internal and 
external painting around our HQ in Punjab 
Square, Nee Soon in preparation for a 
visit from the CE who was inspecting 
Engineer installations in Hong Kong 
and Singapore. 

1342. Shortly after this we 
started our BIG job, it was to build a type of outward 
Bound School for the Singapore International School. 
For two days we loaded stores at our unit then set out 
on the five and half hour trip to the site that had been 
selected for it up in Malaya. On arrival we found a nice 
flat area covered with grass and about 10 yds from a 
beaut~ful beach. It took one day to get camp set up and 
the s~te marked out ready for building, then came the crunch 
(yes, we have all heard it before) we had to move the 
~uilding 50 yards inland. Our spirits fell because 50 yards 
~nland was 30 yards inside the jungle edge. 

-ooOOoo-

People who don't know whether they are coming 
are usually in the bit;gest hurry to get there. 

-ooOC'oo-
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1 343. Nine days later we had the site cleared and 
marked out ready to start construction. Progress was 
good for the next few days with foundations poured, 
bearers and joists in position, and morale pretty high, 
when out of the blue over the radio from our H·~ back 
in Singapore we were told to pack up everything and be 
back in Singapore within 24 hours, as the ~alay 
Government had not yet given us pennission to be there 
(we just made it). At the present moment 1·1e are still 
waiting for permission to go back. 

1344. As the troop will be returning to the UK very 
soon, you will see all but Spr Clark returning to NZ. He 
will be joining the pioneer platoon in the Battalion to 
complete his tour. Sid Popham is the old dig of our 
small band over here and won't let us forget that we are 
just "short timers." 

--ooOOoo-

A back yard swimming pool is a bodr 
of water completed surrounded by k~ds. 

--ooOOoo-

Content removed due to copyright
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.3.r:CTION SIX 

2 SUJ.VEY !-lAP DEPOT RE 

by: Cpl Kerry Moore 

1345. 5 Survey ~:ap Depot 
Royal Engineers of which I am 
the NZ representative, has now 
officially been in business 
exactly one year and one month 
time has certainly flown. The 
Depot's principal function is to 
issue maps and air charts to the 
various units on Singapore Island, 
however, with the pull out of the 
"Brits", we are shortly to find 
ourselves redundant - nasty word. 
Accordingly, NZ Force South East 
Asia is in the process of 
establishing its own map store, 
but I believe that the store 
which will have to carry 

approximately 26,000 maps, will become an ~d~ance . 
responsibility - bad luck if anyone was th1nk1ng of tak1ng 
my place. It's a shame really, as it's one more Engineer 
posting probably gone west. 

1346~ Those of you who read the first issue of the 
Liaison Letter may recall that I mentioned that the Map 
Depot was moved from Dover Road at the bottom of the island 
up into the Naval Basin so as to be nearer the action and 
so forth. I must admit there is not much action in this 
particular depot, unless you count the furious motion of my 
finger on our antiquated typewriter now and then. However, 
it has been good to be closer to the other Kiwis on the 
island , such as the administration, account boys etc in 
Kangaw , the grunts (sometimes) at Dieppe and NZAOD right 
alongisde of us, not to mention the various frigates which 
pract~ally tie up outside our front door. 

1347. It has been something of a blessing to have the 
NZ Advanced Ordnance Depot alongaide, as I have 
faund that with the slow turnover of maps 
and charts that I have ample time to join 
in with their sporting activities - daylight 
only1 Also, it must be remembered with such 
a small unit as mine (three of us) there was 
no such thing as unit sport until we moved 
to the Naval Basin. 

-ooOOoo-

Definition of a camel: 

A horse put together by 
a committee 

-ooOOoo-

Content removed due to 
copyright
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SECTiuN dzVEN 

NEWS OF OLD FACES 

1348. Noticed in the February 1975 issue of the 
"Soldier" a letter to the Editor by a certain Flt Lt 
A. Bracey. As it is firmly believed that this is the 
same Cpl. Al.ec Bracey of SNE ~ Store staff of a few years 
ago, the text of the letter is republished here for 
interest. 

"I noted with interest the surname of the 
bride of Marine Tom Rivenberg whose 
wedding was mentioned in the July issue 
("Soldier" - purely personal) and I 
wondered if Jenny Bracey was related to 
me in a:ny way. 

Our family left Portsmouth for NZ in 1949 
and settled in Hastings, Havrkes Bay. My 
grandfather was in the R~OC and my f ather 
was a sergeant in the RCNP in Palestine 
when he died in 1947. 
I have served with the New lealand Army, 
the Australian Army and am at present a 
Flight Lieutenant in the Royal Australian 
Air Force. 

I congratulate Tom Rivenberg on his 
courage and determination. 

Signed: Flt Lt A.Bracey, RAAF, Defence 
Section, Base Squadron, RAAF 
Base, Amberley, 1Ueensland 4305. 
Australia." 

-ooOOoo-

What is the difference between 
a pessimist and an optimist? 

A pessimist is a driver who's 
afraid he won't be able to 
squeeze his car into a very 
small parking space. An 
optimist is a bystander who 
thinks he won't try. 
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CHAPTER 14 

ARTICLBS AND REPORTS 

SECTION ONE 

NZEF FEATHERS TON 

1401. The Featherston Military Training Camp was 
built between late August 1915 and 26 January 1916. 
There were 252 buildings including 16 x 600 men dining 
halls, six cookhouses, 17 shops, a bakery, a canteen 
(320ft x 50ft) and stables to accommodate 500 horses. 
The construction task was· undertaken by the Public Works 
Department using 1060 workmen. The camp, accommodating 
8000 men used 3t million super feet of timber, 30 tons 
of nails and 4600 rolls of patent roofing, was a self
contained town. There were two water supply systems -
one for drinking and cooking purposes (two 40ft concrete 
lined wells) and the other for ablutions, stables, 
latrines etc (supplied by water race from the Tauherinikau 
River). This used 6t miles of pipes and 700 taps. 
Lighting was supplied by two 75 kilowatt generators each 
driven by a 125 hp suction gas Westinghouse engine. 
The camp post office rated as fifth in the Dominion from 
the amount of business conducted. There were 39 
dentists on the staff of the campl 

1402. Featherston Camp was about 1t miles from 
Featherston on the main Greytown road, on the left side 
as one travels towards Greytown. Canvas Camp was 
situated across the road from the main camp and had 
accommodation for 2100 all ranks. Tauherinikau Camp 
established in 1911 was at this time used as an Infantry 
training camp. Papawai Canvas Camp was a mile or two 
outside the township of Greytown and contained the rifle 
ranges. Bngineers trained at Trentham Camp but Engineer 
SignaJJers trained in the trenches at Featherston. 
BUrt •a and Blgar's paddocks were two principal training 
grounds .. 

1403. A railway served both the main and the canvas 
camp at Featherston. A total of 40 toDB of food was 
handled each da;y to meet the needs of the strenuous 
military and Ihysical training experienced by the troops. 

/1404. By the time 

-ooOOoo-

There's a difference between good sound reasons 
and reasone that sound good. 

-ooOOoo-
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1404. BY the t~e the 
soldiers came over the hill 
(by rail) from Trentham they 
were six weeks old soldiers. 
They had entered Trentham 
camp as respectably dressed 
citizens and were stripped of 
clothes, personality and 
dignity, and were changed 
into a strange-looking, 
wonder-eyed objects, 
wandering about the camp in 
slow moving groups, clad in 
yellow, blue, brown or 
slatey-coloured de~s, in 
a narrow shouldered coat 
that was short behind and 
fUll at the waist, trousers 
that hung stiff and straight, 
with perhaps two or three 
inches of surplus length 
turned up at the bottoms; 
a hat of greenish-yellow felt 
without a pugaree. By the 

time they reached Featherston, the long pants had been cut 
down to shorts, the denims had lost their newness and the 
soldier no longer self-conscious and awkward when he 
saluted his officer. 

1405. Weeks later, each trained reinforcement (about 
1900 soldiers) marched over the R~ta.ka Hill to Trentham 
with the camp band to accompany them for the first four 
miles and lusty singing the remainder of the wa:y up the 
hill. Le~ Featherston at 3.00 a.m., they reached the 
summit at 7.15 a.m. A halt was called each hour on the 
march with the leading company changed to the rear allowing 
the next company to lead. The men in each file of four 
also changed places hourly. They were wise company 
commanders who ordered this change, for the man on the 
left was walking on the inside and lower level all the 
time, and were glad to change to the right or outside 
place. 

1406. Fascinated, interested? There is a 112 page 
illustrated booklet on this subject in your Corps Library. 

-ooOOoo-

A doctor was haVing a torrid love affair with 
one of his patients. Their amourous escapades 
took place at hie apartment. One day the young 
lady went to the doctor's office for her annual 
physical examination: "OK" the doctor told her, 
"take of all your clothes." 
"Not without my martini first," she protested. 

-ooOOoo-
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MY LADY NICOTINE 
(From "The ANZAC Book") 

The hills of old Galli.poli 
Are barren and austere, 
And Fairy folk, unhappily 
Are few indeed out there. 

But one I know whose industry 
Both night and day is seen, 
For a11 attest her ministry -
My Lady Nicotine. 

I do not pen unfeelingly 
These random lines of thanks, 
For I, in old Gallipoli 
Am fighting in the ranks. 

However long the day may be 
Or Cold the watch of night, 
My lady finds unerringly 
The road to the respite. 

Her gift is small and seemingly 
Of little value, yet 
It teaches me so charmingly 
To think and to forget. 

So I and those along with me 
In all this dreary scene 
Unite in giving thanks to thee 
My Lady Nicotine. 

-ooOOoo-

A young lady was visiting 
a man who was celebrating 
his ninety-ninth birthday. 

"I hope I'll be able to 
come and see you next year 
when you celebrate your 
1 Oath birthday," the young 
lady said. 

"Why not," the old man 
replied, "you look healthy 
enough to me." 

--ooOOoo-
Two cigarettes 
with nudist friend 
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SECTION TWO 

DAIRY .FARMING 

1407. 'ihen I first joined the Army I had this funny 
idea they had herds of cows, just like my Dad on the 
farm. 

1408. I vas told about the "bull-ring• so it seemed 
reasonable to think there vas a mil.k:ing shed. .ADyw~, 
I heard sane jokers talking about the "cream of the 
army" and wondered where they kept it. 

1409. There were references to "fair 
cows" and I thought I saw some but a 
joker called them "heifers". There was 
talk of a "cow of a job" but what got me 
really confused was when I was told to 
•put my hoof on it." I started to 
wonder if there vas a connection between 
"the range•, •a bu11s eye" and the bu11-ring. Then 
there was something I read about "bulls-hit". There 
were some blokes supposed to be "milking the till" and 
other blokes "on grass". Some blokes were said to be 
a bit "cocky" and everybody has a "field uniform". 

141 o. 'ihat really reminded me about haymaking time 
was firstly sane sort of a joke about me and "h~ foot" 
and my mate said he was "eating like a horse" and 
fina1ly, like my mother on a wet dey at haymaking time, 
when I heard "don't do your scone" and "let fly" - my 
Dad has lots of them too I 

1411. Now, my Dad is a cow cocky and has no bull-
ring - the army has a bull-ring but I haven't actually 
seen the cows and I' m a bit sour about that. Has 
anyone seen the cows? 

-ooOOoo-

.F1ve year old Timmy asked his father, "Daddy, 
where do I come from?". The embarrassed father 
gulped and proceeded to go into a long-winded 
explanation of the birds, the bees, the stork 
and anything else he could think of. .Finally 
the father turned to his son and asked ' 
"Why do you want to knov?2 ' 

"Oh," Timmy replied, "there's a new kid at 
school and he's from Auckland so I wondered 
where I came from." ' 
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SECTION THREE 

MEDAL MANIA 

1412. Medals are rewards. Some for 
special meritorious acts but mostly for 
overseas service. Yesl Wonder how I 
can get overseas and get some medals? 
My Sgt looks good with his two ribbons 
up. He said he had been on active service. 

Looks like it too cause you can tell his back from the 
front1 What did he say? Oh yes, he said he was there 
when they were filling magazines not reading them. 
Then his mate replied that he was there when they were 
needing them, not feeding them. That •s the friend~ 
rivalry -I would wish to be part of. What did I read 
about medals? Field Marshal Earl Roberts, VC, KG, KP, 
GCB, OM, GCSI, GCIE, VD also had 24 Mention in Despatches~ 
Whewl The most bemedalled chest was H.I.M. Field 
Marshall Haile Selassie KG, GCB(Hon) GCMG(Hon) Emperor 
of Bthiopa who had over 50 medal ribbons worn in up to 
14 rows. 

1413. Back to me. How can I get one? Vietnam? 
No its hands off there for now. Korea? Not yet again~ 
Malaysia? Indonesia? Antarctica? Singapore? All very 
doubtful, but I'm a soldier- they told me I was good on 
my Basic. I want to prove it to me. Have I got to be 
a Sgt first? Perhaps that's it. Nothing I can do. 
Just wait 1 1 IS THAT WHY THEY HAVE 18 YEAR GONGS! ! 
Wish I had a VC and then the world would know about me. 
I'd say 

HOW I WON THE VC 

Yea, that's the red ribbon I ' m wearing -
Just a small strip of scarlet, you see 
But there's no one can tell how I prize it 
Nor the glow it occasions to me. 
Yea, that's the VC. How I won it 
It isn't for me to relate 
(We heroes are always so modest 
And boastinga a thing that I hate). 

Well - seeing you write for the papers, 
I'll make an exception of you; 
Don't mention my name if you write it 
Tho' every particular's true. 
It was five thousand feet to the summit, 
And almost as steep as a wall; 
And they met every charge as we rushed it 
With bayonet, shrapnel and ball. 

/Then there was 

-ooOOoo-

A home budget is an order~ way of living beyond your 
means 
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Then there was this knoll just before us · 
Some two hundred paces or more; 
With barbwire and bayonets bristling 
And parapets slippy with gore 
we had aquandered the best of our Army 
We had stuck to our u1 timate gasp 
And there, in the m?Jilent of triumph 
The prize was to slip from our grasp. 

'l"hen suddenly out sprang the Major 
His face lighted over with bliss -
"Pass the word there for Lance-Corporal Wilson 
He'll find a way out of thisl" ' 
So I shook hands with all of the Squadron 
(There were only thirteen of us left) 
And they cheered me farewell till the foemen 
Must have thought us of senses bereft. 

I had five hundred rounds for my rifle, 
And of hand bombs I took forty one; 
A machine gun was slung to my shoulders, 
And I carried a periscope gun 
You talk of charmed lives - I 1 d a thousand; 
J.s I rushed up that hill like a goat 
I got thirty two shots through my trousers 
And nine shrapnel balls through my coat. 

An enemy bomb burst beneath me 
Por a moment I gave up all hope 
But it proved the best thing that could happen, 
Por it pushed me half way up the slope. 
But I gathered new strength for the conflict 
And, just as the darkness came down 
I vas under their parapets resting 
And I knew I had beaten them brown. 

Por thia was the scheme I had worked on 
'Twas a little bit mean you may say -
But I knew that our foes were half famished, 
And fought on one biscuit a day; 
And the tins of salt Bully I carried, 
I chucked in the trench then and there; 
And I heard the poor beggars pounce on it 
And I knew they were caught in the snarel 

f'he morning broke, smiling and peaceful 
Ah, shame that we soldiers must fight -
'Tvas a piteous scene met my vision 
With the first rosy quivers of light. 
When I peeped in the trench, not a foe sir, 
Was left of that legion accurst - ' 
P'or they'd whacked the salt Bully among them, 
And each man had perished from thirstJ 

/That's the yarn 
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That •a the yarn. I:f you know our good Squadron 
You'll know how our Major can smile. 
He said to me: "_Qorporal 'lfilson 
You•ve_dished up the buggers in style." 
Promot1on1 Some say I deserve it 
But that's really nothing to me; ' 
I don•t want no honour or glory 
But - that's how I won the VC. ' 

-ooOOoo-

The best executive is the one who has sense 
enough to pick good men to do what he wants 
done and self restraint enough to keep :from 
meddling with them while they do it. 

Blephant ta.k:ing 
a Sunbath 

-ooOOoo-

Spider doing a 
handstand or a 
Frightened mop 

Content removed due to copyright
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3.&CTION FOUR 

TREHTH.AM BASED CORPS PERS 

by: WOI D.A.Hitchener 

1414. At last the Badminton Hall 
has disappeared from the Trentham 
skyline - never agai~ will we hear 
"put your rifles aga1nst the 
Badminton Hall" from the likes of 
"~oc' 3chwass. However, revetting 
material was gained and will be put 
to good use. 

1415.. Lcpl Russ Levy (1 Base 
Wksp) was involved in a nasty accident 
during his TOD at Cadet School - a thumb and a saw -
with the saw winning. 

1416. over the last month the Corps rep at 1 BOD 
has been on his annual swan around the Corps units - all 
units have the same problems - no new gear, long delays 
etc. Apart from the work aspect, a few notes of general 
interest 

Can anybody help a field squadron obtain 
material for a flag so they can fly the 
correct one 3 

How about that Chappie. 
Plastic cups are presenting a problem 
which cause our two Linton squadrons 
to become bitter enemies - possibly 
this is the reason both AOs are changing 
places. 

Of course the school is still the great 
seat of learning, spreading the good word -
but still no info on NYLON ROPE RALPHt! 

6 Fd Sqn (Mr Gees OWn) appear to live 
in the trg areas more than at Petone these 
days - they also charge TF soldiers a levy 
before they can join the RF (and then 
export them south). 
Our_southern brothers say they could be 
mov~ng to Burnham - sometir:le - no set 
date YET. 

Who is a Corps member who has three houses 
and lives in camp? ( 5 marks) 
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Hat badges and collar dogs for officers 
and WOis are available. The badges 
~e only $1.10 at D3Gs- they were hidden 
ln the system for some time but not now. 
All concerned should be able to be 
correctly dressed~ 

Pleasing to hear the distributors of this 
fi~e publication have acknowledged the 
enstence of our men at Ngaruawahia. 

Congrats to our Ssgt BEE from all at 
Trentham. 

-ooOOoo--

HEAD OFFICE 

Choice excerpts recorded by Records Office 
during World War II. 

"I 'm glad to say that my husband, who was 
reported missing, has now been killed." 

"In answer to your letter, I have just given 
birth to a boy weighing ten pounds. I hope 
this is satisfactory." 

"Unless I get my husband's allotment I shall 
be forced to lead an immortal life." 

"In accordance with instructions, I have given 
birth to twins in the enclosed envelope." 

"I am very annoyed to find in the paper you 
sent me that you have branded my eldest son 
illiterate. It is a dirty lie because I 
married his father a week before he was born." 

"Sir, I am forwarding my marriage certificate 
and my two children one of which is a mistake 
as you will see." 

livening 
the party .. .' 
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3ECTION .?IV'Ji: 

LETT.I;RS TO TilE .JDITOR 

The ~ditor 
RNZcl Newsletter 
SHE. 

Several years ago it was suggested that a new 
wOI appo~ntment should be created, entitled warrant 
Officer of the NZ Army. I thought the idea had died, 
but while passing along the corridors of Army General 
staff, it was noted that a very well known RH2E '.VOI was 
novering around trying to attract attention, ie, by 
waving his arms toward the ceilings, getting senior 
officers to bounce along the corridors and with the odd 
burst of loud laughter. 

Personally I would support Doug in his efforts 
to get posted to i·/e llington and support from the rest of 
the Corps would probably clinch the appointment. 

"J.Offord" 

-ooOOoo-

The i':ditor 

Dear Sir, 

An Answer to a Question Raised in 1iaison 
Letter No 2 ; Corps I·lSIIJs 

. To the best of my knowledge, no sapper has 
rece~ ved the award of the f-Ieri torious Service r.Iedal since 
the end of the First World War. I quite realise that my 
~cords.are fa: from complete but the information which I 
~ve po~nts this way. Certainly there have been none 
s~c~ the end of World War Two. One looks at other Cor s 
w~th~n the New Zealand Army and finds that the Corps whi~h 
hRI~ve taken most of these awards have been RNZEJ.lE RNZ Inf 

•Z.AC and RNZAOC. 1 , 

"H • .J.Chamberlain" 
Corps Historian 

--ooOOoo-

What did the grape say when 
the elephant trod on it? 
Nothing, it just let out a 
little wine. 
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Universally not understood 

Engineers, Everywhere, 
Forever 
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BDITORIAL 

From remarks made by informed mill tary 
personnel, the Corps of Royal New Zealand Engineers is 
considered to be "stron.g" and generally "in good shape". 
This really is a compliment to be treasured and one 
which is not going to be lost within the career of the 
reader. I believe these views are correctly justified 
on past and present performances without any idea as to 
how, with the present standard of individuals within the 
Corps, it will be tarnished in the future. 

There are (and there will be more) plenty of 
examples of outstanding work achievements no matter what 
the trade within the Corps, but one must h ave some 
ambition. How best to reinforce the truthful, but 
perhaps reluctant view, that the RNZE are a good Corps? 
How do we become the outstandir~ Corps? 

A field of endeavour which appears to hold 
a challen.ge and a very useful barometer of "Espiri t de 
Corps" is that of sport. I believe that the RNZE rugby, 
basketball, golf, cricket or softball team would prove a f ew 
thin.gs one way or the othero Admittedly there are 
difficulties with such aspirations but to become the 
outstandin.g Corps, what price a few more difficulties to 
overcome? 

As rugby has such strong appeal in NZ , can 
you imagine the pride in the RNZE winnin.g games against 
all corners such as RNZ Inf, RNZA, RNZAC, RNZ Sigs, RNZENE, 
RNZASC? What better way to prove a point in due course 
of fitting in a game or two against the Navy, Air Force 
and even the NZ Police? An attainable aim? I believe so. 
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C;IAl T..';R OUE 

CHIJQ Bl:GDTBER Bilii.NCH Aru!Y G~H4~\.L JTA.FF 

Appointments 

1 01 • The follovriP..£ are the current ap1;oint n1ents 
M at 1 Oct 75. 

Chief Engireer 
JORE II 
Clerk 

Grid Reference 4uiz 

Lt Col IL: RuLherford 
Haj JJ; Kiff 
VlOI HK ·/uwatai 

102. Take a world map, use the first J.etter (unless 
directed otherwise) of country, state or ci t y as directed 
and from these results complete the two answers required. 
no prize, just practice. 

c 50°H 5°E c 55°3 )80·,: 

Ci 45°N 75°W Ci 40°IT 119°::..:: 
Ci 43~N 13°.t:: (segoncJ. let~er) 

22 s c 60H G5 ·,; 
c 17°n 43°E c 2 s 79°',{ 

c 17~H 10°E 
c 10 s 35°E 

c 22°1! 12b 0E c 45°N 17°E 
Ci 3§0N 78 w 
c 2 N 18°E (last 

82°N 50°E letter) " " Ci 11 °s 78°B 

3tN 39°~ 
(sgcond letter __ 

c c 6 ~ 65°'11 
c 7 N 79t E (last 67 N (last letter):::: 

letter) 
c 33°.3 55 <>vi 

20~ 79°'~ Ci 19°S 48°E c 
c 55°S 72°E c -o ... 13g E ) .;) 

c 12°lT 52 E 
Ci 37°H 52oE 

Ci 45~H 75°W 
c 26 N 87°E Grid ::tef: 
c 2 s 79°"1/ 

AnsHer: 

Ci 21 °N 11 ~0E 
c 30°N 48 E 

(second letter) Key : c Gount ry or 3t ·lte 
Ci 29°N 75°E City c 55°N 10°.:!.: Ci 
'Ji 18°N 97°E 

o n 
39°E Ci 7°S 

1l 
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CHAPTER 2 
JECTICN ONE 

Di iU<:CTORATE OF WOrtKS 
JUPPt.JilT BRANCH D..::O:F.::NCJ<; H~ 

A. Brief OUtline 

201. To many Sappers, the organisation 
and role of the Defence Works probably 
remains shrouded in the mists of Aotea-Roa 
and because of this it has become to many, 
one of those imbugerance Headquarters 
somewhere up the chain. In an effort to 
dispel this feeling, an "I \I'ORKED FOR THE 
CI.A " "type expose has been prepared and 
released at great personal risk by the 
writer. 

202 . Firstly we start by 
releasing details of the network 
(word taken from popular spy 
thriller). 

CHIEF Or' DEFENCE STAFF 
(Lt Gen Webbl) 

SJ<;CRETARY OF DEFENCE 
(Mr Robertson) 

Branches Support Branch 
(Cdre Anderson) 

. I 

Branches 

Supply Directorate of Works 
Director of ~orks 

(Lt Col Dicki1 RNZE) 

Equipment 
Movements 

Movement 

D1eputy Director Staff !Officer Staff !Officer 
(Cmdr Leach RUZN) }?lans Fire 

Air Force 
Assistant 
Director 
works (Air) 

I (Major Dennerly) (Fg Offr Kyle) 

Army 
Assistant 
Director 
Works (Army) 
Maj Bradley) 

Staff Officer 
Works 

Capt Radford 
Capt Davies 

~ 
Assistant 
Director 
Works (Navy) 

Draughting Office 
WOI Graham 
Draughtsmen 
1'/0I Shields 
Cpl Bell 
Lcpl Packer 
Spr Stachwell 

Deputy !Director 
Works 

Administration 
( Mr ~~cArthur 

Real Estate 
Finance Admin 
Clerical 
Rentals 
Leases 

sre: 
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aesponsibilities 

203. The next important 
information to release in our 
expose: V/HAT DOES IT DO? 
The Works side of the Directorate 
is divided into three cells -
Navy, Army and Air Force, each 
cell being responsible for its 
particular service's works 
matters. Inter-Service 
rivalry (antagonism) does not 
exist at this high level of 
power and the odd tasks are 
handled between the various 
cells (SPIRIT OF COOPERATION). 

204. The draughting 
office is attached to the 
Army Cell for administration; 
this is only because Army has 
managed to infiltrate the 
office to such an extent, that 
no other service personnel 
exist. However, it is the 
Defence Works Draughting 
Office (NAME ABOVE DOOR) 
otherwise known as "The
Graham School of Architecture". 

205. The main responsibilities of the Directorate, 
obtained surreptitiously from the head of the department 
are: 

a. Specialist advice to single Service 
staffs and branches at Defence Headquarters, 
Formation Headquarters and Camp/Base/Unit 
levels as required. 

b. Advice and recommendations on Works policy 
formulation and the implementation of Works 
policy and plans. 

Direction of all work associated with the 
compilation and presentation of the annual 
Defence Capital Works Programme, \vorks 
Maintenance Programme, Army Engineer Unit 
Programme of Work and the ten year Defence 
Works Plan. 

Arrangements for the provision and 
maintenance of buildings and works 
services in accordance with approved 
programme. 

Authorisation of finance in accordance 
with delegated authority. 

/f. Control of 

Content removed due to copyright



f. 

g. 

control of works expenditure from sums 
appropriated under Vote : Defence. 

Periodic inspectional visits to.all 
Defence establishments - to adv1se, 
co-ordinate Def/~'l\ofD works act~vi.t~es 
and to ensure policies and pr1adt1es 
are being properly applied. 

Preparation of plans for longer term 
development of major camps and bases. 

The technical soundness of works 
designed in the Defence draughting 
office, and the approval of all plans 
prepared. 

Establishing and maintaining Standards 
and Scales for Defence Accommodation. 

The acquisition, disposal, leasing, 
renting, and recording of land, 
buildings and housing facilities. 

Liaison with Service staffs, government 
departments, Planning Authorities and 
local bodies on matters affecting 
Defence buildings, land and works 
services. 

n. Liaison with civilian engineer and 
architectural consultants engaged by 
Ministry of Defence. 

o. Defence Fire Services and Fire Protection. 

p. Matters affecting the environment. 

q. Works aspects of the NZ Defence oresence 
in Singapore, including the annual N~ 
Force SEA Works Programme. 

r. Service representative to Cabinet Works 
Committee in support of Defence works 
projects. 

Current Projects Underway 

206. Specific notice should be taken of the tri-
service flavour of the word UNDERWAY used in the heading 
(literal translation HAVING STEAM UP). 

a. 

b. 

A large country-wide housing 
programme of 144 units 
totalling 

Radio and Sonar Workshop 
at the Naval Dockyard 

$1 .9 million 

$1 • 0 million 

I c. New Other 
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c. New Other Ranks ne ss 
at Papakura 

d. Water treatment plant 
at Waiouru 

e. New Barrack Block Trentham 
Camp 

f. New Senior NCO :~uarters 
at Fort Dorset 

g. Heating Scheme Woodbourne 

h. Heating Scheme Burnham 

j. 65 other projects between 
to $200,000. 

frogrammed Works 

207. The following projects have either 
just begun or will shortly be commencing 
for Army: 

a. New Barracks, 
Papakura $1 .2 million 

b. Natural gas 
conversion Papakura 
$150,000. 

c. Enclose the 
swimming pool 
Waiouru 
$0.5 million. 

d. New Officer and 
Sergeants Messes 
Waiouru $3.0 million 

e. Repairs to Base 
Ordnance Building 
Trentham $0.5 million 

f. 

g. 

h. 

j. 

New Buildings and 
Services for Battalion 
from Singapore 
$15 million 

New Sergeants Mess 
Burnham Camp $0.5 million 

New Fire Station Burnham 
$150,000 

Upgrade· Central Battery 
Dunedin $100,000. 

$0.6 million 

$0.25 million 

$0.75 million 

$100,000 

$0.25 million 

$1 .2 million 

? million 
dollar what? 

/2J8. The budget 
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208. The budget for the Directorate this financial 
year is $13.6 million, of which $8.5 million is set aside 
for maintenance and the remaining $5.1 million for 
capi t al new works and some minor works; Army's proportion 
for capital works is )2.6 million. Of course, in addition 
to this, the Prime ~linister's recent announcement of the 
Defence Forces coming home from Singapore has meant a 
further $15 million to be spent in the three to four years, 
and nearly all of it on Army. So you can see at least 
something is seen for our labours of love. 

Signed: 

HARD WORKING SAPPERS 

AT DEFENCE 

-ooOOoo--

Obse~ng one of his carpenters hammeri 
the JOb foreman finally said to him: ng away, 

"Man, you hammer like lightening." 

"You mean I'm fast?" beamed the carpenter. 

"No," said. the f?reman. "I mean you 
seldom str~ke tw~ce in the same place." 

--ooOOoo-

The commentator obs d t 
always for the best erve"F hat progress isn't 
explains "smoke ~ or example," he 
out of b~d at 3 OOs~gnals never got an IndiGu 
number." • a.m. to answer a wrong 

-ooOOoo--

~r!L v-
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Congratulations 

209. To Lcpl Phil Packer and his bride Anne, all 
the very best for the future. Phil and Anne 
were married in St Johns Church Wainuiomata 
on Sat 6th Sep 75. 

To Spr John Satchwell on his engagement to 
Tofinna (found a bird at last ££ she found 
him). 

Other Snippets 

210. New addition to Defence Works draughting 
staff. Welcome to Spr Grant Johnstone 
(hails from the Wairarapa). 

WOI Jim Shields finally pushed himself out 
of Fort Dorset and has/is buying an own
your-own at Johnsonville. 

WOI Ted Graham extends a welcome to all 
Sappers passing through Paraparaumu to call 
at his fann •. 

A certain Defence Works Officer 
( in a specialist appointment) arrived 

home late at night from work a 

A budding young poet 

little inebriated. Found the 
wife and kids out so looked in 
the frying pan, liked what he 
saw, and then sat down and scoffed 
the lot with the aid of another 

beerS His wife asked him in the 
morning why he didn't eat the 
dinner she had left in the oven, 
but he being unaware, had scoffed 
the family's scraps - bones, 
gristle etc, etc, etc. 

--ooOOoo-

sent samples of his work 
to an editor with the note 
"Please let me know at 
once if you can use these 
for I have other irons in 
the fire." 
The editor wrote back: 
"Suggest you remove irons 
and insert poems." Nisguided 

Missile 
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3 C.:CTI Oil T./0 

l i:{ liOf.lE COHI!AND 

Appointments 

21 1. The following are the current n..:nE appointments 
as at 27 Sep 75. 

G2 Training 
Works 1/0 HQ Home Command 
Works '1/0 Northern Region 
Works ',VQ Central Region 
1>/orks vlO Southern Region 

Now replaced by 

J.!aj 
WOII 
VlOII 
·.1on 
·.ron 
\IOII 

E~ \ledde 
BG Rose 
3J Hobman 
~I 1olatson 
JT Bennett 
3 1l. Elley 

Postings In 

212. WOII BG Rose ex 3 :!<'d Sqn 
1'/0II ER Elley ex 3 Fd Sqn 

l!ostin6S Out 

213. ':lOII JT Bennett to Singapore 
lvell done Jack, you have got an accompanied trip overseas 
after all these years, even after a bit of t he old Great
coats on, Greatcoats off business. It looks like you 
could be one of the last engineers to go over to Singapor e 
accompanied, as things stand at this stage. 

Building Programme Around the Country 

214. We felt that you may like to hear of some of 
the building tasks around the country that are underway 
or programmed to start in the near future. 

21 5. Papa.kura. The new ORs i-Iess is well underway 
and new ORs accommodation is prograiJJiled to st 'J.rt t his 
year. 

216. ·waiouru. 

a. There are some drmrings around now 
of an Officers Comulex. These dra~rings 
were done by a pri~ate architect and what 
a building'. It has been heard on the 
grapevine that the 
Architect is 
entering 
these in 
"The 
Design 
of the 
Year 
Award". 



b. 

c. 
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The 3;:cos mess and accommodation, 1-re . 
could see a start on dralvil' . .:;s or sonet1nnc; 
early next year. 

The Garrison Club alterations are ~Tell 
underway, and is programmed to finish in 
1978. 

217. Linton. 

a. 

b. 

The Garrison Club l·Thich is in the old 
YNCA building - part of t l1is is supposed 
to be ready in Nay 76. 

di t h the troops coming home, I'Te s hould 
see a lot of building going on around 
t he rest of the camp in the very near 
future. 

21 B. Trentham. 

a. 

b. 

The nevr ORs barracks are nearing completion 
and they look as though they might be a bit 
different to the old barracks that have 
been there for years. There are two 
three storey high blocks and each floor has 
twenty four single rooms. 

The Officers and 3NGOs have not be en forgotten 
either. They are just going to t he drawing 
board at a private architect's office for 
the design of t heir accommodation. 

219. Defence Headquarters. Construction is underway 
on the new building and it is hoped to occupy it in a 
couple of years or so. 

220. Fort Dorset. A tender closed on the 9 Sep 75 
for the construction of two seven man "Chalet" t ype 
accommodation blocks for the Officers and SlTCOs, so these 
should be underway soon. 

221. Burnham. It has been programmed to start some-
thing on the sncos mess this financial year. 

Grapevine News 

222. It looks as though any more barrack accommodation 
b~ilt will onl~ be built to house forty five men per block 
w1.th Nale and l'emale blocks, situated closely to t he dining 
areas. 

--ooOOoo--

75,~ of '>/ellington people take the 
Dominion. The other 25i~ buy it. 

-ooOOoo-

:~. 
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FIELD FORCE HEAD:lUART..:!~ J 

SECTION ONE 

HQ. FORCE ENGINEER 

• 301 • Staff of H~ Force Engr may not be able to = 
travel around units as much as we'd like at present. ••• ---· 
However, we are still maintaining contact by phone and 
letter. Hopefully next year we will be able to get around 
a bit more. 

302. WOI Chapman has recently joined us from 1 Fd Sqn. 
His area of responsibility is all electrical work, Argo 
Rd 76 and he will soon move into works finance. We look 
forward to the benefit of his experience. 

303. Units will be aware of the rewritten Fl" Q Instr 
No 7 which lays down the procedure for field li~1ting. 
This is now solely a Field Force responsibility and Home 
Command are happy to be out of it. You will note also 
that precise rules are given for the installation of electric 
li~ting in sleeping tents. 

304. Although not a member of H ·~ Force Engr, we are 
happy to welcome Capt Stewart to HQ FF Comd. In fact, he 
has been offered honorary privileges at Snoopy's House. 
It is good to see the Corps badge in a few more ERE jobs. 

305. our spy on the recent 2 Star Driver course (Spr 
\'iebster) tells of two TF NZWRAC pers from 6 Fd Sqn who 
topped the course. Well done girls - and well done 6 Sqn. 

306. duestion. Who sorted out ALL the problems of 

a. Fd Sqn 

b. Bde 

c . FF Comd 

d. The NZ Army, and 

e. TH~ WHOLE WORLD between 0015 and 0430 
in the bar at Ngaruawahia on 1 9 Sep 75? DAC 
Everything he said has been taken down and \VILL be used in 
evidence against himl 

--ooOOoo-

You can't shake hands with 
fist. 

--ooOOoo-
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··· ··· 3o7. A certain 3gt who put u blanket over 
the motor of his car (under the bonnet) one 
night (an old Christchurch trick) drove up the 
hill in the morning muttering that his engine 
seemed to be missing. After 200 yds he decided 
to stop and investigate, only to find one over 
warm blanket still under the bonnet! 

308. We left 1·101 Chapman here to keep house 
and headed away to Nga for a CPX on the 18 Sep 
to 21 3ep. Hany startling facts came out. One 
finds it hard to encode and decode without the 
necessary pieces of paper. SUrprising what happens 
when one sends a convoy of transporters at 3 mph up 
through the Hain Supply Route and which one of our 
illustrious leaders had trouble remembering the symbol 
for a water point? Troops (on paper of course) were 
given the usual engineer tasks. Once again it was 
left to the RNZE element to arrange early and late 
suppers. Hovrever, the waiter service gained by a 
certain RNZE Lt leaves us dumbfounded. Must 
have been a backhander gained there somewhere. 
However, from an engineer point of view a lot of 
experience gained and a successful CPX. 

--ooOOoo--

JW, 

Content removed due to copyright
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SME -, 
1-- LIBRARY 

SECTION TWO -· 
HQ, LSG L 

Appointments 

309. The following are the current a ppointments 
as at 1 Oct 75. 

GS02 f.1aj RT Bennett 
SORE 2 GE Hardie Haj 
SORE 3 Capt RA Barrett (posted UN Observer 

Pal{istan wef 20 
Oct 75) 

Clk of Wks WOII MTe OT Nepia 
· elk of Wks Elec won WMc Dyaa 
Clk of Wks Const 1'/0II TJ Hamilton 

310. No contributions received. 

-ooOOoo--

"I just bought this bathing suit for 
a ridiculous figure." 

"I can see that." 

Content removed due to copyright
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CIIAP'r.C:R 4 

~'BLD S]UAD~-l.ON 

Appointments 

401. The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Oct 75. 

oc l1aj DA Cormack 
AO Lt JS Hollander 
JSH v/OI FR Flavell 
'i/orks Offr Lt Gt: Goldsworthy 
Training Lffr Lt STJ Rouse 

- Works lt/0 WOI p Foster 
Stores WO \ofOII RJ Huggins 
::)~~'IS Ssgt BJ Knowles 
CCLK CPL LC Nilsen 

Postings, Promotions and Discharges 

402. The following we hope, are the most up to 
date and accurate: 

In From 'IIEF 

Spr H Shields Ex Basic 123 11 Jul 75 
Cpl D Bowman (RNZASC) 1 Ranger Sqn 14 Jul 75 
Sig MJ Sutton 1 Comm Z Sig Sqn 28 Jul 75 
Spr w Nathan Ex Basic 123 16 Aug 75 
Spr w Atherton 11 11 11 16 11 11 

Spr w Axbey 11 11 11 16 11 11 

Spr B Everett 11 11 11 16 11 11 

Spr s· Marsh 11 11 11 16 11 11 

Spr A r.1ason 11 11 11 16 11 11 

Spr L Cooper 11 11 " 16 11 11 

Spr I McDonald " 11 11 16 11 11 

Spr s Gallagher 28 Indep Fd Tp 
(Singapore) 21 11 11 

L Collinson NZVIRAC 1 Bde Pro 26 11 Lcpl 
Spr f.1 Robinson 3 Rd Sqn 1 Jep 75 

out .IQ ''.'/.SF 

Capt BA Stewart GS03 Trg,FF Comd 11 Aug 
WOI CB Chapman H~ Force Engr 
Lcpl D Davidson NZ'I/RAC Def HQ 25 Aug 
Sgt G r-1i tten 3 Fd Sqn 28 11 

Cpl A Hall am 5 Spt Sqn 28 11 

Spr p Pendlebury 5 Spt 3qn 28 " 
Lcpl D Herbert 31 Hdm Rad Tp 28 11 

Spr CV Christens en Civvie street 11 Aug 

--ooOOoo--

Keep raising the roof and people will think there 
is something wrong in your attic. 

--ooOOoo--

75 

75 
11 

11 

11 

11 

75 



promotions • 

Sgt AJ Sinclair 
Sgt KA Henson 
Spr SJ Bowers 
Jpr LP Ho.rtley 
T/Lcpl L Collinson 
T /Cpl W \Vilson 
Spr RL Haber 
Sig HJ Sutton 
T/ Lcpl LK Langdon 
T/ Lcpl c.v Sinclair 

Also: 
2Lt GC ·1/ilson (TF) 
Cpl JG Taylor (TF) 

0 G 

~' 

C-1 G 
(!J 

(!.1 

1 Field Squadron Works 

4-2 

1Q 

T/Ssgt 
T/ Ssgt 
T/Lcpl 
T/Lcpl 
Sub Lcpl 
Sub Cpl 
T/Lcpl 
Spr 
Sub Lcpl 
sub Lcpl 

Lt 
Sgt 

--ooOOoo--

--ooOOoo--

3 !-lar 75 
10 I<ar 75 
10 A.pr 75 
12 Hay 75 

2 Jun 75 
3 Jun 75 
3 Jun 75 

28 Jul 75 
3 Sep 75 
3 Sep 75 

1 6 Feb 75 
26 Auc; 75 

~~easles with 
ring1·10rn 

404. Cpl John Heke and a cre1v of three (including 
Spr Murray Wall- the smaller version!) are spending a . 
week working on the OHAUTIRA ESTATE ::l.oad, near Ngaruawalua. 
It would appear that the gunners use 'six wheel drive' 
at full revs with their tractors and guns, as the road was 
gouged out to a depth of three feet, and a 5inch gun nearly 
disappeared in the ruts. 

405. Ssgt Keith Henson and his team of eight F~s and 
an llHlb.JC cook went to Kawau Island for a >veek 1 s adventure 
training. Their task has been demolishin~ an old building 
close to the island's number one pub (that's why our building 
couldn •t be burnt down) for the Hauraki l·:ari time Park Board. 

406. Apprentice House. f.lajor earthworks are nearing 
co~pletion which would do any multi-storey building proud. 
A. scall problem has arisen however, with the main driveway 
cei~g built up to the extent that six local houses have 
water delivered to their front doors in bulk every time it 
r ains (and that's nearly every week). Lcpl Newt Newton assures 
us that this small problem will be rectified soon. It is 
hoped that construction proper will commence 6 Oct 75 (which 
will take all of our apprentices away from other works tasks, 
so see the wanted columns for more builders labourers!) 

/407. Officers f·Tess 
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407. Officers He ss. Tl!.t: 3V.c; ;~ CO:TTI!iUi li\.7 JJ\.JA ••• , •• 
The works staff and all personnel involved 1vi th this t -,sk 
were privileged on 8 Aug 75 when they were treated to ~ 
'shout' for the completion of Stage One (Hess lounge and 
bar area). It was a most memorable occasion as 32 sappers 
crammed into and about the bar, probably the most sappers 
the Mess will ever see at any one time. The Job Boss, 
Sgt Tom Charman had no comment at the time of reporting, 
although he was heard to say that he needed more tradesmen •••• 
The Mess had a formal dinner on 13 Aug 75, and in the new 
and beautiful surrounds, the carpet was well and truly 
baptized. Completion date is still slotted for Dec 75 
however, some hopeful character said Oct 75, but we feel 
more like Oct 7? 

408, Would you believe it, we have been invited 
back to dCE, Ardmore (but n ot as inmates) this month to 
refurbish the dining hall. This should prove a favourable 
TOD for some who want to see how the other half exists. 

409. Due to heavy rain, the Ardmore Range task is 
still on the float file. Sgt Trevor Gilbert is to do a 
water survival instructors course as part of his 
responsibility as Job Boss. 

--ooOOoo--

i'/hat did Fred Dagg say to Nax Cryer? 

"Get in behind ••••• " 

--ooOOoo--

Ti ttle Tattle 

41 0. Fuel Conservation. \Vi th the current fuel 
restrictions at hand, our Tpt NCO, Sgt Eric James was 
issued with a 100ml syringe by the Camp FOL Section. 
He reckons that it takes 953.4 squirts to fill the tanks 
of a CL Dump truck. That is 476.7 squirts with each 
hand •••••• 

411. Our OC had the honour as Guard Commander in 
leading the Papakura Camp Charter Parade guard through the 
streets of our kindred city on Wed 27 Aug 75. 

412.. Lt Steve Rouse (now also Secretary of the 
Sappers Assoc) is due back on 8 Sep 75 from his course at 
the SJl'lli Casula. \·/ e hope that he doesn't return with too 
much of an Aussie twang, or too many bad habits and u-beaut, 
all-singing, all-dancing ideas from our 'skippy' brothers. 

41 3. 'lie were honoured with a visit from Lt C o~ Halcolm 
van Gelder RAE ( DPl'. DOD, Canberra) 2 Sep 75, lvho l.S 

accompanying the Aussie Combined Services Rugby TeruJ 
throughout their tour of NZ. 

/414. l~ews has 
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.f 1 4. N·ews has just come to hand that Granada ~V has 
nearly exhausted their script for Coronation Stree • 
They now consider that as Argo Road ~as been ~der _c?nstruc
tion for the last ten odd years, a f~lm crew w~ll JO~n 
1 Field Squadron's camp next year for a new saga entitled-
"THE l..ONG ROAD AHEAD, WITH NO END"•••••• 

415. Congratulations to Sgt Trev ~ilbert who made 
the Senior Army Rugby team (to play Australia 7- 11 
Sep). Also to: 

a. Lcpl Chris Sinclair chosen for the 
Army Colts team. 

b. Lcpl Ross ~1aber and Lcpl Larry La.ngdon 
who were chosen for the Army Hockey team. 

\vELL DONE ALL 

416. Over the period 10 - 21 Sep 75, part of the 
unit takes to the field to practise the arts of CPXing 
and how to fight off the screaming hard at Ngaruavtahia, 
who are going to attack Waiouru next Jan 76. \·le hope 
we win, or we will end up wearing KDs working in the paddy 
fields of Pukekohe. 

417. Sgt Tom Charman and Cpl Willy v/ilson are going 
down to Naga Camp to teach 5 Tpt Coy ho\v to pull 6 inch 
nails out of t heir RL tyres. They don't really know much 
about booby traps, but we will see????? 

418. On Tue 9 Sep 75, Papakura Camp is holding a LS 
and GC~1 parade. It would appear that this unit is hiding 
some real oldies (not to say clean living) who have lasted 
out 18 years of undetected crime. 

'dO I 
won 
Ssgt 
Ssgt 

Clare Chaproan 
Tom Green 
Spike Hilligan 
Barry Knowles . . 

~· 
.'\f.:/\1 

Measles 
marinated 
in wine 

419 • vie were sorry to see Lcpl Denise Davidson RHZE/ 
NZWRAC leave us for the castle in Wellington, but are pleased 
to 1-1elcome Lcpl Lee Collinson to the unit. She seems to 
~~ve f mastered. the ~t of working with sappers (especially 

1e ~y var~ety ~n our Orderly Room) well, but has 
d(~~a~po~n~ed most of the fellows by becoming engaged to a 
t ~g) ~tohl~tchieman. Congrats Lee and we wish you a happy 

s ay vi~ · s unit • 
/420. Cpl Kelly 

--ooOOoo-

I caught a 737 in Christchurch walked to the 
back and got off in Auckland. 

--ooOOoo--

' ., 
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420. Cpl Kelly (~~ed) N~lsen is empire building again. 
He wields h1;s. cat-o-n~ne-ta~ls as his fello~l clerks cum 
carpenters/Jo~ners/pa~r.ters/electricians/plumbers/plasterers/ 
~ea boys etc work har~ to refurbish our Or derly ,loom . TLis 
~s about the fourth t~me such an operation on our •nerve 
centre' has taken place in the last two to three years . 

421. Some say that sappers are as "thick as hro short 
ones", but with course reports from all of our Jtaff to 
;/Os , clerks , storeman, and even the new AO have proved 
other1vise. Over the last three months we are :proud to 
say that many D's and passes (good ones at that) prevailed. 

422. Roll of Honour -

Ssgt Keith !Ienson 

NEXT llONTH ••••• 

Dastardly Deeds of Nonths Past 

Crimes forgotten, but most 
heinous 

Tr ying to hide the 1 Fd Sqn 
UPF (DOB) money/Petty Cash 
Box. 

Empire building ; causing 
redundancy; using unskilled 
labour etc. 

'viOl Fete Foster : winning his 
own rugby coffipetition -
Organised Run 1. 

423. ~· Apart from Sgt Tony Gl adstone who is 
still sunning himself in Rarotonga, the last five members 
of the Third Det returned from the island to NZ chaperoned 
by Sgt Gerry I'litten on \ved 27 Aug 75. The project is now 
complete and will remain in the minds of all who were 
involved both here in nz and on Atiu. Commemoration pla<lUeS 
are being produced in our joiner's shop and should be ready 
soon. Those who haven't placed orders are advised to do so 
now. The plaques will probably cost about ~4 . 95 each (price 
still to be confirmed). Best to drop a line to Ssgt Dave 
Putter c/- 1 Fd Sqn. 

424. Kei th Hay Homes Ltd have nothing on 1 :~d Sqn 
in the construction of prefabricated shacks??? At present, 
we are in the throws of building site huts, site loos, 
portable command posts etc. I f anyone i s interested in a 
low cost modular house , we can mana~e this at a nominal fee 
of $18,000.00 (landscaping included). All sites are 
located at .3ix Cross, ·;/aiouru. Be in for this marvellous 
offer, especially those who are shifting to i/aiouru for the 
continuous construction of the Argo Road. 

425. By the way, NRB and Jllinistry of Transport have 
renamed Argo Road as State Highway 1A. The A (alpha) 
standing for 'ABORTED????? ' 

/426. Classified 



426. 

427. 
after 
plans 
Atiu. 
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Classified Advertisements. 

~fante.i for Hire: 

·,;anted UrGently: 

::anted for .lire: 

Carpenters 
~oolki"ts 

:ie-refined 
l·IT Gas 
Builders 
labourers 

-. 
Angelic l11easles? 
(Not birds in 

flight) 

Jsgt Ron Prentice is feeling the cold so much 
his trip to .vaiouru (Staff to \fOs) that he now 
on shifting the Training Section to Fiji - or maybe 

Not so many interruptions there now?????? 

428. Operation Atiu Island. 1 Field 3quadron is 
planning a major seaborn attack exercise on Atiu Island 
Oct - Nov 75 with the aid of the ne•• naval fisheries 
protection vessels, assault boats and Zodiacs (what there 
is left of them after the gunners had t;leir little play 
down tl:e 1/hakat=e River). The first target plotted on 
the fire plan is the destruction of the seawall about the 
new narbour. Sounds like some more blokes want a thirteen 
=onth trip to build concrete walls in the sea!!!! 

PO~l·l??? 

THE ROBIN 

As I awoke this morning, 
',ofhen all bright things are born 
A robin perched upon my sill 
To hail a merry morn. 

It >vas so young and fragile, 
And sweetly did it sing, 
That thoughts of great hap]•iness 
Into my heart it did bring. 
It sang so sweetly to the morn 
As i~ paused beside my bed; ' 
I qu1.ckly brought the windmv down 
And smashed its---------- head. ' 

Anon (It would have to be) 

--ooOOoo--

;,)\ 

~r. 

)l) 
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CHAPTER 5 

2 FIELD SQUADRON 

j Appointments 

501 • The following are the current appointments as 
at 1 Oct 75. 

oc Maj SD Jameson 
AO Capt J McDonald 
SSM v/OI BE Halloch 
Works Offr Lt s Dickson 
\t/orlcs V/0 WOI DH Roberts 
Stores V/0 t/OII NG Small 
Purchasing ',{ 0 ';/Oil D~ Nurray 
;:)~HS '•'/Oil JH Lock 
Estimator Ssgt AGL Burton 
CCLK Sgt G Crawford IUJZEHE 
Trg NCO Ssgt AP Hawkins 

Personal Notes 

502. Postings. The following postings have taken 
place over the last period. 

a. In. Spr c Abraham ex Basic 
Spr J Lye ex " Spr H Ross ex " Spr T Shaw ex " Spr J Vivian ex " Lcpl R Gould ex Sr.IE/Atiu 
Sgt DR Glasgow ex Basic (Loan back 

to SI•l8 ) 
Spr R Popham ex Singapore 

b. ~. Lcpl B Neade to sr.1E 
Spr D Stott to Linton Fire Station 

503. Discharges. 

Lcpl KV Hanssen 
Spr T Bennett 

We wish these two every success in their chosen vocations 
in civvy street. 

504. Congratulations. During the last three 
further members of the squadron (or more correctly 
wives) produced additional supporters for the unit 
Our congratulations go to: 

Cpl and Mrs Bill Leach a daughter (Tamoe 
~~reana) born on 24 Jul 75. 

Lcpl and r.~s John Dickson a daughter 
(Natashia Jean) born on 21 Jul 75. 

Lcpl and f.lrs Caleb Stevens a son (Mark 
Donald) born on 3 Jul 75. 

months 
their 
fan club. 
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\fe also 
father, 
returns 
Liaison 

believe that Lcpl Gould has become a 
but this cannot be verified until h e 
from leave early Oct - more in nGxt 
Letter. 

505 . Promotions. The follovling squadron members 
have started t he climb on the NCO ladder. 

To Lcpl Ian Crooks 
Terry Haste 
Bob Oaks 
Phil Taiapa 

The following NCO continues his climb.

To WOII John Lock 

Works Office 

506. Following is a brief resume of worlcs tasks 
currently being carried out by 2 Field Squadron. 

b. 

c. 

Garrison Club Linton. Tremendous progress 
has been made on this task in the last 
month or so due in the main to a period of 
few courses and a consequent ability to 
maintain full strength gangs. \'lith continued 
cooperation from higher headquarters in the 
form of minimal taskings (ie, Annual Camp) 
t he Garrison Club should be finished by the 
target date r•1ay 76. 

BLK I yehicle Park. Some four acres of 
vehicle park are at present being prepared 
with plant support from 5 Support Squadron. 
It is anticipated the park- will be ready to 
be sealed by r-1WD at the end of October. 

Low Cos~ Vehicle Shelters. As soon as the 
Blacksmith is finished with the delicate and 
fiddly wrought iron work for the Garrison 
Club, he is faced with fabricating 12 bays 
of low cost vehicle shelters which are 
eventually to go on the BLK I vehicle park. 
Hopefully, fabrication will be complete by 
Har 76 and erection on site complete by 
Hay 76. 

507. In addition the unit has eight minor \vorks tasks 
on hand and sixteen manufacture demands in various stages 
of completion. Should we run out of work there is the 
$110,000 Airmans Hess at Ohakea to construct sometime. 

--ooOOoo-

1;/hat about crossing seagulls with parrots 
so they could apologise? 

--ooOOoo-

~. 

Content removed due 
to copyright
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Other Items 

508. Past Traj,ning. 

a. Range Practice 3-4 J.'llay 75 
Putiki - Dart Equipment 

b. Plant Familiarisation 
21-22 Jun 75. 

Jnr NCOs & FEs - changed 
the shape of Camp Dump and 
had a lick at the Hanawatu 
River. Result - very 
clean dozers and operators. 

c. Helicopter Drills/LP Clearance 12-13 Jul 75. 

Snow - cold - large rocks - '"eary bodies. 

509 . Recreation. 

a. Red Rooster migrated south with the Odlins 
Trophy weekend 30/31 Aug to Trentham to 
take on the "Goat" - 5 Sqn. 

Results : Rugby 
Soccer -
V/ball -
B/Ball -

Badminton-

2 Fd 
2 Fd 
2 Fd 
2 Fd only just 68 - 4 
6 Fd Vlell done 

Present on the day '"ere 
Col Comd (Lt Col R Currie) and t he 
CE (Lt Col Rutherford) 

After match function. 

b. Top Cat (3 Fd Sqn) visited SJ.'Im 8-14 Sep 
for training. RNZE Sports Organised Thu 
11 Sep. 2 Fd Sqn v 3 Fd Sqn with 5 Spt 
Sqn and SriJE joining in. Insufficient TF 
available with 3 Fd to compete for the 
Odlins Trophy. 

Rugby 2Fd v 3 Fd (Only) 2 Fd \von 
26 - 13 

Badminton -

V/Ball 

1st 2 Fd 
2nd 5 Spt 
3rd 3 Fd 
4th SHE 

2 Fd 
5 Spt 
SIIE 
3 Fd 

Content removed due to 
copyright



Golf 3 rrn 
r, Spt !:Jqn 
2 Fd 
3 Fd 

c. stop Press. Il.ed Rooster runs first 
again in Lirc.tor. G 11ile relay 24 
Sep 75. 

510. Future Recreation. "Loose Ta llt" . Jed 
Rooster is thinkinc of invadi l1G the surlily i;orth with 
Odlins ~rophy earl,, 1976 tc Lave u look ~tt JoJote country . 

511. Future .:.' ruining. 

a . Kapit i Island 22-23 :Jov - ··elicopters. 

b. Annual Camp dates? where? 

51 2 . General 3g n Ne"~<rs. 2 Fd Sqn no11 have their 
own plaque depictine Red Rooster as the centre piece. 
This is being presented to personnel leavinc; the unit after 
18 months unit service. All personnel 1vho left the urut 
after 11 Apr 1973 and 1fi th 18 months unit service are being 
tracked dovm by the SSl-1 to ascertain 1-rhether they are 
entitled to a plaque. If you think you are entitled to a 
plaque, drop a line to the SSN who will look into your case. 
The SSH has also obtained from a manuf acturer 500 JG 
Grenades and crmms for Senior lTCOs. Cost - 40 cents each . 
These are available for all Corp Senior HCOs. 

-ooOOoo-

I-lary had a little lamb 
She fed it TNT 
It sneezed upon the fire one day 
And now its fricassee. 

-ooOOoo-

Cpl in the bar was telling a newly 
recru.i ted sapper that he 1-ras tvrice 
married and twice a widower. 

"Hy firct >-rife died from eating poison 
mushrooms and the second from a 
fractured slrull", he said. 

"Car 'JCcident ?'' asked the spr. 

"Ho, she uouldn' t eat her mushrooms." 

-oooooo--
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3 .l<'ULD U,lUADR01: 

Appointr:~ents 

601 • The fol) o~ring are tLe CLl.rrent ::J.}Jroint ,,.ents 
as at 1 Cct 75. 

oc ;Iuj it" Lay bourn 
2IC Capt AL ~eaver 

Capt GR Jasoli-3rai t.:, 
(this is the ositicn 

underst:,r.d it) 
JSI1 JOII i-lil. Oliver 
'.Vorks Offr Capt c:; 3t<.?ver.non 
·v/orks v,ro ':IOI JT Blyth 
Stores 'dO ,/QII BJ Hci:erl1ar: 
.3~HS 3gt J Carlin 
CCLK Sgt JG A tkinson 

602 . No contributions received.. 

382436 
38- 24- 36 

that 1 s data 
that 1 s information 

as \•re 

Content removed due to copyright
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CHAPTER 7 

5 SUPPORT SQUADRON 

Appointments 

701 • The following are the current appointments as 
at 1 Oct 75. 

~ost;j.ngs 

702. 

oc l'laj HHJ Shorter 
AO Capt T';l Den eh 
','/ks Offr capt DJ Powley 
SS!>! ':iOI CE 
Res TP Comd 'dOII 

Corney 
lriR Den by 

Tpt WO 
Cclk 
SQHS 
111PF 

Q!,J.t 

1'/0II GD Grieve 
Sgt r-IG Morris on 
Ssgt FB McDonald 
Ssgt JH Hendrick 

McDonald to 2 Fd Sqn 
Hefferen to 5 Spt Sqn Burnham 
Hay to 1 Fd Sqn 
Presser to HQ ATG 

Capt J 
Sgt BJ 
Lcpl C 
Spr D 
Spr DR Urquhart to Linton Camp Fire Brigade 

Postings In 

703. 

Discharges 

704. 

Capt TW 
Spr TA 
Spr N 
Sr T 

Spr PJ 

Dench from 2 Fd Sqn 
Ormsby from RF Depot 
Jackson from RF Depot 
Pinga from RF Depot 
Munns from RF Depot 

Hermon 
Denison 
Garnham 
Hong 

Lcpl RD 
Lcpl BC 
Spr J 
Spr JF 
Pte JF Neilson (now civilian typist) 

Promotions 

705. Lcpl Doug Greeks to Cpl 
Spr ~!oe Turoa to Lcpl 
TF Cpl Chris Hods on to Sgt 

Current Tasks 

706. The unit is heavily involved 
in the formation of a new vehicle park 
at Block I Linton Camp, and has also 
worked on alterations to a rifle range 
at Hawera. All plant is being brought 

'l 

j.~i• D 
= \ 111.1111 (: ·~ .. ~. --

\ L'llt ,;.-- ~\ \ 

Q I _c~~~.· · . ~\· .\ :I 
. = : I Q~M-·. ..... . = 

I ....,. \' - -t-r=c--
~· >--.:--up to a high standard ready for work to commence 

again on the Argo Road, probably mid-Octcber. 



_nit Training 
707. All personnel who _could be 
spared recently spent_an en~o?able 
vfeek doin0 \"iaterr:w.nslu.p tr'?-m.n~ at 
sr-:E. The weather lfaS typlCal .. or 
this time of the ;year with howling 
1dnds and rain, but nevertheless 
the training vras most successfu~ •. 
It culminated in section compet1t1ons 1 

which involved much more than 
Watermanship, and was most enjoyable . 
Dmls training has recently also 
been held for selected personnel, 
and the unit should be well equipped 
for any drul tasks which may occur. 

§port 

708. The highlight of the year 
was probably \<Then Linton Camp was 
honoured by a visit by 3 Fd Sqn. 
5 Spt Sqn young soldiers were 
surprised that the southerners did 
not ~<Tear grey uniforms and did not 
wave Confederate Flags, but were 
pleased to meet them on the sports 
fields. That we won at both rugby 
and golf did not matter, but all 
appreciated the excellent after
match function lfhich Sgt }1ike 
Morrison arranged to end the day's 
sport. 

709. The unit was well represented in the aegional Rugby 
!-latches. Cpl Kevin Smith, Spr John Young and Spr Al.:..an Hales 
were selected for the Regional Senior Team and Cpl Smith 
consequently was also selected for the Army Team. Sprs flat 
Scully, Bruce Jacks on and John Young were also selected for 
the Regional Colts Team, and Spr John Young was subsequently 
selected for the Army Colts Team. 

710. Spr Brian Hutton has been selected for the ~egional 
Soccer Team, and should also progress fUrther. 

--ooOOoo-

Hary had a little lamb 
It had a touch of colic 
She gave it brandy twice a day 
And now its alcoholic. 

!)), 
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CHAPTER 8 

6 FIELD ~~UADRON 

ApPointments 

801. The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Oct 75. 

Postings 

802 . 

Promotions 

oc 
2IC 
.3Sr·l 
SQ~IS 
CCLK 

In 
Out 

riaj PJ 
Capt A 
JOII HG 
Ssgt RJ 
Sgt lt/T 

Skogstad 
Anderson 
Gallagher 
\'/right 
Hatiaha 

Spr G Lochore from 5 Spt Sqn 
Lcpl B Rathbun to S~lli 

803. Spr Lochore to Lcpl 
Lcpl Wharewera to Cpl 

Additions 

804. To Lcpl Lochore and Carol a boy, Joseph 
Edward born 19 Jul 75. 

\o/eekend Exercise Rimutaka Area 

805. On the weekend 20-21 Sep 75 the unit held a TEV/T 
for SNCOs and Offrs in the area of the old Rimutaka 
Railway line. It •vas also decided to hold a formal 
dinner in one of the train tunnels (not in use now). 
The dinner was plotted for 1900 hrs on Sat 20 Sep. 
The weekend itself got away with a bum start as it 
poured with rain and the wind reached speeds up to 
60 knots (typical \vellington). This ;-ras followed 
by a driver op taking a short cut over a bank and 
~utting one of our vehicles out for the day. 
l Comment from a well-known Captain, "vlell ••••••••• 
ro:n. on"). The rest of the TE\·/T time over the 
weekend went well. 

--ooOOoo--

The older generation 
concludes that there 
would be no problems with 
children if they had to chop 
wood to keep the TV set going. 

OOooOOooOO 
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1-'ormal Dinner 

SOb The formo.l dinner 1vas to have 
bee; set up by 1800 hrs, but being short 
of a venicle mn.de this impossJ.ble. On 
arrival at the t·lrJlel sh:.lft, the. Offrs 
and 3:WOs then .1ad to get stuck 1n and 
set up the dinner. This was carried out 
i:: e;ood oriental style. J: fence batten 
.vas placed through the tow1ng ~ye of a 
trailer making a modern type rJ.ckshaw. 
The trailer was loaded up with the equipment 
and with a short run of about two miles 
we took off. On arrival at the tunnel 
we set up the tables, chairs etc and put 
a tarp at the tunnel entrance. For 
future reference here is a stores list: 

A 

807 

1" tubular steel candelabra 
'./lute tuble cloths 
Bowls food mixing 
Tea towels 
Plates assorted 
Hot Boxes (filled) 
Tables folding field 
!U'-'S 
,vet cold soldiers 
Booze to fill all reoaining 

space 

H D a 

~ty 6 
1 
6 
6 
plenty 
plenty 
5 
plenty 
plenty 

more than plenty 

Solution to Crossvrord Enigma Six of Liaison Letter No 3 

807. Across. 1 • Food 4. Adze 6. Ugh 7. Gyn 9. 
11 • Clips 13. Cesspool 1 6. A in 17. 
19. PS 21. He 23. PB3 24. Or 25. 
27. Pot 28. Vent 29. Po 31. ;a 33. 
34. Standing 

1 • Fulcrum 2. Ogre 3. Oh 5. Zippo 
s. HCO 1 o. PSI3 12. LL 1 4. Sap 1 5. 

Down. 

LR 
Pod 

Vi 
Par 

PI! 
18. Derrick 20. Het 22. ,io,"'vens 23. Pop 
26. 29. I nit Pan 30. Org 32. An 

--ooOOoo--

If a female duck is a duchess 
.lould a female spook be a Spuchess? 
If a number of cows are cattle 
:vould a number of bows be a battle? 
If drinking too hard makes a drunk~rd 
·;lould th~ni:in? too hard make a Thunkard? 
If a chap J.n 1Tew York is a Hevl Yorker 
•Ould a chappie from Cork be a Corker? 

--ooOOoo--

33. Pi 



2 . 
3. 
4. 
6. 
7. 
8 . 
11 • 
12. 
13. 
1 4. 
1 7. 
18. 
22. 
24. 
26. 
27. 
29. 
30. 
31 • 
32. 
33. 
35. 
37. 
38. 
40. 
41 • 
43. 
44. 
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CRO::lSWORD 

They use wireless sets 
Weather report 
see 9 across 
~rot them 
What we are part of 
They get out of prison 
It's not down 
Thanks 
Pattie St is where V/e' re ••• 
our air force 
Liaison Offr 
Street 
our number 
our UK brothers 
over 
Nine it (anag) 
Isolating transformer 
Preposition 
Electrical term 
Its a lively drink 
Classified 
Good weather 
Printers measure 
Although 
!llineral springs 
Used on roads 
It's not out 
TF medal 

Across 

1. A booster charge 
2. Removes chalk 
9 & 4D. An authority for 

stores 
10. Keeper of stores 
13. We breathe it 
15. Plant roads & airfields 
16 . Pity 
19 . !lletric measure 
20. Choose 
21. V/i zard of 
23. Not all 
25. Jliost of us are 
27. Used to ignite 

safety fuse 
28. Birds home 
30. Hot of:rs 
32. Automobile Assoc 
34. ',lelshman 
36. see 42 across 
38. Degree 
39 . By itself 
40. Sub-machine gun 
42 & 36. ~e lay them 
45. Stand on 42 and you 

feel it 
46 & 47. There is one at 

Camp 

-ooOOoo-

Eskimo 
Apartments 
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>3C:IOL'L OF HILITARY ENGINEERING 

Appointments 

901 • The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Oct 75 • 

oc I>laj CH. Parker 
Admin & Acctg Offr Capt JA Tymkin 

1;/G\'l lvilliams SSM \'101 

Trg Offr FB Capt RA Barrett (posted UlJ 
Observer Pakistan 
wef 20 Oct 75) 

Trg Offr Plant Lt RB Simmons 
Trg ;/0 (A~ won r.::T Robins on 
Trg !10 (G Ssgt WH Lamb .. Trg \10 Plant '!IOII ·.vA Kearney 
CCLK Ssgt l!J Dette 
s~r-JS \'fOil BD Hook 

I;ostings In 

902. Lcpl l•leade ex 2 Fd Sqn 
Lcpl Rathbun ex 6 Fd Sqn 
Spr O'Brien ex 3 Fd Sqn 
Sgt Glasgow ex BAA Rec Cse 

Postings out 

903. Cpl Herewini to 3 Fd Sqn 
\'/Oil Flavell to 1 Fd Sqn 
Capt Barrett to UN Observers Pakistan 

Promotions 

904. Cpl JDL Ridland to T/Sgt wef 16 Jul 75 
Lcpl AH Beattie to Cpl wef 15 Jul 75 
Ssgt ~o/A Kearney to 'dOli wef 10 Sep 75 

Announcements 

905. We are pleased to announce the engagement of 
·,wn nE Chamberlain to Miss I<Iarie Latimer a school music 
teacher. Congratulations Clas. 

906. Capt Tymkin's baby over due. 

Courses 

907. Recent courses at .3HE include: 

a. ~FNF ( 24 pers). Trade training has 
~ncluded the following work tasks: 

Cone block security room 
Cone f loor for 5 Spt 3qn 

stores building 

.. 
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Camp Community Centre renovations 
Officers Ness Beer Garden block wbrk 
Range shelters 
Fencing 

SME 
LIBRARY 

Social scene including Interfel parties 
at Nassey University 

Fiji National Day celebrating Church choirs 
Four days in ·raupo-Rotorua area and 
Good rugby. 

Planned works include Acacia Bay block 
retaining wall. 

b. Advanced Bridginc. (7 pers). Produced 
good bridge design work and an extremely 
high standard of presentation. American 
Army reference material used with this cours e 
proved more accurate than previous sources. 
A very good course with students really 
achieving good results. 

c. Plant Recon and t)anagement. ( 14 pers). 
This course for NCOs included seven sappers. 
Difficulty was experienced by the students 
with the mathematical aspects covered. 
SME intends to r evievr plant training and 
prospects are t hat ~athematics will be 
introduced on two and three stn= plant courses . 
The PRN students learnt lots of good planning 
facts on this course. 

d. ioneer Instruct or. 
on ?:S phase, 

22 person dml phase). 
Affected a little by both petrol 
and explosive r estrictions. 

Tlus course learnt the lessons 
le'' weJ_l and are better equipped 

soldiers for the knowledge and experience 
Two Class 9 bridges (18ft & 21ft spans) 

of unusuaJ. designs were successfully 
completed at Santoft. 

e. Engine Hands. (1 2 pers). IC and Cl 
engines present no problens to these students 
now. All engineer units should gain the 
benefit and all small motors (except Hercury 
outboards) can have better care and under-
standing together with expert diagnosis of 
faults. 43 nominations for this course must 
be a barometer of some sort. 

--ooOOoo-

Blessed are they that run round in 
circles, for they shall be knmm as 
\Theels. 

--ooOOoo--



f. 

g. 
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Drilling Rigs. ( 1 0 pers 2 • '.1~ th i~port e~ 
expertise in the form of .:>set S1.ncla1.r ( 1 l'd 
Sqn) Lcpl Alexander (5 Spt Jqn) Wfio has 
thre~ years civilian experience, ~d stud~nts 
such as Spr Hookham (5 Spt Sqn) wno for f1.ve 
years drilled for oil in the North Sea 025 
wells), Sgt Wing (1 Fd Sqn) acti~ely a.wel~ 
driller by occupation who has dr1.lled 1.ce 1.n 
Antarctica and the combined expertise of 
Atiu and NZ experienced SHE instructors, the 
course learnt and practised all aspects of 
the Pilcon and Speedstar rigs. 

TF 11th Intake. (51 pers) 23 F..:;s, 20 \.slt 
Pnrs, 8 Plant Ops from the usual wide r~~ing 
backgrounds make for an interesting period of 
learning. A lighthouse keeper in the 10th 
Intake is matched in this intake with an 
economist, a photo engraver and a french 
polisher. Should m~~e choosing the best 
sapper an interesting task. 

h. Basic Field No 2. (37 pers). Vlith six RF 
Cadets and typically Linton Camp spring 
weather (rain and plenty of wind) this course 
will produce combat engineers for squadrons 
in profusion ( thats a new sqn!) ':londer to 
which unit the best sapper will belong. 

j. Basic Plant. ( 14 pers). A little light 
on plant and a temporary shortage of 
instructors but the students should prove 
their vrorth on A.rgo road and sir.:tilar tasks. 

k. 3 Fd Sqn Trg (58 pers), were the reason for 
a Linton all-engineer sports afternoon but 
also without causing any inconvenience at all, 
practised FE training on, 1vith and in water. 
Observed at a function, the current custom 
of presenting unit placques. 

1. 5 Spt Sgn Trg. A good example of a sqn using 
>:HIE gear, their own instructors achieving 
good standards >vithout a.."ly bother. 

m. U~'l Officers Course. 14 Prospective di}Jlor,Jats 
h1.d ~d learnt many devious things during a 
week 1.n No 1 Lecture Room. Really a visiting 
cou:se, based for convenience at Linton, they 
obv1.ously plan to return because their thanks 
f?r assistance received was profuse ~nd 
s1.ncere, and they left the lecture room cleaner 
than clean. 

--ooOOoo--

The man who was arrested for assault and battery ;·ras 
put in a dry cell and charged. 

--ooOOoo--

... .. 
,! 
~I 

!1r 
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Display fol' Khri Rue;by Team 

908. As part of a Linton 
Camp display on Sat 6 Sep, 
Engineers did their thing 
for a gathering of members of 
the Kiwi rugby team, it 
being the 3oth anniversary 
for that team. SHE ••ere 
lucky they decided on the 
"red terror" training aid 
landrover for the !.lillar 
bridge crossing and that 
ir the last minutes (after 
difficulties and delays) 
prior to the display, there 
should be a trial crossing. 
It would have been an 
embarrassing TV spectacular to 
have the wire break and the red 
terror plunge into five feet of 
water as part of the demonstrationt 
Cpls Hanson and Ross were reported salutine as t Leir ship 
rrent down. 

Staff Dining Qut 

909. Staff vri th wives/ girlfriends 
dined out at a city Chinese Restaurant 
one Jaturday nicht recently. Did hear 
departure time vras around 1 a.m. 

Editor trying 
to sort some 
sense out of 
the chaos. 

--ooOOoo-

Behind every successful mun is 
somebody ;rho says he vrent to 
school rri th him. 
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Fi!:W-ELLt 

I'he monthly fuel forecast for units, 
Is urovin" not ea sy to do, 
To s ay th~t you need it and mean it, 
Is OK •till you r gallons are through. 

mhe 1-r ork and t he jobs must continue; 
There is no slacking off in t~e pa ce, 
vou strain every muscle and sLnew, 
just to kee p up and save bloomin' f a ce. 

There i s s ~ropping of some allocations, 
1 T1-reen units who suffer abuse, 
For trying to exceed normal rations, 
\Vho s aid t his would s ave on the juice? 

one way of increasing t he running , 
Is t o accept a reduction in pay, 
The fault lies in shortage of money! 
This suggestion has been filed away . 

There a r e changes fore cast for the future, 
It concerns t hose who go on a course, 
The fac ts may not really suit you, 
But you cannot train much vr i th a horse. 

Gallon cans will be issued to student s , 
Or to t hose intending to learn, 
I t will s ave sr~ using indents, 
Causing units s ome minor concern. 

All must attend with a can at the ready, 
Filled with diesel or petrol as asked, 
The training will be nice and steady, 
As long as your fuel supplies last. 

3 o if in the future you're grumbling, 
About this School and its attitude plus, 
Send student and fuel down to Linton, 
And we'll train t hem without further fuss. 

That i s not quite the end of this treaty; 
\le 1 ve word from a very hi gh source 
Sta ting NT really means enpty, ' 
And the can really stops there of course. 

Perhaps just a final reminder 
Don't siphon out petrol for fun 
It sure is a helluva binder, ' 
If not driving you really must run. 

--ooOOoo-
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AH OPi:!U LSTTER 

91 O. (The follmving letter addressed to his Squadron 
Commander has been forvmrded by the author to the Editor 
of the RJJZE Liaison Letter for public:J.tion 'lS it is 
considered that it reveals serious shortcomings in the 
Service as a whole which may be beyond the canaci ty of his 
squadron to remed~) • 

Dear Sir, 

911 • I left the Squadron to come on this promotion 
course in Waiouru at very short notice and did not have the 
chance to see you as you had been called away to speak to 
the Commander about last night's fight in the !'1ess. I 
would have liked in particular to thank you for nominating 
me very late for this course. Nay I say :10w flattered I 
am to be selected, especially as I have been b 1ck from that 
island job for only a week. To have released a Combined 
Jervices rugby player as I am, a week before the Officers 
versus the Sergeants rugby game would not have been easy, 
but I must admit to being somewhat di s appointed at the 
suddenness of your decision. 

912. There are one or two matters which I would have 
liked to mention to you and I hope you >vill not mind me 
doing so in this letter. They may, in conjunction with 
experiences of others, be of training value. 

913. I returned from the island with the main party 
and took charge of the draft as Captain Grand-National who 
was to have done so, had to be flovrn to Riccarton for a 
week's convalescence following a heavy cold. 

914. I regret that the arrangements for our movement 
left much to be desired and I feel very strongly that some 
changes should be made. Brigadier Show-Weeke as Director 
of Movements, may well be studying this already as I took the 
opportunity to telephone and complain to him whilst we were 
passing through Auckland. The Brigadier said that he 
remembered you vividly, having been, I understand, your 
syndicate Directing Staff on your Grade III course. 
915. I felt it appropriate to complain immediately 
because of several examples of inefficiency on 
the part of the movements organisation, the 
first of which was a refusal to add our 
mascot Rightstir to our flight tickets. 
It was my own idea to bring him as a means 
of improving morale, and I did not see 
why the existing travel documents 
could not be amended to include him. 
Sergeant Sloth even offered to remain 
behind so that Rightstir could take his place 
but again movements refused to consider the proposal. 

/In the end 
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In the end I had to buy a dog's air ticket out 
6}6 the ::3qn Barrack Damages Fund and ~ :ajor A.udi tte now 
insists I refund the cost, a matter of $1 5.63. I do feel 
that it is a little unreasonable to expe~t me to pay for the 
inflexibility of others and I hope you >nll agree and 
intervene on my behalf. 

917 The letter which you received from the SPCA als9 _ 
aros~ out of the poor movements arrangements. I doubt . --· 
very much if the case will come to court when the facts ~ 
are known. They can be corrobora ted by Cpl Bite. The · . 
incident arose out of the stupidity of expecting us to ~ 
trave l from Auckland to Papakura by train and not taxi as 
is logical. I recommend very strongly that this practice 
should cease im .. Jediately. We were on the Auckland 
railway station when Cpl Bite, Rightstir's handler, saw 
a notice to the effect that dogs cannot travel in the 
carriages. The guard refused to make any concessions and 
as a large crowd had assembled by this time, I felt it best 
for the Army's public image not to enter into further 
argument but to conceal Righstir from view and carry him 
aboard. Whilst this may have been alright for a poodle 
or a terrier, it presented problems for a full-grown 
Alsation. Unfortunately he became alarmed and broke 
into the most heart-rending howls, whereupon an old lady 
decided the dog was being ill-treated. Not only did she 
express herself strongly on the subject, but she struck 
Cpl Bite with her rolled up umbrella. Very regrettably 
Cpl Bite loosened his hold on Rightstir's head and the dog 
promptly seized the old lady's fur stole. .Nercifully 
the old lady and the stole were not firmly attached to 
each other or there might have been a nasty accident. 
Rightstir refused to give up his prize and 
savaged it so convincingly that another old 
lady, thinking it was a cat, fainted. Even 
though the destruction of the stole was 
partially her own fault, I think you 1-Till 
agree that the old lady, a Miss Glandish 
has a fair case to ask for compensation, ' 
but I am sorry that the bill she raised 
was sent direct to your home address and 
opened by your wife. 

91 8 . The bill for $50 for pulling the 
communication cord was a direct fault of 
mo~ements for failing to provide expert 
gu1dance when catching trains. It was 
when we were nearing Avondale that I 
knew we were travelling North and not 
South. I<nowing the great delays 
experienced and the greater cost of a 
longer return journey, I pulled the 
ComKunication cord. I am sure you will 
agree that $50 is a small sum compared 
with the effects of our arriving late 
&ven ~hat.amount could have been avol"d.ed organ1sat b had the movements lon een more efficient. 

!I was very 
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Q19. ~ wa~ very pleased to c;et to Papakur a as I had 
oeen study1ng 1nternal security techniques f or some time 
and had evolved a theory on using dogs to disperse croVTds. 
Not ';lnnu.turally, I was very keen to try t his out, this 
~art1cular th~ory, and seized the opportunity to do so 
1n Papakura H1gh St when exercising Rightstir on the 
evening of our arrival. As you know the crowd dispersed 
with incredible speed and I am sorry it was found 
necessary to send Righstir to Ardmore the next day. 
I do feel that too much notice was taken 
of highly coloured newspaper reports of 
the affair and I most definitely did 
not tell _the reporter that Rightstir 
had been specially trained to sava ge 
strangers. I might well have said 
something to the effect that dogs 
could be trained to help with crowd 
dispersal, but the extent to which 
the incident was misreported can be 
judged from one particular report 
which c laimed a woman said she had 
been rapedl It is not for me to say 
but I suspect tha t Colonel Thruster's 
order to send Rightstir to Ardmore 
immediately may have been owing to the 
attention he paid during the afternoon 
to Mrs Thruster's pomeranian bitch. 

920. I have often heard it said that the awarding of 
medals can never be entirely fair because so many acts 
of gallantry t a ke place when there is no superi or off icer 
present to witness them and initiate a citation. lily 
idea is that individuals s hould be allov;ed, in fact 
positively encouraged, to recommend t hemselves for the 
award of a medal when t hey perform an unwitnessed act of 
gallantry. This would, I am certain, ensure as many 
examples of bravery as possible are recognised, would be 
good for the Army's public image and would avoid a g ood 
deal of the sense of injustice which I must admit, I feel 
at present. I consider myself a victim of the present 
system which has, in essence, left me with a bill of $7.69 
instead of at least, a f.tili tary f·ledal. The PHC may well 
have spoken to you already about this amount I have rather 
angrily refused to pay. On Wednesday last, I was told to 
lecture all the Junior NCOs of the Sqn on the recognition 
of terrorist explosive devices and did ·so in an area 
alongside the Sgts Ivless kitchen where there was some 
protection from the wind. I was engrossed in my lecture 
when following the sound of raised voices from the kitchen, 
a metal cylindrical object landed at my feet. In a flash 
I recognised it, bent down, and threw it away with all m.· 
strength, at the same time shouting at my class to get down . 

/As I fell flat 

Content removed due to 
copyright
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21 . As I fell flat on the ground myself, I heard a 
crash of breaking glass but not unnaturally, I was much 
too tensed up waiting for an explosion to pay it much 
,,eed . I was jus t beginning to think the bomb was not 
going to go off when SJr; Granni tte demanded to know who 
had broken t he window in the Sgts' He ss lavatory. :rhe 
position soon clarified itself when the Cpl cook said 
he had been inspecting the rations and discovering a tin 
of baked beans IJ.arked 1955, had accosted the Lcpl 
storeman and t heir argument ended with the offending tin 
beifib hurled out the open kitchen window. When I, 
believing it to be a bom~had thrown the tin, it had 
gone t hrough the Sgts' !>less lavatory \vindow which was 
not open. I hope you will agree it is quite unreasonable 
to expect me to pay for the window. r·1y actions were 
commendable and, had the tir. in fact been a bomb, would 
have been worthy of recognition. To my mind, it is 
immaterial that 1955 was the part number and not the 
filling date of the baked beans. 

922 . Finally, I would like if I may, to explain my 
actions in last night's fight in the mess. As you know 

.. 
last night 1-ras my last chance 

to complete an all night duty 
before this course. It 1~as 

also my first camp duty for some 
months having been on that i sland 
jo~ for some time previously. I  

dec1.ded to be very efficient and 
1.10re than useful in assisting the 
Orderly Sgt and started to close some 
Messes for him. It was unfortunate 
that my watch \vas an hour and a quarter 
fa~t but in. the hot \vords on the night, 
th1.s was fa1led to be pointed out to 
me. I finally succeeded in getting 
the bar shut but it was when I tried 
a lit~le humour to quieten the 
menac1ng crowd that some racial 
overtones errupted into the bottle 

of The d f and ~ug bashing episode you have heard 
• crow o men surg1.ng out of the double swing doors 

of th~ Hess ~ t hey followed me 1-ras my final attempt to 
peac~ ully d1.sperse the crowd, not the doors I rem · 
conv1.nced that a flash f d h • ru.n of a crowd'S t. o goo umour and an understanding 
reinforcemen~~ ~;~! ~~~e:c~!:;:s~ore than confrontation with 

~~~xplaiuil~ ~h:a!a~~:rg~~dy~uam t~ have this opportunity 
before you were called • was unable to do so 
refu.sed to let me see y away t~h see the Commander as the 2IC 
advise it and it would ~~t 0~ . e grounds ~hat "he would not 
sure you •rill aeree th t e ln ~y best lnterests" • I am 
no way incorrect when ;oumy h~dl1ng of the situation was in 
Camp siren at midday when ~~a l.Ze that I set my watch by the 

ere was also a fire alarm at 1315. 

/In conclusion 

Content removed due to 
copyright
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924. In conclusion may I t .ank you for giving me 
this unexpected chance to attend t his promotion course. 
I assure you I will lose no opportunity in inf orming 
my Directi~~ Staff and fellow students of my experiences 
on the island task which I consider to have been one of 
the most exciting experiences of my career. 

l1RFU RFF·IF 

There came twenty-four men from Fiji 
To play with the boys of the plains 
The ground usually soaked like a Squeeji 
All swampy with incessant rains. 

They ran and they kicked and they punted 
On fields that slowed down t he ir creat pace 
They beat nearly all teams they f r ont ad 
And were ahead at the end of each r ace. 

The peak of their fine rugby season 
\/as on t he Oval when asked once to play 
Prelude to Counties, the reason 
A large crowd to please on the day~ 

Then here's to the men from a far land 
Hands clap to their prowess and fame 
May all future boys from that island 
Play that fast running f ast passing game. 

-ooOOoo-

I have a brother Rupert 
He plays stand-off for Newport. 
And t hey think so much about h1m 
That they always play without him1 
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925. Final Jtatistics ~·or 
Services 'B' u/.'1 Rugby team. 

Gx-.J.es Played: 19 
·,-.~on 

Jro.wn 
Lost 

Fci:>ts for 
"l::u.inst 

13 
1 
5 

-277 
- 148 

I'ol scJrers for tecllll: 

,-..;:J.::.ivJtu 112 
,ai 6-~ 
:::uisi 46 

Position in Uo~petition 
3rd 

Twelve players represented 
Central Region colts. 

~ualivutu played for Central 
Region 3eniors in the NZ 
A.rrr.y Trials . 

--ooOOoo--

·:!hen I am dead 
I hope it may be said , 
His sins were scarlet 
But his books were read. 

,;.nnual cru::p 

1976? 
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Clui.PTER 10 

J.::..:nc{ cn.c: 
B CO!:lJAtiT :LiD ?.1'' CA.D3T JC_tOOL 

Appointments 

1001. The foll.owing are the current npl'Ointrnents 
o.s at 1 Oct 75. 

oc 
Senior rrade Instr 
3TI (Designate) 
Instructors 

App lhng Strr,n 
Cdt Sch Jt1r.n 
3 pr rrainees 

Capt 
3s[;t 
Sgt 
Set 
Sgt 
Sgt 
Lcpl 
Cpl 
3pr 
Spr 
Spr 

<'1( ·:!i.lli.ans 
(.illddie) .l.Jruce 
(Terry) Archer 
(Don) i!illiken 
(Les) Stowell 
(Pinky) Staines 
(Chrome)Lomas (ex PC:!Z~) 
(John) .:hite 

~ J.adar) _.ic ol 
40 ,!att) Lit;htbourne 
Andy) Anderson 

1002 o It seems only a few days since the lust newsletter 
came (better look at the distribution system) and already 
its time to write again. No major happenings since the 
last tirr:e, a visit from the ~1inister of Defence, Commander 
Home Command etc. 

1 003. ·:lhen we lmolv of a visit we [;O to PL'd: A 
lvhich consists of stripping lveatherboards 
from fr=es in the carpenters shop and 
then nailing theo back on under the 
benign caze of the visitor. 

1004. But seriously folks, 
the prcgress is goillb Hell on the 
houses and t he apprentices. Both 
houses are 50/o complete and we 
hope to have them complete by 
December 1975 assuming that none 
of the usual holdups occur. 

1005. He have bid for three houses for 1976 based on 
a figure of 19 apprentices under training. Also on current 
figures we will graduate 

2 sappers as surveyors 
6 sappers as apprentices (still under 

training at App ':line) 
3 sappers as plumbers 

1006. Also not to be forgotten are h1o officers 
at TFD in :iaiouru. 

Lt Aim ·::ells and 
2Lt T.S Jones, 1vho are busy training 

the TF intakes. 
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1007. Plans arc aLso goinG ahead for Sap1'ers Day 
in Waiouru, mui.nly revolvin& around the 1:113 pond a.nd 
Zodiac boats. 

1008. ·.-le are also seriously 
considering askin& to be a squ:1dron 
in view of all the requests ive ,set 
for engineer assistunce, usually of 
the "Can you put up a ;.,all/building/ 
store/pour concrete/ taps/pipes/ 
dig holes/grade roads etc and we of 
course supply all materiaLs/stores/ 
labour (ie, 2 sheets pinex, 1 x hammer,
4 x 6 '' bent nails 1 bloke on Light 
Duties). Still its nice to know 
we are appreciated, even if its only 
when sol!leone l'lants a favour done. 

Furnished CuraHanto: to Let. T~p Water. Flush Sanitation 

Today's quote: 

1009. For all those ex
cadets out there, the cadets 
have novr moved into the 
multi-storey type barracks. 
Gone are the days of 
digginc; tunnels 1mder 
the Sgts l·1ess and grog 
storage nnder the 
barrac!{s. 

1010. Finally, for those 
who knmr him, Lcpl Lomas 
ex RNZE has nmv applied to 
return to RNZE. 

\'IINSTON CHURCHILL talking about his 
changes of political party Conservative 
Liberal Conservative: 

"Anyone can rat 1 But I re-ratted!!" 

.:JTOP PRESS: 

--ooOOoo-

I1rs Stowell had a baby in Palmerston 
North hospital on 30 September 1975. 

--ooOOoo--

Content removed due to 
copyright
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JJ5CTION T\'/0 

'liAIOURU SURVEY lTOTES 

By Ssgt AJ Brown 

1011. The big achievements since last writine 
have been completinc plans for the comine; s eason 's 
construction on Argo and endeavourine; to use t he year 1 s 
leave ent itlement before the end of September. The 
initial five sets of Argo prints, each of about thirty 
sheets, ,.,ere done on our newly arrived Caxton I:k 3 (the 
one with a vacuum pump) Plan Printer. That took two 
men a day and a half but it will do two A1 sheets at 
once which saves time. The Plan Printer is a great 
asset here because it used to take about three weeks 
for tracings to be sent to Palmerston North, be printed 
and returned. ~le don't expect to do a hundred and fifty 
prints all that often though. 

1012. To look ahead survey for the alternative route 
for the last part of Stage 3 Argo starts shortly and 
should be progressing vTell by the time this gets into 
print. Development of the N113 Pool in its second role 
as a recreation area is providine; us with some work as well 

Electronic Calculators 

Sue:;gested 
activity 
for 

Suppers Day? 

1013. The Hewlett Fackard HP45 Pocket Calculator 
costs 3209 across the counter. It was the one available 
for engi~eering purposes. The last shipment of this model 
is probably already in the country. 

Content removed due to copyright
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1014• The Hewlett Packard '>F25 is the "odel which I 
replaces the 11P45. The IIP25 does everytn~~g the 1!1'45 ~ 
does and cru1 also be programmed for up to Ilfty steps. ~ 
It costs $54 less tLa.n the EP45 . Pro._;r:..li.l. able --
calculators are not allowed to be used in :'r~e 8 
Jerti:fication Board exams. Its a cruel 1-rorld. 

1 J15 . Greetings a.nd best wishes for Christmas and 
the Hew Year and looking forward to perhaps seeing 
some of you here any time between Ja.n and !'lay 76. 

--ooOOoo--

EVER HAVE ONE 
OF THOSE DAYS 

WHEN EVERYTHING ' 
GOES RIGHT 

••• AND THERE'S NO ONE 
AROUND TO SEE IT 

HAPPEN!! 
244 

A nameless mess somewhere in NZ . A steward 
brings in a plate of very thin bread to 
three sappers. ' 

"Did you cut these?" a sked one of t he sappers. 

"Yes, I did" said t he belligerent chef. 

"Okay then, if you cut them, it t b 
my deal." m us e 

--ooOOoo--

TNT is fast 
Fission even faster 
But fusion is more versatile 
And vaster, vaster, vaster. 
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GllAPrER 11 

_j'IR.l!: BRIGADES 

SECTION ONE 

BURNHAN CA!>U> FIRE BRIGADE 

1101 • The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Oct 75. 

Firemaster \'/OI i'iD Hall 
Deputy Ssgt NJ Bassett 
Firemen Sgt PJ Kennedy 

Cpl RG Lane 
Lcpl RH Edwards 
Spr se IIanson 

The ~torm of Aug)J!!t the First 

11 02. EMERGENCY El1ERGENCY EMERGENCY 

Well!: In the three years since 73 in Bur!'J1am camp .....-::::. we have now had the lot. - ) 
THE HOT EST DAY I ( ('8~' 1 
THE COLD EST DAY IN~~ i1J~ 
THE ';/ET EST DAY 

and now THE IHl'IDY- EST DAY IH Y~ARS. ~ 
On all occasions this service became totally involved 
and because of the lack of true appreciation of the role 
of this service, we were subjected to what may be considered 
as unnecessary duress. 

1103. During the storm the fire service responded to 
four fire calls in four hours from 0530 hrs in an area 
extending from Dunsandel north into Christchurch. Special 
Services accounted for 30 man hours over the first two 
days. This did not include personnel conducting inspections 
of chimneys to eliminate possible fire hazards created by 
the wind condition. Special services were to continue into 
the following week until power <TaB completely restored around 
the local area. 

--ooOOoo-

Up on the rooftop reindeer pause 
The TV mast hooked Santa Claus 

--ooOOoo-
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1104. The constant threat of falling trees, whipping 
loose p01ver lines and flying debris made the occasions of 
res}onding to incidents a hazardous undertaking. 

11 05 . Lack of correct equipment created unnecessary 
~roblems in this type of situation. Ironically the very 
eoergency equipment we needed had been previously deraanded 
for but of course not approved as we had no entitlement on 
relevant block scales. 

11 06. The :;ypolon type bunker coats and leggings 
proved invaluable, personnel wearing the "Lancer" jackets 
quickly became wet and uncomfortable requiring changes and 
delays. How it was that no lives were lost or injuries 
sustained I really don't know - sheer luck I think. 

1107. In conclusion, for readers who like eating , here 
is a recipe for a first class cake: 

IUCIPB FOR A FIRENAN'S 
FAVOURITE cAkE 

1 . Take a basic mix of an unprotected 
old firestation for flour - and 
a fire call for baking powder. 

2. Stir, vigorously with a 100 mph 
wind. 

3. Sift the mixture for fire fighting 
vehicles. 

4. 

5. 

6 . 

Add water and stir for three hours, with 
a Rolleston, Dunsandel and Christchurch-type 
spoon. 

Flavour gently with dodging corrugated iron 
trees and power lines. ' 

I mp?rtant. Add es~ential spices by extin~<ishing 
a f1re caused by live po1·rer lines in a 100 m h 
gale, in the dark without lights for assista~ce. 
Allow to simmer for several days. 

Regards. 

--ooOOoo-

\I 
~ 

I 

' Content removed due to copyright
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S.i!:CTIOH T\'10 

LIHTOH CAiiF FBE BRIGADE 

Appointments 

1108. The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Oct 75. 

Firemaster 'tiOII RGS Pullen 
Deputy Sgt K Gray 
Firemen Cpl J1~ Cars on 

Cpl T Keong 
Spr J Eru 

Plus three engineers attached for assessment prior 
trade change: 

Spr D;•J Stott - 2 Fd Sqn 
Spr DR Urquhart - 5 Spt Sqn 
Spr B ffJcDonald - 2 Fd Sqn 

~~ to~ 

These lads are here for about three r.~onths and strong 
hopes are held for approval to increase our establi shment 
before the assessmen-t period expires. 

Honours and A\'rards 

1109. Several members of this unit were presented with 
honours on a Camp Ceremonial Parade at which Brigadier HR 
Kennedy f.IBE was the reviewing officer. In the evening a 
small social gathering was held in t he ~ire Station Social 
room. At the social were three life honorar y members: 

Ex ','fOil Laurie Sci th 
Ex Lcpl Ually Kn01des 

and Cpl Tom Keong 

r.rembers who received honours were: 

Cpl T;·/ J Keong 2 yr bar- 15 yrs 
Life Hon ;rem ~·:edal 
2 yr bar - 7 yrs 
5 yr medal 

WOII RGS pullen 
Sgt JDL Ridland 
Cpl JF Carson 3 yr certificate 

National 3enior Firemans 
Exam 

Cpl BO Abbott 3 yr Certificate. 

Our guest for the evening was Ex DCFO "Pop" Poppleton of 
the Palmerston North Fire Brigade who 1vas in retiring leave • 
Our congratulations go to all recipients. '.vell done! 

111 o. Gongratulations g,lso to 3pr Zrc< on p:lssing his 
basic Firemans course at ':ligram. 

--ooOOoo-

"Jhould I put nore fire into my stories?" 

"No, vice versa!" 
-ooOOoo-
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Gener:ll 

1111. The "Chief" had a fe;; days svranning arocm~ in 
'•e llin""ton at the Insti tutio:1 of Fire En[jineers Conference. 
i~e tells us that a lot of t;ood info came out i~ s ome 
narticular f ields t hat 1ve could use. The subJects 
covered were r:w.IW a.."ld varied, the important ones being: 

?i~:;l:ting Fire 1'1'i t !1 Science 
Fire 3ervice Role in Road Accidents 
Fire Service Comnunications. 

1112. It would appear that somebody has been throwing 
a lot of manure our vray, what with the newly announced building 
proer= for Linton Camp, ne\'1' buildings are likely to be 
springing up all over the place like bloody mu.shrooms. Of 
course, all this may hang on t he outcome of you-lmmv-what in 
November. Our lords and masters seem to be at loggerheads 
at whe re best to spend the taxpayers money - in NZ or 
Singapore. I say lets keep it at home1 Of course, I 'm 
pre judiced, no Army firemen ever seemed to draw a plum trip 
like that, a ll Fire Service posts have always been filled 
by the RKZAF - ;vhat have they got that \'Te haven't? Probably 
friends. 

1113. Surely its time we had a few perks to make life 
worthwhile even Annual Camp is out of reach, Tropic Day 
exercise or other nice trips surely must require some fire 
protection effort. But, then I sap pose we are so short of 
staff that we can't be spared. I wish they 1wuld think of 
that when they take all our volunteers. 

1114. We at Linton send our sympathy to Burnham who it 
appears lost their fire station during the recent storm but 
Bill, it has its compensations - how about a new statio; 
complete with all mod cons (20 x 40 tents ha ha). 

1115. A handy hint for firemen who have trouble with 
z~ps on night calls - rub it with pencil lead, the graphite 
w~ll ta..l{e all the 11 stiffness 11 out. 

1116. Overheard- new fire engine colour is a nice 
Tangerine shade - no its not a HOWD Truck even if it looks 
like onell 

-ooOOoo-

~1ary had a little lamb 
It leapt around in hops 
It hopped to TP HQ one day 
And finished up as chops. 

--ooOOoo--

::erry Christmas and Happy 
!few Year to all and 
sundry and mind the 
fires in the open. 
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S.r)C'riON THREE 

dAIOURU FIRE BRIGADE 

Appointment s 

111 7. The follo~ring are the current appointments 
as at 1 Oct 75. 

1118. 

Firemaster 
Deputy 

~IOI P Cu:n;nings 
Ssgt HF Alston 

No contributions received. 

--ooOOoo-

"Look at the \'fay young people dress today," 
snorted the judge at a horse shovr to another 
judge standing next to him. "See that thing 
with a poodle haircut, blue jeans, and shirt 
hanging out? I can't even tell whether it's 
a boy or a girl." The judge he was t alking 
to ansvrered coldly, "I can assure you it •s a 
girl -she's my daughter." 

"!-!y apologies," mumbled the first judge, I 
had no idea you were her father." 

"I 1 m not, " snapped the parent, 
mother." 

--ooOOoo-

"I'm her 

Content removed due to copyright
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d~CTILlN FOUR 

2APAhuRA FIRE BRI GADE 

Aprointoents 

1119. 
as at 

The follmfing are the current appointments 
oct 75. 

Fire Prevention Adviser ·woii D.I Xatta 
Senior Volunteer Fireman Cpl C Shore R!JZEHE 

11 20 . The Brigade has a strength of one permanent 
fireman and seventeen volunteer firemen. 

Fire Calls 

1121. The brigade with their big brothers from town 
has answered 21 fire calls to date this year. 

Volunteer Firemen 

1122. The backbone of this brigade is the seventeen 
volunteer firemen who are lead by Cpl Colin Shore who 
give up their free time to attend practices and courses 
etc. I-lost of these firemen have given up at least two 
weekends to attend courses at the Auckland !'let Fire 
Brigades's Training School. ~ioraJe of the volunteer firemen 
here at Papakura is extremely high although inclined to drop 
a little after attending a course where they are trained on 
Commer, Bedford and International fire appliances and, on 
returning to camp have to step back to the past and turn out 
in an open 1942 VB. 

Thanks 

1123. This Brigade wishes to thank the follovring: 

a. f·ir Wilson, Chief Fire Officer, Auckland 
l·letropoli tan Fire Brigade for allowing 
our boys to attend courses at his training 
school. 

b. The instructors at the Training School for 
their advice, instruction and training. 

c. The Papakura Volunteer Fire Brigade who 
have taken us under their wing by inviting 
us to all their exercises and practice 
burns. 

--ooOOoo--

Golf is a popular method of beating around 
the bush. 
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How to Find Us 

1124. Should you be in 
Papakura Camp during a fire 
call and vTish to see us, the 
easiest way is: 

a. Proceed to area where all 
the red beacons are going 
(you can't miss them as 
there are generally six 
pairs). 

b. Proceed past the Commers, Bedfords, 
Internationals and the f ton Landrover 
without the beacon and there you will 
find us in our vintage V8 in our worn 
out jackets trying to shelter from the 
rain. 

Did you know the Papakura Fire Station has 
their address printed on envelope flaps? Ed. 

--ooOOoo--

Paying no attention to the red traffic light, 
the speeding cars or the policeman's blast on 
a whistle, the little old lady marched primly 
across the street. The policeman strode 
angrily up to her. "Say lady," he erowled, 
"didn't you see my hand raised? Don't you 
know what that means?" 
"lvell, I should hope I do, young man," 
snapped the lady. "I've been teaching school 
for 40 years." 

--ooOOoo-

SME 
LIBRARY 

Content removed due to copyright
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d.iSCTION FIVi.: 

NGARUA\'/AHIA Fillli BRIGADE 

Appointments 
are the current appointments 

1125 • The following 
a.s at 1 oct 75. 

112 • 

Firemaster 
Firemen 

Ssgt RJi Canty 
Cpl R Qnasby 
Lcpl GR Noffitt 

no contributions received. 

-ooOOoo-

An Auckland Het Fire Officer getting a 
cedical checkup was asked by the doctor 
"VIhen Has your last sex experience?" 

The officer said, "1955". 

"So long ago?" the doctor asked. 

The officer glanced at his watch and said: 
"Hell, its only 21.15 now." 

Content removed due to copyright



Awards 

1201. 

CHAPTER 12 

CORPS MATTERS 

Congratulations to: 

Ssgt BJ Knowles for the award of a : 

.Hedal for Lon~ Service and 
Good Conduct (Military) 

W OII ~~ I'lcP Dyas for the award of: 

The Efficiency Medal 

Extract from Letter from CE to Colonel Commandant 

1202. I would like to convey formally, congratulations 
from the Corps on your appointment as an Honorary Jllember 
of the Institution of Royal Engineers. I know that the 
numbers are severely restricted and that the award is made 
only to those who really deserve it - as your service t o 
military engineering merits. 

1203. I do hope that at some time in t he f uture you 
can revisit Chatham with your new status. The Cor ps is 
indeed proud of this mark for our Colonel Commandant. 

Corps Expansion No 3 

1204. Signalling, During the Crimean War t he first 
field telegraph was used; from this were derived 
the Airline, Cable and Wireless Companies. In 
1911 these were known as the Army Signal Services 
RE and in 1914-18 became the Divisional Signal 
Companies RE. After World War I these units 
were formed into a separate Corps known as the 
Royal Corps of Signals. 

--ooOOoo-

Although its smart ·l.lllong the glib 
To take a poke at Women's Lib, 
My policy is not to rib . 
But just to lib - and to let lib. 

--ooOOoo--
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WATERMANSHIP IN COMBAT 

A PERSONAL ACCOUNT 

1205. The following letter was written 
by Lt J.L.F.Smith, 204 Fd Coy .Royal 
Engineers shortly after the w~thdrawal 
of the 1st Airborne Division from Arnhem 
in the latter stages of World War . Two. 
It describes the conditions in wh~ch 
Sappers of the Royal Engineers 
worked to effect the withdrawal of 
t he airborne troops across the 
Rhine in the depthS of night. 

1206 . It behoves us all, as 
s erving sappers, to be aware of 
t he difficulties involved in such 
an operation and remember that there 
is more to watermanship than paddling 
around the SME lagoon on a cold winter's 
day. 

WHERE I RECEIVED MY SOUVENIR 

1207~ A piece of odd shrapnel in the arm by express 
delivery - Bri tish Airborne Division withdrawing across 
the river Lek, or lower Rhine at Arnhem - 25th September 
1944. A very dark and sticlcy night "raining cats and 
dogs". Jerry was sending plenty of stuff over and it 
was landing very close. About 20 minutes before zero 
hour we let them have everything we had. The din and 
rattle was terrific. The sappers then proceeded to move 
forward some 300 yards, over two high embankments and 
across one dyke, with the assault boats under their arms. 
We were pinned down for about 15 minutes at the first 
embankment, whilst a Jerry MG42 was eliminated. Jerry 
was knocking hell out of some farm buildings 40 yards on 
our right. The sappers carried on; as long as Jerry kept 
hitting his target we were all right (more or less). If 
he altered his direction a little bit, he would have stonked 
our men returning along the Tape lines. Jerry is pretty 
good at mortar work. The Airborne men had plenty of euts 
left and were really dead nuts on returning to knock the 
stuffing out of Jerry. 

1 2 08~ It was amusing, in spite of the situation when 
I got on the other side, and saw long queues three deep, 
~ith a ser~ant at the head like an usher allowing people 
~nto the C~ema, for standing room only. r·lany of us smiled 
over this scene, 
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1209. There were plenty of wise cracks from the men, 
as I got a boat load peeled off. Very frequently flares 
would go up, and they are quite bright too. The queues 
stood perfectly still, when you were getting into a ~ 
boat, you stood with one leg half raised. Jerry's 
MGs were obviously on fixed lines. Working on the 
tracers you had a good chance of avoiding them. 
When the flares came up you "froze" and tried to look 
as much like a mooring post as possible. There must have 
been thousands of mooring posts there. This is only.a 
glimpse of the picture during that night 25 Sep 44. Some 
time I will tell you the story of Vernon. 

1210.. In the London Illustrated News dated 7 Qct 44 
there is a War Artist's impression of the Airborne men 
crossing the Lek. It is a double page illustration of 
the withdrawal at Arnhem. Very good. 

r- ~ 

I 

~oOOoo--

Host beautif ul 1voman 
in Turkey accompanied 
by very ugly friend. 

--ooOOoo-

The man's car stalled in heavy traffic as the 
light turned green. All his efforts to start 
the engine failed and a steady chorus of 
honking behind him made matters worse. He 
finally got out of his car and walked back to 
the first driver. 
"I'm very sorry," he said, but I just can't 
seem to get my car started. If you 'll go up 
there and e i ve it a try, I 1 J l s t ay her~"' and 
h 1 ow your horn ror you." 

--ooOOoo-
Content removed due to 

copyright
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CORl'S NUSEUN HATT6RS 

By: H.E. Chamberlain 

1211. In a recent publication the s ubje?t of :·lili tary 
and Regimental r-ruseums was aired. The artlcle. show~d the 
effect of placement of the museum and the re~a~lonshlp of 
this placement to the number of peo~le who ~lSlted the 
establishment. Clearly placement lS most l~P?rtant, 
especially if the museum wishes to attract VlSltors, and to 
gain recognition. It is equally clear that we at present 
have talked a lot about our Corps r·ruseum and have so far 
little to show for it. As a Corps we appear to do well 
at talking but precious little action results. For years 
the dream of the Corps :t-1emorial Project with its Chapel and 
f·1useum complex has been an unrealised cause. Nm• we hope 
for action. 

1212. Just a little over a year ago the dream became 
partially fulfilled with the opening of the Corps f·lemorial 
Chapel. Since that time the wave which was starting to form 
has disappeared back into the tide. It would appear that 
the lack of interest now shown is a direct result of the lack 
of action (or if there has been action it has been difficult 
to see). This in itself is more than disappointing for we 
stand in the position of losing what support we have at 
this moment, and we are also in the position of losing 
artifacts for the museum which are being cha~~elled to other 
museums. Potential donors feel that '"e are not capable of 
looking after the items they wish to give the museum, 
therefore we lose those items which would enhance our display 
and return to the corps some of its past history. 

1213. Therefore, in order for our Jlluseum to grow we HAVE 
to start moving - and moving fast. We have talked endlessly 
and still the talk continues. \fe receive promises of action 
- and still the action is yet to come. Now is the time to 
start our building plans IN EARNEST. Any further delay 
compound~ to.sliding away of interest both within the Corps, 
and outslde lt. We must start our building programme within 
a very short period to maintain the interest we have. Not 
only is the falling interest something with which we must 
contend! but we must also take into account the rapidly 
escalat~ng rate of inflation which could speedily overtake 
any e~tlm~te. of cost we may now make. :·'inancinc the Corps 
f·1emo~lal lroJect has been clo::Je to the hc·u·t :; of many sappers 
yet l ~ woul~ appear that our efforts are small when we ought 
to thlnk BIG. No museum has ever said it 1·1as too bie or had 
too much money. 

Content removed due to copyright
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1214. No museum h'l.s turned down an endowment unless 
there were too many strinss attached. Yet we a s a Corps 
scratch our heads <.md the bottoms of our pockets and appear 
to think that our museum will come to be rea lised vTi thout 
much effort. Effort, concentrated effort is required to 
get our project moving once again, and to Su3tain the 
movement. The support of all sappers past and present is 
required to see our Corps Project come to be a real object, 
able to be seen to be the rightful centre of our Corps. 
The support for the continuation of the tlHZj Corps !lemorial 
Project must come from all ranks within the corps, not from 
a few personnel scattered here and there. Generally, our 
record as a Corps supporting the project reflects the action 
which has been seen. There has been little visible actiort 
with a consequent ~inimal support. 

1 215. To right this state of affairs must be our object . 
Action, proud and smart, visible and objective must begin 
and proceed. \.We must stir ourselves from the lethargy i nto 
which we have slipped and get on with the job. 'lie have a 
proud heritage. Our history has many acts of Gallantry 
to sustain, and we, even as a young country and Corps hu.ve 
a history which must be collected, repaired, displayed and 
talked about in order to build the spirit of the Corps. le 
can act fast and we must act fast otherwise t he dre~ will 
not be fulfilled and we will remain like the other Corps 
within the NZ Army- just units that have something but 
nobody cares - a Corps without a head. 

Recent r1useum Acquisition 

1216. Queen's South Africa Nedal 1899-1901 with clasps 
for Cape O.olony Transvaal, Rhodesia, and South Africa 1901 • 
This was gained' by Trooper Roydhouse who served in t he 5t !J 
NZ Contingent, and presented by his four sons ~d da~&hters 
on 21 September 1975. This is added to some ot her 1tems 
which the family ha d previously donated to the Corps. 

--ooOOoo--

A clergyman attended a 
banquet and a clumsy 
waiter dropped a plate of 
hot soup in his lap. 
The clergyman glanced 
around with a look of 
agony ;md exclaimed, 
"Will some layman please 
say something appropriate." 

Early bird 
:·::10 caught 

• 

a strong wor m 
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WORLD WAR I ROLL OF HONOUR 
OF THE NEW ZEALAND ENGINEERS 

1217. On Saturday October_ 15th, 1927, the Roll of 
Honour of the New Zealand Eng1neers was handed over to 
the Dean and Chapter of St Paul's and placed in the 
niche provided for it in the Kitchener ~~morial Chapel. 
The brief service of dedication was conducted by Canon 
Alexander, and before the Roll was deposited a short 
address was given by General Sir Bindon Blood, welcoming 
this occasion of doing honour to our comrades of New 
Zealand, and of showing respect to their dead. 

1218. The Roll consists of a parchment volume bound 
in leather, with the Corps badge in gold on the cover. 
It is illuminated, and inscribed with the 408 names of 
those who fell in the War. It was received in a carved 
wooden casket of filaori design and workmanship, a 
description of which appears at the end of the Roll. As 
there is no place for this casket in the Chapel, it will 
be kept in the RE Museum at Chatham. The niche now 
contains the Rolls of Honour of the Corps itself, the New 
Zealand Engineers, the three Indian Corps of Sappers and 
Miners, the Sirmoor Sappers and ~liners and the Canadian and 
AUstralian Engineers. 

1219. A photographic copy of the NZ Roll of Honour 
is now held in the Corps r1emorial Museum, Linton Camp. 

--ooOOoo--

\'/hen his engine conked out, a pilot 
landed his light plane on a freeway 
late at night. He jumped out and 
rushed over to a car that had pulled 
off the road and intended to ask for 
help. Before he could say anything 
the woman sitting next t o the driver' 
s~outed:. "\'le '11 cet out of the 1·ray 
m1.ster, 1. f you 'll just show us 1vhere 
to go. f.ly husband is the only 
driver in the world who could start 
o~t on a freeway and end up in the 
nnddle of an airport." 

--ooOOoo-

k ........ ____________________ __ 
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1 220 • Over t he past quarter t nere 
have been two ru~by tournaments. 
Engineers figured in both these 
tournaments, some gainine selection 
in the Army team and Ar my colts. To 
summarize the engineer representation 
in rugby: ~ ?-'""'""'< 

·~ a. Army Regional Trials. Of t he SO pl ayers 
at the tournament, the engineers had 14 
representatives of which two were Fijians. 
Twelve of these players were members of the 
CND te am who were eo-winners. Three 
engineers represented Army at t he Inter
Services competition and three again~t the 
Australian Combined Services. 

Congratulations from the Corps t o : 

and 

Lt 
Sgt 
Sgt 
Cpl 

Roger Simmons 
Stalky Gilbert 
Less Stowell 
Kevin Smith 

SHE 
1 :?d Sqn 
J.F Cadet Schoo l 
5 Spt Sqn 

.!>1ajor Stu Jameson, 2 Fd Sqn, \vas m:mager 
of the Army team and manager of t he NZ 
Combined Services. 

b. Army Colts Regional 
Trials. During this 
period the Engineers 
had a successful time 
too. The "Engineer 
Team" - er® being beaten 
into second place in the 
final game by N1ID. 
Five engineers gained 
selection in the Army 
Colts side. Cor~ratula
tions to: 
Ken Jones 
John Young 
Rob \·/hite 
Jim Lye and 
Chris Sinclair. 

1221. It is great to see the Engineer talent available 
in the colts. Keep it up fellas. Next year is another 
rugby season. Let us as Engineers strive for a greater 
representation in both regional teams and Arcy teams. 
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A PN.c.;UNATIC TOOL ElOBU:N 

( 'lfi th Answers) 

1222. The repair of compressors, maintenance of 
air hoses and the like is a fairly straight forward 

tt The repair of or establishing the exact ma er • . t . , le to fault within a pneumatic tool 1s no so s1mp 
the unitiated. 

1223. It seems that RNZl!:l:IJ~ tra~esmen do not 
cover repair of these tools 1n the1r normal 
Fitter and Turner civilian trade ex~~s.an~, 
whilst an obvi ous fault locat~d b! str1pp1ng . 
the tool can be fixed, there 1s l1ttle expert1se 
in identifying worn cams, enlarged air ho~es~ 
minimum tolerances and the like. The maJOr1 ty of 
problems are caused by condensation, infrequent us~ 
and therefore pitted valves and such meant-to-be a1r 
tight surfaces. Where are the expert mechanics in 
this field? How can users minimise damage? 

1224. No doubt if RNZEME are stumped (relying on 
the word of the RNZE user that the tool is not yet performing 
well) it can be sent to civilian trade and to a trained 
expert. What then in a theatre of war or even on a little 
place like Atiu? Should 200% (say) spare tools be carried? 

1225. The little-known answer to the recurring unit 
problems of euchred and neglected pneumatic tools and who 
is supposed to be the expert in repairs, lies with the 
trade of Engine Fitters RNZE. All Four Star level Engine 
Fitters RNZE are capable of overhauls and repairs to 
pneumatic tools. There appears to be no other trade which 
includes this particular repair aspect. The Engine Fitter 
may have to use a borrowed lathe, but at least he has the 
skill and the knowledge. 

1226~ Users can (and should) reduce repairs by feeding 
a dose of kerosene through the machine prior to returning 
to the store. Not many doo. 

1227. The problem now seems to be one of Engine Fitters. 
Not all Sqns have this post filled and probably none of the 
present Engine Fitters have spent some time in a civilian 
workshop doing hydraulics/pneumatic repairs o No wonder RNZE1·'!B 
ge~ the blame for a poor standard of some pneumatic tools 
wh1ch ~e supposedly repairedl RNZE in theory is able to 
solve 1ts own.prob~ems. For the next Atiu-type task, find a 
Four ~tar Eng1ne F1tt~r R~ZE who has had civilian wcrkshop 
exper1ence and take h1m w1th you. Meanwhile fill ... he 
vacancies and train him up to Four Star. ' " 
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JAPi'~Rd ABROAD 

dBCTIOH ONE 

ATIU H!1.RBOUR PROJ.C:CT 

1301 • The third deta chnent -,ras on 
Atiu from 9 Jan 75. The t:J.sk, whi.:::h st: rted 
when the first detachrnent left !few Zealru d 
on 7 Jun 74, is now finished. 

1302. Before -.,.e get involved in 
diocussing the job, its highlights, 
problems etc etc, there is one message 
that must be &ot across to all and sundry 
who read this august journal: 

"Despite what you may have read in the NZ 
Women's Weekly, Atlas Copco Co~pressed Air 
News, Reveille or the HHZE QLL, Atiu is not 
a tropical paradise, and an ideal place to 
work. ('llho said work? I thought that they 
were over there on a paid holiday1)" 

Highlights and .Amusing Incidents of the Third Detachment 

1303. 6 Jan 75. After a short wait for Peter Tito -
off to a good start - the detachment departed en masse for 
Whenuapai to board a C130 for the six and a half hour fligl t 
to Rarotonga. Joy oh Joy, soft seats even. 

1304. 7 Jan 75. Arrived in H.a rotonga :-md :net by 
the Secretary to the llZ High Commissioner, the Cook Islands 
Jllinister of Social Services, and l ast but not least, Sgt 
Tony Gladstone, who is the liaison NCO in Rarotonga for t he 
duration of the TOD. A short prayer - many ashen faces 
among the det, haven't been involved in so much religion 
since they were christened - go and settle into our 
ace ommodation. 

1305. 8 Jan 75. On the boat and headi~ 
for Atiu by 1630. Only cabins for 15 pers 
so the others spent the night on deck with 
the islanders, their pigs, goats and children. 

1306. 9 Jan 75. Arrived at Atiu about 
0930 with all pers still more or less intact, 
a vicious rumour went around that Billy 
Cotter and 'Abbo' Abernethy fed a few fish 
on the way across, the pigs and goats joined 
in so they weren't all alone. A formal ..._ 
welcome was laid on, including challenges 
by a ferocious looking Atiuan who came out . 
to meet the boat. The dancing team put on a good d1sp~ay an~ 
some people even forgot the rigour of the trip at the s1gh~ 0 

those swaying hips and grass skirts. 

Content removed due to 
copyright
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1307. 13 Jan 7l• Aft~r a few 
days sight seeing and gettJ.ng the 
feel of the job we started 1wrk of 
our accord. The major taslc 
initially was to do something with 
the huge (would dw~rf the southern 
Alps) stockpile of rock and rubble 
left in the harbour by the second 
det. 

1 308. 1 7 Jan 75.. At last the 
island to ourselves, 2 det left 
at 1600. The locals 40 HP outboar
broke down but we lent them one of 
our 20 • s just to make sure the boat
wasn't delayed. 

1309. 18 Jan 75. Ssgt Ross Cameron spent a lar?e. 
proportion of the day pacing out the caup and supervl.SJ.ng 
the erection of new, and hopefully waterproof, tentage. 
All tents were shifted so that the minimum spacing bet1veen 
them was 20ft, we don't want another fire like 2 det had. 

1310. 22 Jan 75. The day every one has 
been waiting for. An RNZAF Orion overhead 
at 0900 and it was joined by a C130 at about 
0930. After a lot of flying back and fon1ard 
the heaviest load so far dropped by the RNZAF, 
11,000 lb (5000 kg), landed in good condition 
200m short of the target area. Two more loads 
during the day, 4806 and 2023 kg and by 1600 
all the bits and pieces that go to make up a 
Hitachi UHQBD hydraulic excavator 7/16 cu yd 
bucket capacity, were on the ground. The 
tracks were on the machine and its engine 
running by dusk, great work by the EI1E boys. 

1311. 23 Jan 75. The Hitachi assembled and working by 
1200. Its first job- to dig a new 'long drop' that will 
be completed using the platforms that the Hi tachi came on. 

1312. 29 Jan 75. After working 12 hrs a day for 
four days with an average output of 40 cu yd/hr the IIitachi 
has finally managed to clear the Southern Alps from the 
harbour. 

1313. 31 Jan 75. Our first taste of things to come. 
High seas, built up by a stiff S\v breeze caue crashing over 
the harbour walls and soon had the lihole site submerged 
under three feet of water. 

--ooOOoo--

Host military writing is similar to a 
dry cell battery. It has a lone; shelf 
life. 

--ooOOoo-

Content removed due to copyright
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1314. 12Feb75 . Tlefirst 
e oncret e pour of many. Poured he lf 
the slipway slab between 1800 and >100 . 
The sea came up again and "Smokey" 
Bennington was knocked off the to1 o.f 
the outer wall by a big vTave. He W'l.S 

very s h aken 1~hen he vias recovered fro ;:-, 
the harbour floor 5ft be low his st·trt 
point - luc kily there 1·r:tS no d=nt e t. t"!; 
a beer couldn't flx. 

131 5. About t his tiute u my 
interesting things started happening 

Beds would be shifted around in t he 
'Hughey• would be cursed by all ~anis . 
quality 1 960 vintage tents we put ~' p 
sieves. 

1316. - 1 3 Mar 75. No boxing timber on t ll e island so 
to avoid undue delay the chippies spent t he day demolishine:; 
any mi~itary structure that was not completely useful or 
was slightly wasteful in timber. The first t h ing to go 1va3 
the Officers•/3nr lTCOs • loo; take that for 1rhat its worth. 

1 317 • 15 nar 75. The first pour of the a_uay foundat iC'n , 
every able bodied man on the island, and some not too able 
bodied, turned up to help. The hole to be filled vrith 
concrete was about 45 cu yds in volume but desrite its size 
the pour was finished in four hours. That is no t us ing 
Readimix either, it was all done 1vith Anderson mixe rs and 
wheelbarrows. 

1318. 16 Apr 75. The sea turned nasty very quickly 
while every one >Vas away at lunch. The horbour had an extra. 
foot of water in it by the time we all got back on tl:e job. 
John Te~pleton, in a gallant attempt to save the two 6in 
Spate Pumps, from being submerged succeeded in stalling an 
IIIC in 2ft of water. He could not get it started again ani 
the sea was soon up to the top of its steerinG Hheel. A.fter 
an interesting recovery exercise, the truck required three 
days• work before it could be tasked again. One dozen went 
down well. As he is EI'I.E <re felt it would be a bit rude to 
get him to contribute to the Corps l·~emorial instead . 

1319. 24 Apr 75. Finally finis ., ed pourinG ~he 1_uay 
foundation. 

1320. 
l'roper. 

2 Nay 75. Started wor k on tile lJ,trbour excavatit>' 
The end of the task is no1·r in sit;ht. 

1321. 6 MaY 75. Calamity. 
blew a radiator hose and seized. 
cope with such things, so a panic 
the meantime, the excavation will 
the harbour. 

One of the 6in Spate IU:up3 
No parts held here to 

call to ITZ fo r spares. I.1 
be held Uf by t he v:ater i 1 
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1322. j3 Hay 75. . The quay wall, started on. 2 J..ay 
was finished as far as it could go today , . there l.S a 30ft 
gap left to prcvide access to t he exco.vat1on. 

14 ·.· 75 parts for the U/3 pump arrived. 
1323. . d de~~ry • due mainly t o the good 1wr:~ of 1 ?d 3qn 
ThJ.S rapl. t h · d the ability to purchase parts for - l.S 
~uipn:ent on the civilian market • 

1 324. 1 7 Nav 75. A public holiday declared i~ camp 
and all attended Bob Gould's \fedding and t he umukaJ. 
afterwards. 

1325. 19 }lay 75. 
well for the past two 
concrete slabs on the 
look like a quay. 

The repaired pump has been vmr king 
days. Poured the first of the 
quay , the thing is noH starting to 

1326. 2 Jun 75. The plant started a 24 hr shift 
system in an attempt to get the job finished sooner. -···-- :.: -:-:~" 

1327. 3 Jun 75. The joys of living on a 
tropical isle, as there has been no rain for 
about a month we have got restrictions, self 
imposed, on the water supply. The nett 
result is that we can only shower on every 
second day and a large number of the taps in 
the kitchen have been blanked off. 

1328. 5 Jun 75. Following the re-routing of the 
access road to the excavation last week, today saw the last 
of the concrete on the quay pouredo 

1329. 
A great 
left to 
there's 

14 Jun 75. Poured the last concrete on the job. 
thing to have this behind us. Now all that •s 
do is to finish the excavation of the harbour, and 
not too much of that left either. 

1330. 16 Jun 75. Our first physical contact with the 
outside world in five weeks arrived. The boat carrying all 
our mail, fuel, rations etc. Also on board were two-thirds 
of the diving t eam comprisi~ of Lt Gary Teear (3 ?d Sqn) 
Ssgt Barry Knowles (1 Fd Sqn) and Sgt •ossie' Osborne (6 Fd Sqn), 
these gents made a spectacular arrival on Atiu by swimming 
ashore rather than using a boat, they did not think their 
action foolhardy until a 9ft 1 Oin shark \ms caught where they 
swam about a week later. 

1331. 17 Jun 75. Poured the 
last concrete on the ring road. 
This completes concrete work as 
far as we're concerned. A good 
thing to have out of the way and 
it makes going home a little bit 
closer. 

Content removed due to copyright
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1332. 5 Jul 75. The advance party l eft 
Atiu for Rnrotonea and home today - a love ly 
calm se a for the lucky six people. 

1 333 • 7 Jul 75. After long hours of 
work in very hard conditions and being 
continually knocked over by large waves 
we managed to get the charges in the 
opening placed and fired. The high 
seas caused a number of cut-offs and 
three attempts were required to fire 
all the charges. 

1334. 8 Jul75. ~/ork started on man-handling t he 
160 cu yd of rubble out of the entrance to t he har bour. 
Will have to work hard if it is to be ready for t he opening 
on Friday. About 60 local men working v olunt arily on t hi s 
task in two six hour shifts. 

1335~ 11 Jul 75. AT LAST. The official party arri vel 
ashore only one hour after the l ast charge l et off i n t he 
harbour entrance. The official handover of t he harbour 
by the NZ Minister of Defence, and the opening by the 
Premie-r of the Cook Islands. Nuch celebration in the 
evening and packing in preparation for departure of t he mai n 
body tomorrow. Many s miling faces around. 

1336. 15 Jul 75. Advance/rea r part y lef t l eaving Sgt 
Gerry Mitten ( 3 Fd Sqn) Cpl Archie Hallam (SI·iE), Spr Pete 
Pendlebury ( 5 Spt Sqn) and Lcpl Don Herbert ( 31 !led Radio 
Tp) to take the stores back to NZ. 

1337. 18 Jul 75. After a s hort rest in Rarotonga al l 
but the rear party arrived back in NZ that morning. Aft er 
paying HH Customs over $1000 between the members of the 
detachment and leaving 5ml of blood behind in Papakura , al l 
but the over-worked Det Comd and Det 2 IC ;·rent on leave . 
A job well done ~rith the project and t he Corps and Army in 
general can be justly proud of. 

1338. 27 Aug 75. The last of the ~etachment! t he rear 
party arrived back in Auckland to the b1 tter NZ w1nter, . 
looking very dashing in their Atiu sun tans. The task l S 
now regarded as being finished completely. 

--ooOOoo-

Work is the curse 

of the 

drinking classes 
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~ersonali,ties 

1339· 

nank Name Corps Parent Unit 

Spr Abernethy GT (Abbo) RNZE 1 Fd Sqn 

Lcpl ~rnsen KE (Arnie~ RNZE 1 Fd Sqn 

Cpl Barltrop JC (JCB RNZE 1 Fd Sqn 

Lcpl Benninrson BJ RIJZE 3 Fd Sqn 
Smokey) 

Lcpl Brickell CK (Splash)RNZE Fd Sqn 

spr Brooker GL (Gavin) RNZE Fd Sqn 

Sgt Brooker AS (Alan) ~ZE Fd Sqn 

Ssgt cameron a ( Ross) RNZAIVJC Linton Hosp 

:ovr Chad wick TF( Trevor) RNZASC Papakura PL 

Lcpl Cotter DF (Billy~ RNZENE Engr Wksp 

Spr 3aston AA (Super RNZE 1 Fd Sqn 

Lcpl Gardiner K ( Kevin 
Pani Pani) RNZE 1 Fd Sqn 

Lt G.cl Goldsworthy RNZE 1 Fd Sqn 
Lcpl Gould R (Bob) RNZE SME 

Sgt Grace MS (Steve) RNZE S~IE 

Lcpl Hartley LP (Paul) RNZE 1 Fd Sqn 
Lcpl Herbert DG (Don) RNZSigs 31 Med Radio 
Lcpl Hodges GJ (Hoppy) iUTZSigs Waiouru 't/ksp 
Capt GR Jason-Smith RNZE H~ Engrs 
Sgt Jones DJ (Aussie) RNZEIVJE Engr Wksp 
Spr Lindsay P3 (Paul) RNZE 3 Fd Sqn 
Sgt Mitten G (Gerry) RNZE 3 Fd Sqn 
Spr Pendlebury PJ 

(Pete the Pom) iiNL.E 5 Spt Sqn 
Lcpl Potter JJ ( JJ) RNZEME Engr Wksp 
Spr Pringle HG (!-like) RNZE 1 Fd Sqn 
Sgt Rodgers KH (Tubby) RNZASC Papakura PL 
Lcpl Taiapa PH ( Phill 

Darkey) RNZE 2 Fd Sqn 
Lcpl Tito PAE (Peter) RNZE 5 Spt Sqn 
Spr Todd RC (Toad) RNZE 5 S.pt Sqn 
Lcpl Ward Dl (Lindsay) RNZE 2 Fd Sqn 
Sgt Gladatone AA (Poofy)RNZE 1 Fd Sqn 
Cpl Hallam AJ (Archie) RNZE SME 
Lcpl Templeton JF (Funnel)RNZEME 1 Fd Sqn 
Cpl Boles GA (Blue) RNZE Papakura PL 
Spr Edwards JJ (Eddie) RNZE 1 Fd Sqn 
Cfn Rosvall W J ( Rosie) RNZEHE Engr \vksp 
Lt GC Teear RNZE 3 Fd Sqn 
Ssgt Knowles BJ (Barry) RNZE 1 Fd Sqn 
Sgt Osborne JwR (Ossie) RNZE 6 Fd Sqn 

1340. Marriages. 
Bob Gould to Beverly June Simpson 
of Atiu on 17 May 75 

1341 • Births. This is classified information and 
cannot be released on the grounds that people may be 
incriminated. 

1342. Promotions. 
Lcpl Taiapa from Spr 
Lcpl Hartley from spr 
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Facts and Figures 

1343. Working days to 16 Jun 75 
Working days lost due to 
rain/high seas etc 

15 5-

1344. 

1345. 

to 16 Jun 
Percentage of time lost 
excluding Sundays 

Major Eguipments. 

a. f ton FFR x 1 

b. t ton FFR x 1 (Rarotonga) 
. c. IHC dump trucks x 2 

d. suzuki RV 50 motor cycles x 2 

e. Atlas Copco 250 cfm compressors x 3 
f. 10 KVA alternators x 3 

g. 3.5 KVA Onan alternators tlr mtd x 1 s et 
h. Aslt Boats plus 20 hp OBM x 2 
j. Anderson 9/7 cu yd concrete mixers x 2 

Production. 

a. Concrete poured 615 cu yd 

b. Bags cement used (50kg bags) 4100 

c. Rock excavated (bank measure) 4200 cu yd 

d. Explosives used 1473 lb 

45 

plus 5240 ft det cord 

Epilogue 

1346. On behalf of all members of the third detachment 
the Detachment Commander wishes to thank all those in New 
Zealand who assisted the project throughout the l ust nine 
months. Without this assistance and co-operation we 
would still be there. 

--ooOOoo--

"Do you thing you're Father Christmas?" 
"No." 
"Well, leave my stockings alone." 

--ooOOoo-
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RFK?' :l.URAL DEVBLOPfi:JNT UNIT 

by: ~apt K.J.';/oods from Fiji 

Bula , 

1 '34 7. 
Hell deadline time for the RNZS newsletter again! 

!>lost of you have probably seen 'JZ newspape r 
· r more likely have heard on the grapev1ne ~ha~ 

artlcle~ o element of RFI>~ is undergoing.a change ln ltS 
the ~~ne~~rol and command and that the S1Ze, concept etc 
~ve~ ch~ge . Well, you 're quite right, it is, but as t 
~~e ~xact size, responsibilities, commani and ~!:IS . are no 

t f lly formulated it would be as well at th1s t1.11e to 
r:aveuthe subject unti l firm policie~ a:e agr~~d • . ~ext 
newsletter should see the whole n~\<1 J:ong1neer Brap1re , ?n 

r Reorganisation among Eng1neers seemsto be com1ng pape • -
into its own as a popular sport. 

1348. Four NZ Snr NCO tradesmen vrere 
requested to assist us during the fi rst 
two years of the Rural Developmen~ Unit 
in its original form and I am dellghted 
to report that our Chief Engineer, Lt Col 
Rutherford has advised that he will be 
able to release two Snr NC Os with a 
possibility of a third very soon. Those 
NCOs will know by no1'1 l'lho t hey are and 
••ill receive from me within a week, a 
letter listing items to bring with them 
and giving them some idea of l'lhat fringe 

benefits go with the job. 

1349. The w~ather has been cool lately but the 
miserable 23/24 celceus days are starting to bri&hten 
up and should be around the normal warm 30/31 ° by the time 
they get here. For those others whom loca l corps posting 
committees had plotted to come to Fiji and indeed t hos e 
who put the r~~our about that they themselves were posted 
on the off· chance that the CE wouli get to hear of it and 
think it a good idea, bad luck, but keep trying you ~ever 
know . 

1350. A little advice for the Fijian Sappers in Linton. 
'lie have in camp at the moment undergoing eie;ht weeks basic 
training 250 new recruits. Two hundred of these are sappers 
and on graduation will form part of the new Rural Development 
Unit. It is pretty obvious that with the drastic rise in 
n~bers so too must NCO appointments increase. If any of 
you have the ability and aptitude to perform the duties of 
an NCO then show the Chief Instructor, SN.8 throue;h your day 
to day activities. I will endeavour to visit you in 
Linton in November but should &~y of you want information on 
prospects and employment when you return please fe e l free to 
write. 
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1351. RFMF now has a Navy as well. 
Commander Stan Brown has been tasked 
to raise a sqn of 10 officers and 62 
ratings to man two mines<reepers Fiji 
has purchased off the U3A Government. 
This he has done well and last Friday 
they held a parade to signify the 
completion of basic military orientated 
training and their readiness to move to 
the USA to work up their ships and sail 
them home. The ships will be used 
primarily for patrol work with the dual 
role of being available in an emergency 
for humanitarian tasks. 

1352. To help them train, countries including NZ have 
sent ships and as is inevitable the pace of social activitie~ 
became exhausting. Talk about ward rooms and pink gins. 
An interesting few days was spent with the Chilean sailing 
ship "Esmeralda" when whe visited suva. Very active peoplo 
on the social scene and their favourite drink "piesco" t ast > 
like a light grape wine and has a kick like a well brewed 
bush beer (for those of you who have sampled that simple 
delight). 

1 35 3. ·1'/0II Laurie Bailey has witnessed his last Passi:tg 
out ceremony of Trade School graduates and is at present 
in the process of packing house ready to r eturn to NZ in 
October. Photos and a write up in t he latest Reveille 
record this particular graduation and although Laurie is 
leaving we are sure the Fijian HCO taking over t he school 
will maintain the same high standard of instruction. 

,, 
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~.APTER 14 

A~TICL~S AND REPORTS 
3~CT10N ONE 

RUGBY AND ENGINEERS 

(By: A.N.Other) 

I was looking through the records the other _ 
~~1~d discovered that about the only teams that eng1neers 
haven't represented in recent years are the All Blacks and 
our own Corps team. In an effort to remedy th~s, we have 
decided to promote rugby and gain a representat~ve in the 
~11 Blacks and, one hopes, a few more than one 1n our own 
Corps team. 

1402 The powers to be, myself included, got our scrum 
caps • on in conference (thought you would be impressed with 
that word). We decided that we can't select an All Black 
team but we can select a Corps team. So we called on 
three of our more notorious rugby players from the past 
and asked them to select a team. For confidential 
purposes we will not spill their secret but ide~tify . 
them as Hori, Joe and Mac. Released for the f1rst t1me 
is the selectors' report. 

THE REPORT 

1403. We started like any good selection panel and 
argued over which one of us should be coach and which one 
should be manager. As there are three of us we decided 
on two coaches, but neither Mac nor Hori would coach with 
Joe. Joe is not noted for his administration and so being 
a diplomatic bunch we went for 'outsiders•. 

1404. The Manager• Here one fella reigned supreme, 
the obvious choice. There is only one man experienced 
enough, professional enough, full time enough and reserve ~ 
hooker enough - Major Stu Jameson, 2 Fd Sqn. ·lhat is 
more, it is his unit that has our jerseys. 

1 405. The Coach. 
accused us pakehas of 
insisted on the Maori 
went for two coaches, 
Parker •. 

Here we had a bit of bother. Hori 
being racial indiscriminates. He 
flavour. We met him half way and 
WOII "George" Nepia and lllaj Cliff 

1406. The Team. Yes, the team. After reducing our 
short list to 150 we discussed players. .Hac wasn't much 
use here as he kept trying to select oldies like Rus 
Luscombe, Max Wedde and Ralph Flavell.. VIe reckon he gets 
more beers that way. 

1407. Anyhow, we decided that the best place to start 
from must be the loosies as this position just happened 
to ~ave the most number of pretenders. A few we tried 
to 1gn?re because of a trip to Pakistan, but he wouldn't 
allow 1t, so we did anyway. 
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1408. Tight forwards were a bit hard to select 
because we couldn't think of any, so we improvised with 
loose forwards. 

1409. Jack Gleeson says that no selection panel is 
a good selection panel unless it drops one of the star 
players. We dropped "Hamstring" Stowell. Hori 
ob~ected so we reinstated him as a reserve. Hori again 
ObJected so we put him out of the way in the backline 
Hori didn't object. 

1410. Another problem, all our backs try to play 
in the same position - they are as bad as the loosies. 
But despite all the problems, here is the team. 

Fullback 

Wings 

Centre 

2nd 5/8 
1st 5/8 

Half 

No 8 

Flankers 

Locks 

Props 

Hooker 

Bill Stirrat 

Manu Vincent 
Dave Tawhara 

Kev Smith 

Les Stowell 
Ken Jones 

Jimmy Lye 

John Young 

Roger Simmons 
Sel Heaton 

Bill :1-'Iarr 
Stalky Gilbert 

Paul I•lcKeany 
Bill Leach 

Alan Hales 

2 Fd 
SJ.ViE 

5 Spt 

RF Cadet School 
2 Fd 

2 Fd 

5 Spt 

sr·!E 
SME 

2 Fd 
1 Fd 

JNE 
2 Fd 

5 Spt 

Reserves: Backs Chris Sinclair 
Tony Hawkins 
Steve Grace 

Fd 
2 Fd 
Sf.!E 

Forwards Rob White 
Danny Cunningham 
George Mcintyre 

5 Spt 
2 Fd 
2 Fd 

1411. To complete the team we need ~omeone to control 
the game and, in view of the talent av~lable, we used a 
pin Unfortunately Joe was not a good shot and the 
captain also happens to be the r~feree, Dave Ridland. 
Here• s hoping to stack the game l.n our favour. \/ell, 
that's our biased selection. Don't gripe over the team, 
select your own - we'll announce it. 

1412. To complete the selectors' report ••••• 

RAT YOUR HB.A.RT OUT ASC!!!!!! 
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S.&CTION TWO 

REHIN1SCENCE 

1413. Young sa~pers or s uppers 
. n serVl.· ce ,ull not remember, young l. k · th but older s appers will look bac Wl. ) 

f ond memories of t he days (about 1961 
when we had dual roles. 6 Independent
Field Sqn (RF) was made up from: 

3NE 
1 Const 
2 Const 
3 const 

Sqn 
Sqn 
Sqn 

HQ. 6 Indep Fd 
1 Troop 
2 Troop 
3 Troop 

1414. The story I wish ~o relate 
originated on a Friday mornJ..ng at 
HELWON Camp where the squadron had 
assembled. After morning parade 
our t roop commander (Lt Rutherford) 
t old us t hat all rugby players were 
t o report to Lt Haloney. We did so, 
and at this meeting of rugby players 
from t he squadron, were told t hat 
there was to be a Brigade Rugby 
Tournament and we were entering a 
team. 

1415. "No gear", "No boots" 
"Not fit" came the spontaneous 
comments of the assembled. "Who 
plays Hooker?" came the optimistic 
reply. "You do Sir" says Trev 
King. "I 'm a wing" chorus 
Dennie Stevens and Ralph Flavell. 
"Count me out" says Errol Kettle brandishing an arm in 
plaster, and so as a result, a shadow team was formulated. 
Boot sizes were whisked away to \'I'OI Jimmie Page and binder 
twine was feverishly cut into bootlace lengths by the 
etoreman. "Practice outside the tent lines at 1830 
tonight" was the final comment from Lt I>laloneyo 

141 6. Having fortified themselves with a couple of 
cans of beer each, the team duly assembled at 1830 to 
be issued with their rugby kit. One PT Jersey, one pair 
of army "Bombay Bloomers" and one pair of "near enough" 
size rugby boots. (Players to provide their own khaki 
sox.) The "practise ball" was then revealed - a well 
stuffed sock with a knot tied above the heel and the leg 
folded back over the foot. 

1417. After much chopping and changing of positions 
a scrum finally went down (uphill for training reasons), 
a backline "strung out" and the next ten minutes were 
spent "running" the "ball"o 
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1418. Saturday da,med brightly for February and the 
teams assembled at the Waiouru grounds for the drav;. 
NZ SAS in their blue, 1 QA Sqn in their gold, other units 

resplendent in their colours and encineer~ 
as yet unchanged l'li th gear stowed in a 
variety of kitbags. 3uddenly above 
the noise of the Brigade assembled, 

a sigh of relief could be heard fro~ 
the Engineer side as they drevl a bye 

in the first round and the first four 
teams to play took the field. In true 

knock out competition style, l'le played SAS 
first up and in a bruising, gro.zing encounter 
ran out the winners 5-0. 

1 41 9. The FINAL; UI.~ .?IlTAL; l'le had made it 
and played '-l,AS. The result, Engr 5 lAS o. 
1420. The jeers that had greeted the team v;hen it had 
taken to the field were reversed to cheers at t he end of 
the tournament and it was that night that the secret of 
success was revealed. In the side that played that day 
were 15 players, nine of whom were or had been combined 
services representatives, four others had represented Army 
and the remaining two were district representatives who 
were "knocking on the door" for an Army pocketo 

1421. Incidentally this was not a "Oncer" as t he 
performance was repeated the following year by a well 
drilled and dressed team of young men from the Corps of 
RNZE. 

Aerial view of 
highway inter
section 
Greatford SH 1 

--ooOOoo-

Young ~irl: The man that 
I marry must 

shine in company , 
be musical, .ell 
j okes, sine , 
dance and s t ·ty 
!1ome nit:;hts. '' 

Harried Friend: Yuu don' '· 
\'/ant a husb:u,d, 
you want a TV 
3et. 
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,·hi.AT IS A SAPPER? 

1422. If you look hard enough you 
will find in your daily travels in any 
city, in any to~rn in NZ, a specimen of 
humanity called a 'Sapper'. Sappers 
are found leanine on, falling under, 
scrambling over, hanging onto, getting 
thrown out of and running into every 
pub in town •. 

1423. sappers possess the un-
reliability of a cigarette lighter, 
the temperament of a scrub bull, the 
digestion of a goat (with ears to match) the brain of a 
donkey (strictly u/s) and the tenacity of used postage 
stamps •. 

1424. A Sapper likes his grog, overseas service, 
pay days, annual leave, Sheilas, COs 'in their natural 
habitat', credit, sport (indoor type), steak and eggs, 
parties, balls, 'biting a cigarette', and Racquel '1/elch. 

1425. He is not too keen on: 

Work 
RS!vls 
Taxation Forms 
Picquets and Guards 
Needles 
COs parades 
Washing and Ironing 
Cooks in general 
Rising before midday 
Slow race horses 
Course exams 
and IOUs. 

1426. SSMs hate them, Officers and NCOs tolerate 
them, provosts detest them, publicans love them, and the 
CO protects them. 

1427. No-one ever gets tossed into bed so late or 
pulled out so early, and no-one cru1 get into so much 
trouble in so short a time. Furthermore no-one else 

can get into his pocket 
Olle battered leave pass 
three aspirins, ' 
two light duty chits (date 

altered) 
~d a genuine silver plated 
r1ng of car keys, as well as 
a.genuine engraved gold 
c1garette lighter, 
sp~e wedding ring, 
a p1ece of used bootlace 
a bottle opener and a 'Dr Full key. 

/You can 
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1428. You can keep him out of your sight but not 
out of the cookhouse, you can lock him out of a bank 
but not out of a dance hall or the Sgts Mess. V/hen 
you come back to camp '"i th only a scattered dream of 
your leave, he can make you wish murder was legalised 
with: 

"Give us a smoke mate", 
"Howare going, alwright?" 

or just plain 

"Giddey". 

-ooOOoo-

SAW CUTS 

They still make sense when shortened 

familiarity breeds 
blondes have more 
an apple a day keeps the doctor 
dead men don't 
money is the root of all 
beauty is only skin 
hell hath no fury like a woman 

Husband as seen 
by wife at 
breakfast 

-ooOOoo--

The average man speaks 
about 25000 words per day 
and the average woman about 
30000. The trouble is 
that when I arrive home 
from work each day, I've 
spoken my 25000 - and my 
wife hasn't started her 
300001 

Content 
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reading 
of word 
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.:3ECTIO.N ~'OUR 

PALINDROM!SS 

Palindromes are great fun - a 
the same forward and backward. 
play, some examples. 

1vord or phrase 
For addicts 

level; madam; Hannah; eye; pip; 
Fa's a sap; Poor Dan in a droop; 
noon; A man, a plan, a canal -
Panama!; Ada; mum; pop; did; 
gig; toot; Bob; 
A dog! A panic in a pagoda!; 
Zeus was deified, saw Suez; 
I roamed under it as a tired 
nude Haori; 
Draw no dray a yard onward; 
"Do nine men interpret?" 
"Nine men". I nod; 
dad; non; tot; bib; Anna; sis; 
Draw putrid dirt upward; 
\von 1 t lovers revo 1 t now? ; 

:ronsense mostly. But nonsense enjoyed in ~oman Bars. 

--ooOOoo--

POLITICAL DRFINITIONS UPDATED m . 
1430. New version of old political definitions, 
obviously relevant at this time. SOCIALI3H: You have 
two cows, and you give one to your neighbour. 
Communism: You have two cows, the government takes 
both of them and. gives you milk. ::<'A3CISr.:: You have 
two cows, the government takes both of them and sells 
you milk. NAZISM: You have tvro cows, the government 
takes both of them and shoots you. 3URSA'_;r;_(\CY: You 
h~ve two cows, the government takes both of them, 
shoots one of them, milks the other and nours the rr.i lk 
down the drain. ::::APITALI311!: You have· tvro cows, .J'OU 
sell one of ther·: and buy a bull. 

--ooOO oo--

"I didn't give you a dirty look, you had 
it when you came''. 
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JBCTION FIVE 

GR&;t:TINGS CARD 

1431. With increases in the co8t of greetings 
cards and with the Christmas season approaching, here 
is an idea to beat inflation and still politely say 
what you wish. Provided pencil is used, your mark 
will rub out and the card will be ready for instant 
re-use. The sample shown here is one idea only and 
your inventive mind could design the card to suit 
your taste. 

To Greet J.:y 

FAHLY/ FRBN:)/ ::::?...;~ITO'l 

CH:l.I3TJilt...3 c=J 

N3'd Y.SAR c::J 

BIRTHDAY 

SNG,",G~lllENT 1'0 
1L<:I.1(t:SS) 

.L~DDI.NG 

PRO;;oTION 

N~':! BABY 

I!TCOJ~'.8 TAX RBBAT~ 

JOUBLE.3 WIN 

Bo;; VOYA.GE 

Tick <There ::tpplicable 
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d.cJCTIO:'f SIX 

ON BUYING A CAR 

1432 . 
A friend of mine 
has spent all his 
leisure time -
and most of mine -
for the last couple 
of months in "buying 
a car." This 

phrase is more an 
infectious condition 
of mind than a 
serious intention. 
By the end of the 
first week, I wasn't 
sure which of us was 
buying a car. 
Neither of us bought 
one, however, and 
the worst is over. 
~le still read the 

advertisements and see in every passing car, the very one 
that would have suited us had we been told about it in time. 

1433. In spite of this experience with my friend, I 
know next to nothing about motor cars. I usually know 
a six from a four and can tell the commoner makes, but 
inside the bonnet is a mystery to me. Nevertheless, owing 
to the many hours I have spent ringing the telephone 
numbers of people wishing to sell cars followed up by 
viewing the vehicle, I know a lot about the people who 
sell cars and have an understanding of their particular 
language. 

1 4 34 •. Let me take the phrase "in showroom condition". 
I used to think this meant the smell of leather, the 
gleam of paint, the purr of a well-tuned engine, and the 
general state of an old car that 
looks like a new one. Now I 
know better. If a car will stand 
upright without support of wooden 
props, and if you can lean 
against it without damaging it, 
it is in "showroom condition". 

145~. A cur that is a little 
bit worse than the previous one 
is usually described as "as newr, 
It qualifies for this category • 
for instance, if all the doors' can 
open without falling off and 
there are no holes in the floor. 
It means "as new as it could 
possibly be after what it has 
gone through" or " what can you 
expect for $500?" 

/Slightly leas 

I!~· ]liB :•1 
sl~al l~por! 
tM !lcini!Y 
aili,nr!ll, 
lli~Jarelak 
'!lr{e~t I!CI' 

~~!Le star\ 
~cdmtor, 
l~clc:!e 
cn&r!ini!ore 
i!der'IBWi 
teer.gite we:• 
finltvneu 
'l"ccr.llt•cn 
lhll'!t,~: ,..e, 
lllteq nice 
gear~cr ... dit 
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1436 .. Slightly less promising than "as new" are "in 
good <;:on~ition" or "excellent condition". These 
descr~pt~ons cover cars in which hens have been roosting 
for years. "Tidy condition" appears to be cars that 
have been thrust into gaps in hedges to confine straying 
heifers and "in fair condition" means that either the 
engine or the chassis is missing. 11 \vell cared for" 
means "we tried hard and are proud of the way it still 
holds together!' 

more than I have. 

1437 •. 
Those cars described as 

"Australian assembled" "English 
assembled", "Japanese assembled" 
etc, are really an indication 
that no matter the extent of 
your care, this car has rusted 
far quicker than any other I 
have seen, the doors never 
have and never will shut 
properly and nobody can do any 

It is obviously "their" fault, not mine. 

1438. It is only the fussy buyer, of course, who worries 
about bodywork and appearance. What really matters is 
the machinery - the transmission, engine, back axle, front 
axle, wiring, ash trays and so on. This being so, great 
pains are taken to give an assessment of this aspect. 
"Perfect mechanical order"' for instance, means that if you 
press the starter for long enough whilst pumping the 
accelerator, the whole car begins to shake convulsively 
through clouds of blue smoke. The battery requires 
charging for each prospective customer. "Good mechanical 
order" ' means it will be difficult to find fault because 
the engine won't start and it cannot be towed until you 
find two new wheels. It is good for just looking at. 
"A reconditioned engine" means the car is on its second or 
third engine, that there is nothing else 
remotely nice can be said about the car which may have no 
gearbox or differential. 

14 39 •. If the car does start and nothing big ~•@ . ' falls out of the engine in the process, 
the car is said to be "ready to be driven 
away". It should be said "to be driven 
away" but of course, this may not be 
appropriate - it could be ready with a few 
more parts and a large bill for the transplant. 
If the engine does not start it "needs a few 
engine repairs", is described as "new ·w.O.l<'." or 
just plainly "runs well" without the qualifications as 
to when this may have been the case. The mere fact that 
a car is advertised as "doesn't drink or smoke" is no help 
at all if you cannot move it even a few feet under its own 
power. 

/Strangely enough 

--ooOOoo-

Mechanic to car owner: "It's beginning to self
destruct." 
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t d ar advertisements 1440. Strangely enough, mos use c 
describe not only the car but the owner. 
It would seem that a man who has a car t~ 
sell is already suspect, and that he_mus 
satisfy the potential buyer that he ~s 
selling it, not because he ~tathe~ the 
sight of it, or wants to qu~ ~s 
worries or needs the money, but be?ause 
he is "~oing overseas". When I th~nk 
of some of these cars I have looked at 
over the last month I know t~at if they 
got the prices they were asking they 
would be able to tip the stewards. The 
more mysterious owners simply state 
"owner must sell" or "urgent sale" and 
a very few say "buying a larger car". 
On the whole, I prefer the globe-
trotters to the "buying a larger car" 
people. I always feel poor ~d unwashed ?Y these latter 
types and am a little bit afra~d that he w~ll offer me a. 
bowl of soup and a ticket to a.night shelter. In follow~ng 
up some promising cases of "owner must. sell", I h~ve been 
attracted by the possibility of snatch~ng a barg~n from 
under his very nose, but have never yet realised my hopes. 

1441. I find there is very little difference in 
technique or attitude between the "buying a larger car" 

owner and the man who "must sell". 
They might be one and the same 
person. Sometimes, I think they 
are one and the same person and that 
the two phrases represent cause and 
effect. A. man who is thinking of 
buying a magnificent car must sell 
his old one at a magnificent price, 
and there may be some foundation 
for the story of the man who said he 

was going to buy a new car because he couldn't afford a 
second-hand one. The owner who has "a genuine reason for 
selling" ' dare not tell the prospective buyer the truth or 
show all the past repair billsl 

1442 •. Ten years ago things were different. In those 
days people with cars to sell looked as if they wanted to 
sell them,and if you collected the double or did well at 
cnrds the night before, you could always buy something to 
drive home in. Now I am chasinc the best bargains 1.unong 
the "as is where is" class, avoiding those with "many 
extras"'. and avoiding people who could make a living out 
of sell~ng dates to the Arabs in Cairo. 

1443. I am developing libellous silences when car-buying 
and try_to beat down the price, opening my mouth as least 
as poss~ble. Walking around to the back of the car, kicking 
one of the tyres can knock off $50, whilst continuing 

--ooOOoo-
/around to 

Peerage? Disappearagel 
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around to the front to kick the front 
bumper can reduce the asking price by 
another $25. Walking slowly around 

the car again kicking all the tyres in 
turn - very expressive kicks mind you -
and then asking "How much?" the reply 
may well be " 500". 
"I'll divide it with you" is my reply. 
The arithmetic of this is beyond the 
owner at this point who wants to know 
how much he has been bid. "$100" is 
my reply. 

1444. I once bought a car like this for -~ 50, drove 
it for two trouble-free years, abandoned it at the 
airport when escaping my maintenance order, gave the 
Police .authority to sell it when they contacted me and 
received $75 after they deducted expenses and commission. 
Right now, I have found an "as is ••here is" with no f loor, 
only one door missing and an engine. It will work out OK 
if the Coca-coaa will unrust the pistons and I can find a 
set of wheels. 

--ooOOoo-

MORE WHERE THEY CDri!E FROM 

Unintentionally, Russia has contributed 
heavily to British military tradition and 
heroismo The Victoria Cross, Britain's highest 
award, instituted in 1956, is made from t he 
metal from the cascabel of a Russion cannon 
captured at Sevastopol during the Crimean Vlar. 
The cannon itself is in the Royal Artillery's 
museum. The cascabel - the knoblike 
projection in the rear of the tube of a muzzle
loader cannon - is entrusted to the Royal 
Ordnance Corps. 
BY 1957, more than 1300 copies of the Victoria 
Cross had been cut from it. The remaining 
part weighs 22t pounds, so there is plenty 
left for future heroes. 

--ooOOoo--
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.:L::CTICN J~VEN 

LJ:)TT~RS TO TH.cl .. .mi'rOR 

The Editor, 

1445o In June/July this unit sent you a 
copy of its own n;}wsletter in 1.rhich were 
mentioned variou s appointments, activities, 
functions and exercises etc in which are 
included TF personnel. On reading the latest 
edition no 3 of our lGZE Liaison Letter, I 
find that these ':' 1" pers got no mention l.rhatso
ever and am more than a little disappointed. 

1446. I believe that the H.NZ3 Liaison Letter is 
available for all serving RNZE pers, whether RF or TF and 
as over half of each of our field squadrons is made up of 
rF pers (on paper anJTl'tay), and they do get to read the 
Liaison Letter when possible - what about some consi:leration 
and mention. 

1447. With reference to our unit newsletter and in 
particular "We do not censure - only edit" what makes you 
think the statement as written (and so well quoted from 
the Concise Oxford) is not what is meant? ·.·le do not 
censor and (as stated) we do not censuret! 

1448. Anyway, to play on words, what about if I 
censure you as Editor for not including info on or about 
our TF brothers. Looking forward to a mention in 
despatches. 

;:.A. Oli ver 
\JOII 
SSM 

-ooOOoo- 3 Fd 3qn 
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CoyER ILLUSTRATlQN 

Between the years 1350 and 176~ AD, Maori 
organised inter-tribal. warfare, like agl'J.CUl ture, was 
a seasonal occupation, it being traditional to dedicate 
t ne summer months to the War God. 

Warfare usually arose out of land diap11tes, 
nowever, fighting frequently broke out from insults to 
ch~e!s and ancestors, sorcery and even auapicion of 
c.ostility. In these events the tribe quickly mobiliSed 
and took ~o the field. Sometimes the fighting tactics 
in~olved mass attacks, continuing for months at a time. 

Death in war was viewed as the moat fi~ting 
end to life and the fightillg was therefore characterised 
by extreme cruelty and disreprd for life~ 

J;. typical North !slancl Pa was sighted on a 
hill, ridge or headland, with perimeter defences c~n&isting 
largel,y of steep ramparts and terraces surmounte~ "by several 
lines of paliaades, fighting platforms and watoh1iowera. The 
inner fence vas built of pointed hardwood stakes about ten 
feet high lashed to rails and posts carved with defiant 
ancestral figures. 1'he impressive vatoh towera rose thirty 
or forty feet above the village def&Roes and were so 
constructed that the defenders could isolate tbeaaelvea aa4 
hurl roolal and speazoa at the 1nva4ezoe~ 

The gateway, deai~Md to admit one mM at a time, 
vaa made tram a siDCJ.e slab of totara, 8Wlk fin or aix 
feet into the groUlld. Often the totara was decorated 
with oarvirlga of humm faces or oompJ.ete fiaurea representiDC 
anoeatora an4 the God ot war·. 

-ooOOoo-
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MESSAGE FROM niB CHIEF ENGINEER 

. The start of a new year is a good time for anyone 
to ~k h1.mself - "What am I going to achieve this year?" 
Now l.S a good moment for you to think about ~ future in 
the Army lingineers. All too soon the pressures will begin, 
with final administration after annual camps, end of the 
financial year, the new works tasks, the new training cycle, 
courses or conferences and suddenly &prillg will arrive with 
the Christmas rush not far off. 

_ The Army can do a lot to help you enjoy a more 
satisfactory life, but the initiative lies with each person. 
Our corps organisation has now been virtually unchanged for 
two years. It is clear that tasks will get smaller and 
hopefully, be directed more towards immediate support for 
the rest of the .Army. The implications are that there will 
be a need for more reconnaissance, better planning and faster 
completion. Al. few days lost on a large task through 
inefficiency are readily overlooked. This will not be the 
case on smaller jobs under the eyes of other units. If you 
believe you would benefit from extra training or practice in 
certain skills then you must ask. There will always be 
administrative problems - these are just fences to be jumped. 
Some fences are too solid or too high but the one that can 
be overcome is that; of ensuring your boss knows what your 
ambitions are. The formal interview is one chance but we 
are fortunate that in our operations there are many 
opportunities for a word with one's commander as well as 
advice from senior NCOs who have considerable experience of 
the corps. 

Courses are not the only meanS of achieving 
progress - it is not necessary for one to do a course to 
achieve better results in one •a own work. Young children 
learn without courses, and I've discovered that new soldiers 
can learn to sal.ute in 30 seconds if their friends are 
beating them to lunch. There can be a lot of personal 
satisfaction in improving one •a own knowledge or technique. 
You can alSo be sure that a bit of extra personal effort if 
consistently applied will soon bring its own reward. 

Heavy reading, but the simple message 
for 1976 is: 

"Decide where you want to go and do something 
about jumping the fences yourself. A leap 
year is surely a good opportunity for this." 

-ooOOoo--
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CHAPTER ONE 

HQ HOME COMMAND 

Appointments 

Sf'H ,..,, 

Ll 

0~ , ...... 
".S.Ry 

The following are the current RNZE appointments 
as at 10 Dec 75. 

G2 Training 
GS03, (SD) 
Works WO Home Command 
Works WO Northern Region 
Works \VO Central Region 
Works WO Southern Region 

Postings In 

Haj HE 
Capt AT 
WOII BG 
WOII EJ 
v/OII El 
WOII ER 

Capt AT Beaver 

Postji.ngs out 

ex 3 Fd Sqn 

i'/edde 
Beaver 
Rose 
Hobman 
Watson 
Elley 

Ma.j HE Wedde to Staff College Australia 

Maj RF Martin RNZA who has been the \'/arks WOs 
boss for some years, is on his way to staff College in 
Australia as well. I am sure the \'Jerks i'IOs are going to 
miss him and wish him all the best at the college. His 
replacement is going to be Major AV/ Ancell RNZASC and he 
is to take up the job in January. 

Building P£ogramme Around the Country 

We have heard that this little section in the 
last Liaison Letter has been of some interest to all 
around the country. 

Pa~a. tie could see a start on the 
re ~shment of 4 transit barracks in B 
Block in the very near future. 

Ngaruawahia. Work has started on the Garrison 
Club at last and it is hoped to see a start on 
the 25 metre range soon (RNZE task). 

Waiouru. The SNCOs will be pleased to know 
that money has been issued for the extension 
and repairs to the toilet in the mesa. Also, 
the sketch plans for the Sgts :1-fess are well on 
the way and will be out for consideration 
short~. 

/Lint on 



Linton. Planning for th: eh~~ 
camp continues, with hous~ be~o 
ahead with 150 to be financed over 
four years. 

around the 
pushed 
the next 

Fort Dorset. The chalets are under wa;y with 
excavations for the foundations taking place • 

~ Plans of the new housing sites 
BlOCk) are well under way with 1 0 new 

houses to go up in the near future. 
Pre]jminary sketches have been viewed for the 
new Sgts Mess and are now back with comments. 

Invercargill. We could see some work done 
there soon after the fire, with the possibility 
of a new admin building being erected. 

-ooOOoo-

Three young ladies were taking the same course 
in logic at college. After one of the lectures, 

the professor posed a problem in situation 
reasoning. 

"Let u s imagine," said the prof, "that you were 
alone and adrift in a: small boat on the high. seas. 
Suddenly you see a passing liner with hundreds of 
sex starved sailors aboard. What would you do in 
this situation to avoid any problem?" 

"1 would turn my craft in the opposite direction," 
stated the blonde. 

"I would pretend I was in a single-handed, trans
Atlantic !".ace," responded the brunette. 

"~ell,'.' murmured the red-head, "I understand the 
s~tuat~on, but fail to see the problem." 

--ooOOoo--

Here ~ies the bones of Mary Meek; 
Her ~11 was strong, but her won't 

was weako 

--ooOOoo--
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CHAPTER TWO 

3 FIELD 3.;).UADRQN 

Appointments 

The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Dec 75. 

Sgn HQ 

No Tp 

No 2 Tp 

No 3 Tp 

~m: :i:P 

oc 
2IC 
SSM 
AO 3 Works Team 
Works Offr 
Works WO 
Stores WO 
s~ 
Chief C~erk 
Tpt/TpSgt 

Comd 
Cadre NCO 

Comd 
Cadre NCO 

Comd 
Tp NCO 

Comd 
Tp NCO 

Maj RA 
Capt GR 
won MA. 
Capt GN 
\VOI JT 
~lOII EW 
WOII BJ 
Ssgt Jl-1 
Sgt JG 
Sgt RW 

Lt FLS 
Sgt GF 

Lt GC 

Lay bourn 
Jason-3mith 
Oliver 
Stevenson 
Blyth 
Bruce 
McKernan 
Carlin 
Atkinson 
Ferguson 

Galloway 
Mitten 

Teear 
Sgt VMJ Hubner 

IVOI JT Blyth 
Sgt KA Inwood 

Ssgt AR King 
Sgt JLC Alabaster 

Postings. fromotions and Discharges 

Capt GR Jason-3ini th ex 1 Fd Sqn (Atiu) 
Spr Jim Stone ex Basic AA 122 
Spr Davi d Rayner 11 11 " 11 

Cpl Kerry Moore 11 Singapore 
Cpl Norm Taylor " Singapore 
s:pr Daryl Pugh 11 5 Spt Sqn 
Sgt Bev Hefferen 11 5 Spt Sqn 
Spr Graham Lowen " 2/1 RNZIR 
Spr Aaron Cook 11 2/t RNZIR 
Spr Alan Drummond 11 TF/RF Course No 10 
Spr Bill Cox 11 TF/RF Course No 10 
Lcpl Smoky Bennington 11 Atiu 
Spr Paul L:indsay 11 11 

Sgt Gerry 1\Iitten 11 11 

Cpl Kim Herewini 11 SME 
Jpr Paul Napier 11 Basic AA 123 
Spr Mike Payne 11 Basic AA 123 
S,pr Jim Sadd •• 11 11 11 

/Spr Brian Church 

Content removed due 
to copyright



Spr Drian Church 
Spr OP Smith 
Cpl Piky Ngarotata 
ssgt t:ddie Bruce 
Spr narry Gillespie 
Spr Richy Fulcher 
Spr Garry !·lcColl -

Promoti ons 

2-2 

ex Basic AA 123 
ex RF /TF Course 

Singapore 
Cadet School. 
Basic AA No 125 

" ex ,, 
" 
" 

u u n 11 

" " 11 " 

Capt AT Beaver 
Lcpl Bob Bulman 
Spr Billy O'Brien 
Cpl Alan Barclay 
WOII Eric Elley 

Discharges 

Lcpl Kerry Harper 
Lcpl Chris Terrey 
Lcpl John Gittings 
Spr Jim Smoothy 
spr Nev Pierce 

Ssgt 
Cpl 
Cpl 
Pte 
Spr 
Spr 
Spr 
Spr 

Eddie Bruce 
Kerry Moore 
Mike Lacey 
Gillian Adamson 
Keith Rntihana 

to T/WOII 
to T/Sgt 
to T/Sgt 
to T/Lcpl 
to T/Lcpl 
to T/Lcpl 
to T/Lcpl 
to T/Lcpl 

Pete Shelford 
Duchey Visser 
Keith Wilson 

Move to :Burnham Camp 

To Home Comd 
to Singapore 
to SME 
to 6 Fd Sqn 
to cant AA 

At last it has happenedl The Squadron has got 
out of Riccarton Road and into its new (joke1) accommodation 
in Burnham Camp. 'l!·o celebrate the occasion the RF personnel 
of the Squadron, male and female, paraded throU8h the streets 
of Riccarton on Sunday 23 Nov 75, attended a civic farewell 
church service and supper where they were eulogized by the 
Padre from Burnham Camp and the Mayor of Riccarton. Not 
satisfied with one farewell parade, the Canterbury Sappers 
Association coerced the Squadron into having a Flag Lowering 
Ceremony at Number 44 Riccarton Road on 30 Nov 75, this 
parade was inspected by the Comd, 3 Inf Bde Gp and music was 
pr ovided by the Army Band. 

-ooOOoo--

Vaccination is the medical. sacrament corresponding 
to baptism 

--ooOOoo-

Content removed due to 
copyright
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Storm Relief at Burnhgm 

I~ will be common knowledge that in the early 
houz:s of Frl.da;y 1 Aug 75, the Canterbury Province was 
subJected to Wl.nds of up to 120 mph, iasting for several 
~ours. Millions of dollars worth of property was damaged 
l.ncluding severe damage to houses, buildings and trees at 
Burnham camp. No eat~ate is possible of the total loss 
in terms of dollars but some idea can be gained from the 
following damage summary: 

a. 390 houses damaged out of a total of 405; 

b. 3500 mature trees blown over; 

c. about $250,000 of damage to main camp 
buildings; and 

d. power and telephone services disrupted. 

From 0800, 3 Fd Sqn v1as placed on standby and 
at 1000 Fri 1 Aug 75, a troop was dispatched to Burnham 
under command of Sagt Ray Hey. This troop reached Burnham 
over roads officially closed and did sterling work on the 
day of the storm and over the weekend. As a result of 
their efforts many of the trees and buildings left unsafe 
in the storm were braced, patched, demolished etc. 

From 4 to 31 Aug the whole of 3 Fd Sqn was 
placed under Operational Control of Burnham Camp and vlOI 
Blyth was appointed Burnham Camp Storm Damage Project 
Officer.. During August, the Sqn, in conjunction with 1-IO'!l &D 
and with the assistance of working parties from Camp units 
were able to restore all houses to a safe condition. This 
included re-roofing about four houses and replacing hundreds 
of tile ridges. 

Using a total of 30 chainsaws working parties were 
able to clear about half of the fallen trees in the main 
camp and volunteers assisted the golf club at weekends to 
restore the golf club to playing condition by about mid August. 

Although the Sqn ceased to be under Operational 
Control of Burnham Camp from 31 Aug, it is estimated that it 
could take many years and thousands of man hours to remove 
all traces of the damage. Certainly !>10\V & D have a massive 
task rebuilding hundreds of fences in the housing area, not 
to mention the repairs to buildings in the camp. 

Lessons learnt from the exercise were: 

a. Husqvarna chainsaws, correctly maintained 
are excellent chainsaws. 

b. Few Sappers have any knowledge of tree 
felling, preparation and handling of 
milling timber. 

/c. Sqn have no 



c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 
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Sqn have no equipment suitable for 
handling, loading and off-loading logs. 

Supporting units such as R."'lZE~, RNZAOC, 
RNZASC can produce the goods ~n 
emergencies. 

~mw & D work quickly, efficiently and 
professionally when required. 

RNZE tradesmen are seen at their best 
when conditions are at their worst. 

other Sqns can rest assured that the Corps 
reputation must only have been enhanced by the efforts 
of 3 Jd Sqn on this occasion. 

Training at SME 

The Squadron moved up to SME by RNZAF on I-1on 8 
Sep for a week of training on watermanship, water supply, 
minewarfare and demolitions and to enable us to get together 
as a unit and also get together with our brother Squadrons 
in Linton Camp. Fran all aspects the week proved 
invaluable. Training was carried out with muoh enthusiasm 
and all went smoothly thanks to Sgt Rubner and assistant 
inStruct ora and of course, many thanks to SME and the two 
Sqns f or stores and equipment borrowed~ 

Comments and reactions from unit pars proved that 
t his type of re-training is not wasted and it is quite 
amazing how much one forgets the basics after a couple of 
ye ars away from it. 

On the social and morale side of things, we just 
lmow it was a roaring success. Unit pers re-established 
friendships and made new ones as well, and although not 
achieving our aim in the sports played against 2 Fd and 
5 Spt Sqns, we are determined that we will keep on trying. 

Our unit 'miniature' pewter mug (only holds five 
jugs of assorted alcoholic beverages) proved the downfall 
of many a northerner, and our senior NCOs are still talking 
about that little get together on the Saturday nite at which 
our Up North counterparts and wives wined and dined us in 
the~ WO•s and Sgts Mess!? 

Something to note is that Lcpl Stew Boyle still 
reckons its far quicker and easier to push an assault boat 
around the SME lagoon rather than use those things made of 
wood from inside? 

-ooOOoo-

A cold is both Positive and Negative• sometimes 
the Eyes have it and sometimes th~ Nose. 

-ooOOoo--
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unit Training 1 3-19 October 1975 

Between 13 and 19 Oct the 
RF members of the Squadron spent a dry 
and dusty week at Tekapo practising 
field engineering and Engr/Armd co
operation with a troop of APCs from 
1 Sqn NZ Scots. Topics covered during 
the week were: 

a. Action on encountering 
Nuisance Mines when travelling 
in APes. 

b. Laying Nuisance Mines, including booby
trapping of mines. 

c. Reserve demolitions, including practice 
in functions of Demolition Guard, 
Demolition Party and the correct use of 
all the relevant forms (AF W4012 series). 

d. Day and night laying of a Protective 
Minefield. 

e. Routine in the Defence. 

We were joined by our TF brethren for the <'leekend 
18-19 Oct and they attempted to do in 1 t days >vhat had taken 
the RF 5 days. In an attempt to prove their superiority 
they insisted ( 1!) in closing two minefield gap> at night 
in the middle of a snow storm. \'fell done men. 

The completion of the exercise saw the Squadron 
marching down the snow-covered road in the middle of a 
snow storm, towards the APCs that were coming out to meet 
them- a scene reminiscent of Napoleon's withdrawal from 
Ivloscow as shown on '\·/ar and Peace •. It just so happened 
that that day (19 Oct 75) was the 163rd anniversary of that 
great march, and it was most fitting a way to celebrate it. 

Bits and Pieces 

Apart from the move to Burnham, the Squadron 
has seen some other changes too. 

a. 1 Tp (Addington; TF) has been relocated 
in King Edward Barracks since 8 Dec ?5. 
Sgt Gerry Mitten, the 'lF Tp NCO, is now in 
one of the best Bird-li'/atching locations in 
Christchurch. (There's a lot of ducks in 
the Avon you knowl) 

/b. The RF members 



b. 
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The RF l!lembers of the Sqn ho.Ye been 
organised into H~ Tp , 3 Tp and Spt Tp 
and ~•ill hopefully stay in these troops 
permanently. 

Those of you who know the organisation of a 
scrtadron and can do sums, will be asking, "'!/hat's happened 
to 2 Tp?r'. That • s a good question. Vlh~n l~t seen, it 
was hiding in Kensington Army Hall, Duned~n, ~n ~he tender
loving-care of Sgt •Hub' Hu:~mer. T~ey had a b~t of trouble 
down t here when the Sigs dec~ded to ~ss them off the. 
computer in \vel.lington and they had an unexpected hohday 
f or a fortnight or so. All that is fixed now and he is 
ba ck on the circuit. His Sigs address is: 

2 Tp 3 Fd Sqn (that was a hard one 
wasn't it?) 

Gerry r-!i tten has now got a Sigs address too, 
and f or those who haven't got the amendment to D!'1 44 yet, 
i t is: 

1 Tp 3 Fd Sqn 

It is understood that HQ Force Engr have had a 
similar problem - does this explain any sudden increases 
in production in the Squadrons? 

This last quarter was perhaps the moat social 
of the year because of the advent of Sap:gers Day on 1 5 
Oct 75. This auspicious occasion was celebrated in Tekapo 
and consisted of an "inter-gang'' competition covering many 
events. The most strenuous event was an 800m trailer race, 
including an up-hill stretch, and the most amusing was a 
' Weet Bix and Whistle' race conducted in the bar after the 
main events of the day. 

. The major works emphasis of the Squadron is still. 
directed towards the refurbishing of our •new' complex in 
Burnham with a small team continuing work on the WRAC Depot. 

Lav1yers briefcase 
:f:'ul.l of loopholes 

--ooOOoo-

The girl glanced haughtily 
at the young man who had 
just asked her to dance. 
"I 'm sorry, " she said. "I 
Never dance i·l'i th a child." 
The young man bowed, "Oh, 
I beg your pardon, 11 he said. 
"I didn't know your condition." 

I 
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We are not quite sure just 
when it was -and who was 
sent by who. 

We have done a bit of 
research and believe it 
was Forty-two. 

When Sappers first arranged 
a lease .with a certain 
Mr Moore 

And settled down to duti
ful bliss at Number 
Forty Four. 

Since that date when first 
they came, the buildings 
have declined. 

The original contours of 
our facade are not easily 
defined. 

There •a no lack of 
ventilation thru the gap 
between the jambs, 

And our millions of little 
borer are getting tired 
of holding hands. 

We have a photo in the Reo 
Room which was taken in 
that era 

There are Sappers there with 
ribbons from their tussle 
with the .li\lhrer. 

There are veterans from the 
Greau war and getting a 
little grey, 

And a debonair young fellow 
who is now on Council pay. 

Content removed due to copyright
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It was decided by some people 
who reside up at the top 
That expenditure on our 
building was auddenJ.y 
to stop. 

Ve were visited by VIPs 
and told to look around. 

For alternative accommodation 
on regimental ground. 

.. 

I think it was in 
seventy that things 
came to a head. 

we discovered in the 
store one day a 
monstrous water shed. 

We went up thru the 
channels requesting 
repairs to the roof. 

They started asking 
questions and pressing 
for more proof. 

We staked a claim and 
built our home, its 
quite a modest plaoe. 

And there's been a lot 
of comment on the 
slowness of the pace. 

But who's to say we 
shouldn •·t have a place 
that 1 s equal to 

Those many bUildings 
we've built for others, 
since, say 1942. 

Content removed due to copyright
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There's an acre and a quarter 
o1 ~esirable estate . 

A reasonable front f ence and 
a lockable f ront gate. 

There's a bike shed at the 
side which was fi lled in 
iays of yore 

And a toilet out the back 
with a magnificent red 
brick floor o 

There's a garage out the 
back and a smithy there too. 

We are hanging on to that, 
fo r the horses we'll have 
to shoe. 

There •a a large tank on the 
section which the divers 
used to use, 

A very solid building in 
which we used to hold our 
booze . 

The Workshop is quite 
s pacious, but 
unfortunately on a lean 

And was used to manu
facture caravans before 
we hit the scene. 

T·he stores building 
houses ghosts from the 
dark and cunning past, 

And at certain places in 
the floor, you travel 
downhill very fast. 

Content removed due to copyright
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OUr new headquarters at 
Burnham are classed as 
very good. 

The plasterers have 
excelled themselves in 
the way they've covered 
wood. 

A little mishap with a 
building on a very windy 
day, 

Has resulted in a workshop 
in which welders will be 
proud to earn their pay. 

In s~ng up the property, 
we'll be honest and will 
say, 

If you are interested in an 
investment, then it's for 
the land only you should pay . 

There has been a lot of 
discussion as to the 
buildings final fate, 

We are hoping just to move 
out of here and quietly 
shut the gate. 

The standards that we 
finally achieved are 
due to many men. 

There have been thousands 
of instructions on how 
much, where and when. 

But a synopsis by Defence 
Works brought everything 
into line 

And arranging the n~oeN~r~y 
finance has taken toll of 
time. 

Content removed due to copyright
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The next time you' re in Burnham 
we'll be pleased to show you 
around. 

We are right next to the band 
room you'll find us by the 
sound. 

There was something elSe, I 
wish I could remember, 

oh Yes, I know, the Date, it's 
the 10th of NOVEMBER. 

-ooOOoo-

THE PRAYER OF THE CIVIL SERVANT 

When it's OBE time in England 
And the knighthoods flow like wine, 
In next year's Birthday Honours 
If you're stuck for a name, use mine. 

Chorus: Rule Britannia eta, eto. 

--oooooo-

Content removed due to copyright
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CHAPTER THREE 

5 SUPPORr SQUADRON 

Appointments 

The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Jan 76. 

oc 
AO 
Wks Offr· 
SSM 
Res T'p Comd 
Tpt WO 
Cclk 
SQm 
MPF 

Postings. fromotions• Disch8rges 

~iaj HMJ Shorter 
Capt TW Dench 
Capt DJ Powley 
WOI CE Corney 
WOII \'lR Denby 
\VOII GD Grieve 
Sgt MG Morrison 
Ssgt GB McDonald 
Ssgt JH Hendrick 

Posted in, our new Tech Clerk 
pte VL D:i.Xon RNZWRAC 

Discharges 

Lcpl WG Ashford 
Spr LE Wise 
Spr AR Mabey 
Spr RG Todd 
Spr N Jackson 
Spr RAM Cairns 
Spr KH Angus 

Current Tasks 

mock 1. cay Pa.rk 

Promotions 

Cpl Colin Morgan to Sgt 
Cpl Archie Hal.lam to Sgt 
TF Lcpl Denis Beattie to Cpl 
Spr Andy Peters to Lcpl 

Since the last liaison letter was 
pu.bliahed, the Block 1 Oar Park has 
been completed, and it is suspected 
that the men are pleased to be aw~ 
from that area. However, there is now 
a large piece of flat ground which will be available for 
extra vehicles. 

--ooOOoo--

The house was more covered with mortages 
than with paint. 

--ocOOoc-



Annual Camp freparations 

Argo Road 

Phase 2 of the construction 
has now been completed with 
a good skin of metal on the 
road up to the westlawn Hut. 
Work proceeded ahead of 
schedule when the TODs resumed 
on 3 Nov 75, and work will 
recommence towards Three Kings 
after the Christmas break 
during Annual Camp. 

The normal preparations have been in progress 
at ~aiouru, Tangimoana and Waituna West for the various 
camps. 

fimber Winning and Sawing 

The resources rP has been fUlly involved in 
producing timber on the Log Bolter saw from seemingly 
endless numbers of logs being sent in from the Santoft 
Forest area by 1 Fd Sqn. The old Log Bolter has been 
trying very hard to die, but Resources are working as 
hard as Spanish doctors did recently to Inaintain life in 
the old saw. They have been working two shifts a day to 
fully use the availab1e daylight hours. 

Sappers Day 

5 Spt Sqn, along with all the other Engr units 
at Linton, enjoyed Sappers Day immensely. That we only 
came third in the afternoon competition didn't really mean 
that our high standard had slipped~ It w·as because the 
other units raised their standardsl We did very well at 
beer drinking anyway. 

Unit Surrounds 

\'le are very pleased to announce that at 
last the H·~ area and car park has been 
sealed. At last we are not tramping mud 
through the buildings, only tar for a change. 

Ssgt Bruce McDonald is very pleased to have 
a new s~cond~hand building which is large 
enough ~~ wh~ch to stack his stores. Any 
other bu~ldings will be acceptable too for 
lecture rooms, a social room, etc. 

--ooOOoo--

The bride's attitude is: Aisle Altar Hymn 

--ooOOoo-



SCHI')I"l ,... 
hi ' ••r• ITARy 

Mat9hes and Hatches 

The unit extends congratulations and best 
wishes to the following: 

Ex Fte Jo Neilson on the birth of 
her baby son, Michael John 

Joe and Maree Te Whata on the birth 
of their baby daughter, Bronwyn Carolina 

George and Bernice Taiatini on the 
birth of their baby daughter, 
Larisia Anne 

AJ.lan and Karen Hales on their recent 
wedding 

Visit by the ex klinister of Defence 

The Hon w. Fraser visited 
Oct 75 and was able to see at first 
ammenities which are available. 

Sport within the unit 
tapered off somewhat since the 
rugby season, but the golfers 
seem to soldier on. It is very 
noticeable in local competitions 
that the majority of prizes are won by 

l l I .. c, 
liNrv,'l 

5 Spt Sqn members, and we are not sure whether 
good players or burglars. 

they are 

Our congratulations to S'pr "Ping" Pinga in 
being selected for the Central Region Softball Team, and 
to S.pr Brian Hutton on his selection in the Central Region 
Water Polo Team~ 

Rowing is the "in thing" at the moment with seven 
unit members rowing in Novice and Maiden Fours events for 
the Aramoho Club of Wanganui. TF Cpl Denis Beattie has 
these men really working, and they predict big things for 
themselves on the rowing scene. As yet they have not been 
invited to join the national squad, but evidently this is 
only an oversight by the selectors. It is rumoured that some 
of our rowers go deep sea fishing for crabs1 

-ooOOoo-

Love is like the measles - all the 
worse when it comes late in life. 

--ooOOoo-
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Orderly Room Goss;p 

Du.e to the recent change of Government, 
the Chief Clerk maintains that his supply 
of ball point pens will now miraculously 
increaseo 

The SSM says he has heard that the USA has 
Bing crosbie and Bob Hope, and New Zealand 
has Rob Muldoon and no hope. Ho1-1ever, this 
is only gossip. 

Ssgt Jim Hendrick and Sgt Archie Hallam 
are to leave for SJI1E in the Ne1-1 Year, and 
are to be replaced by Sgt Steve Grace and 
Cpl Colin Moors. We are sorry to see J"im 
and Archie move on because they have 
performed to their very best in the unit, 
but S}~ will make good use of their talents. 

Unit Break-up Party 

This year it was decided to have a barbecue/ 
hangi at the Demolitions Range as a wind-dovm for the 
holidays, and our hangi experts really excelled themselves. 
They cooked the pork, mutton, chickens and vegetables 
to perfection, and unit members RF and TF, their wives, 
girlfriends and children had a great time. 

--ooOOoo-

If she calls you in her bedroom in the middle 
of the night 

And thru her half-closed eyelids you detect 
a telltale light 

If her bosom heaves in tumult like the tide 
upon the ocean 

And her voice is soft and tremulous, betraying 
her emotion 

If her nostrils dilate wildly with each panting, 
laboured breath 

And her luscious body trembles, as does one 
approaching death; 

If she begs you and implores you as she grasps 
with trembling hand 

To alleviate her suffering with a pitiful demand ••• 
Buddy, that 1s ASTH:r.!A1 

-ooOOoo--
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OUR RO'.'/ING CREW 

Now we have an illustrious rowing four, 
Who practice and practice and come back for more. 
They are all off to Wanganui to row each weekend, 
And when on the river their backs really bend. 

Now this merry band was rowing one day, 
Using maximum effort in every way. 
They pulled and they pulled though the day was all drab, 
And really surged forward until Jacko caught a crab. 

The boat stopped moving but Jacko flew on, 
And cut through the air with the grace of a swan. 
Until he swooped down with a mighty crash, 
And broke through the water with a surging splash. 

However, those rowers had the boat eoing soon, , --
And tried to get rowing in the afternoon. ' 1 
But the wind and the tide came up with a rus~ 1 __ 
And into the boat the water did gush. '~& 
So our hardy rowers returned all forlorn, ~ , 
And towed their wee boat back on to the lawn. 
But they will be back their oars fast to pull, 
For the honour and glory of the mighty black bull. 

A clumsy 
tightrope 
walker 

--ooOOoo-

SS!I1 

On the morning inspection 
parade, the major stopped 
in front of a young sapper 
whose shirt was partly 
unbuttoned. 
"Fasten that button, soldier," 
snapped the major. 

The young sapper looked 
surprised, shrugged and began 
to do up the button - on the 
major's right breast pocket. 

--ooOOoo--
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CHAPTER FOUR 

6 FIELD SQUADRON 

&ppointments 

The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Jan 76. 

oc 
2IC 
SSM 
SQI-iS 
Ccl.k 

Postings. fromotions etc 

Maj PJ 
Capt A 
WOII HJ 
Sagt RJ 
Cpl. AM 

Skogstad 
Anderson 
Gallagher 
Wright 
Bare lay 

Sgt Tom Matiaha to 2 Fd Sqn 
Cpl Al.an Barcl.ay from 3 Fd Sqn 

Spr Russ Young to T/Lcpl. 

Lcpl. Truby Kina Y 

After the untimely death of 
Lcpl Truby King IV on 5 Dec 74, the 
unit was left with the problem of no 
mascot with the necessary attributes 
to fill the gap. 

Not until early Nov 75 was a candidate for the 
vacancy located. After attending the required medical, 
dental and PSO testing, Lcpl. Truby King V was duly marched 
in and taken on strength on 14 Nov 75• 

Annual Camp 

This year 6 Field Squadron has been allocated 
the enviable task of upgrading a farmer's access road at 
Waituna West just north of Feilding. Naturally, with the 
skill and knowledge of all unit personnel this task will be 
completed with the unit's usual finesse. 

Crossword S'Olution (Liaison Letter No 4) 

A. cross 1, Primer, 5, duster, 9 ET, 10. SQ, 13. air, 
15, PRA, 16, alas, 19. tonne, 20. adopt, 21. oz, 
23. part, 25. poor, 27. ISFE, 28 neat, 30. or, 
32. AA, 34 Taf, 36. field, 38. BA, 39. one, 
40. sten, 42. mine, 45. pain, 46. enemy, 47. party, 

/Down 
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2. radioops, 3. met 4 ET 6 a. escapers, 11• ' 12 t ' • us, 7. squadron, 17 up, • a, 13. at, 14. RNZAF, 
• LO, 18. St, 22. six, ~4. RE, 26. oer, 27. in time. 

29. tranny, 30. of, 31. Rio, 32. ale, 33. ad, 35. fine 
37. en, 38 beit, 40. spa, 41. tar, 43. in, 44. EM. 

CROOSWORD, 

Across 

1 • VI (Roman) 
3. Field ••••••••• (RNZE) 
7. Thanks 
8. Hole in ground 
10. Ereposition 
11. Verb 
12. Planet 
1 5. T:ype of weather 
17 &: 37. Definite article 
18. Poets over 
20. Immediate action 
21 • Plays on words 
23. Better than better 
24. Auth for stores 
25. Explosive 
26 &: 29 Either 
27. One of something 
31 • Pleasurable activity 
32. Not off 
33. Not out 
35. Y.leasurement of engine 
37. See 17 
39. Diplomatic 

Once you have completed the 
crossword, make a well used 
statement of fact from the 
following clues. 

1 • 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
8. 
9. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
16. 
19. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
25. 
27. 
28. 
30. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
37. 
39. 

Across. 

In the sky 
International Air Tpt 

Auth 
Street 
:Before 
.Allat Inf outfit 
Not 
Treas 
I am, he •• 
Wake up 
Exclamation 
Nil 
Irregular outer edge 
Issues ticket 
Base of column 
Smell 
Beyond ecomomical repair 
Kids fill them 
Elnploy 
Night (abbrev) 
Intelligence (abbrev) 
Officer Commanding 
lnck 
Adverb/adjective 
Tac Sign {abbrev) 
Elizabeth Reign 

1 , 3' 11 ' 1 7' 23, 
27, 33, 37 and 39 



6 Fd Sgn Changes '.1ellington Skyline 

In one four thousandth of a second on Sat 3 Nay 75, 6 Fd 
Sqn demolished two NZ Post Office aerial towers on Tinakori 
Hill, Wellington. 
The photograph shows the first of the towers in the act of 
falling as a result of firing the explosive ribbon charges 
on the five-eight inch thick steel base members. 

pte J1 
pte CP 



CHAPTER FIVE 

SCHOOL OF MILITARY ENGINEERING 

Appointments 

The followi.ng are the current appointments 
as at 1 Jan 76. 

00 
AO 
SSM 
Trg Offr FE 
Trg Offr Plant 
Trg WO A 
Trg WO G 
Trg WO Plant 
Cclk 
SQlw]S 

Maj CR Parker 
Capt JA Tymkin 
WOI WGW Williams 
Lt RB Simmona 
Lt SG Heaton 
WOII MT Robinson 
WOII WH Lamb 
Sgt M3 Grace 
Ssgt MJ Dette 
WOII BD Hook 

Poatings. fromotiQns etc 

Discharges 

Promotions 

Fte JA Hooper 
Fte CP Sexton 

ex. Civvy street 
ex Wigram Dental 

Lopl AB Martin RNZIR promoted to RNZI 
and posted to SME wef 
5 Jan 76 

Lt RB Simmons to I.SG L/Baok 

Cpl AM 
apr SA 
Cpl DR 

Beattie 
Collinaon 
Tawhara 

30 Oct 75 
12 Dec 75 
5 Jan 76 

Matt Munro to Sagt wef 23 Oct 75 
Bert Lamb to WOII wef 29 Oct 75 

Announcements Capt Tymkin'a baby, Christopher John, 
finally arrived 10 Oct 75. 

a. 

S~r Hewitt married Carol Gullery 
Sat 13 Dec and we wish them all the 
beat. 

Recent course news inCludes: 

R.P'MF, A. ten-day leave break in Fiji 
wa:B'" arranged for three of the students. 
One soldier has returned to Fiji so the 
course now numbers 23 \pers. The Acacia 
Bay block retaining wall was completed 
and the fish left undisturbed despite 

tlattention given 
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b. 

c. 

d. 
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attention given them. The Linton Camp 
community centre is at the internal painting 
stage but there is p1enty more work to be done 
around other training tasks. The Pijia.ns are 
~ good shots with the SLR - especial1y 
at moving targets - we know where to buy our 
sugar from - because who wants enemiesl 
Ten of them se1ected for p1ant training 
showed excellent aptitude. In attempts 
to have the Pijians visit Rotorua for the 
South .Ea.cific Festi va1 of Arts 6-13 Mar 76, 
we are not sure if we have a prospective 
entrant group. Anyway, they entertain 
rea1 good at Christmas parties and at primary 
sohoo1 concerts. we have time to teach 
tham things too and suspension bridges and 
driving 11cences are next on the 11st. 

TF 11th Intake. Learnt their 1essons we11 
with the Best Sapper award going to Spr 
K.A. Forbes of 3 Fd Sqn. ~e Reviewing 
Officer, Maj (now Lt Co1 and oongratu1ations) 
B.G.Jenkin and his escort (OC, SMB) for the 
passi.Dg out parade arrived as usua1, in an 
A;rmy staff car, but on this occasion - a 
Honda Q:i.vic - Chruaahtl 

Basic f.i.e1d No 2. Fue1 restrictions meant 
no fie1d exercise but the Marina got some 
more tidy-up. The Best Sapper award was 
presented to S,'pr G.!JJ.A.bernethy of 1 Fd Sqn 
by Lt Cb1 R.S. Deari.ng of MWT AAl. 

RF Cadets. TWo groups came to vi.si t and 
app1y their maths to practica1 tasks. They 
enjoyed the one day app11cation of musc1e 
power to prove brain power. 

Demolition Instructor and Retesta. ~ good 
faotua1 subject to teach and 1earn. Retest 
numbers continue to be very sme.U. and 
therefore the number of expired tickets 
continues to grow. The retest is not a11 
that hard and fai1ure shou1d not be 
contemplated. 

Unit Tra:Lnine;. Somewhat llmi ted this year 
as our C'.oromande1 Peninsu1ar (Fenton Fie1ds) 
p1ans obviously wou1d not stand cl.ose 
examination by the petro1 pushers. we 
conso1ed ourse1ves with advanced techniques 
of FE subjects at SME( rotating with ha1f 
the Schoo1 ( inc 1 RFMl!' J spending eight days 
at La.ngua.rd B1uff relining and painting -
NO fishing to mention. No range practice 
for Home Command units this trg year. 

--ooOOoo--

Better a ba1d head than none at a11 
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Re-Organisation 

Not RNZE or SME particularly, just the re
organisation of training throughout NZ. The nett result 
is that as from 4 Jan 76, SME is under command. of Army 
Schools. MWT AA will no longer be interested in much to 
do with training but will accommodate students and remain 
involved with local travel arrangements. 

Friendly Diamonds 

Cpl Stirrat has made a sincere, life long friend 
of a married woman. Nothing sinister, just that he was 
the bloke on the end of a mine detector who located the 
$2000 worth of diamonds, bracelets and rings she had buried 
in her garden prior to her overseas trip. Good securityl 
Two dlcy'B of fru.atrated digging by police and locals - nothing -
Cpl Stirrat in less than 30 minutes in the moon-scape garden -
succesal It is not recorded how many kisses he received or 
how many of her friends turned up in Jaguars for the 
celebrations, but it is recorded that her husband returned 
from the far paddock by tractor at about the right time to 
celebrate too. Another Sapper success• 

Ssgt Len Thomas, Lcpla Martin and Meade were 
despatched to a task at Akitio (North of Castlepoint). 
It was underwater demolition training, removing rocks (simulated 
coral), clearing a passage for fishing and pleasure boats. 
There was little talk of fish but there were odd references 
to the next island job. 

Comments 

The latest rash of Battle Efficiency Tests showed 
with little doubt that the "oldies" (wrinklies) are fitter 
than the youngies~ 

Of six changes of cars by staff members in the 
last three months, five became owners of Hillman Hunters. 
Not sure what that proves - just a fact. 

-ooOOoo-

An Italian man with three sets of 
lovely twin daughters took his friend 
home to meet his family. "This is 
my wife Lolita, my daughters Bonita 
and Juanita, Lola and Dolores, 
Francesca and Margaretha." 
"Why you are lucky to have such a 
nice family", his friend said. "Tell 
me, do you always get such beautiful 
twin daughters?" 
"Oh nol Hundreds of times we get 
nothing." 

--ooOOoo-

Content removed due to 
copyright
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don •t know the 

CAKOUFLAGE 

you ever wondered why the Engineers have 
responsibility of camouflage? I have. I 
answer b~t I keep wondering. 

could it possible be that owing to the great 
difficulty of finding jobs for us at Annual Camp, they 

· sh us to disappear? That's probably it. One way 
~~ overcaning the llllgineer problem - disappear them1 

On the other hand I strongly 
suspect that because finance is not 
available for camouflage, but high 
standards and a good job is still 
required - give it to the Engineers. 
They excel at doing things at no cost. 

can it possibly be an Ebgineer job becaus? 
camouflage takes imagination? I must admit there J.S 
good basis for this reasoning as I have seen a few good 
fake jobs in the corps. Do you know who the six million 
dollar sapper is? Camouflage - see. 

It could be that camouflage doesn •t really matter 
much and any sort of a mess is acceptable. Eyeball to 
eyeball fighting got left at Somme - just a few long range 
guns and high flying aeroplanes to worry about now. Does 
an IBM really select between camouflaged and non-camouflaged 
positions? A:nywey don't throw camouflage away - give it to 
the Bngineers. Let them make a real mess of themselves but 
please, keep them well awey from us - it could be dangerous. 

Another sound reason that camouflage is acceptable 
to the Engineers is tha~ it provides a readily acceptable 
reason to excuse away the washing of the face and hands. 
I like that one - keep the grubby workers dirty. 

Perhaps because the Engineers are required to 
undertake many noisy jobs? Might as well give them camouflage -
it may help the poor blighters if they are unable to silence 
their dozers or use foam rubber sledge hammers. .& little 
disguise could be useful. 

Really, I am no nearer to the truth surrounding 
the problem. Why the llngineers.? Does it matter anyw91Y? 
Sgts Mess booze tent just ahead. Didn't I sort out that 
i~agination is needed, that someone is trying to keep me 
hidden aw~, and that I can do a good job for no cost at a 
profit? To hell with washing now, I'll disguise my noise 
and make something disappear. Camouflage is really a very 
useful subject if I can collect as many crates as this next 
time! 

-ooOOoo-
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A DAY IN P.ciRTH 

or My Trip to Korea 

This day I and Sir Francis 
~cNamara with sundry other knights 
Journey to the city of Perth which, 
as you know, is inhabitated by 
Ossiea, a strong and barbarous race. 

On joining the throng we hear the 
shout "Avadrinkenzed" on all 
sides, and thinking we are about to 
be attacked, Sir Francis and I draw 
our swords and prepared to sell our 
lives dearly. However, Sir Maurice, 

who speaks the language, informs us that the dry but invites 
us to enter the various taverns and quaff a flagon. This 
we hasten to do with all possible speed least these Ossies 
change their minds. 

Hearing Sir Francis say to the serving wrench, 
"A pint" I repeat it after him and Lol foaming tankards 
of ale are placed before us. When these have been consumed, 
the drinking continues, first one and then the other paying 
the reckoning. Anon come more Ossies who carry our friend 
away saying "Eezadenuf" at which we are most wroth, it 
being his turn to settle the account with the serving wrench. 

Howsoever, they being many and of tall stature, 
we think it wise to hold our peace and Sir Francis suggests 
that we sally forth to seek further adventure. 

Had I the space I should describe to you the 
divers strange sights: how we meeteth a knight who 
crawleth upon his belly in the streets tortoise-wise; how 
we pay a visit to a "Street of the Rose" where are to be 
seen many sights exceeding strange and many wise lessons to 
be learned; how an ossie came up to me and attempted to 
sell me a virgin for a crown. How I am about to buy, but 
Sir r·laurice whispers in my ear that there are no Virgins 
among these Ossiea. 

Coming to the hour of midnight and our curfew, 
at the nearby port of Freemantle, we are caused much amusement 
by one Sir Harrison who leapeth into the water, being hot and 
Turkish and there disporteth himself in his velvet raiment. 
And so to bed, being well content and haVing seen many 
wondrous new sights. 

To the fair Lady Annette my compliments, and to 
you my friend, thanks for reading of my first overseas 
adventure - I never did find the harbour bridgel 

--ooOOoo--
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Sappers do not have much "bull". Al. though 
it is used on Ssgt-WOs courses,(rarely) on parades, it 
is e. "fiel.d" that Sappers J.eave mostly to others. 
Dad has a bull. on the farm for al.J. those fair cows. It 
reminds me of a certain sqn symbol.. 

The cows know he is, in turn: 

Lovabull., Availabull, Incorrigabull 
Recoverabull, Impossibull, Unblockabul.l 
AdorabuJ.l, Irresponsibull, and at 
times Feebull. 

Dad knows he is in turn: 

Enviabull, Disreputabull, Irascibull 
Uncontrollabull, Contradictabull, 
Commendabull · 
Insufferabull, Inescapabull and at 
times Incapabull. 

The bull knows he is: 

Reliabull, Dependabull, Unbeatabull 
Insatiabull, Depositabull, Appreciabull 
AbuJ.l, Considerabull and at times 
Enjoyabull. 

The world knows he is in turn: 

Allowabull, Employabull, Atte~bull 
Cashabull, Durabull, Oommendabull 
Disagreeabull, Presentabull and at 
times Dishonourabull. 

He is not: 

Washabull, Contemptabull, Amenabull 
Recordabull, Dissolveabull, Charitabull 
Exhaustabull, Edibull or lastly 
Improbabull. ' 

--ooOOoo--

Cross an elephant with a call-girl 
and you have a three-ton pick-up. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

B COY RF CADET SCHOOL 

A.ppointoents 

The following are the current appointments. 

oc 
Senior Trade Instr 
Plumber Instr 
Carpentry Instrs 

Attached for instruction 

Capt 
Ssgt 
Sgt 
Sgt 
Sgt 

JK Will:i,ams 
Archer lTerry) 
Staines (Pinky) 
Milliken (Don) 
Stowell (Lea) 

Spr Nicol (Radar) 
Spr L:i.ghtbourne ( 40 vratt) 

Posted Out Spr Anderson to 2 Fd Sqn. 

Storeman RF Cadet School Cpl \vhi te . (John) • 

The cadets have graduated and we have a few 
sappers in apprentice wing who will be returning for 
more apprentice training next year: 

Sprs Bryce, Broome, Harewa. 

Posted out as plumbers are: 

Sprs Fischer to 1 Fd Sqn 
Page to 2 Fd Sqn 
Marsh to 2 Fd Sqn 

It has been a long year in Cadet Schools and 
I believe that all are glad that the Christmas period 
arrived and went. For those who have graduated, it 'I'Till 
be an asset to them in their future careers to have come 
from Cadet School. 

One note for the Corps, \fOI ~1alloch has now 
reached the position of the Senior WOI in the New Zealand 
Army, the first ex-cadet to reach that position. 

B Coy wishes the rest of the Corps Compliments 
of the Season and hopes that Annual Camp is not too strenuous 
this year. 

Finally, another note from Waiouru, 2Lt M 
Thompson was commissioned into the Corps on 6 Dec 75 and 
was posted to OOUIT and TFD Waiouru. 2Lt T Jones is 
reported to be happy now that he is not the only 2 Lt in 
the Corps. 

_, 
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QHAPTER SEVEN 

FIRS BRI GAPES 
PART ONE 

WAIOURU FIRS BRIGADE 

The following are the current appointments 
as a~ 1 Jan 76. 

Firemaster 
Deputy 

Tt.e Brigade now consists of: 

WOI P Cumming 
Ssgt Aston 

Sgt Hargreaves 
Cpl Prentioe 
Cpl Kyle 
Cpl S;parks 
Lopl aookburn 
Lopl Needham 
Lopl Fanning 
Spr Rennie 
s,pr Free 
Spr Hokianga ex Basic Cse 
Lcpl smith 
Pte Slnith 

--ooOOoo-

As orderly office~ I make a practice of making a 
good inspection of the OR's kitchen. On one occasion 
I came across a young recruit slicing bread for the 
evening meal and whistling happily as he worked1 

I called the mesa sergeant aside and requested an 
explanation. He said "Well Sir, we got Williams 
at 0530 this morning on fatigues and I put him to 
work slicing bread for breakfast toast. He took 
the bread knife and started work but soon came back 
and asked if he could borrow a long-bladed meat 
cleaver. Then he lined up two loaves and cut them 
simultaneously. 

"But he came back again later and asked 
for my long-bladed meat knife and with 
that he lined up and out three loaves at 
a time. Finally, after breakfast he 
asked to take a half-hour break, 
borrowed a sword from the Q store and got 
it sharpened. 
"He told me awhile ago that now he's 
rea.lly happy because; he has a fine 
four-loaf cleaver•" 

--ooOOoo-
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A FAULTLESS REPORT 

REPORT. ON FIRE ON 1 0 MA.R . 76 

Fire Station 
Hardcase Camp 

12 Mar 76 

1. This report is submitted to draw your attention 
to certain matters before a Court of Inquiry is convened. 

2. The ~ateness in receipt of the al.arm and the delEcy 
in the arrival. of fire appliances is easi:cy explained. 
Fireman Brown vas on watchroom duty and as a result of his 
speedy response to answer the telephone, he slipped on the 
polished floor, knocked his head and rendered himse~ 
unconscious. This accident would not have occurred if 
there were not so much insistence on polishing floors to 
an incredib~ degree of shine. It is ironic that Brown 
himself had spent four houra polishing the watchroom floor 
in an attempt to meet the Orderly Officer's standards. The 
repercussions for Fireman Brown, of having to carry out this 
order to the extreme, were unfortunate. After his release 
from hospital he appeared for watchroom duty wearing spiked 
running shoes and it was not possible to dissuade him from 
wearin8 them. ']he more forceful attitude of the RSJ.Ii to the 
matter is to be regretted, as Brown, not particularly stable 
at any time, took the matter to heart. The Medical Officer 
is hopeful that the strait jacket can be removed in a dEcy or 
two, but conaideres full recovery wil

3. Whilst it was perfectly 
correct to send a runner to give the 
alarm, the choice of an elderly 
major, who had been celebrating in c 

the Officers• M&ss, was not the 
wisest. His condition on 
arrival, accordin8 to Sgt Best, 
was one of collapse. No blame 
can be placed on the sergeant for 
attempting to revive the major with 
brandy, he vas not to know that- it 
was not entirely physical collapse 
that the major was suffering from. 
No doubt the brandy was the ulti
mate cause of the incomprehensible 
statement that caused the fire 
appliances to turn out in quite the 
wrong direction, but Sgt Best's 
intention was to revive the major, 
not to ensure that the Officers• 
Mess burnt down as has been suggested.

Content removed due to 
copyright
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4 • Fire fighting 
operations were not ~elped 
b~ JeneraJ. Rout placJ.ng 
~ireman Wilkins under close 
~rest.. W.lkins did not 
deliberately hose down the 
General. Despite repeated 
demands through Q channels for a 
correct sized helmet, Wilkins was 
wearing a helmet two sizes too large o • 

so when he tripped over a piece of debns, 
hl.s helmet fell over his eyes and he could 
not see where his hose was directed. 

5. Similarly, the placing of Fireman 
Green under close arrest did not help matters.
Green did not push the General into the 
emergency water tank. It waa just that he was 
laughing so much at Fireman Smith's joke that he 
stepped back. The General should have known better than to 
stand so close to the edge. M he was already soaking wet 
from the episode with Fireman Wilkins, his short time of 
immersion in the tank cannot have made any change in his 
condition, and his subsequent display of temper was 
childish and unnecessary. 

6. Whilst. it must be agreed that Smith's joke "It •a 
only the Officers • Mesa·tt· was not in the best of taste, it 
was his attempt to relieve a rather tense situation that had 
arisen because of the :Eadre. When smith saw F'J.remen King, 
Irwin and Logan being treated for hysterics, he thought some 
serious situation had arisen, because he had not witnessed 
the incident with the Padre. 

7. Bvery fireman knows the discomfort caused by a hot 
spark lodging between clothing and skin. .But it is not 
considered any reason to conduct a. rather lewd-looking strip
tease act whilst screaming obscenities, particularly a padre. 
Whilst not relevant to the fire, it does seem that an 
individual with such a wide vocabulary of obscene words is 
not fit to hold the ~een•s Commission, let alone be a padre. 
However, it was this exhibition, followed by a "streak" to 
the water tank, which oa.u.sed the thre& firemen to have 
hysterics, which is understandable considering the tension 
they were under. 

8. It was also the cause of Fireman White being placed 
under close arrest. White did not really refuse to obey an 
order. This man has been the champion swearer for many 
years. He was literally frozen with awe and fear at the 
Padre's performance. Axe in that he heard swear words that 
he didn't know existed, and fear that he could no longer 
consider himself the champion. The fact that he haa not 
s:;,oKen a single word since the incident is indicative of hia 
s~a.te of mind, and he now occupies the hospital bed next to 
FJ.raman Brown. 

/9. If the General 

J 
I 

8 
I 
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SCJ )(')• r-~ r 

folr' :u 'Tt "Y 
I '1.> 

LINT ON 

• ; I~ the General had not placed so many 
,r;ii;) ' · f~remen under close arrest it would not 

have been necessary to call in the local 
town fire brigade to finally extinguish 
the fire. .And if the General had 

-- - - - refrained from remarking on the appearance, 
antecedents and conduct of the local firemen, then of course 
there would not have been any altercation between the General 
and the Chief Fire Officer. Fortunately, I have been able 
to persuade CFO Bellows to withdraw his charges of slander, 
defamation of character, assault, behaviour liable to cause 
a breach of the peace, interferring with a fire officer in 
the course of his duties, etc, etc. He has also agreed that 
he would assist us again if it should ever be necessary, 
although he did add the rider that "it is all off if that 
•••••••• General is there!" 

10. There is no doubt as to the actual aauae of the 
fire, this will be attested to by many witnesses. It 
appears that in contravention of no less than 17 different 
orders and regulations, the Officers 1 Mesa had been adorned 
with paper decorations. Sister Easy from the hospital 
climbed onto a table to do 'her usual aot• but lost her 
balance. In attempting to regain it, she grabbeA hold of 
some of the paper decorations which were pulled down onto 
the candlea on the table where they caught fire. As she had 
done • her aot • many times and always climbed on the table to 
do it, all would probably have been well had she not been 
•·goosed • by the General.. That 'goosing' and the subsequent 
fire has cooked a lot of other~ooses~ 

-ooOOoo-

( JACK S. AWLRIGHT) 
Fi.remaster 

This dismal tale of Rthelred, 
Who loves to smoke his pipe in bed 
Lighted pipe from tired lips falling, 
He does not hear his good sense calling. 
His pillow now sends wreaths of smoke 
Oh, what a stupid senseless bloke 
So learn this little lesson well, 
And say I'll not be led, 
By foolish types like Ethelred, 
Who loved to smoke in bed. 

- Reg Moore 
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PART TWO 

LINTON CAMP FIRE BRIGADE 

Appointments 

The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Jan 76. 

Firemaster 
Deputy 

WOII RGS Pullen 
Sgt KA Gray 

Snippets 

Congratulations from all 
members of this unit to Joe 

Eru on his promotion to 
Lane& Corporal. We also 
send congratulations to the 
Staff Officer Fire Def HQ 
on his promotion to Flight 

Lieutenant. 
Spr Stott on gaining the key 

to the door. 

On Wed 12 Nov 75 the Brigade challenged 
the officers to a game of water soccer. Of course the 
Brigade won 6-2 but the firemaster's wife gave the officers 
a penalty goal at the end of the first half because of the 
blatant cheating going on. However, the second half was 
well played by both sides. Hats off to the two WRAC 
officers who participated and thanks to ref Maj Douglas 
for a sterling job. A small social gathering took place 
afterwards to warm everybody up. 

We wonder who the Firemaster was, who was 
presented with his breakfast at 1600 hrs by the Col Comdt 
after a disastrous Sappers D~ morning?????? Where was 
he all morning?????? And why?????? 

Airline Executive: 

-ooOOoo--

One who coils up the tyre 
inflating hose at a garage 

-ooOOoo-
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FIRE - }'RIBND Alill ~'OE 

By: R.G.S. Pullen 

In the past issues of t his document, we 
have used it to snipe and decry the 
system. I believe that the time 
has arrived when this should cease 
and some use should be made of this 
interesting and 1-ridely distributed 
document, so here goes: 

The purpose of this paper is to 
hopefully, give a better understanding 
of the attitude of most firemen. 

Today, when we speak of fire, most of 
us think of a match, the open fire or 
kerosene burner, or maybe the simple 
candle. But fire is more than that. 
Fire is a lot of things and comes in 
lots of ways - fire is energy, ligh~ 
can start a fire today, just as it did 

a million years ago. The atomic bomb is also a kind of 
fire in which modern man uses the energy of the atom to 
create heat. 

Today we light a match and we have fire11 
Simple, but it wasn't always so easy. Man had 

a lot to learn about fire, in fact, he still has a lot to 
learn about this strange phenomena. Scientists have been 
ab~e to give us a good idea of ear~y man's life so let us 
go back a mi~ion years or so and visit the early caveman. 
In those days he spent most of his time shivering from the 
cold and being afraid. He was afraid of the giant 
animals that roamed the land, he was afraid of the dark, 
the thunder and lightning, but most of all he was afraid 
of fire, started by these lightning strikes and other 
natur~ causes, f)ometimes by sparks from falling rocks 
striking an~ther rock igniting dry undergrowth or grasso 
Some of them learned of fire from volcanoes that sent 

---

huge sprays of steam and lava high into the sky and setting 
fire to the very ground he trod. 

But one day, he stopped running, of being so 
afraid of everything and of shivering from the cold - that 
was the day he discovered that fire could make him warm, 
he also found it could be a friend. He had not yet 
learned to make fire for himself, but he quickly found 
he could keep it going by transferring it from one piece 
of wood to another. 

/He soon learned 



He soon learned that with fire he could turn 
ni[;ht into day and then he used fire for light as well 
as ".far'.:lth. liowever , he also found that the torches had 
a W...:.J of going out and that man needed to learn to make 
'fire for himself . He discovered this the same way as 
he discovered many other things - BY ACCIDENT. Man 
was already making tools and weapons to help him hunt 
and fish . He chipped pieces of flint for crude knives 
w1i axes, he scraped wood and bones and often when rubbing 
one thing against another, friction caused a spark which 
so=eti~es started a fire and so he accidently discovered 
the secret of making fire. He then developed different 
methods for making fire, one method being the fire drill 
which was simply a pointed wooden ·stick twirled in a 
notch in another piece of wood. The twirling of the 
stick produced a small quantity of wood dust and the 
friction created set it afire. 

After the fire drill, man created many 
similar methods for making fire and some while later 
he found that fire helped him make better weapons. 
He quickly learned that he could forge and shape 
his tools Wld weapons by fire and he also learned 
that with the help of fire he could change the soft 
clay of the earth into something as hard as rock. 
With practice he soon began to shape bowls and bake 
them in the fire's heat. Yes, fire could be a real 
friend he discovered, and became proud of the things 
he could do with his new found friend - but did he ever· 
have lo"s to learn1 He hadn't even begun to realize 
that his new friend - FIR& - could also be a terrible 
enemy if not treated with respect, in fact most of us 
still have not learned that. ' 

. . He had learned that fire could be a great help 
to h1.m 1.n. many ways. Fbr example, he could use a fire 
to help h1.m hun~, one man would lieht a fire behind their 
prey and the an1.mals would flee the burning brush into the 
path of the waiting hunters. But that was the wey he 
probably learned that fire was not a friend to be treated 
thoughtlessly as the same wind that blew the fire towards 
the prey, could suddenly change and trap him. 

learn . However, he had even more painful lessons to 
In those days of long hi 

of skins of various animals ago, s c~othes consisted 
sun he would take them insid an~. after drYJ.ng them in the 
taken a ·lot of effort d e l.S cave to store. It had 
for him to gather his'pr~~u~ h~ti~ ~d patience 
provide a long winter of ?ar 0 skins • They would 
be proof of his hunting p~~~!:~t1.o~ an~ warmth, they would 
~le ep , yes , he was proud of his ~· m ~ a soft place to 
1.s _:-:roud of his possess ions. s 1.na • JUBt as modern man 

/So warmed 

( 

·~ 
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So warmed by the fi r e he has built he 
contentedly f~ll a~leep ; me anwhi l e, t i ny but dangerous 
sparks from ~s fr~end fire were caught by the draught 
and sent fly~ng to land on his most precious dry skins. 

In seconds his once friendly fire 
had become his fearful enemy, and 
so the first fire brigade ••as 
formed - a brigade of one frantic 
man - and the handfuls of dirt were 
of little effect and soon a sadder 
but wiser caveman sat before the 
charred remains of his months of 
hunting. Yet his lesson had not 
been learned. Tbrwgh the ages , up 
to this very minute, man has not 
yet stopped setting fire t o his 
home, his precious possessions and 
even himself. 

As man's civilisation developed, f ire played 
a more and more important role and gradually he learned 
how to put out fire with water. The more uses man 
found for fire the more he had to find ways of controlling 
it, and so man used fire in all its forms, to light his 
way from the dark caves to the civilisation he is still 
building. Man was also quick to find that fire made his 
food tastier, but fire did much more than just that -
with the help of fire, man actually increased his food 
supply. For example, you could hardly eat a raw potato 
but cooked or baked it becomes very t asty. Many plants 
are tough and harci to digest when r aw but proper:ly cooked, 
they become good to eat and easier to digest. Then 
man found that by cooking he could preserve many foods, 
meat and fish were kept from spoiling for long periods by 
being dried and smoked over a fire. Today we use fire to 
keep large amounts of meat, fruit, vegetables and all types 
of prepared foods by canning them. 

When man found how to preserve food he was no 
longer tied down to his cave or hunting ground, he could 
travel long distances on land or water, taking his f ood 
supply with him. As man travelled he discovered new 
places, new things and new ways, he became smarter· and 
his civilisation grew and grew and once again behind it all, 
making it possible, was his friend fire, but then as man 
developed his way of living, he became impatient with his 
torch and his open camp fire. They had served their 
purpose, but now he needed something better, besides they 
had their serious faults. The torch burned itself out 
qUickly, it was hard to relight and t o keep going in the 
wind, it was big and hard to handle. One could not sit 
near it to read, work or draw for it was much too hot and 
if one moved away from it, it did not give enough light. 
So man needed something better - he invented the candle. 

Content removed due to 
copyright
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Later, candles were made by dipping the wick 
( a piece of twine) into a pan of me~ted tallow which 
clung to the twine. In some c ountr1es, people found 
they could make candles from the wax with_which bees 
built their honeycombs. In some polynes1an populated 
areas people found a nut very rich in natural oil, 
with ~hich they made a candle by stringing these nuts 
on a bamboo strip and letting them burn one by one. In 
later years candle moulds were made from which a number 
of candles ~ould be made at one time. From then on, by 
means of these candles, man used his friend fire every day, 
to read by, to work by and to study by. 

Yes, with the help of fire man had come a long 
way from his dark caves, yet he inSisted on treating fire 
carelessly. With the candle, man had an easier and 
quicker method of setting things on fire, for example, 
being placed too near drapes or carelessly knocked over 
in the stable; from the richest to the poorest - the 
result was the same - fire that brought ruin and all too 
often DEATH. 

It is sad but true that the more man developed 
his way of life, the more trouble he had with his friend 
fire. Now he was setting himself and his things on fire 
more often and faster than ever before and in his search 
for bigger and better living, man then invented the - match 
so simple to li t, so quick to burn and so easy to carry 

around. Matches were invented in 1881 
by a Frenchman named Sauria, the match 
sprang into constant popularity and now 
man really had a way to become more 
careless with his friend fire - and 
that is just what he did as the care
l?ssly tossed a~ay match quickly brought 
f1ery results, JUSt as it does today. 

The first matches made could be struck 
any place and ignited immediately. Today we have two 
ty~es of matches in use. One kind can be ignited by 
be1ng st~ck any p~ace and the other is called a Safety 
HatcJ:l, th1s type Wlll only ignite when rubbed against the 
s~c1al material on the side of a matchbox. However, 
ne1the: the so-c~led safety match nor any other kind of 
mate~ 1s a plaything. ALL HATCHES should be kept out of 
reac of small children, only then are they safety matches. 

the . With the co~ing of the easy-to-handle match, 
t ,07-ga~ette leaped 1nto really w·ide use - now man could 

se ':~~ ome and himself aflame with these fiery ashes 
~f~~s ~~~\gassing year. man filled more and more of ius 
people ~d theep~~: ~~~~~~e scene- only the time, the 

/Yes, man 
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Yes, man has learned many, many waya tc use 
fire, yet he kept forgetting that fi re was a thing to 
treat carefully and with respect. Sometimes throuGh 
carelessness, sometimes in stupidity, and occasionally on 
purpose, man has destroyed entire communities by fire. 
In the year 64 AD Nero, the Roman Emperor set fire to 
Rone and blamed the Christians, but even this cruel tyrant 
received more than he had bargained for as the flames 
swept out of control and Rome burned for eight days 
leaving the entire city in ruins. Centuries later in 

1664, fire m·rept through the 
City of London, but then I have 
already told th~t story. In 
October 1871, story has it that 
a cow belonging to Nrs O'Leary 
kicked over a lantern in the barn 
and the high winds at the time 
carried the fire from building to 
building and, regardless of whether 
~~s O'Leary 1 s cow really did start 
the blaze, the City of Chicago 
burned for three days, destroying 
187 million dollars worth of 
property, including the city 
waterworks. 

However, neither the torch, the 
candle, the match nor the cigarette are 

really to blame for the terrible fires that 
became and still are, so frequent and tragically 

a part of man's life. The real blame belongs to 
man himself - careless, umthinking and sometimes stupid 
man. Fire had shown it could be a useful friend - if 
only man would treat it with care and respect, yet 
because man refused to do this, he had to find a way to 
fight fire when it flared out ?f co~tro~ and so.was.born 
what is today the Science of F1re F1ght1ng - which 1s 
another story. 

The moral of this story is: 

When advice is given on Fire Protection/Prevention 

Please put It Into Practice. 

-ooOOoo-

To be Taken in the Right Vein 

Blood Donor (to r·1aori seated next to him) 
"Are you a full-blooded Maori ?" 

Maori "Not now, I'm a pint short." 

--ooOOoo-
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CORPS MATTERS 

MILITARY .t-IEMORIALS IN 
THB RNZE CORPS CHAPEL 

St Martins, the RNZE Corps Nemorial Chapel 
in the sr.m grounds at Linton, is a new phase in the 
h~story ?f our Corps. Its association with sapper 
h~story ~s very new yet the chapel itself does have a 
military history dating from the First World war. 

. . It is time to reflect and see just how 
m~li tary acts have been enshrined in this chapel. As 
sappers, ~he most important items are the Rolls of 
Honour. The First W.orld War Roll is a coloured photo 
copy, yet to be bound (an estimated cost from two 
Palmerston Book Binders $48 and $5 5 respectively and 
these have not the materials for the job). This Roll 
contains the names of 409 sappers who made the supreme 
sacrifice. The Roll containing t he names of the fallen 
for the Second World War contains 370. However, sappers 
have died both before and after these two wars. 

Other memorials in this chapel are easily 
found. Just inside the door as one enters the chapel 
there is a Roll of Honour which has the names of the men 
of the area of Makotuku from whence the chapel came. 
Herein is listed the names of seven who were killed or 
died of wounds and 35 who served and were able to return 
to their homes. 

As the vi si tor moves away from this Roll of 
Honour and moves down the aisle, the altar and the stained 
glass windows draw the attention. The altar was moved 
from the former Linton Camp Chapel to this present position. 
Carved in the wood is the text from the Last Supper "Do 
this in remembrance of me". A call to be a faithful 
follower of Christ. Below this are three panels each 
with a carved insignia. The central panel contains the 
badge of the NZ Army Chaplain's Department. On ~i ther 
side of this are the two letters k (Alpha) and J L (Omega); 
the first and the last letters of the Greek alphabet. 

A note in the back of the altar states "The 
timber of the front panels of this altar are Kauri; with 
that of the carved lettering Tawa; the remainder being Oak" • 

Carved and Constructed by 
Rev H.E.Rowe E.D. Th.L C.F. 

1959-60 

/The windows 
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The windows are perhaps the next item to look 
at . The left window is titled "A thank o~feriDt? for 
peace after the Great War". The central w~ndow ~s a 
memorial to Makotuku fallen. The greater part of th~ . 
window is taken up with a cross surrounded by white lill~es 
on a red background. At the bottom of the window are 
commemorated the names of the Makotuku men: 

"To the Glory of God and in Memory of 

Lance Corporal L.M. Lowen 
Privates P.L.Johnstone; E.Griffin; J.Sabin; 

T. Jardin; T.J.Ness; T.Berrett; 
Sbldiers of Makotuku 

who fell during the Great War 1914-18 

The window on the right is also a "Thanks offering for 
those who served and returned in safety". 

More recently, items have been added to the 
chapel. Two brass candle holders on the altar were made 
and presented by 1 General Troops Workshops, 4 August 1968 
(brought out of the old Linton Camp Chapel). Also there 
are two flower stands - presented by the RF Cadet School 
Reunion 1973. 

Last but not least is the Hymn Board. This was 
presented by WOI and Mrs Ernie Reid. WOI Reid served with 
the Long Range Desert Group during WWII and also served for 
many years at the Linton Camp Hospital. 

It is easy to see that even though the chapel 
has not been in the camp long it already has a substantial 
military history. As a memorial chapel we are reminded 
of the service and sacrifice of sappers and other soldiers 
without whom we could not operate. Let us not forget. 

QUO FAS ET CLORIA DUCUNT 

-ooOOoo-

Recent additions to the museum 

Presented by Mr R.E.Garrett, Auckland: 

WWII German respirator container 
" NZE BD TUnic 
" NZEF BD Beret 

German Schu mine 

We thank him for his interest and generosity. 

H.E.Chamberlain 
Corps Historian 
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Interesting footnote. 

We are having a number of interesting 
requests for information coming to the RNZE Corps 
Museum, the latest being information for a TV 
documentary film by AROHA Productions on the Gallipoli 
landings. 

H.E.C. 

--ooOOoo-

-' 

Submarine Nini!Jf• Companies 
were formed in 871 for coast 
defence by means of submerged 
charges which were fired 
electrically from the shore. 

, In 1905, these Companies were 
abolished and their work handed 
over to the Royal Navy. 

--ooOOoo-

Of twin boys in a certain family, one was an 
optimist and the other a pessimist. On their 
birthday, the parents, hoping to cure the latter, 
gave him a room full of toys while the optimist 
found his room piled with manure. The little 
pessimist cried, but the optimist whistled as he 
shovelled. Beaming at his parents, he said, 
"I know there's bound to be a pony under here 
somewherel" 

-ooOOoo-
Content removed due to 

copyright



NEW ANTI TANK MINE 

The us Army have recently completed development 
of a new air-dropped anti-tank ~ne - the first i~ a 
family of flexible scatterable m~neso The new ~ne was 
developed at the Picatinning Arsenal and has the 
designation M56. 

The M56 Aerial Mining System is designed for 
use on helicopters. It consists of a bomb dispensing 
unit similar to the current cluster bomb dispenser, one 
each1 side of the standard UHI series helicopters. Each 
bomb dispenser holds 40 cannisters with two anti-tank 
mines. Each contains 3lbs of high explosive and weighs 
approximately 6lbs. The fully loaded bomb dispenser unit 
weighs 660lbs. 

The M56 mine contains a more powerful 
explosive than that. used in the standard US anti-tank 
mine (M15) and together with the fact that the mine lies 
on the surface, enables it to be as effective as the M15 
(weight 20lbs). 

The safety and arming device of the mine operates in 
two steps. The first actuated on the release from the 
dispenser and the second on impact with the ground. The 
final arming is electrical with a built-in one minute delay 
to allow time for the mine to bounce and also allow the 
helicopter to clear the area. Detonation is by pressure 
plate which sends a firing signal to the electro-mechanical 
:f.'uzeo The mine has an electronic control system to allow 
discrimination between wheeled and tracked vehicles and 
a self-destruction mode after a preset time. The mine also 
has a capacity within the electronic control for anti-handling~ 

The drawing shows the configuration and operation 
of the M56. Note the folding flaps to cause the mine to 
land pressure plate up. The mine will still operate 
effectively upside down. 

The source material for this article waa obtained 
from the A·pril issue of Aviation and apace Technology. 

Research 
Drawings 

Capt G.M.Davi.es 
Cpl P. Packer 
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LINTON S!PPERS DAY 175 

The now traditional exploding of several 
demolition charges at 0630 hrs heralded yet another start 
to Sappers Day at Linton Camp. At precisely the sam? 
time a sizeable contingent of Sappers stood at attent~on 
as a wreath was laid at the cenotaph in the Square of 
p~erston North. 

A round of •rum-n-coffee' was served to all 
living-in sappers by the Officers and Senior NCOs - which 
was received with the customary "you bloody beaut" and 
"Yuk". 

Commencing at 0800 hrs a party of approximately 
fifty sappers headed south to 'our' town Levin, to carry 
out community work for the town's aged, cri~pled and infirm. 
corps Officers entertained official guests (Col Comd Col AJl. 
CUrrie, the Mayor of Levin Mr L.Roberts, CE Rep Maj Kiff) 
to lunch in the Officers ~ess in preparation for their role 
as judges for the afternoon activities. 

Back at Linton Camp at 1330 hrs, 
all local sappers participated 
in typical sappers sports which 
included events such as climbing 
a pole and securing to the top the 
various unit's pennant (HQ MWT AA~ 
2 Fd Sqn, 5 Spt Sqn, SME); apeed 
shovelling, the team who could shovel 
half a yard of metal over a two foot 
high wall in the quickest time; 
box construction entailed each 
team given pre-cut material to 
construct three boxes of various 
sizes which had to fit within 
one another; mine detection, 
each team given the detection 
equipment to clear a pre-laid 
strip; speed painting was for each 
team to paint a 44 gal drum with the 
Corps ~olours on the outside and on the top 
an Eng~neer grenade·; chain recovery, each 
team had a length of chain threaded through 
a concrete block and padlocked in the bott 
of a water-filled 1 Stave 1 tank and each te: i 
~elli st:yle, ~ad to recover and replace the :mafn; tree 
a!d t~n ~~ whi~ each team. had to scarf the tree with an axe 
land on a ~~~dei:~~=~ ~ th a ~h~nsaw so that the tree would 
race between a team from th~e 0~. inalWlyOsthe 25 metre stilt 
and S'prs. ~cars, • Sgts, Cpls, Lcpls 

/At the conclusion 
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At the conclusion of the sports, everybody moved 
into the training shelter where refreshments were taken; 
this was interrupted only by the very distractive sound of 
the Sappers Pipe Band who led in the hostesses carrying 
the presentation medals for the first four placings. 
The medals were presented by the Col Comd Col A.R. Currie. 
The unit recipients of course, were the moat junior 
sappers present on the day. 

In the evening a very successful dance was held 
in the 600 man mess. All in all, another very successful 
Sappers Day. 

-ooOOoo-

Corps Lieqtepapt Colonels 

Lt Col A.R. Currie OBE, DSO, BE, MNZIE - Colonel 
Commandant 

Lt Col B. \i. Brighouse ABCA Standards Dep, Canberra 
Lt Col R.McL. Dickie OBE, BE, C Eng, MICE, MNZIE -

Director Defence Works 

Lt Col R.K. 
Lt C:OJ. B.G. 

Rutherford BE, Grad NZIE - Chief Engineer 
Jenkin MBE, ANZH1 Instructor ';l\leenscllffe 

The above list of serving RNZR Lt Cols, must be larger 
than in previous living memory. 

--ooOOoo-

GO NORTH I SOUTHMANST AND ¥lEST 
YOUNG 

Drake is going West, lads, 
So Tom is going East; 
But tiny Fred 
Just lies in bed, 
The lazy little beast. 



TO THOSE COII'.i'RI BUTORS ·ro .f;'OI-1 

3PACE IS NOR}~LLY ALLOCAT~D •••••••• 

FROM THOSE CONTRIBUTORS WHO HAVE 

MADE THIS PUBLICATION POSSIBLE •••••••• 

\ . 1 
'0' 

B 

We Hate ~ionday Mornings Too ••••••••• 
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CHAPTER NINE 

SAJ'PERS ABROAD 

NZ WORKS SERVICES UNIT 
SINAAPORE 

on the 1st September 1975 we 
changed our name. We were, before that 
date known as the WorkS Section, HQ NZ 
Fore~ SE Aai.a. Now we are NZ WO~ 
s&..;nrc3S UNIT, Singapore, and I believe 
we should alSo have (Pte Ltd) added. 

Who belong to this select band? 

OC/FE 
AO/Ad.min Offr 
Wks Spvr I 
Land Agent ~ 
WkS p Spvr II) 
CQJw]S? ) 

Sqn Ldr AT Dickie 
Flt Lt C Hall 

W.OII IE Lamb 

Ssgt DK Rolle 

RNZAF 
RNZAF 

RNZE 

RNZE 

Contracts 
Specifications WOII JT Bennett RNz.E 

Plus all the LEC• (Locally E!llployed Civilians) I mentioned 
in the last newslett~r. 

As you will no doubt be aware of the fact that 
postings have been suspended in the meantime, the statement 
made by our OC in the last newsletter, that come hell or 
high water he will be on Air New Zealand on the 6th Jan 76, 
we firmly believe that both hell and high water will come 
and go and he will still be with us well into the New Year. 

Plt Lt Colin Hall comes to us from the NZ Fire 
Service Unit. This unit has been disbanded with the UK 
pull out and I feel sure that FJ.t Lt Hall will gain a lot 
of experience and lose a lot of hair with the task of Admin 
Offr/AO. 

WOII Lamb over the period since the last newsletter 
has been getting even more generous. In fact he has handed 
over to the Singapore Govt, 75 houses and one swimming pool 
complex and there is still a lot to go yet. I'm not certain 
but I believe this dealing in real estate is another FIRST 
for t he RNZE Corps. Along with his other task of Works 
3upervision, his time has been fully occupied and even Golf 
nas had to take a back seat. 

-ooOOoo-

Do incubator chickens love their mother? 

--ooOOoo-

mr 
111 
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leave in tg:~on H~lf~oi~ ~0Xi~~~~e~t~~a'{~~rh~~8break 
but the wrinkles will soon be back on his face as he tackles 
both jobs, that of Wks Spvr II and CQMS of our unit. 

WOII Jack Bennett, although not yet with the 
unit over here at the time of writing (due to arrive end of 
Sep 75), his arrival is awaited with eagerness by all 
over here and I feel sure its only to pass some of the work 
load onto his broad shoulders. Welcome Jack. 

Since the last newsletter we have been given the 
Singapore Govt's approval for the Married QUarters and 
Buildings that NZ Force wish to occupy in the Woodlands 
and Naval Basin area so all the pre-planning is now starting 
to take effect and the pressure of yet another change of 
location falling upon Works Services for maintenance work 
to be carried out. So by the time the next liaison letter 
is due we should be well under way with the move, and either 
things will be chaotic or we will be seeing the light of day. 

As from 29 Sep 75 ~ 
various economy measures have ~ 
been implemented to save ---
money this fiscal year ______-- J 
(we don • t know What the . fa 
services are doing with the 1J 
money in NZ as it certainly ~ 
doesn • t seem to be reaching us 
over here). Some of the measures 
are as follows: 

1 • Reduction in overtime for the 
locally engaged employees. 

2. 

6. 

7. 

B. 

Reduction in petrol consumption. 

Limited use of vehicles. 

The cancelling of some civilian hire vehicles 
(not Works Services however). 

Free issue of. insect spray has ceased. 

No more free light bulbs. 

Reduction in the use of stationery, Xerox 
and copying paper. 

Reduction in the use of electricity and 
water. 

Even the children's school milk has been 
stopped. 
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we are all expecting that the government might 
ask us for a 10% reduction in pay just to help matters 
along. So come on all you good sappers in NZ, tighten 
your belts and save your pennies for your poor brothers 
languishing under extreme difficulties here in Singapore. 

Another repercussion from these financial 
difficulties is that (as mentioned earlier) all postings 
have been frozen and existing people due to RTNZ before 
31 Mar 76 have been extended till April/May. Hence both 
Sqn Ldr Dickie (RTNZ 6 Jan 76) and Ssgt Don Rolle (RTNZ 
Feb 76) are extended to Apr/May 76. So all could-be
hopeful replacements for these two men will have to wait 
slightly longer to come over. 

Another snippet of information to could-be
hopeful replacements is that the whole of NZ Force is due 
out 1978 with RNZIR Battalion out by Dec 1977. So when 
you do come, you will most likely be the last. 

OTHER SAPPERS IN THEATRE 

Sgt Ken McKewen 

. Ken has up ~til recently been keeping very quiet 
over w~th the Pay Sect~on HQ NZ Force in fact so quiet I 
didn'~ even miss him when he had thre~ weeks annual leave, 
?u~ s~ce the currency devaluation, he has found out what 
~ t s like to work again. Ken is another one of these lucky 
people who has been extended and is not now expected to RTNZ 
until ~pril/May 76. 

Cpl Piki Ngarotata 

. "Piki the Postie" is one sapper we don't see around 
ou: locat~on very often. I think the reason is he is 
fr~ghtened someone will tell him to get a hair cut but he 
RshTNouzldn30•t worry as he would never hear them. Piki is due to 

Sep 75~ 

Cpl Kerry Moore 

fact he Kerry_is also on the short list for RTNZ. 
leaves ~n October, his tour completed. 

--ooOOoo-

In 

i!e ab?v~ article was received too late for t he 
da~!.li~so~d:etter so might read a bit out of 

--ooOOoo-
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CHAPTER TEN 

ARTICLES AND REPORTS 

TRENT:HAI-1 NOTES 

Personne:L 

Sgt Hopley seems to be the only qualified 
driver for the Gun Tractor when a military funeral is 
held. 

WOI Penis Hitchiner is still sorting out 1 BOD 
that is in between "Swans"· around the countryside. ' 

Badm1 nton RaJ 1 

As mentioned previously, the Badminton Hall 
~as disappe~ed, but the hole which was left has only 
JUSt been fJ.lled. It would appear as if they intend 
planting trees in that area, although some people wanted 
it used as a putting green. 

WHAT HAPPENED TO JI'!EL VELVIN? 

RNZKMli Corns Dav 

There was a small disturbance around 1 Base 
Wksp on the morning of their Corps Day ( 1 Dec). A few 
trailers blocking the road, some painting and pots of 
plants on the HQ roof. Talk - by EME pars was that this 
muat. have been the work of non-RNZEME pers. We do have 
some Engineers - adding tone to 1 Base Wkap but apart from 
a spot of BMB muttering, nothing happened. The act was 
well done~ Whi.lat writing of RNZEJIIE - we could possibly 
take a leaf from their book. They marched through camp 
on their Corps Day complete with stereo mounted in a LWBLR-
booming out their C'orps JIIarch. Think about that you SSMs. 

Mascots? 

\Vho was the sapper (corps, not rank) in Trentham 
who spent some time and effort in making a home for a 
friendl~ and pet Hu-Hu Bug? A posting to some RSPCA (or 
insects) unit pending1 This should narrow the field surely. 
Last reports were that the bug is well established and is now 
running a real estate office for his kin folk as he knows a 
good builder. 
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Stores Demam\s 

1 BOD still receive some odd demands from 
units _ strange part numbers etc. Most of these are 
sorted out but they DO CREATE DELAYS. A.Oe, SQa, and 
storemen are quite welcome to visit this unit and study 
the problems from this end. 

By the time this goes to print the Christmas 
rush should be over - however - al.l. the Best for this 
New Year from the Corps outpost at Trentham. 

-ooOOoo-

~ 

The sapper driver of an F230D Transporter 
which had been involved in an accident, was marohed before 
his Commanding Officer· for judgement and the dispensing of 
justi.ce. 

'rb.e Commanding Officer established that the 
transporter was on an authorised journey devcending a 
rather steep hil.l. when the brakes failed. The loaded 
transporter had careered madly down the hil.l. coming to 
rest with the front wheels ripped off and the D7E off the 
trailer, coming to rest on its left side and on top of a 
1972 Hil.l.man Hunter, having demolished a brick garden fence 
to reach that position. 

The sapper received slight cuts on the face and 
arms and no civilians were injured. The estimated: cost of 
repairing the damages was $6432. 

Standing nervously and rigidly to attention in 
~ont of the Commanding Officer, flanked by escorts, the 
~nvestigation reached the serious searching stage. The 
Co:nmand:ing Officer asked "What gear were you in when the 
accident oocured?" 

. The sapper without hesitation replied, "I was 
~n my second best pair of issue overal.l.s on that day, Sir 1" 

-ooOOoo-

\'iorm taking a 
friend to 
dinner 
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WHY THE 21 

You must at some time or another 
"Why a 21 gun salute? Why not 10 or 18?" 

The firing of 21 volleys developed into top 
honours through a combination of British arrogance, a 
shortage of space for powder on sailing vessels and the 
mystical significance attached to the numbers three and 
seven. 

The number three was regarded as sacred by the 
Phoenicians, Greeks, Hindus and later by the Christians 
and the number seven was endowed with mysticism and used 
frequently in Babylonian incantations. The reason for 
selecting seven as the original number for salutes has 
never been fully known, but it probably stemmed from 
the mystical significance and widespread reverence 
traceable to the speculation of ancient astrologers ¥ho 
divided man' a life into seven parts. Seven was inde·3d 
the number ori~inally chosen for saluting volleys. 

In the early days, gun powder was made of 
sodium nitrate which created storage and safety problems 
aboard ships. Where vessels could manage only small 
amounts, land based gun batteries could safely store much 
larger amounts. In order to save powder for an 
emergency, it was deemed advisable for vessels to use as 
little as possible for honours. 

Again in early days, the 
Royal Navy demanded that weaker 
nations salute British vessels 
as they sailed past alien 
fortresses or into foreign ports. 

Although the number of 
volleys fired had varied among 
maritime nations, with a monarchy 
receiving more firings than a 
republic, eventually both forms 
of government were granted the 

same number of salutes on the principle that all nations 
were equal. 

Anticipating return salutes to its own nation, 
the British Government in due time established a seven 
volley fire as the sui table number of shots for its 
vessels to give when sailing past foreign land military 
installations. However, the British apparently thought 
that a seven volley return salute from the same land force 
was not enough and indicated that they would expect three 
volleys for each one given, thus establishing 21 volleys 
as the standard salute for ground-force honours. 
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Later when gunpowder was improved by the 
use of potassium nitrate, storage_problems 
on ships were decreased and seago~ng vessels 
were expected to give and receive the 21 
salutes which were formerly only rendered by 
land mill tary installations. 

Today, almost everyone of national governme~t 
or reigning royalty gets a salute of.some kind 
upon occasions. 21 volleys of gunfJ.re now 

constitutes the highest number given in honour and varies 
for highest Army officers and lower ranked admirals to 11 
volleys on arrival and none on departure. 

-ooOOoo-

·.IIT'rlOUT CO~IENT - OR PREJUDICE 

It was a small country town, with a small 
country newspaper, and sometimes, like big city newspapers 
the editor had trouble with typographical errors. And 
this is what happened to a perfectly blameless clergyman 
when "someone" failed to check carefully •. 

Monday's advertisement read: "The Revd A. J. 
Jones has one TV set for sale. Tel 626 after 7 pm and 
ask for Mrs Donnelley who lives with him, cheap." 

Tuesday: "We regret any embarrassment caused 
to Father Jones by a typographical error in an advertisement 
yesterday. It should have read: "The Revd A. J .Jones has 
one TV set for sale. Cheap. Tel 626 and ask for Mrs 
Donnelley, who lives with him after 7 pm." 

Wednesday: "Father Jones informs us that he has 
received several annoying telephone calls because of an 
incorrect advertisement in yesterday's paper. It should 
have read: "The Revd A. J .. Jones has one TV set for sale. 
Cheap. Tel 626 after 7 pm and ask for .. Hrs Donnelley who 
loves with him." 

Thursday: "Please take notice that I, 
Revd A.J.Jones, have no TV set for sale I have 
smashed it. Don't call 626 any more I have not 
been carrying on with a l'lrs Donnelley' r.Irs 
Donnelley was until yesterday, my hou;ekeeper." 

Friday: \.,ranted - a housekeeper 
Usual housekeeping duties. God pay. Lov; 
in. Revd A.J .. Jones. Tel 626." 

-ooOOoo-
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COHSTRUCTIVE CRITI CISr.; 01!~ 

THE RNZE LIAISON LETTER 

The Editor asked for and received some comments. Here 
are those received with the current Editorial viewpoint 
expressed below. 

Comment 1. 

Editor 

Comment 2. 

Editor 

CCI!l!Dent 3 

Editor 

Jokes and sketches ate t hat have no 
military flavour. I find that t hey have 
all been in a recent capping mng or 
Playboy and only seem to pad out t he size 
of the newsletter. 

I agree. Military Jokes and sketches 
for publication are requested from any 
contributor. 

I don't think the newsletter is the place 
to give details of works projects in hand 
or planned, the danger being that we 
already have a monthly report system going 
between Sqna and higher Formations and this 
could cause embarrassment when the reports 
in the newsletter are written by a different 
person than the official monthly reports. 
What I really mean is t hat copy for the 
newsletter should be stories about projects, 
rather than details about them. 

I have not heard of embarrassment to date 
and can think of very many sappers who are 
not in a position to r.ead (or even are aware 
of) the monthly reports. Writers, if 
embarrassed will change from details to 
stories. 

I don't like the way the newsletter is being 
used by some people as an official form of 
communication to Sqns eg, FF SORE reminding 
Sqna in your last issue to be aware of the 
new regulations just issued regarding 
electrical permits. Next I suppose they will 
quote the newsletter as an authority. 

Personally, I thought it was a good place to 
print a reminder. 



comment 4. 

BO.itor 

Cooment 5. 

.8ditor 

Comment 6. 

Editor 

Comment 7. 

.Bditor 

Comment 8. 

Editor 

Comment 9. 

Editor 
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I agree that birtbs, deaths , engagements 
and marriages are worth recording, but you 
should make sure that ' gossip ' doesn't 
feature in them as the most innocent . 
comment about people can be very embarrass~ng 
when read in print at a later date in a 
different part of the island. 

Regret any inconvenience caused by gossip 
to date. I am not aware of non-factual 
items printed so far. 

I think you should exercise the right 
to reject material if it doesn't measure 
up, rather than print everything. 

I believe I retain the right not to print 
anything submitted and in fact have rejected 
and edited a considerable amount of material 
in the initial four issues. 

I think the newsletter is the best thing 
printeQ by SME since I left the place. 

ThankS. It does appear to have a healthy 
readership. 

A magazine makes much of its initial 
impression by its cover and a less insp~ring 
cover for the 'Right of the Line' I have yet 
to see. The Corps Historian must surely 
have a suitable picture or even a series 
which would lift the publication from a flat 
military paper to a more outstanding initial 
impression. 

Noted. Pictures cost money to reproduce 
and the Corps Historian has very many suitable 
ones. The cover has had a minor facelift. 

Military papers one reads every day complete 
with distribution lists, exhaustive indexes, 
and staff duties numbering systems. Please, 
a respite from this in our own magazine. 

A. good idea - adopted for Liaison Letter No 5 

The caricatures among the articles tend to 
outweigh the written material and in many 
cases are obvious gap fillers which leads to 
the premise that the magazine should perhaps 
be a little thinner, at least until the 
monthly pin up adorns the last page. 

No promises on a pin up. 
from the written word. 

Regret detracting 
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Comment 10. Related to the material contributed 
credits for plagiarised material sh~uld 
be given, although I hardly doubt that 
copyright would ever be infringed. 

Editor A lot of the publication is copied or 
based on borrowed ideas. Not always are 
credits given. Original ideas are worthy 
of a commercial publication and the editor 
too is short of original ideas. 

Comment 11 • I-laybe the writer is llissfully unaware 
but I have thought the Corps list gave 
postings and appointments and besides why 
do I want to be reminded each month that 
Major ~D Jameson is the OC of 2 Field 
S~uadron or that Spr J.Eru is the junior 
staff member of the Linton Fire Brigade. 
It is recommended that a page devoted to 
the months postings be included at the end 
of the magazine just before the pin up 
and then with luck I won't see it. 

Editor I only partially agree. Please don't read 
the lists of names j_ f you are not interested. 
It seems best to me to have the names with 
their units. 

Comment 12 

Editor 

Comment 1 3 

Editor 

Comment 14 

Editor 

Please do something about the jokes. Put 
them in the centre page, then I can rip 
them out if I don't wish to read them. 

Regret many sappers would not agree. 
Please do not read those words between 
the break signs, would be the best advice 
I can offer. 

The work involved in preparing the Corps 
Liaison Letter is well appreciated especially 
the obvious difficulties in obtaining material 
to publish. Criticism offered on the 
structure of the magazine which in itself 
may appear harsh, is offered more as a 
challenge to other contributors than the 
magazine itself. 

Come on contributorsl 

I must take this opportunity to compliment you 
on the continuing high standard of the RNZE 
Liaison Letter. I know full well the kind of 
energy that must be expended to keep such an 
enterprise going. I regret that it is only 
pressure of work which prevents me at the moment 
from further contributing. However, I hope I 
will see my way clear to sending the odd despatch. 

Thanks very much 
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SQUADRON ROUTINE ORDERS 

DISCIPLINE FOR DYING : RIP ORDERS 

It has been brought to the notice of Defence 
Dept that soldiers have been dying without consent of 
their superior officer. This practice will cease 
immediately •. 

It must be clearly understood by all ranks 
that the manpower shortage is acute and that any 
soldier who dies without first obtaining permission, 
commits a serious offence which will be dealt with under 
AAS 31(1). I have been instructed to bring to the 
notice of all ranks of the Army that no-one below the 
rank of Cpl m~ give an order to die , and in all cases 
the man ordered to die will be known as the "Victim". 
Under no circumstances will the Victim be allowed to 
die in his own time. The following drill movements 
will be strictly adhered to at all times. 

1. On receipt of the precautionary word of 
command "Victim will die by numbers •••• by numbers
one, 11 the man will stagger forward a pace of six inches 
at the same time allowing his eyes to glaze. 

2. On the command 11 By numbers - two, 11 the 
victim will sink slowly (put smartly) to his knees, 
counting the oorrect pause of 1 2-3 1 , then fall forward 
onto his face, arms outstretched and thumbs in line 
with his ears. 

3. On the command "By numbers - three," he will 
lower his legg, heels resting on the ground, toes at 

an angle of 30 (magnetic') to the shoulder blades. 

4. On the command "By numbers - four, 11 • the 
victim will be allowed to dra~ his last breath in his 
own time but on signature on Army Form NZ10. The last 
breath will consist of two flagons of oxygen and one 

/fi.rken 

Content removed due to copyright
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firken of hydrogen. The death rattle will 
not be used except on ceremonial dying 
parades or unless especially ordered by an 
officer of field rank. 

~· Before dying, a map with the best 
route to heaven will be drawn fr= Air 
Traffic Control at the nearest RNZAF Base. 
This route will be strictly adhered to. 
The unexpired portion of the day's rations 
will be drawn from the Mess and devoured en 
route. There will be no overtaking and 
any officer passing on his wa;y down to the 
other hot place, will be paid the usual 
compliments. 

REPORTING INSTRUCTIONS. On arrival at his destination, 
the victim will report to the Orderly Room of the 6th 
Royal Angels Squadron and draw the following items of 
equipment on permanent loan: 

pairs - one 

HarP Basic (playing with strings) one 

~ fleecy and/or cumulus one 

~· lfings will be blancoed daily. iarps will be 
kept clean and tuned at all times. Clou s are to be 
given a pre-issue check for correct pressure and filled 
with anti-freeze where necessary. You will parade one 
hour after arrival for .H.g,1Q fitting. Dress is to be very 
loose order, wings at tb'e glide, harps at the high port. 

DISCIPLINE. Whilst in Heaven it must be understood that 
personnel remain under Jl1ilitary Law and are to conduct 
themselves in an angelic manner at all times. Any 
disregard of the above regulations will result in a quick 
descent. 

I ?S@l 

3iffel Tm-rer 
as seen by 
tank driver. 

--ooOOoo-

Si.gned •••••• •.•••.•••• 
Brigodier 

I can't find our piano 
Although it is large and 

tall 
But we think it's behind 

the paper 
That father put on the 

wall. 
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Dear Mother and Dad, 
It has now been three months since I joined 

the Army. I'm sorry I've been remiss in writing but 
I am going to bring you up to date. But before I do, 
please sit down ••• do not read any further unless you 
sit down. 

I am getting along pretty well now. The 
skull fracture and concussion I got when I jumped out of 
the window of the barracks shortly after my arrival, are 
pretty well healed. I can now see almost normally and 
only get those sick headaches late in the afternoon. 

Fortunately my jump was witnessed by a Sapper 
who called the ambulance, rode with me to the hospital and 
visited me frequently. a~nce they wouldn't let me back 
in the barracks he was kind enough to invite me to share 
his flat with him. It's really a basement room, but 
kind of cute. He 1 s a very fine boy and we have fallen 
deeply in love. I want to get married and am trying to 
t alk him into it. We haven't set a date ••• I only hope 
it's before my pregnancy begins to show. I know how 
much you both are looking forward to being grandparents, 
and know you will give my baby the same love and devotion 
you've given me. <ne reason for the dela3 in our marriage 
is my boyfriend has some minor infection which prevents us 
from passing our premarital blood tests, and naturally, I 
caught it from him. I hope these problems will clear up 
soon from our daily medical injections~ 

I know you will welcome Knublu into our fammly 
with open arms. He's a real doll, and although of a 
different race and religion from ours, I know your oft
expressed tolerance will not permit you to be bothered by 
t he fact that his skin colour is somewhat darker than ours. 
I am sure will love him as I do. His family background is 
good, too, his father being a famous medical man in a: Papuan 
village in New Guinea. 

Little insignificant 
twit 

-coOOoo-

The little insignificant twit bird 
Is; very seldom seen or heard 
There's never been a pair, I fear 
Sb how the devil did he get here?' 

-ooOOoo-

A. lover is a man who tries to be 
more amiable than it is possible 
for him to be. 
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WHISKEY AD 'lERTI SE! Ji:l';Ts 

Researchers pass on to readers some fine 
thoughts on whiskey which bear little relationship to 
the thought that one in every fifteen of us is a potential 
alchoholic and that booze is a BAD thing. 

JflS 
Highland QUeen. The beautifUl scotch. 

No one, but no one should be denied t' le 
chance of appreciating Lone John Scotch 
Whiskey. Try it now. 

Compliments to the chef ••• Johnnie 
'ilalker. 

l'le'll take a cup of kindness yet. 
La.ngs Scotch vlhiskey. The cup. The 
kindness. 

Glenfarclas Highland I-lalt ':nuskey. 
Unblended and unsurpassed. 

Choose Black & White- t he Scotch that's 
BIG on flavour. 

3a;y WBeB Haig. Don't be vague. 

Confidence restored. Johnnie \'Talker -
your vote of confidence. 

•••• and a bottle of ~~e~y Haig please. 
Don't be vague. 

Don't forget the cream. Teachers, the 
cream of Highland whiskies. 

How about a ~~~~e~ Haig? Don't be vague. 

"I thought you brought me here to show 
me your collection?" 
"I did - and that 1 s my finest exhibit • 
A work of pure genius • " 

11 ',1hat the Auchertoshan?" 
"',-nmt else but good scotch •;hiskey?" 

+iERS 
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~,l'o8.!'ti Haig love. Don't be vague. 

It • s a question of good taste. "By word 
of mouth" "House of Scotland whiskey" 

one of the many spendid things from which 
old Scotland's grandeur springs - Johnnie 

Walker 

?ine sco1nh dons a new label. 
scotch 

Sandeman 

A man from Ankara, Turkey has recited 
6,666 verses of the Koran from memory in 
six hours. Now put your memory to the 
test. Spend five minutes with a glass 
of fully mature Langs scotch. We bet 
you'll find it unforgettable o 

Thank your luc~Crawfords. Scotland's 
Star whiskey 

Sandeman Scotch. An independent whiskey 
of outstanding character 

.~ 

"Freedom and whiskey go together" - Johnnie 
Walker 

Here to the next 4>3.me Haig. Don't be vague 

The only resolution made with confidence. 
Johnnie Walker 

"Why don't the three of us go back to my 
place." Three of us?" "You me and 
Auchentoshan scotch whiskey." 

Inspire confidence amongst those you love. 
Johnnie Walker 

~~ Haigs all round. Don't be vague. 

Johnnie \t/alker - a confidence 1¥ell received 

Hlghland ~ueen - scotch supreme, fine and 
rare mature scotch whiskey 

Content removed due to 
copyright
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~nding it may be a problem. Pronouncing 
1t may be a problem. Affording it m~y be 
a problem. From then on, no problem -

Auchentoshan. 

~ Haigs, just what I've always wanted. 
Don't be vague 

Thank you lucky Crawfords. The 3 star 
and 5 star scotch whiskey 

A better glass of whiskey. Langs scotch 
whiskey 

"Lead me on thee John Barleycorn. Thou 
King of grainl" Johnnie Walker 

There are very few truly great malts. 
This is one of them. Glenfarclas all 
malt scotch whiskey 

"Get rich quick!" The richest whiskey 
in the world. RSVP - Johnnie Walker 

Add a little smoothness to your day. 
Dewar's fine scotch whiskey. Blended 
for smoothness - it never varies 

A confidence shared Johnnie Walker -
your vote of confidence 

Black Bull means scotch mellowed to 
perfection skilfully blended a 
pleasure in every sip 

Haiglanders. Don't be vague. The world 
loves Haig 

Guest of Honour. The toast is Johnnie 
Walker 

The greatest weight every raised by a 
human being was 6,270 lbs (2.80 tons). 
What we don't know: did our hero keep 
his strength up with Langs smooth full
bodied fully mature scotch? Try a glass. 
See if it doesn't give you a lift 

Haigland Fling. A lady should never be 
vague 
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A little of what you fancy. \Vhyte and 
Mackays selected scotch \o(hiskey 

Haicland Gathering. Don't be vague. Come 
hooe to Haig. 

\ve lcome home - to the golden glmv of 
Lrul[;s old scotch whiskey. DRINK TO.- ITf 

Rough day? Have a lit :1e s,nootlmess 
to!'..ight with Dewar' s. ::3lended for 
smoothness - it never varies. 

Christmas guest. Have a merry ••• 
Johnnie vlal.ker. 

Hig_'rlland Queen. The other woman in 
your life. 

Escape to Haigland. Don't be vague 
Plain sailing with Haig. 

To make a fine whiskey is the s:'.gn and 
seal of a favoured land. I~ re~uires 
precious things that can no longer be 
taken for granted like fresh air, pure 
flowing water, unspoiled open space and 
unlimited time. NZ is a favoured land. 
This whiskey reflects it. NZ South 

I I I I 

Ship deserting 
sinking rats. 

--ooOOoo-

Commander on morning 
inspection 

"That jersey is a 
little frayed isn't 
it Sapper?" 

"Sir" replied the 
very senior veteran 
sapper, "with me 
inside it, this jersey 
a ... n't 1 fraid of nothing." 
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SCr' 

' I £:. .,. 
Ll, , 

S- Superior 

A- Admired 

p_ 
Proud 

P- Pleasing 

E- .Sxperienoed

R- Required 

p_ 
Pretty 

I - Innocent 

N -Necks nicel

u -understanding 

P- Passionate 

Content removed due to copyright
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~3T dE ROTATE YOU ! 

If in your eyes we satirize 
Perhaps too much, the reason lies 
Beyond what seems hostile intent 
Uo disrespect to you is meant! 

If there is bite in what we write, 
At least believe it free from spite. 
Remember as you take your gruel, 
Most humans like their humour cruel! 

The common views, we can't refuse, 
Should guide our efforts to amuse. 
So in such heartless times as these 
We may offend that we may please. 

In such a case, we here give space 
To rectify our fall from grace 
Your minds against us please don't harden 
We most abjectly crave your ••••••• 

"ROTATOR" 
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TH~ CORPS OF 

ROYAL NEW ZEALAND ~NGINEERS 

HONORARY APPOINTMENTS 

Colonel-in-Chief Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 

Colonel Commandant Lt Col A.R.Currie, DSO, OBE 

CHI.SF ENGINBBR Lt Col R.K. Rutherford 



II 

DISTRIBUTION LIST 

aff (4) One for GSOI Co-ord Anny General. St 
Colonel commandant 
Def H~ Support Branch RNZE Works (2) 

H~ Force Engineer (2) 

H:l L;3G (2) Naj Bennett 

Fd Sqn (6) 

2 Fd Sqn (6) 

3 Fd Sqn (6) 

6 Fd Sqn (6) 

5 Spt Sqn (6) 

1 'tlks Team 
2 Wks Team 
3 Wks Team 
H:l Home Command (2) Wks WO 
SPili (7) one for Corps Historian, two for library 

B Coy RF Cadet School (2) 

Papakura Camp (2) Fire Bde & Wks \'/0 

Ngaruawahia Camp Fire Stn 
ATG (4) Fire Bde, Barrack Master & Surveyor 
MHT AA ( 3) AAC, Fire Bde, Wks WO & Display Artist 
Burnham Camp (2) Fire Bde, Works WO 
WEC (3) for WOI Hitchener to distribute 
H·~ NZ Force SE Asia ( 6) Please circulate to RNZE pers 
Auckland Sappers ASsn 
President, Corps Il!emorial. Assn 
Defence Librarian 
Lt Col Brighouse 
Lt Col Dickie 
Lt Col Jenkin & Maj Vledde 

Lt C.ol Dear:i.ng 
Maj Mitchell 
Maj GE Hardie 
Capt Woods RDU (3) 
WOI Palmar 

Cpl Stewart Invercargill Area Office 
Capt Barrett 

Works 'tlO Canterbury Army Area/Recruiting NOO 
PRO Army 
Spare (10) 
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LETTER FROH THE CHIEF EEGIH:!:iR 

THE Ni;\'1 ENGAGEHENT POLICY 

During this winter Defence expects to introduce 
ne1-r rules for re-engagement, leave and terminal benefits. 
It is not the purpose of this article to examine the rules 
in detail - that will be done through proper chanels. 
~ucstions which also arise, and are important for the 
Corps, concern our attitudes to mobility between jobs. 
There is often an air of mystery - or even a stigma -
associated with the business of crossing a boundary, 
and say changing trade, or Corps, beconine a territorial , 
lc~ving the se1~ice or strangely - apparently worse 
in ~any minds - leaving and then returning. 

In civilian life people change jobs with little 
fuss. The need for a change is recognised. The man who 
goes for better rewards is respected, and if things 
don't work out as expected, another change is regarded 
as natural. In service life the boundaries are there 
for administrative convenience - and let us not lose 
sight of that. They help a man find his place and help 
others understand him in our organisation which is 
very flexible and changes regularly. The y help plan 
his traininG, his work and his pay. \·lith our ma..'ly trades 
~'ld skills we have a large number of su ch boundaries. 

The new engagement policy will make it easier 
for a man to leave the Service to suit his own needs 
as these develop. Will our attitudes keep up with the 
rules? lvill we respect his decision? Should we go 
further and make it easier to join the Service at any 
level? At present if we need a specialist - say a well 
driller - who is earning the pay of a Vlarrant Officer we 
have no way of recruiting the man. Our ranking system 
probably says the well driller should be a Sergeant - our 
trade system is bound to include something that says a four 
star well driller must be able to instruct juniors in the 
c~ouflage of boreholes. Our medical system is reasonably 
flexible, but what about the other well drillers already 
in the Army? Do they have a greater right to the top_w~ll 
drilling job over an outsider who might be better qualk~ked 
in his trade but know little about the Army? Interestkng 
problems arise, but if we have new rules to make it easier 
to leave the Army we had surely better be ready to make it 
easier to get in as well. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THINKING OF MOVING? 

CONSIDERING BUILDING A NE\v HOME? 

HAVE YOU A SERVICED BUILDING SECTION? 

The following article may serve as a guide 
to choosing your next posting. Regional costs per 
square metre are gross assessments only and are for 
general interest and comparison, rather than for 
quotation. They are, however, based on conditions 
current in each region at the time of publication. 
Section values are obviously not included. 

Canty 
Auck 
Waik 
Manawatu 
Otago 
Wgtn 

Avera~e Costs 
Standard ouse 

Per sg m .!.2.El 

171.00 15390.00 
176.54 15888.60 
177.20 15948.00 
190.65 17158.50 
191.56 17240.40 
207.22 18649.80 

Executive House 
Per sg m Total 

230.00 26300.00 
256.08 28168.80 
244.00 26840.00 
256.05 28165.50 
248.00 27280.00 
254.62 28008.20 

Standard House S!!ecification 

Area 90m2 (1000 sq ft) 

3 bedrooms, lounge, kitchen/dinette, laundry, bathroom 
and separate toilet with basement garage under. 

Section 
Basement 
Floor 
Roof 
Exterior 
Sheathing 
Joinery 
Interior 
linings 
Bathroom 
Electric a 
Electric 
Stove 
Wallpapers 

level 

Cone pile/fibrolite lined with cone steps 
particle board 

Hipped galv corr long run iron 

Timber weatherboards 
Timber 

Gib board with flat ceilings 
Bat with shower over & whb 
12 lights & 10 power points 

P.c. sum of $180.00 
P.c. sum of $2.00 per roll 
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Executive House Specification 

&rea 110m2 (1200 sq ft) 

3 bedrooms, lounge, kitchen/dinette, laundry, bathroom, 
separate shower and toilet, basement garage under. 

Section 
Basement 
Floor 
Roof 
Exterior 
Sheathing 

Joinery 
Patio Deck 

Interior 
linings 

Doors 
El.ectrics 
Electric 
Stove 
Wallpapers 

level 

Cone blockwork and cone floor 
Particle board 
Decramastic roof gabled 

Vertical boarding 

Aluminium with 8m2 ranchslider 
Timber 

G1b for walls with blanket insulation 
to sloping ceilings 

Mahogany including cupboards 
18 lights & 16 power points 

P.C. sum of $250.00 
P.c. sum of $3.00 per roll 

Research material for these costs obtained from NZ 
Building Economist Feb issue 1976. Article and research 
by WOI D.E. Graham. 

--ooOOoo-

A Naval Staff Officer in the Directorate of 
Works has achieved a new dimension in 
navigation. 

He travelled North by Northerner and South 
by Northerner. 

--ooOOoo-
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CHAnER T'.YO 

FIELD FORCE HBADQUARTERS 

HQ FORCE ENGINEER 

Located with HQ Field Force Command at Fort 
cautley. We've had absolutely no postin~ in or out, 
no births, marriages, engagements or anythJ.ng - we must 
be a stable population. 

RNZE personnel who hold ERE posts on HQ Pield 
Force Command are: 

Maj 

Maj 
Capt 
Capt 

DJ O'Brien DAAG (MPA) 
(recently returned from 
Staf:f College) 

BJ Wakelln (TF) GS02 ~Ops) 
BA. Stewart GS03 T:::g) 
PR Goldsmith (TF) GS03 Liaison) 

Capt Brian Stewart has bought a Lase.L' 
- a one man fibre glass yacht, and is regularly 
seen off Narrow Neck Beach practising can outs 
and righting it. So far he has ventured over 
to Rangitoto a couple of times. 

In the same vein, Maj Broad bent, 
WOI Chapnan and Sgt Norm Smith hope to be 
selected for crew places in the Inter
Service sailing competition soon. '!'hey have 
been practising most Wednesdays and teamwork 
is starting to develop. Maybe we should 
our Engineer pennant at the masthead~ 

Capt Peter Gbldsmith was awarded the senior prize 
in Civil Btl.gineering at .A\uckland University last year. 
This year he is embarking on a PhD,. He intends to study 
seismic patterns in sandy soils and thinks that his 
military experience will be worthwhile in producing the 
shocks. 

Even though all FF Units have been to Annual 
Camp and many people have been involved in Ex TRIAD, 
progress on our works tasks is still maintained at a 
satisfactory rate. 

The Garrison Club at Linton is nearing completion 
now. Co-operation between units has been excellent on 
this important task. 

3 Fd S~n are continuing development of their new 
HQ at Burnham and are soon to commence interior work on the 
new NZWRAC De pot • 

1 Fd Sqn; with support from all other Units is 
doing very well on a 4km extension of the Argo Road. Those 
who have seen the job, will have been impressed with the 
excellent camp site, the quarry so close to the road and 
all the other lessons that we can learn in this road building task. 

/'J!he 75/76 

J, 
race 

~ 
all 

:or 

il' 
0 

1:, 
ao 



The 75/75 financial yea:r· has been one of our 
m?st PI'?duc~i ve as fa:r as works t asking goes. For the 
f~rst t~e ~n some years, we hope to spend all the money 
we've b~e~ allocat~d- and perhaps a little more. Higher 
produ?t~~t? of this nature is a reflection of our growing 
exper~e~ce ~ management - especially in the fields of 
purchaa~g, stores procurement and job efficiency. 

Some Notes 

1. Do units know about the new eqpt received 
recently? 

Light Tac Raft 

Patterson 6B Water Purification trailers 
Class 30 Trackway (at 5 Spt Sqn) 

The last is excellent for demonstration and 
is easily portable - 5 Spt Sqn have recently JUblished 
a letter about it. 

2. We think there will be a continuation training 
for Army Dive~ Apr/May 76. More details later. 

--ooOOoo-

In 1893 the establishment of the Royal Engineers 
included 17 submarine: mining companies. They were 
organised for the defence of ports by the use of "submarine 
mines and torpedoes, the distinction between these two 
engines of war being this - a submarine mine is a la:rge 
charge of guncotton or other explosive, fixed to the sea 
bottom, which can be fired on the approach of a hostile 
ship, while the torpedo is a locomotive weapon fired from 
the shore (or from a vessel, or structure in the water), and 
so arranged as to explode on striking a vessel." 

--ooOOoo-

If tin whistles are made of tin ••• and penny 
whistles are made from pennies •••• what do 
you think they use to make fog horns? 

-ooOOoo-
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HEADQUARTERS LSG 

Appointments 

The following are the current appointments 
as at 1 Apr 76. 

SORE 2 
SORE 3 
a1.k of Wks 
Cl.k of Wka lUec 
Cl.k of Wks <:onst 

Decorat:ions 

Maj GE Hardie 
Capt RB Simmons 
WOII MTeOT Nepia 
WOII WMc Dyas 
WOII TJ Hamilton 

A parade of Bngineer Units within Linton Camp 
was held on the Block VI Parade Ground (SME) a+ 1030 
hours 18 Feb 76 under Command of Maj SD Jameson. The 
parade being for the p.1rpose of presenting the Efticiency 
Medals to WOII Bill D:yas and WOII Terry Hamilton of HQ 
LSG and Ssgt John Coughlan of 2 Fd S9-n. The R?viewing 
Officer was Maj Gen J.A. Foster, Bhg:Lneer in Chief UK 
Army. It was a big day for three very proud Terri toria1 
Force quote Soldiers unquote who turned out very smartly, 
short back and sides and clean shaven, well done. 

WOII Duas and Ssgt Coughlan received the 
Efficiency Medal. and W.OII Hamilton received the Efficiency 
r'ledal Clasp. 

Rostings 

Maj RT Bennett posted to Home Comd X14 list 
1 2 months full time University studies at Masaey. 

WOII Ne pia posted to SME vice WOI Willlama 
26 A.pri1 76. 

General 

Prior to Annual Camp timber orders were in great 
demand for the 1976 Annual Camps, HQ LSG being directed by 
FF Comd to carry out th:is task, which was eventually handed 
to the Clk of Wks HQ. LSG. Negotiations were carried out 
with the Senior Forestry Ranger in the Manawatu Area and 
after three weeks of :Ihone calls and discussions a small 
portion of the Santoft Forest was eventually allocated to 
the Army which amounted to 500 odd trees varying from 12 inch 
to 2ft diameter trunks. 

Prior to the Area being allocated, the OC 1 Fd 
had agreed to supply a small party of 10 Sappers and one 
to. carry out the felling and trimming of the timber to 
su1table lengths. 

/SMB also 

Sqn 
NCO 
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SME also must be mentioned 
for their contribution of logs by course 
personnel who just happened to be in the 
area. 

2 Fd Sqn being committed to Defence 
Works (Garrison Club} and numerous manufacture 
demands and various works tasks, contributed 
with chainsaws and various items of equipnent 
plus a coupl.e of Sappers. 

6 Fd Sqn's contribution was a 47 Radio set 
which at the time, were few and far between, which was 
mounted on a Pool. Landrover· by 2 SJ.g Sqn. This radio set 
was in direct contact with HQ 5 apt Sqn from Santoft Forest. 

5 S~t Sqn wore the brunt of this exercise co
ordinating works and administration. 5 ~Pt Sqn were given 
the authority to task 10 ~t Coy as veh loads of logs became 
avail.abl.e. The main task was to come, mil.l.ing of the 
timber in various sizes required by LSG and 1 Bde. 

Our famous Log Bol.ter managed to last the distance 
mainl.y through good workmanship and a l.ot of luck. I am 
sure that Cl.as Chamberlain has been eyeing this "old fai thi'ul" 
for his coll.eotion. 

The tree fell.ing crew were R &: Q at Ohakea. Prior 
arrangements had been made before 1 Fd Sqn and attached 
personnel. had arrived. This· was when the first hiccup of 
the task happened, an irate Flt Lt Adjutant of the Base 
getting very upset as• no one in his dept had told him that 
R &: Q had been arranged. .Blw'erything was finally settled 
when he realized that the base was badl.y in need of a 25m 
range which was built by 5 Spt Sqn during Annual Camp. 

Close liaison of Clk of Wks U3G and Operation Sqn 
Ohakea on dates and timings of bombing practices, as these 
were carried out adjacent to the works site. These bombing 
sorteea; were unavoidable but delays in work were resultant. 

The task took three months Oct 75 to Dec 75. 
through breakdowns of the log bolter and chainsaws. 

Congratulations on a task well done with no 
serious accidents. The fol.lowing is the timber requirement. 

LSG. Requested 

12000 Ll!' of 6in x 1in 
4000 LF of 4in x 4in 
4000 LF of 4in x 2in 

1 Bde Requested 

Total 

For Modul.ar CP Construction:. 

1781 LF of 9in x 4in 
5436 LF of 6in x 4in 
2550 LF of 6in x ?in 
3660 LP of 4in x ?in 
7430 LP of 6in x 1in 

= 480ft 3 
435.6ft 3 
211 .2ft 3 

= 1126.8ft 3 

= 
= 
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For Fire Positions:: 

2850 LF of 4in round = 229.31ft 3 I 7 .5:f't ~ 
160.52ft 3 ~7-0ft 1995 LF of 4in round 

7 .3Qf't 3 1ft~ 285 LF of 4 in Round 
223.94ft 3 3ft 1140 LF of 3in round = 

'l!otal 621 .O:Zft ~ 

--ooOOoo-

My Grandfather, Backbl.ock WVII Sapper Brigadier, 
wrote to me in the big city the other day. In 
part, his l.etter describing home renovations 
reads: "We •ve now got one of them new fangl.ed 
bathrooms like you rich fol.k in town. On one 
side of the room is a big l.ong white thing like 
the pigs drink out of, only you kin get in it and 
take a wash al.l. over at once. 

On the other side of the room is a littl.e 
white gadget hanging on the wall called a zink. 
They al.so sent us a roll. of writing paper, but 
it's kinda cheap- it rips. fut over in the 
corner - wow - they've put a thing there you 
put one foot in and scrub it till it gits cl.ean, 
and then you pull a chain and git fresh water to 
scrub the other foot. Two lids came with the 
damn thing, and we haven't no use for them in the 
bathroom, so Ma is using one of them for a 
breadboard, and we framed your mother's picture 
in the other." 

-ooOOoo--

"Rotator" 

Old zipper with 
only one 
tooth left. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

ONE FIELD SqUADRON 

Apo1ogies for Non-Attendance 

Although our contribution for the 1aat Liaison 
Letter was worthy of some attention, it did not beat the 
dreaded deadline. We wi11 b1ame it on the mailing system 
cracking up with the Christmas over1oad. We have however, 
inc1uded a 1ot of the contribution in this 1etter, to make 
sure there are no accusations of id1eness. Actual1y 
that's been our prob1em- we've a11 been far too busy, with 
both Training and Works. 

Postings. Promotions and Discharges 

The fo11owing we hope are the most up to date 
and accurate: 

In 

Spr PJ O'Too1e 
Spr WP Ha1kett 
Spr BD McLennan 
S pr EJ Dea.ld.n 
Spr JE F1scher 
S pr HJ Haerewa 
S pr JGM Hayes 
IDpr WG Rudo1ph 
Spr EA Tay1or 

l!:2m 
ex Basic 124 
Ex Basic 124 
Ex Basic 124 
Ex Basic 125 
Ex Cdt Soh 
Ex Cdt Soh 
Ex Cdt Soh 
Ex Cdt Soh 
Ex Cdt Soh 

12 Sep 75 
12 Sep 75 
12 Sep 75 
31 Oct 75 
19 Dec 75 
19 Dec 75 
19 Dec 75 
19 Dec 75 
19 Dec 75 

~· The fo11owing two characters have been 
seconded to the Roya1 Fiji Armed Fbrcest 

Ssgt DR Futter 
Ssgt AJ Sinc1air 

29 Oct 75 
29 Oct 75 

Cp1 CD Moors to 5 Spt Sqn wef 16 Feb 76. 

Promotions 

Lcp1 Bricke11 
Lcp1 Langdon 
Spr Taepa 
Spr Gal.1agher 
s:pr Henry 
Spr Gabbott 
Spr Temp1eton 
Cp1 NUsen 
Sgt Ho1t 

\. 

Sub/Cp1 
A'ct/Cp1 
T/Lcp1 
T/Lcp1 
TYLcp1 
T/Lcp1 
T/Cp1 
T/Sgt 
"'/Ssgt 

Oct 75 
Oct 75 
Oct 75 
Oct 75 

1 Oct 75 
17 Feb 76 
17 Feb 76 
23 Feb 76 
1 Dec 75 
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Lcpl BJ :Fahey 
Cp1 TG Logan 
Spr AA .Baston 
S pr JV Edwards 

Sappers Day - 1 :Fd Sgn 

Civv:te St 
Civv:te St 
Civv:te St 
Atiu 

14 Oct 75 
9 Oct 75 

16 De~ 75 
23 Dec 75 

Prior to Sappers Day, the whole unit was 
lectured on Corps History, which included Engineer 
cnronology, Badge, Crest, Monogram, Flags etc and 
listened to the music of Wings and Hurrah for the CRE. 
All were reminded of the reason for Sappers Day and the 
way in which Sappers usually celebrate our day ("Work hard, 
play hard") • 

Sappers Day started off With many bangs, followed 
by 'Wings 1 and 'Hurrah for the CRE' over the camp loud 
speaker system. Coffee and rum was served to the living 
in and much laughter and rejoicing could be heard ·oy all 
within a 300m radius. 

The crane was positioned at the gate with boom 
extended and lit up like a neon sign with flags flying. 
A large Coyote was constructed on top of the Guard Hut for 
all to see. 

All paraded at 0800 hrs and were divided into 
teams to play Golf, Volleyball and minor games events. 
All games required a team effort and prizes for winning 
teams were awarded. Some of the events included the 
construction of a gyn to lift a weight, compressed air 
drilling, carpentry orientated skills and many other skills 
events. HQ Force .Bngr, led by the CE and Maj Broadbent 
managed to beat our unit Volleyball team and as a result 
earned a return match in the near future. 

Refreshments were served at approx 1130 hrs 
followed by a buffet lunch, a wheel changing race, a stilt 
race and a tug of war competition during the afternoon. 
A~ approx 1430 hrs the Rugby match between the married 
s~ngle sappers was held resulting in an 8 all drawo 

/Many ex-unit 

--ooOOoo-

People who live in glass houses should 
pull down the blinds 

Remember never to drink on an empty stomach 
Be Wise and fill up with a couple of beers first. 

--ooOOoo-

; 

'I ,. 
"' •' , .. 



--------------------------~~~---------------------------------............ .. 
~~y ex-unit members attended the da •M 

celebra~ions and it was good to see them takiny var 
th~ act1vities. The evening function and dan~epwa: in 
enJoyed by approx_350 people and was a resounding success 
I~ was very Pl7as1ng to see Knobby Clarke, Graeme Laing • 
B1ll Hudson, D1ck Tracey, Ray Blann and many oth ' 
attend. er ex-sappers 

Generally, the whole of the Sappers Day 
celebrations were a great success and much comradeship 
and friendship was passed between all Sappers past and 
present. 

Training 

. Territorial and Regular Force training over the 
last s1x months included Annual Camp and Exercise Triad. 
Both of these exercises rate individual attention and so 
will be l _eft for now. The highlight of the rest of the 
training was a bridge demolition task for the Auckland 
Regional Authority organised by 1 Tp Comd Lt Graham Wilson 
The bridge was on an access· road leading to the Wairoa Dam.in 
the Hunua ~s and had been replaced by a culvert. The 
ARA had tr1ed unsuccessfully to cover the bridge over with 
fill so it now had a bunker-like appearance. Because of 
the proximity of the culvert and a nearby house, minimum 
explosive had to be used. The method adopted was to drill 
down through the bridge deck, through the centre of each 
roadbearer to the tension reinforcement. This was done 
at both ends of the bridge. 

To determine what gelignite can and can't do, 
half the rated amount was used at one end of the br idge and 
a quarter at the other. This provided valuable experience 
for all concerned, the end with half the rated amount of 
explosive cut while the end with quarter, only shattered 
the concrete. All in all, it was an extremely worthwhile 
exercise for both RF and TF. 

Having successfully demolished one bridge, we were 
then presented with the task of building another for 
Franklin County Clouncil. This was to facilitate moving 
plant across a canal as part of the Mangatawhiri Drainage 
scheme. Although extremely pressed for time and labour, 
1 Fd Sqn reacted with the usual vigour and resourcefulness. 
The training staff consisting of Lt Steve Rouse, Ssgt Ron 
Prentice and Spr Brian Powell went down to the site and 
built 70ft of double single Bailey bridge in two days. 

The unit qualification shoot was held in 
October and all who attended qualified, although one 
nameless engineer found problems scoring until he realised 
that the firing pin doesn't belong in one's magazine pouch!! 
This was follawed by the annual shooting competition for 
the Shuttleworth Cup in November. We didn't fare as well 
as we have in the past but then the bullets aren't as . 
accurate as they were in the old days. However, we res1gned 
ourselves to that fact and as true Engineers, pressed on 
regardless and had two days of good shooting. 

/Later in the 



SCR Dining Room 

Spike Milligan has had the satisfaction of having 
the renovated dining room handed over, complc_:r~ed to M\1/D 
without any additions/alterations being reqU1red by their 
overseers. SCR must now be the beat appointed unit in 
the Northern Region at least. 

Ardplore Range Dra:i,nage 

As he knows the district so well, Spike has 
inherited tniS job from Trevor Gllbert who has been 
exercising all over the place. Cpl 'Mao' Renata has 
his held llngineers up there some of the time and Cpl 
John Heke and Lcpl Stave Bowers seem to be sharing the 
plant work between them. Progress now seems to be well 
underway with three dams now having the crib walling 
completed and the 4rains almost ready for l~ning between 
dams. 

Mili tarr Tattoo 

MUrray Holt and gang have been employed full 
time on preparatioDB and are now ready for the Tat ~oo to 
commence. Bev Inwood having his last fling prioz to 
departure to fH.ngapore and his apprentices also have a 
big job doing the wiring job for the Tattoo using in excess 
of 2t miles of cable. 

Future Taskl· 
~o projected tasks which are planned to start 

in the near future are the Amenities Block at Hobsonville 
and alterations to 16 P'd Regt Orderly Bm. Just tvo more 
renovation jobsl 

Although now dated, mention must be made of John 
Heke and Colin Moors and a gang of :Field Engineers who 
considered making takeover bids for "Statecraft"' and "MSD 
Spiers" after their timber winning efforts at Santoft, 
prior to Christmas for ~ual Camp. 

BrigaAe Qgmmand Posts a la Spike Milligan~~~~~!!~~ 
~e venue of the Bde HQ for~- i: 

the 1 976 Annual Camp vas ten feet _..
underground at liestlavn. S.ome say 
this was too deep (mainly the people 

digging the holes and constructing the 
CPe) and some say they were too shallow 
(certain members of :ale HQ Staff). 

. 1 Fd Sqn was tasked to carry out 
the JOb to suit the tennants. 5 Spt Sqn dug the holes 
frio~ to Chr~stmas to check on soil conditions and water 
a!~ew:ter ~~sthrprov:ted that soil conditions were acceptable 

e ea ened to give swimming pools which 
would outclass Waiouru 00mmand's edifice which it saved for 
years to provide and after spending thousands ot dollars. 

/Our thanlaJ 

' ... 
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Our thanks to 5 Spt Sqn for a job well done. 
Only minor trimming and dressing was required before 
construction began. 

In the Bde HQ complex we were required to 
construct three underground units. The main unit ~1as 
the Bde HQ operations centre consisting of an H shaped 
structure with two wings of thirty six feet by 12 feet and 
a 12 foot by 12 foot joining section. The second structure 
w~s a communications centre consisting of an L shape 
w1~h measurements o~ thirty-six feet by twenty four feet. 
Thirdly was the Reg1stry which measured twelve foot by 
twelve foot. 

Timber for construction came from Santoft Forest. 
A team from 1 Sqn selected the timber and sent it to Linton 
for milling by 5 Spt Sqn. Plates and studs were 6in x 4in 
roof be~ers 9in x 4in, floor joists 4in x 2in, flooring 
6in x 1in and sarking 6in x 2in. A new idea for wall 
linings was tried with pac-panel, a particle-type board 
with dimensions 8ft x 4ft x 3/16in. It is still to be 
proved that this material is suitable in damp conditions 
underground. Polythene was used as a water-proofing 
lining on the roof. Ventilation was provided by 3in PVC 
pipe extending through the overhead cover and capped. 

Construction was carried out by an element of 
our advance party who, after a minor transport problem, 
started two days late. However, due to No 1 's impeccable 
works record the task was soon up to schedule. After 
completing the Comcen and Registry work was well into gear 
with the main CP, when someone of superior power decided 
that work had progressed too well for too long. At the 
stage of backfilling, torrential rain fell upon the area, 
thus halting the works programme. With Brigade personnel 
moving around calf deep in mud it was no use trying to 
move plant in any direction. --._ . 

At this stage a problem was 
encountered with the design of the structure. 
A certain Ssgt who more or less (mainly less) . 
designed estimated and took charge of the construct1on, found 
that a pile of earth pushed by a bulldozer, overpowered his 
butt jointed studs and plates. After re-digging and double 
framing the end walls, a suitable modi~ication proved to be 
effective. Designed to take only 18 1nches of overhead 
cover, the structure proved itself by having a Case 310G 
driven across the top. 

After much effort by our workers and "whiplashing" 
by the Brigade Major, all systems were go for an underground 
effort by 1 Bde to repulse the enemy. 

--ooOOoo-

The difference between Annual Camp manoeuvres and 
the real thing is that there is no real enemy • 
There'd be no generals either. 

--ooOOoo-
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.Sxercise Triad 

\fe were no soone:!:" sorted out after A,muaJ. C~-I.!IlP 
and the second camp o:f the year was on - that was Exerc~se 
TRIAD. This of course involved a company :from Austral~a and 
one from the USA. The NZ involvement consisted of 2/1 Bn 
and supporting units from 1 Bde to form in total a battalion 
group. The Engineer element within the battalion group 
was a ~d Troop ~om 1 Fd Sqn led by Lt Steve Rouse and Tp 
~gt Cyril Ruha and augmented by fellow sappers :from 6 Fd Sqn 
and half a dozen confederates :from 3 Fd Sqn. 

It was certainly a great power exercise with the 
Troc p split up for the majority o:f the time, a section being 
placed in support of each of three companies. However, 
through the energies o:f the section commanders, Cpl 'Mac' 
Renata, Cpl John Heke and Cpl Willy Wilson, morale was 
maintained and everyone got on with the job of soldiering. 
For many it was a good experience to handle and use infantry 
weapons and work in close contact with a platoon o~ company. 
It all led to better understanding and coy-section 
affiliations were quickly established. The "troopiPe" 
excelled themselves, the Coy Commanders being partic1 •.larly 
impressed during the helicopter and APC drills. 

We did get a few mine clearing t~sks and one digging 
task for the gunners. Here Cpl Warren came into his own 
on the little Case 310 "Duffy" much to the appreciation o:f 
the gunners, saving them hours o:f sweat and toil. 

One of the high 
----......,----- · points o:f the exercise 

was the air assault on 
Waiouru airfield. The 

para aslt on the airfield 
was very impressive with the 

. , . . Engineers contributing a "Sapper 
Re~on Team co~s~st~ng o:f Ben Akari. I:f any other point is 
~o~~g to stay ~ the minds o:f the troops who went on "Triad" 
~t ~s the night march. Up at midnight ready to move at 
0100 hrs and move we did across swamps and streams. We 
crossed one stream :four times and it was a case o:f whose 
turn next to fall in. We marched and stopped but never 
long enough to rest, :for :five hours in full kit up one o:f 
the biggest featu:es I've ever had the mis:fort~e to climb. 
I~ had s?me say s~x some say eight false crests, and at four 
o clock ~n the morning that's no joke. Luckily there was 
only one bad casualty when a man collapsed from "exhaustion". 

~1 .. 
Content removed due to copyright
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After the war it was back to Helwon to good 
food, showers and a few cool beers. Then it was 
bargaining time,_although many contacts were made prior 
to the war, tradl.Ilg and bargaining now began 
in earnest. Many training jerseys and 
berets were traded for US combat jackets $ _/ ~ 
and the like. If you had money, prices $-:t ~ ~ fQ 
varied from around $35 up to $50 for the , '\) ~ /'5s. ..... ~"""" / 
s~. ~~ 

Throughout the 'war• the troop was bac~ed up~ 
by the "OC 's Party", at Bde HQ at West lawn, under I>laj 
Cormack, naturally, who handled rush supplies of dieso 
and the like. We were also accompanied by our friendly 
Umpire I>laj Broadbent who would never dream of dropping a 
thunderflash or smoke bomb closer than 10 metres. Then 
there were those who made things go bang in t he night, 
·,.;or Ralph Flavell, Ssgt Paul McKeany, Ssgt Keith Henson and 
Sgt Trevor Campton (who says a Sgt can't use a Sioux as a 
taxi?) 

Triad ended with a great Hangi on the last night 
and then it was home to wives and girlfriends. 

Dastardly Deeds 

The following combination of events won for the 
SSM the award of the Most Dastardly Deed. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

SSM kissing the !>less Rep "Stalky" Gilbert 
(promises, promises). 

Dodging PT when it was announced we were 
doing the Cooper Test, the SSM decided he 
was not trained to the minute for such an 
event. 

Finally, having just two days previously 
told two sappers that they were not to go 
over any security fences after the g~tes 
were locked, allowed the hungry gnaw1ngs 
in his stomach at 2.30 am to get the 
better of his conscience and did the very 
same thing. 

The following is an extract from 1 Field . 
Squadron •s "Dobbers Book" - whereby pers who are gu7-lty 
of henious and strife stirring actions - appear dur1ng 
ha hour before the squadron, and are ":elieved" of. a . 
fe~p;enta for the benefit of a local char1table organ1sat1on. 

Case No t(76. Tom Green (the Old Judge -alias 
the Phan om Diary Snatcher). 

/Did Create 

--ooOOoo-

I do most of my work sitting down. That's 
where I shine 

-ooOOoo--



Did create disorder and untold strife vTi thin 
the Purchasing Office and did upset what 
little harmony was left in that hallowed place, 
by flogging Trev Campton's 1976 Diary. It lS 
also suspected (but not proven) that he did 
also flog the white erasing fluid with the. 
objective of erasing TC's name from the Sald 
diary and thereby covering up the foul deed 
a real dastardly deed proving that age has 
no conscience. 

Case No 4/76. Colin Moors (Porky - alias 
Nicotine Fingers). Did cunningly and wilfully 
deceive his fellow man - in that he did carry 
around a packet of "Park Drive" chocker full 
of Tailor Mades. When asked for a scoke by 
his fellow in arms, he would produce hi.s "Park 
Drive", thereby causing the recipient to 
diplomatically refuse Porky's kind offer. 
Porky would then chuckle to himself about 
winning another "battle" with the cadger and 
immediately light up a "Park Drive Tailor !>lade" -
a foul deed that proves you can't judge a SJaoke 
by its cover. 5 Support Squadron take note! 

Case 6/76. Fte Lee Collinson (Hot Lips - Alias 
!.fartin 1s Mate). Did create strife within the 
unit by saying that she would not attend a unit 
farewell because she knew that her case was 
already in the Dobbers Book (when in fact she 
wasn't). Furthermore, the accused also stated 
that it was embarrassing and humiliating to 
sit upon the throne in front of the Squadron. 
This statement was taken as an insult against 
the Honour and Glory achieved in doing so - in 
this respect Hot Lips virtually bestowed the 
honour upon herself - a pitiful deed proving 
that typists should be seen and not throned. 

Argo Road Report 

A little explanation of the articles which 
follow is incorporated for the uninitiated. 

a. Coyote Construction Company (Inc) has 
been in a state of flux for some time 
but came out in the open at Camp. 
Its first official document was introduced 
upon completion of the underground 
menagerie/city produced at Westlawn for the 
BN, 1 Bde (who also runs a coy known as 
J~eson Landscaping and Nursery). They 
Stlll have not paid uplll 

/b. The second 

,J 

'• ·-
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The first article came about ~Then vw 
;~re1requested to produce something for 
eo! oca~ rag. However, a fiourishing 

pany ~s expected to go one Joep fUrther 
and produce a newsletter to all its 
employees.and shareholders. This has been 
accepted ~n good faith and hence the compan 
~asdbeen officially reco6Ilised. 'de have y~t 
bot raw up.our articles of association 
u that w~ll come in time. ' 

The third is by way of an explanation 
that.the ~ompany cannot possibly produce 
conf~dent~al reports on all men employed 
on the Argo Road, however we hope that 
the.Employment Certificates will grace 
the~r UPFs for future reference. 

Joe Hollander 
Coyote PRO 

Registered Office 
Argo Road 
Waiouru 

COYOTE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY (INC) 
COMPANY NEWSLETTER 

Dear Readers, 

You don't know how lucky you are! Where would 
you be without us?? Hm'IE! : 

This year the firm decided to put back the 
Annual Xmas and New Year picnic owing to the number of 
staff holidaying in the Central part of the North Island. 
We have moved into an isolated area which enables the 
management to ensure that daily works are conducted with 
the least amount of interference. 

We field a staff of 112 of which there are five 
in our top management organisation controlling various 
departments consisting of 107 highly trained sub-managers, 
foremen and skilled labourers. Of this complement, 77 staff 
are full time members of the firm whilst 35 are part timers 
who are only under contract for a minimum of 20 days per 
year. All members of our staff combine to form a company 
which produces the highest known standard of work in the 
Southern Hemisphere. 

/Mergers 
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MERGERS 

It has been rumoured that this company has merged 
firm of Jameson Landscaping and Nursery, 

with the West la~ like to m?ke it quite clear tLat we 0nly. 
however, we woul kS t this firm due to the question of thel.r 
subt-~o~tra~!p:~s inothe field of landscaping. This company 
no e1.ng has been in existence since 1 Nov 73, and 

under no circumstances would a merger be 
considered while our assets stand_in the 
realmS of $6 72.56. The former f1.rm 
standS in debt to our company by a mere 
$8121.28, which would presume that they 
may be heading for a situation of 
insolvency. 

GOVERNMENT SUB3IDY 

This year, our plant and field departments have 
been kept very busy with new works in the housing field. 
It is unfortunate that a lot of our time, fuel and :inance 
has gone to waste due to many changes in plan which J;lave 
evolved from outside organisations having poor plann1.n5 
teams. 

To date, we have been working on a scheme 
involving underground sub-division for housu1g and shopping 
centres. In the recent elections, statistics stated that 
by the year 2001, New Zealanders would not have enough room 
on the ground surface to sport a house, lawns and gardens. 
Therefore, we were given the job of researching the 
feasibility of such a scheme with considerable financial 
assistance from the Ministry of Works, Development and 
Housing. 

This rather bizarre scheme has now been perfected 
in the new Waiouru Satelite town of Westlawn, where a 
considerable number of families are already living underground~ 
On the surface, new lawns, gardens and shrubberies are 
flourishing. vle have offered an ideal replacement for 
stained timber hit-and-miss fencing with utilisation of war 
surplus barbed and dannert wire. This has proved quite 
~conomical and further continuance of this type of fencing 
1.s planned. For those who have problems with prowlers 
or burglars, we have various approved devices which combine 
the operation of mines, booby-traps and trip flares. 

Local services underground are simplified with 
the use of sub-contract assistance. Mail can be delivered 
by air; all houses are on line for local communication· 
power is provided from a local source, but we would lik; to 
stress that you do not use three pin plugs on two core 
cable; water is provided from a local reservoir and 
re~earc~ is being conducted into a garbage disposal scheme 
wh1.ch Wl.ll be satisfactory to consumers for all types of 
retuse. 

/Company 
-ooOOoo--

He must have had a magnificent build before his 
stomach went in for a career of 

•.:a 

i~ 
'.ll · 
ill!' 
re:·, 
Ct~: 
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COMPANY RESIDENCE/FUTURE WORKS 

. Althou~h we are normally domiciled i n Papakura, 
we ~eclded to shift ~o our new site on the Argo Road for 
varlous reasons. Flrstly, it is a convenient base to work 
from t? provide a satisfactory service to our local 
communlty. Secondly, we are remaining here for a further 
three months to continue construction on the Argo Road. 

For those in our tiny community who envy the 
layout, decor and facilities that we have we would remind 
you that to maintain a work force with a good sense of 
humour, we must provide a comfortable base to avoid 
problems in the field of industrial relations. 

A small team was in residence over the period 22 
Feb - 6 Mar 76 to provide engineer assistance for the outing 
planned for our Australian and American friends. However, 
from 2 Feb 76, we have had a staff of 75 who will endeavour 
to make good the damage that the community will have made on 
the existing Argo Road, and continue to push ahead from 
West lawn township north. It is hoped that by May 76, we 
will have opened up a two lane highway from Westlawn to the town 
of Sexton Huts. The progress of the venture will rely 
heavily on the weather conditions which have not been too 
satisfactory to date. As construction time will be short 
for this season, it is intended to have our team work a 
daily routine of 10 hours per day/seven days a week. We 
have made an approach to our Ministry for overtime allowances, 
however, the Prime Minister has personally stated t hat this 
remuneration cannot be considered until he has negotiated a 
considerable loan from overseas to support such a venture. 

BONUS ISSUE 

Owing to the critical shortage of fuel in the 
country and the ever increasing price rises that we have 
been exposed to, this company, in the interests of national 
economy, is offering a new scheme by which the public can 
share in the progress of our ever expanding concern. We 
are putting out a new bonus share issue of 1 ,000,000 shares 
at $2.00 each ($1 .00 now and the remaining dollar on call 
up for !1ay 76). We would encourage you all to take an 
interest in this offer and write to our office for a 
prospect us. 

FURTHER NEWS 

If you wish for fUrther information, please 
contact our office and ask our receptionist for an 
appointment with the PRO who will be only too happy to 
assist. 

/Company's Saluations 
--ooOOoo--

Water taken in moderation cannot hurt 
anybody. 
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COHPANY'S SALUTATIONS 

Please enjoy your holidays here a~d make SJ.re 
that voa all keep dry or wet whatever the c~rcumstances 
are . • Jr~ve slowly and carefully on all roads and lookout 
for little Cilildren. 

All the very best for the New Year and the joy 
that it ~ay , or may not bring. 

COYOTE P.R.O. 

--ooOOoo--

From every mouth, both North and South 
From Timaru or Rome 
The battle-cry goes up on high -
Why can't we go HOME???? 

-ooOOoo--

The Army is not like a Limited Liability Company to be 
reconstructed, remodelled, liquidated and refloated from 
week to week as the money market fluctuates. It is not 
an inanimate thing like a house, to be pulled down or 
enlarged or structurally altered at the caprice of the 
tenant or the owner; it is a living thing. If it is 
bullied it sulks; if it is unhappy, it pines; if it is 
harried it gets feverish; if it is sufficiently disturbed, 
it will wither and dwindle and almost die; and when it 
comes to this last serious condition it is only to be 
revived by lots of time and lots of money. 

--ooOOoo--

Churchill. 

Start of a 
rat race 

le 
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Levitation 25 Registered Office 
Argo Road 
WAIOURU 

Jauuary 1976 

COYOTE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY (INC) 
Dr to JAMESON LANDSCAPING AND NUR.3ERY 

WEST LAWN 
Account for: January 1976 

1 • Plant Hire: 
2 x staff vehicles 
1 x Case 310G 
1 x MF205 tractor 
1 x D6 Dozer 
1 x S500 Grader 

(110 miles at 15c/mile) 
(120 hours at $2 .60) 
(90 hours at $1.89) 
(76 hours at $2.95) 
(130 hours at $1 . 92) 

2. Plans and Drawings: 
Original layout plans 
Additions and alterations 

3. Consultation Fees: 
Company Engineer (11 days at $49.29) 

4. Naterials: 
Assorted nails, timber, wire, 
pipe, sandbags etc 

5. Entertainment: 
Several Official Company functions 

6. Miscellaneous/Administration expenses 

1. Outstanding accounts: November,December 
1975 

We would appreciate this account 
being settled by 23 January 1976 

Total 

16.50 
312 .00 
170.10 
224 .20 
249.60 

350.00 
711 .52 

541 .75 

1764.73 

671 .34 

257.64 

972 .40 

1061 .52 

541.75 

1764 .73 

671 .34 

257.64 

2851 .87 
$8121.28 ============ 

David A. Cormack 
Company Accountant 

for General Manager 
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COYOTE CONSTRUCTION CONPANY 
illQl 

CERTIFICATE OF EJIJPLOYMENT 

Registered Office: 
Argo Road Project 1976 
Argo Road, 
WAIOURU 

This is to certify that: ____________________________ __ 

was employed by the abovenamed company on the Argo Road Project 
over the period: to _________________ 1976. 

Although working "fingers to the bone", this man 
proved to be a loyal servant of the company, and earned his 
keep through "wind blown dust and dirt", and "fog laden 
mountain air". 

He also survived whilst living at the Base Camp 
(2900ft), and worked at altitudes ranging from 4000 to 4250 
feet above sea level without oxygen. 

(J.S.HOLLANDER) 

Project Manager 

~~ 

' 
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CHAP'rER POUR 

2 PIELD SQUADRON 

Annual Camp 

This year's Annual Camp was different and yet 
pretty much the same. Different - because we continued 
working on one of our day-to-day tasks (the Linton Camp 
Garrison Club) ; and yet the same - because we once again 
camped at Tangimoana. (One could also say the same 
because the same old faces turned up again!) 

Works 

This year the Sqn was involved with two major 
tasks as well as doing some minor in-camp tasks. The 
major tasks were: 

a. Linton Camp Garrison Club. This job is 
being carried out by the Regular Force 
component of the Sqn during its normal day
to-day operations. The task consists of 

~
/ 1 the refurbishment of the old Linton Camp 

' . / YMCA. Once completed the building will 
- A - house a TV Lounge, a cafeteria, a games 
----~- ( ) _ A J _ room billiards, bowls, darts etc , a 

/ ~ ......_ restaurant and two lounge bars. The 
///IJ •\' material cost of the job has risen to over 

f $100,000 and we are due to hold the opening 
ceremony on 6 May 76. (Hope we've got it 
finished by then or else it could be 
embarrassing.) 

b. Ohakea 25 Metre Rifle Range. Cpl Oli ver 
and five willing TF sappers (Lcpl Nsaheke, 
Sprs Cardno, Coombes, Managh, Waswo) built 
a 25m rifle range at Ohakea in the 
Magazine Area. The job consisted of 
placing culvert pipes in a farm ditch and 
covering them to form the mound, the 
removal of some trees at the sharp end 
and the replacement of these with a sand 
bullet catcher. 5 Spt Sqn assisted with 
the plant work required. The job was handed 
over to RNZAF on the last day of camp and 
they were pretty pleased with the finished 
producto 

As usual we got involved with the minor 
engineer taskS that generally arise during Annual Camp. 
These consisted of: 

a. Construction of shower boxes for the 
Shower Pl. 

/b. Construction of 



b . 

c . 

d . 

e. 

Construction of a heavy pallet for one 
of 21 Sup Coy's 300 cu ft freezers. 

Construction of duckboard walkways for 
HQ LSG (a quick request after t he f irst 
rains). 

Repairs t o a damaged cattlestop in the 
complex area .. 

Repairs to various farm fence post~ in 
the area (either run over by a veh1cle 
or squashed by the various airdrops). 

In addition to this the Sqn was also responsible 
for the operation and maintenance of the water and power 
r eticulation system. 

a . Pewer. 3x62.5 KVA generators were used 
throughout the complex and the maint crew 
had the job of keeping these serviced 
(and going) for the duration of camp. 
Bach time it rained the "sparkies" wertl 
in demand because of water shorting out 
the power lines (it is obviously time 
that some new cable be p.lrchased). 

b. Water. The Sqn operated both 
of the boreholes which had been 
sunk in previous annual camps. 
Those of you who visited the Sqn 
in Tangimoana in 1974 will remember 
the "whistling" compressor airlift 
pump - well, this year it was back 
again driving No 2 Bore. No 1 Bore 
was driven by the 1 000 gal/hr Sumo 
submersible electric pump. Water 
usage throughout camp varied with the 
weather.- the hotter it got, the 
more water was required. Our 
average water delivery was just under 
60,000 litres per day. Out total 
delivery bill for the period 10-23 Jan 
was 827,500 litres. 

Training. Due to the current fuel restrictions, 
i ndications that the TF turnout was going to be 1ow and the 
heavy commitment we had on the Garrison ~ub task, the 
training programme undertaken was fairly modest. We 
concentrated on the basic soldier skills (ie, mapreading, 
patrolling, ambushillt$, signals, weapon handling, etc) and 
managed to ge:t 2 Tp (the training troop) away to Waituna 
West for a couple of days on a small patrolling exercise. 
Fortunately we managed to get some chopper hours so the lads 
didn't have to sit in the back of a truck there and back. 

/Sports 
-ooOOoo-

Do you know? There are 111 Army Museums 
in the United Kingdom. 

:.·· 

~·I 



. Sports. Throughout the camp units compet ed in 
a format~on ~ournament Which covered t he physical fitness 
tests, shootLng, X-country, athletics valleyball and a 
potted sports competition. On SUn 1S Jan 76 an afternoon 
was devo~ed thro~ghout t~e formation solely t o sports 
events w~th the Lnter un~t shoot being held on Mon 19 Jan 
and the X-country on Wed 21 Jan 76. The physical 
efficiency tests were held throughout the period of the 
camp but the closing date for entries was the day of the 
X-country. 

The Sqn started off very high on the ratings 
with the Sunday Sports. We won t he Volleyball Knockout 
(the final match of the five played being against HQ 13G). 
The team dropped only one game out of the 15 played; won t he 
athletics (Spr Ivlanu Vincent achieving 1st in each of the 
100m s~rint, long jump and hop, step & jUQp) and fourth in 
the potted sports. 

The next event we were down t he list a little with 
a fourth placing in the Inter-unit shoot. The penultimate 
event was the X-country and those of you who were in Waiouru 
Annual Camp '75 Will remember that magnificent effort where 
our team (of six) obtained the first six placings. 
Unfortunately, we weren't so well placed this year but still 
a great effort on the team's part. Sgt Dan Cunningham 
ran a wonderful race and achieved 3rd place in the individual 
placings. He must have worked hard on the team because 
that was our team placing as well. 

The final event to count was t he physical 
efficiency tests. It was based on the % age pa~s achieved 
out of the unit strength in camp. Those who fa~led were 
allowed to try again provided they did all activities. 
Well, in this one, the Sqn was a clear 1 O% ~ead of any 
other unit. 

The various placings were given 
certain loadings, eg, X-country - times 3, 
physical efficiency test - times one, etc. 
However when it was all totalled up the Sqn 
was 10 points clear of our nearest rivals 
2 3ig Sqn. Unfortunately, the formation HQ, 
whilst organising all the events had ~or~otten . 
to obtain a suitable trophy for the w~~ng un~t. . 
This was quickly remedied by a call to the Sqn at L~nton 
and 24 hours later the Sqn was the proud possessor of the 
"LSG· Log". This trophy was presented to the Sqn on 23 
Jan 76 by the Minister of Defence, Mr A. I·fcCready. 

--ooOOoo-

There was a young Sapper named Sharkey 
vlho had an affair with a Darkie 
The price of his sins lvas triplets 

not twins 
One black, one white, and one khaki. 

The "Rotator" 

--ooOOoo-



Nore works 
Garrison Club. As previously mentioned the Sqn 

hr h Annual Camp on our major task, the Garrison 
worked t oug (at the time of writing) is in its 
~~u?·hin~h!t!::~ and many of the civilian sub-cont~act?rs 
~n~s n the J'ob almost daily. The follow1ng ~s a are now seen o . h b 1 t · sample of the civilian sub-contracts which ave een e • 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Ceilin s walls. Ceilings throughout the 
job and approximately 50% of the walls) 
have been finished with GIBTEX. On the 
toilet walls and ceilings an ACRYLUX-type 
finish has been applied. 

Toilet/Bar Floors. These have been 
finished with TERRAZITE (as the trade name 
implies a terrazo-type compound). 

Curtaining. A. single contract has been 
let throughout for curtaining and wo.llpaper • 

The above items are but a few of the civil Rub
contracts let. One sub-contract which should receive a 
special mention is that of the mural in the main bar. 
This is being painted by Sgt FITZI'/ATER and !Jcpl JAN~T 
(RNZE, H~ MWT AA) and they are producing a masterpiece even 
Leonardo Da Vinci would be pretty happy with. The painting 
depicts a Mexican outdoor scene complete with gauchos, 
horses, hills and cacti and covers an area 24 feet long x 6 
feet high. The GIH.l'EX contractor is spraying in the 
archways painted to give a three dimensional effect. The 
overall effect should fit in extremely well with the 
remainder of the surrounds in the bar. 

(A point to note here is that even if the Sqn 
planning staff have learned nothing else on this task, 
we have learned much to our discomfort, that the writing of 
the specification for a tender for services should be very 
carefully written and checked. No names - no pack drill. 
However, our thanks to both 1 Fd Sqn and 3 Fd Sqn for their 
rapid reaction in sending us Sprs Haukamau and Bentley 
respectively. Their arrival and consequent good efforts 
saved~ Sqn much embarrassment.) 

d W Work 

The Sqn breathed a sigh of relief when the word 
came through that we would not be tasked with construction 
of the OHAKEA Airmans Mess (another of those 2-3 year 
pro j ects). At this stage, however, it would appear that 
the w?rks in line for the Sqn are of a very low key nature 
and. w7 th any luck at all the Sqn may be able to tackle its 
tra~n~ng Hluch we had to cancel last Y~o 

'·· 
)· 



Training 

the 
J1n 
and 

. A long overdue break from worl'S w._...; 
maJorit~ of the Sqn during the week 13-2 
c?n~u?t~ng field engineering exercises at 
p1. p1.r1.ki. 

tai;en by 
f·lar 76 , the 
both Kapiti 

Pipiriki. The work party ( · t · f incl ? Sigs) depart d L' t conSl.v l.ng o 10 pers 
. ~ e l.ll on on Hon 1 5 I>lar 76 and by last 

l1.ght had themselves comfortably (?) set up at Pipiriki 
The tasks undertaken involved the following: • 

a. Reweld r~ilway irons on jetty revettment 
wall (thl.S structure was originally 
constructed by the Sqn during Annual ~amp 75. 
Hov1ever, during one of t he flo ods later 
that year, a barge came loose from its 
moorings and tried to demolish the jetty) . 

b. Tidy up and maintenance of the tourist 
facilities at Pipiriki. 

c. Erection of signs and ,.,oodshed for local 
ranger. 

d. Eradication programne for natural noxious 
animals (goat shooting) along the river bank. 

The party completed their tasks on Fri 19 f.lar 76 
and returned to Linton the following day. 

Kapi ti Island. During the 
weekend 22-23 N"ov 75, the Sqn undertook 
some field engineering tasks on Kapiti 
Island. This revealed the fact 
that there were many more tasks 
wnich the Sqn could undertake to 
assist the Lands & Survey ranger 
on the island. To this end 
approval was sought and subsequent
ly received for the Sqn to conduct 
a further weekend exercise on 
Kapi ti. The advance party moved 
over to Kapi ti by hire launch on Jat 1 3 r·:ar 76 and commenced 
the setting up of the main tentage and conducting the final 
recon prior to the arrival of the main body . The main body 
were lifted in from Paraparaumu by RUZAF Iroquois on !\ion 15 
Mar 76. The tasks involved were: 

/a. House 

--ooOOoo--

To Young Officers: 
When ordered for duty, always grumble and question 
the roster. This will procure you the character of 
one that will not be imposed on. 

Advice to Officers of the British 
Army etc 1782 

--ooOOoo-



b . 

.-rouse :;)emoli tion. The original range:--' s 
!louse was built in 1912 and had been d1.sused 
since the recent construction of a new . 
dwelling on the island. The hous(; rnater1.al 
which could not be salvaged for further use 
had to be removed to a burning site 
approximately 200m away. The salvaged 
material (approx 20% of the structure) was 
either used in the repair of the boatshed 
or stockpiled and covered for later use. 

Crib Wall Construction. At the rear of the 
new house, the earth bank was in a crumbling 
state and during inclement weather washed 
down into the basement of the house via the 
vents in the foundations. Two concrete crib 
walls (one 40ft x 7ft, the other 40ft x 4ft) 
were constructed to retain the bank. 
The materials for this task were lifted over 
to t he island by civil helicopter without 
mishap (that is until the final return trip. 
It was decided to take the pallets whl.ch the 
crib components had been packed on back on 
this flight. All went well until the 
helicopter was out over the water. It was 
t here that the pallets decided to part 
company with the helicopter. They were last 
seen floating away on the outgoing tide!) 

c. T!Jaintenance of Boat shed. The walls of the 
boatshed were sheathed with corrugated iron 
and over the years the salty air had taken 
its toll. Using materials salvaged from 
the house, the walls, windows and doors were 
replaced. 

d. Improvement to Existing Water Supply. The 
Ranger's water supply was taken from a small 
stream (really only a trickle) near to the 
living area. The catchment area was inside 
the bushline and as a consequence, the holding 
t~ frequently became clogged with leaves, 
tw1.gs, etc. The main tank (concrete with 
steel strengthening rings) also was defective 
in that it was leaking badly. To remedy the 
faults, the main tank was drained and 
~lastered and a plastic piping system was put 
1.n to transport the water from a small 
d~ed up section via a filter tank to the 
ma1.n tank. 

/e. Construction of 

--ooOOoo-

A hole is nothing at all but 
your neck in it. 

you can break 

-ooOOoo-
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C~m~truction of Earth Dam. Belo•r the 
l~v~g ~ea was a large flat piece of 
ground wnich had a S>'lampy area in one 
corn:r• This swamp was fed by the stream 
prev~ously mentioned. The swamp vras the 
home_ ~f man! Wild fovrl but tended to dry 
up_ qQlckly ~n the dry season. To remedy 
th~s a small earth dam 1m high x 2m wide 
was built at the outlet to the swamp. 

Track T1aintenance/Si.m Erection. Four 
large signs were erected for the Ranger · 
along the eastern side of the island. 
The tracks on the island emanating from the 
Rang?r's living area were badly overgro>vn 
and ~n some cases covered by sliding screes. 
Part~es worked on these t hroughout the week 
and finally cleared/cut a total of 2000m, 
of track. 

The >'fork hours during the week were generally 
0730-1530 and the weather did us proud each day. The 
fishing was on the above average side of the scale and 
more than once the lads sat down to Paua fritters. 

The leader of this gallant 
band of workers was once 
again 2 Fd Sqn's greatest 
"svranner" and "holiday-worker
site" supervisor- none other 
than HOI Doug Roberts. 
Following a comment made by the 
OC at a Social gathering prior 
to the exercise Doug felt that 

the Honour of the Sqn (and himself was at stake. Consequently, 
when the OC arrived for a "works inspection "(?) (ably assisted 
1-1e might add by the CE, 30RE2 (Def' HQ) a."ld SQiv!S ( 2 Fd Sqn) a 
fatted calf had been "killed". Lunch consisted of- you 
guessed it - Paua fritters accompanied by a bottle or two of 
beautifully chilled wine. (It must also be noted that the 
CE had brought onto the island a bottle of vrine but in the 
spirit of the occasion was exempted customs duty!) 

The Sqn team completed all tasks by Sat 21 X·1ar 76 
and were lifted out by RNZ.A.F helicopter once again on Sun 
22 !-Tar 76. A good exercise completed and enjoyed by all. 
(I hear there are several reques ts to t he Dept of Lands and 
:::lurvey asldng whether the Ranger needs an assistant, or an 
assistant's assistant or assistant's assistant's etc). 

Linton C~mp Inter Unit Athletics Competition 

The camp recently held the above competition and 
unfortunately the unit had to unscrew the trophy from the 
wall. The tournament was eventually uon by S:IE but only 
after a see-savr struggle with the Sqn. The final score 
was SM8 73 points, 2 Fd Sqn 67, 2 Sig Sg.n 53 (HQ H,iT AA, 
2 COD, 1 Gen Tps, 10 Tpt Coy-' also ran). The Sqn t eam 
put up a grand fight but on the day just could not match the 
strength of s~m. A special note of congratulations to the 

/fol l owil'lg 

Content removed due to copyright



following: 

Spr Vincent 
Spr Evans 
Spr Saul 

1st 100. 
1st 3hot pnt 
1st High jump 

Cnce again our congratulations to 
· t it was to another RNZE 

hact to lo~e at ledas_ 1977 we start reeling 
~ ow ever oe warne • h 

JME (if we 
unit.) 
in the long 

~hain ,.,~ n-1ve attached to the trop Y• 

Pcs:inss 'Pro~otions etc 

last news l etter the following .3ince the 
rosti!1GS have taken place: 

a. In. 

b. 

Sprs Broome 
Bryce 
Haaima 
McDonnell 
Harsh 
Page 

Sgt Tom Matiaha 
Cpl Bill Leach 
Lcpl Bob Oakes 
Spr Gray Hedge 
Cpl Colin Oliver 
Lcpl John Dickson 
Lcpl Bob Gould 
Lcpl Tim Raina 
Spr Geoff Gilbert 
Spr Nigel Orr 
Spr Popham 

c. Promotions. 
To Capt Stew Dickson 
To Sgt Ian Evans 

George Mcintyre 
To Cpl Don Trask 
To Lcpl Mike Earley 

Don Kench 
Tim Raina 

Further C:Jr.gratulations 

Ex RF Cadet 
School 

discharge 
to 1 Fd Sqn 
discharge 

" 
to 3 Fd Sqn 
discharge 

" 
" 
11 

to 5 Spt Sqn 
discharge 

During Annual Camp this year, Ssgt John Coughlan (TF) 
~ualified for his Efficiency Medal, completion 12 years 
'.l.nbroken efficient service. Whilst many may look sideways 
at such decorations, the unit recognises that this award 
is difficult to achieve considering the extra effort that 
the ~? often have to put in to work in their training 
co~~itments. The presentation of 3sgt Coug~~an's medal 
( along with the Bar to the EM for \VOII Terry Hamilton and 
the ~r1 to ,/OII Bill Dyas - both Hr~ LSG) was made on a formal 
parade held at Linton on 18 Feb 76. The presentation was 
made by ;1aj Gen J.A. Foster the Engineer in Chief UK Army. 

--ooOOoo-
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CI!.&.P'l' .m FIVE 

.3 l<'IELD S:.{l:ADRON 

Annual Camp Tekapo 76 

One man's view of Annual Canp as seen ~hrough 
the lens of his Paranoid X camera - (this latest camera 
has one ability to record the spoken vTord and the thoughts 
of those unfortunate enough to be vli thin camera range). 

TEli: HAVBX EXERCISE 
This exercise at 

junior !WO level was 
based on the sport of 
orienteering. The 
object of which ;vas 
to visit 26 control 
points over a vast 
area within a given 
time frame. The 
exercise 1vas spre:::.d 
,'\'81' 14 hrs, 10 of 
·~,.~i-.:!!1 ~"'~ere at nig_l-J.t 
ti<ereb.r providing an 
excellent test of 
leadersDip and map 
reading ability etc. 
'l'he 8 sections taking 
uart all gave a good 
~ccount of themselves 
with 1 Sect, 1 Tp 

T:J:E TACTIc,..:, l'iOVE :NTO 
dA~BOUR TEKAl'O A~TNUAL > ... 

3 Fd Sqn was committed to 
move into its unit locatio. 
tactically, ho't~ever, becau~ 
of the foul lveather en
cou..'1tered by the 3quadron 
on its arrival, there was 
some doubt as to its succe< 
~he best tactical move at 
time was undoubtedly to gel 
under cover ASl'. A real 
case of every man for himsE 

co~ing out the nvAr~L~--~------------------------------------~ 1.,rinners. 
Oprosite - the Sect 
Leaders briefing 



';'l.e ::obility 
~xe,. .. c.t.:3e was sioilar to 
: e ';avex exerci;:;e, 

5-.;: 

1 c-.;:nrer, the excei-'tion 
bei~G c0~petinc teams were 
at troop level, with 
fewer chec~ points and 
:::ore importantly - the 
~<:.ole exercise was from 
venicles. 

Althoug,l 
even to tnis day no 
clear result has been 
posted, the exercise 
was not without its 
lighter side, especially 
in the case of one Sgt 'Oop' 
Inwood who seems to have 
conveniently forgotten 
that lights were a no no. 

2 W"t..c, K.trt.. TP" 

5 St.Al'\C,~~~~'HT 1f'- You 

HI\Ve.N'r se.~~ 'oof'' HAV£. You? 

In the case of 2 
Troop under WOII 
Gill Laing (the 
head instructor 
Dunedin Ladies 
Driving School), 
it can only be 
presumed that 
they thought the 
exercise was a 
survival test for 
vehicles. 

Actually Gill Laing 
isn't an instructor 
at a driving school, 
he's boss of some 
wrecking firm down 
south somewhere. 

I 
~ 



V.I.P. VISITS 

Thi.s snap speaks 
for itself 

5-3 

"'HE A.PC 'rURliTNG PAD 
lli.::..MOltA.L CAMP 

Originally this task, 
which involved the laying 
of approx 100 cu yds of 
concrete was given to 3 
Tp who had an abundance 
of tradesmen, but 
because of various 
factors, 1 Tp was landed 
with it. 

At one count the line up 
of occupations on the task 
was something like this: 
1 engineer 
1 cabinetmaker 
1 chemist 
1 freezing worker 
1 shearer, 
and other undefinables. 

Accordingly, it is to 
their credit that the 
task was finally completed -
not however, without 
difficulties with the 
concrete mixer belts 
and other factors as 
cauGht by our roving 
camera man. 



une of the provinces 
of 11 ;:'ield squadron 
is t!".e la;y'in[; and up
lifti~& of cinefields 
of various types. 

3 ;'d Jqn was lucky 
or .A!'ll:!cky enough 
ieJ:er.ding on your 
vie11point, of being 
tas;red to lay a 
!ll..i!:ber of fie lds 
basically of the 
barrier t ype, which 
in : is case turned 
out to be a bloody 
lot of mines. 

The ca!llera cauc;ht 
t~ese two gentlemen 
discussing l·rhere to 
lay one of the fields. 

5-4 

-----------------------4f-

THE BAHGALORS 
TORPEDO InCIDENT 

The limit of the 
Squadron's active 
participation in 
the 'war' between the 
two Inf battalions at 
Tekapo was the spear 
heaiing of an attack 
in which the defenders 
wire obstacle was to 
be breached allowing 
the attackers to 
advance without 
pause. 

The wire ,.,as success
fully breached by 
Dangalore torpedo, 
Hith the Infantry 
following close 
behind to make the 
exercise as realistic 
as possible, however, 
as the snap opposite 
shows - even the best 
laid plans of !llice 
and ........ . 
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CHAPTKR SIX 

6 FIELD SQUADRON 

Appointments 

The following are the current appointments as 
at 1 Apr 76. 

oc f!Jaj PJ Skogstad 2IC Capt A Anderson 
SS:I-1 WOII HJ Gallagher 
S~·IS Ssgt RJ Wright 
Cclk Sgt .u; Barclay 

Postings, Promotions 

!·:arathon 

Cpl Alan Barclay promoted to T/Sgt, 

Capt A. Anderson posted to OC 2 Fd Sqn 
wef 1 9 Apr 76. 

Sgt Alan Barclay competed in the NZ Marathon 
Charepionships held in Auckland on 6 Mar 76. Came 21st 
out of a field of 60 including such great names as Jack 
Porter, Mike Ryan ( 3rd in 68 Olympics) Terry Nanners (4th 
in 74 Commonwealth Games). Alan's time 2 hrs 44 mins, 
winners time 2 hrs 16 mins. 

Adventure Training 

The unit carried out a week's adventure training 
during the period 8-14 r·1a.r 76 I The training was broken into 
two phases, phase one 8-12 Jl1ar and phase two 13-14 ~1ar. 

Phase One. On the 8 r·1ar Capt Smith RNZJ!•IE, 
introduced the participants to Orienteering in the Te ~1arua 
area of Upper Hutt. This took the form of two circuits in 
reasonably thick bush in which each per vras required to 
find a number of check points. Issued with a compass and 
~ap only, away they went. The compasses and maps issued 
of course were not the normal military types but special 
orienteering ones. 

After dinner that night the pers were uplifted 
during dark and taken by truck over the hill to a disused 
dairy factory somewhere in the Wairarapa, where they bedded 
down for the night or what was left of it. 

/Came 0600 

--ooOOoo-

Adolescence: too old to cry, too young to swear? 

--ooOOoo--
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Came 0600 hrs the next mornin? and , . ' '#, · ,. . .,-
after being split into three te~ of SJ.X ../ , ~ ' 1~ /-
the pers were sent on another cJ.rcu~ t, ct4J' . ·""~ ~;· / 
this time to find 11 markers each ••;; ti; :.__ _ r• .\ ,,._ (; '/;~;~ 
different code mar:~ings on them. IhJ.s J~ 
circuit spanned a distance of 5 km. On 
reacning the last marker the teams found three 380 zodiac 
boats and rroceeded to row/paddle their 1vay d'?wn the 
Rua:na.'!anga River against a. very s~ron¥ head WJ.nd. Distance 
7 km. On arriving at theJ.r destJ.natJ.on they made camp. 

At2015 hrs that night, a night orienteering 
circuit, t!'lis time to locate eight lights pre-laid at 
various points. Distance 4 km. Last team to reach last 
chec:c point arrived at 0245 hrs 10 ~Iar. To bed, only to 
be given their next task at 0500 hrs the same morning. 

10 r·inr 76 saw the teams push, J:Ull, row, paddle, 
carry the zodiac boats and their gear over three km of 
ponds, swamp, slush, bush and the odd metre of dirt road, 
to finally reacn Lake \1airarapa ~rhere they were informed 
that their next meal •ras situated on the other side. The 
race Has on. Improvised sails of half tents were qU:.ckly 
seen to be made, and away they went. On the .vest ern side 
of the lake vrere rations and a place to make campo 

11 Har 76 and the teams Here given some instruction 
a.~d proceeded to practise small boat handling and the use of 
ferries (captive, free-ranging and swinging) on the 
RuamaLanga River till lunch time. After lunch another small 
circuit to finish phase one off. 

Phase Two. After being briefed and kitted out 
the teams, novT increased to nine members each, .vere taken 
to the Naval Launch J'.1A.NGA at Wellington .vharf where they 

boarded and proceeded to motor out 
through the heads (they thought they 
were going to the south island). 

On reaching the coast near Cape 
Palliser the intention vras to ferry 
the teams to the shore with the aid 

~~~~~h. of the zodiac boats . Unfortunately, 
the sea had turned too rough so back 

~iWit~~SEIIilllllrit;~o Wellington where they were taken 
• truck over the hill and down 

s the coast • 

.,. Their_ task at this stat.;e \vas to orienteer from 
the d_o~..,of~ I'OJ.nt over some hills, across a lake, over 
som~ ~o~- hJ.lls to a point where their rations had been pre
posJ.tJ.oned. After reaching their rations they then 
pr~c~e~ed d01m o~to the shoreline \·There they were u " lift eel 
~ ~ ~n to th~J.r last circuit before returning to~Pattie 
~ ree or a ~re.Ll earned rest and ale. 
Total Area cleared for use 

Total diatance covered by boat and foot 

8064 hectares (22160 
acres ) 

125 km (78 miles) 



Crossword Solution (Liaison Letter No 5) 

Across: 1. Six, 3. Squadron, 7. Ta, 8. Pit, 10. at, 11. is, 
12. saturn, 15. rain, 17 & 35 the, 18. oer, 20. lA 
23. puns, 23. best, 24. ET, 25. PE, 26 & 29 or, 
27. unit, 31. sin, 32. on, 33. in, 35. cc, 36. tilt, 39. corps. 

Down: 1. stars, 2. lATA, 3. st, 4. ante, 5. RAR, 6. no, 
8. pines, 9. is, 12. stir, 13. aha, 14. none, 16. IOE, 
19. RTO, 21. Plinth 22. stench, 23. BER, 25. potty, 
27. use, 28. ni, 30. Int, 32. OC, 33. ill, 34. too, 
37. TS, 39. ER. 

CROSSWORD 

Across 
1. Constant 

5. 
g. 
10. 
11 • 
12. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
20. 
22. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
29. 
31. 
32. 
33· 
34. 

Loud sound 
Obtain 
Mill tary strength 
Amusement 
Warning 
Travel Allowance 
Voice Operated Transmit 
Printers measure 
Japanese currency 
Of horses 
Animal doctor 
No good 
Not here 
Cereal 
Length of life 
Frequency modulated 
East Riding 
Ask 
Age 
Greek letter 

~ 

1. Dis-allowed 
2. Indian expression 
3. Moving 
4. A:d.r Transport LiaiSon 

Officer 
5. Abode 
6. Not an officer 
7. October 
8. Bill Hoffa was one 

10. French (abbr) 
13. On.tting inStrument 
1 8. S'amenes a 
19. Knock 
21 • Arbitrator 
22. Volunteer Reserve 
23. Seeing aid 
28. Obtain 
32. :Further postscript 
37. Adverb 
30. Extra. 
39. Chewing gum 
40. Kilometre 

35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
41. 

Move fast 
RollS Royce 
Morning 
Bewilder 
Looks 
Remove 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

5 SUPPORT S~UADRON 

... ppoi~tments 

The following are the current appointments as 
at 26 :~ar 76 . 

oc 
AO 

HMJ Shorter 
T';/ Dench 

Res Tp 
Tpt \10 
Cclk 
s~rs 
HPF 

Comd 

:r-Iaj 
Capt 
';lQI 
'dOII 
\ofOII 
Sgt 
Ssgt 
Ssgt 

CE Corney 
~.~R Denby 
GD Grieve 
MG Morrison 
GB McDonald 
JII Hendrick 

Postings, Promotions, Discharges 

a. In. 

Cpl Colin Moors from 1 Fd Sqn 
Spr Lindsay Clarke from RF Cadets 
Spr Colin Nordstrom from 2 Fd Sqn 
Cpl John Heke from 1 Fd Sqn (projected on 

14 Apr 76) 
Sgt Ken McEwen from Singapore (projected 

on 29 r-1ay 76 ) 
Ssgt Alan Brown from \'/aiouru (projected on 

21 Apr 76) 
Cpl "'ililly" Wilson from 1 Fd Sqn (projected 

on 14 ~pr 76) 

b. .Q!ll. 

Sgt Archie Hallam to SME 
Ssgt Robin I>lcAllister to 3 Fd Sqn 

(projected on 21 Apr 76) 
Lcpl Lindsay Ward (attached) to 1 Fd Sqn 

(projected on 14 Apr 76) 
Cpl John Cubitt to Base Services, Singapore 

wef 22 Apr 76 
Cpl K~vin Smi~h to ATG (projected for 14 Apr 76) 
Sgt r.like Morrlson to HQ NdT AA (projected for 

24 May 76) 

c. Discharges, 

Capt DJ (Bing) Powley on 28 Feb 76 
3 pr Kerry Angus on 5 Har 76 
Spr Fluff V/right on 26 Apr 76. 

/Current Tasks 
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CUrrent Tasks 

,. . Argo. Rd. Work erinds on at J.rgo -<11der the 
~':'p:.b~e d~rect~on of Fd Sqn who have set u1 a reall 
l~nct~onal base camp below ~'arry 1 5 ~pt a h by . k' ...... • .., uqn as een 
wor ~ng on the normal 1 0 day TOD with Pl ·rps alternating 
oP s~te, abl~ backed up by Resources and Tpt . Progress 
from Three K~ngs back to the Westlawn Hut has b 
~ood and t · d . t een very 
t,; , . . ou s~ e l.Il erference, except from Ex TRIAD , has 
been m~n~mal. It appears that work during this current 
season w~ll be well up to schedule. 

Wai tuna '11 est • \fuile Ar go is 
progressing, work has also gone 
on at Wai tuna \>lest to improve 
roads at the 6 Fd Sqn Annual 
Camp site where slips had 
occurred:. 

Waiterere State Forest. The unit has also 
assi~te~ the Forest Service by constructing more firebreaks 
in the forest area. 

Local Works. Plant has been used for local 
beautification works, construction of a golf green and 
other allied tasks. 

Annual 'Jamp 1976 

This year t he unit had a very successful Annual 
Camp although we were split up into three areas. The main 
body was at Tangimoana at the LSG Camp, and from there 
detachments worked at Waituna West on road construction, 
at Waiterere constructing fire breaks, and at Ohakea where 
inter-service cooperation resulted in a rifle range being 
constructed. 

At Tangimoana the unit was fully involved in all 
Annual Camp activities, and great accent was placed on 
physical fitness and PE Tests, although not everyone 
appreciated PT at 0600 daily. 

The Visitors' Day was very popul ar, and many mums 
~~d children were pleased to see how the Dads existed in the 
field. 

While all this was going on at Tangimoana, a 
detacnment was based at Helwon under the command of Capt 
Powley , ~~d worked on the M113 Pond and Argo. It was an 
"o~our for the unit when Capt Powley was awarded a red 
~osette for his fortitude after undergoing an operation 
A~ring the Annual Camp. 

/Farewells 

--ooOOoo-

Ten good soldiers, wisely led, 
Will beat a hundred without a head. 

D 1 Arcy Thompson 

--ooOOoo-
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en 28 }'eb 76, Capt Binc- Po1rley decided to try 
· 1· fe n:"ter 2 1 years' valuable service to the Ar;ay. 

Cl. vvy 1 ' ~ h n1 ~ ·, , "' d had. ;•e l'ai rrcgres3cl throut;h tern C;... li0-1 vpr an -
~W:;J.'S ;..iven of his best in every appointment he had held 
and ~lfill be sorely miss ed by th; unit. Capt P?lfley 1-102 
fare1<ellei by tlu~ t..ni t on l·.'c d 2:J Feb 76 at a SUl. tab~~ 
function , and pre:::;(mt ed with a silver tray. In !:lax1ng 
the presentation , i'Iaj Shorter congr:::.tulat~d Cap~ Po· . .;ley 
on tile rn:l.nner in 1rhich he had pcrfor:J.Cd his du t1es. and. 
1·1ished r.i.Gl and his f:;.r:Uly well for the future. B1ne 1s 
not entirely lost to the squadron, ho'.mver, because he has 
enlisted in the T~ as Recon Officer. 

Set !.rc.'lie liallam has also left for J:.:,s after 
valuable service uith the unit and Hill be midS<:!J so:c0ly 
es:recially by the t raining tea:n of which he lf(;..S a valuable 
member. 

l'li th Ssct s Robin McAllister, and 
Sgt Nike I:orri son also on the short list to UJove, the 
unit is l osing I!l(!."lY valuable and experienced members . 

!·latches and n,-,tches 

Congratulations are extended to Pt e Val Dixon, 
our Tech Clerk and Spr Bruce Jaclcson on their recent 
ent;agement. "Jacko" has been 1wrkine furiously at Argo, 
but it was noticeable t hat Val went up for a day trip, 
presumably to keep an eye on him. 

Congratulations are also extended to Spr Brlan 
Hutton and his wife Lynnette on the birth of their daughter 
Natasha !·!aria. Also to Lcpl George Pycraft and his wife 
Beverley on the birth of their daughter Kristen Elizabeth. 

Sports 

Our gallant rowers are still \vorking hard for 
the Ar ar::oho 'Jl ub at ·~·la!lg<:l.nui and have competed in many 
regattas over the summer period. There is no doubt about 
the~r enthusiD.sm, but so!llething alHays seems to affect 
the~r performance so that they have not reached their 
undoubted potential. 

3}.:·s Bria"l. Hutton and Colin Nordstroo have been 
selected in the Central Region \'later Polo Team, and we 
expect them t o do 1·1ell. 

. The unit is well r<:!prescnted on the committee of 
the L~nton Car.1p Golf Club, and it is noticeable that a lot 
of clean-up vror~ has been in progrecs recently to im.prove 
the cour s e and 1 ts surrm~dings. 

--ooOOoo-
/Future Buildin(' s 

Everyone is a .n-e11i t 1 t 
u us a c~s once a year. 

--o-r- "'_ 
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Future fuildings 

.support Branch has evidently noticed that some 
of the un~t•s 1942 vintage buildings are inadequate and 
has asked for a works brief for new accommodation to be 
prepared. ~he first b~il~ing down for replacement appears 
to be the unlt HQ, but ~t ~s not certain at this stage how 
long the old building will have to stay. 

&unour 

Rumour has it that the OC, Major Tony Shorter 
is toying with the idea of sampling civvy street. 

TOKOJYIARU ABOUT TO ELECT CONFEDE..'1A.TE MAYOR 

A report from the small Manawatu town of Tokomaru 
indicates that a new confederate mayor will be elected at 
the next municipal elections. The new mayor, who originally 
hails from the South Island, desires that local residents 
should wear grey uniforms, and that the Confederate Flag 
should be flown proudly from the toi-m ' s only shop. 

The Mayor-elect, a chubby, friendly person, has 
been residing at Linton Camp for some years, but has been 
pining for his native soil across Cook Strait. He brings 
a wealth of experience to his adopted district, being expert 
in Field Engineering, SSM's duties, transportation fiddles, 
and bar managership. He is well known at TAB Agencies 
throughout the country, and as a veteran of both the Korean 
and Vietnamese conflicts, well qualified to advise on 
country living. 

It is rumoured that the potential mayor will move 
to Tokomaru in the near future, and that he will not approve 
of any Gerry-built homes. His motto is said to be "Grieve 
not - for I am here". 

Grateful Tokomaru is to purchase a new mayoral car 
which will be a Studebaker of about 1942 vintage. 

--ooOOoo-

Argo Tale: 
After heavy rain recently, I came across Tom at 
the roadSide with just his head appearing above the 
mud. "Hang on Tom" I said, "I'll give you a hand 
out." And Tom replied "It's alright mate,,f,'m OK, 
I've got a darned good strong horse under me. 

--ooOOoo--
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

SCHOOL OF MILITARY ENGINEERING 

Apoointments 

The following are the current appointments 

as at 1 Apr 76. 

oc 
AO 
SSH 
Trg Offr 
Trg \VO A 
Trg WO G 
Trg Plant 
Cclk 
SQHS 

Ssgt 

Postings/Promotions etc 

Out. 

Lc:pl Corlett 
Sgt Hallam 
v/01 Nepia 

r:Iaj CR 
Capt JA 
\'IOI WGW 
Capt RB 
won rvrr 
won WH 
Sgt !-13 
Ssgt MJ 
'1/01 BD 

Parker 
Tymkin 
Williams 
Simmons 
Robins on 
Lamb 
Grace 
Dette 
Hook 

Ex 5Spt Sqn 
Ex 5 Spt Sqn 
Ex LSG 

;mn Chamberlain 
Cpl Cubi tt 

to LSG 
to Base Services Unit 

Singapore 
i'l01 Williams to HQ M\'/T AA 

Promotions. 

John Cubitt 
Vlilly 'o'lilliams 
!·!arty f.'Iartin 
Grouch Toia 
Brian Hook 
Roger Simmons 

Discharge. 

Cpl HcGill 

to Sgt wef emplanement 
to Lt wef 3 Nay 76 
to Cpl vref 20 Feb 76 
to Cpl vref 28 Jan 76 
to 'dOI vref 25 Jan 76 
to Capt vref 1 3 Dec 75 

to civvy st 19 r~y 76 

--ooOOoo-

.r "? year old retired Sapper r1ajor who went farming, 
-arr~ed a beautiful 20 year old girl but he couldn •t 
ce~ his hands off her. So he sacked his hands and 

.JO'..teht a col!lbine harvester instead. 

--ooOOoo--
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.:le cent course ne~rs includes: 

., . I'., 1 ~tr.. In~ake. The ust:.nl woJ b..<~ en of :;z 
_, ou tn to~,;~,t rrl VPS Wl th the fi "~t l. n" ak f t'-1';- B t .-.. . •"' -"· ,e o "e year . · ;B ';,s ~ .>UJ;;_,JE:r c.n·rard 17a3 presented to Spr i-i:a Connolly 
~3~~ i ->qn by the .:levlewing Officer Lt Col R ::cL Dickie, 

Basic Plant. During this course 
which was conducted during 13 J~~ 

- 3 Feb 76, the nine ~F students 
supervised by Set Grace and Cpl 

f1cGill \forked around the clock 
for sever. days to co~:.plete an 
open ai1' a.cJlfh.J. theatre complete 
with access road, also a nine 
!1ole ~niniature golf course for 
Lake Alice Eospi tal. This 

was no mean task for sappers 
learning neu skills on pJ.ant 

michines, ~rheelbarrovrs and rakes. 

Pl~nt, Roads and Airfields. After 
seven hectic hot February days of pushing calculator keys, 
j,'lnipulatinc slide rules and turning spint eyed over 

logarithm tables, 11 brainwashed students settled do\vn to 
the more serious work of surveying and soils mechanic skills • 
. lord has it that some students went around the bend after 
miscalculating a road curve design, lets hope the same 
persons don't go completely round the twist when computing 
drainage problems during the plant management phase in April. 

Basic Field No 3. A hard working crew of 16 
y0unb sappers and three keen crunchies make up this 
outstanding course \iho, with the help of six chainsa\fs, 
felled, trimmed, cleaned and milled 32 lance limbed trees 
each averaging one metre in diameter, in 10 \forking hours. 
The co·~rse participation in the Linton Camp athletics 
meeting lead Sl·:E to a decisive win. 

The a\fard of the Best Sapper was made by the 
Col Comd Col A.R. Currie DSO, OBE, to Spr iv Nathan of 
1 Fd Sqn. 

Tl!, 13th Intake. Not so many in this intake but 
~1~ are striving hard to reach the ultimate aim of being 
good sappers. They, like the No 3 3asic Field course, 
p· ....... ticlpated \fell in the camp athletics meeting, Spr Gleeson 
0 :: 2 :::'1 )q_n ran an excellent SOOm, \finning easily over all 
J~her contenders. 

Jpr 
OBE. 

,.., 7 
J. ~- • 

The cup for the Best '3apper ~ras presented ~o 
./hi te of 6 .Fd Jqn by Col ~ond Col A.R. Currle DGO , 

--o:.J00oo-

.n10 is the oJ.d person? 
" ':lelshman, an 3nglishinan, a Jcotsnan, G.';lmen 
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RFNF. Recently learnt all there is to know 
on li@lt suspension bridges and additionally~ of them 
obtained NZ Heavy Trade vehicle driving lic?nces. :ane ttFi·iF 
also obtained plant licences. The 22 sold~ers ubt~ned a 
total of 80 licences . Certificates of competance to all 
were presented on parade by the Chief' Engineer Lt Col a.K. 
Rutherfo rd and Spr ~alivutu was presented with the Sgt Tom 
Pomare ;.:emorial Cup for the most improved rugby player of 
the season. Due to leave SME on 10 Apr, their final trade 
training will include the finishing of the Linton Camp 
Community Centre. 

Demonstrations/Visits 

A three engr unit combined demonstration for 
the Rngineer in Chief of the British Army, Haj Gen J .A. 
Foster, was held on 18 Feb 76. A good demonstration with 
perhaps the most notable event being the Basic Field No 3 
building the AFB in good time exactly 33 minutes after their 
arrival at SHE to commence training. A formal parade 
followed the demonstration and 2 Fd Sqn have reported on 
medals presented. 

Officer Cadet Visit 

!'larch the 8th saw ten female and four md.le RF 
officer cadets trying their hand at various engineer skills 
during practical demonstrations conducted at SJIIE. The 
female contingent proved that International Women's Year 
has placed the male chauvinist more into his place when 
the future "mam" WRACS captained and manned the LTR on a 
faultless trip around the lagoon. 

Course Statistics Trg Yr 75/76 

Total cses = 24 
Total students 476 

Offrs 11 
Snrs 60 
JRs 179 
TF 167 
Plant = ~ 

ill 
Linton Camp Inter Unit Athletics 

This annual competition, the trophy for which 
was presented by the Manawatu Officers Club in 1964 was 
~?r, by SI1E on 24 l-Iar 76 for the first time. It to~k six 
t~rsts, two\ seconds and four third placings to beat off 

6 stern c,l~lenge from 2 Fd Sqn who have won the tro h 
six of the e~ght occasions the competition has been held: 

-ooOOoo--

Hm; does the busy G 
Employ its working day? 
By getting all the files from ~ 
And passing them to A. 

--ooOOoo--



THIS IS A TEWT 
t long last we have sufficient 

quantity for you to have one of 
your own. Guard it with your life 
these TEWTS are very rare and hard to 
by. 

Especially round ones. 

This is an indispensable item. It will 
help you to become a much more efficient worker •••• 

_for years people have been saying "I'll do that 
as soon as I get around TEWT". 

Now that you have a round TEWT of your 
very own, many things that have been needing to get 
done will now be accomplished. 

RFMF Return 1 976 

We were passed hot news from one of our 
headquarters on a Friday that our RFMF boys would most 
likely be remaining in NZ for three weeks longer than 
planned • We had two 'phone calls in fact. This was 
followed a few days later with similar news but still 
nothing firm. What we didn't say was that Mrs Tom Shute, 
by telephone from Fiji, had told her husband on the preceding 
Thursday that his new flight day would be ••• Apr 76. The day 
which now appears to be firming up as the real McCoy!! 

"The time has come", the Order said, 
To speak of other things, 
Of planes and kits and going home, 
Of working for our King. 
And when does work production start 
And whether time has wings." 



1 • 

2. 

6 . 

7. 

8. 

9· 

10. 

11 • 

12 . 

13 . 

14. 

SAPPER CENSUS 
PERSONAL ~UESTIONNAIRE 

Address (if any) ______________ _ Name, ____________ ....: 

Sex (Xot what your pals call YO';l-) ~'lai- 11 0 
Tickle letterbox which appl1es ,. ~ Femail 

Are you single, double, ~epara;ed, churned, 
divorced, widowed, exper1enced. ________ _ 

When were you born? ________ _ 
Why? _________ __ 

No of children who are 15 yrs 11 months 29 days ___ _ 

What occupation do you follow?~----------------
Have you caught up with it yet ·-----

Length of residence in NZ _yds ___ ft _ ins • 

can you order men about? Can you order a drink? __ 

Rank held. __ _ Taxi rank Any odour rank? 

What rank would you prefer? Sgt, WO, Capt, Maj, Col. 
(Cross out what not required) 

·wife? Anybody Elses? Other Insects?_ 

Income: from (a) Pakapoo . ~ !~ Shares 

!~l 
Housie Beer bottles 
Crown & Anchor (h) Dead Carts 

d) Darts (i~ Girl friends 
e) Raffles (j Home Brew 

Have you a (a) TV Set ~:~ Lawn mower 

(b~ Mother-in-law Froth blower 
(c Fore father (f) Brass Hat 

Are you a (a~ Sik-oda-boos (c~ Punchee 
(b Psst off (d Na ked 

Notes : 

1. All questions must be answered in full by "Yes" "No" 
and "Nil" . 
2 . Much of the information in the completed questionnaire 
is private. No guarantees can be given that the individual 
will not be i dentified, the information made available to any 
person, and a well known weekly newspaper given first option. 

3. A. cheque to suppress information will be accepted 
under normal Sapper Census procedures. This is known as 
Sappertage! 

--ooOOoo-

Administration is the art of marrying the human 
factor and the practical factor so that both initiative 
and system can develop naturally. 

Marcus Vi 
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CHAPTER Nill 

B COY RF CADET SCHOOL 
APPRENTICE WING 

Cdt School Storeman 
Sappers Attached 

Capt 
Ssgt 
Sgt 
Sgt 
Sgt 
Cpl 
Spr 
Spr 
Spr 
Spr 
Spr 

JK Williams 
Archer (Terry) 
Milliken (Don) 
Stowell (Les) 
Staines (Pinky) 
'1/hi te (John) 
Nicol (Radar) 
Harewa (Henry) 
Lightbourne (40 watt) 
Broome ( Bas ) 
Bryce (Bikey) 

At the moment Apprentice v/ing has 21 engineer 
apprentices of which 13 are second year apprentices in 
carpentry, seven first year apprentices and one plumber 
apprentice. 

We expect a swathe of postings shortly with 
Sgt Staines going to 2 Fd Sqn and Sgt Milliken to 3 Fd Sqn • 
.3gt Mike Lacey and Lcpl Rosa Maher are expected in during the 
next few months to take over as carpentry instructors. This 
will enable us to operate at a ratio of one instructor to 
seven apprentices which is near our ideal ratio of one for 
six apprentices. 

Work on the houses is progressing slowly but 
surely however, the houses that we completed last year are 
still unoccupied as they are not decorated or connected up 
to power or sewage (which minor point was not fully appreciated 
at the time they were built). 

We will lose our only plumbing apprentice when 
Sgt Staines moves to 2 Fd Sqn so after some years of training 
electricians plumbers and carpenters, we will only have 
carpenters at Apprentice Wing. However, due to the change 
in apprenticeships, we now have more apprentices than ever 
as they must be with us now for two years before they return 
to a squadron. 

--ooOOoo-

In an organisation of which one member is 
the subordinate of another, the superior 
(if he is a gentleman) will never think of 
it, and the subordinate (if he is a 
gentleman) will never forget it. 

J.B. Lawrence 
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CHJ.l'TER TEN 

FIR.E BRIGADES 
PART ONE 

PAPAA1J.RA FIRE BRIGADE 

Below are some items from this brigade· 

Apoointments 

Feb 76. 
The following are the appointments as at 29 

Fire Prevention Adviser 
Senior Volunteer Fireman 

\VOII B~l 
Cpl C 

Natta 
Shore RNZENE 

The brigade consists of one Fire Prevention adviser and 19 
volunteers, when there are no camps or exercises. 

Fire Ca1ls 

With the assistance from the boys down town, 
the brigade attended 27 fire calls in 1975. 

Volunteer Firemen 

Again most volunteers here have given up their 
weekends to attend courses at the Auckland Met Fire School 
and have gained a lot from them •. 

Brigade Activities 

The brigade conducted an excellent exercise with 
back up from Papakura, Manurewa and Beachlands volunteers 
when it burnt down a comdemned Army house in Shepherds Road. 
!t.ost volunteers who attended, wondered why the Divisional 
Officer disliked them, as he kept kicking them back in as 
they were trying to get out. 

The brigade has also attended two large exercises 
conducted by Auck Met Brigade, and had the chance to use 
modern gear. 

Egui unent 

. At the 29 Feb 76, the brigade has the following 
equ~pment: 

1 only t ton Landrover (any resemblance to a 
Firemaster's rover is 
purely coincidental) 

1 only 1942 VB Fire Appliance (Clapped out) 
1 only 1940 VB trailer pump (as above) 
16 Lancer jackets (worn out) 
14 pairs Jackboots (as above) · 
18 Chieftain helmets (in good condition - bought 

by the brigade) 
Plus a limited quantity of hose and other fire 

fire fighting equipment. 

/Question 



ir 
POOl 
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Cloud t hat a 
chubby angel 
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Question: Did the person who 
designed the Army fireman's 
badge also:-. design the Fire 
Service Commission's 
rubber duckie as both look 
revolting? 

Wanted on Loan 

This brigade requires the 
loan of one only small fire (must 
not cause more than $10.00 damage .: 
~his is required to prove officers 
i-Trong who say that "This camp has 
not had a fire for the past five 
years, therefore the equipment 
issued in 1942 is still good and 
you cannot have new equipment." 

Thought for the r•lonth 

How to pro-ect a $5,000,000 
investment with a $5.00 appliance. 

- - ooOOoo-

.. They brought the elephant of Asia 
to convey the artillery of Europe 
to dethrone one of the Kings of 
Africa, and to hoist the standard 
of St George upon the mountains of 
Basselas." 
Benjamin Disraeli 1868. }loving vot 
of thanks to Sir Robert Napier's 
Army after the Abyssinian campaign. 

-ooOOoo--

Content removed due to copyright
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PART TV/0 

LINTON CAI-lP FIRE BRIGADE 

OBITUARY 

SGT K.A. GRAY 

It is with deep regret we record the tragic 
death of Sgt Ken Gray, Deputy Firemaster, on 
the night of 17 March 1976 at a fire at 
Linton Camp. 

Ken was well known throughout the Army not 
only as a fireman but as a keen golfer, 
especially as Secretary of the Linton Camp 
dolf Club. 

Ken and his family emigrated to NZ from 
the UK in 1961, where he was a member of the 
London Metropolitan Fire Brigade. He joined 
the NZ Army and was based at Trentham for two 
years before moving to Linton in 1963 where 
he has been ever since. 

Ken will be missed by all the men in the NZ 
Army Fire Service. He was a good, steadying 
influence on the lads and had a good grasp of 
military law as well as fire fighting. 

He is survived by his wife and four children 
and our deepest sympathy goes to them. 

3gt Gray was buried with full military 
honours on Monday 22 March 1976. 

Seeking no reward -
Serving only his conscience 

and his God. 
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Appointments 

The $64,000 question currently 
being reviewed. 

As I am posted to Burnham later in the month 
I vrould like to reflect on my 3-! years at Linton. I can't 
honestly say its been a bed of roses (except in the prickly 
sense) but I do feel I have achieved a fe~T thing3 for this 
camp. 

r-;y thanks nust go to all who did help achieve 
the things I did, and especially my lads both Regular ahd 
Volunteer, for being enthusiastic in their performance. 
I hope they will continue with the good vrork and eive the 
new Firemaster and Deputy a fair go. 

The challenges and achievements havr. really 
only been marred by our recent sad loss. 

Also my thanks to the Liaison Letter for the 
tolerance of allo'lling me to air my v ie1,rs and grieva.'lces, 
and I <Till try to keep it up from the Deep South. 

Don Pullen. 

--ooOOoo-

·,mAT IS A FIR~~·1AN? 

He's the guy next door. . 
He's a man's man with the sharp memory of a l~ttle 

boy who never got over the excitement of engines 
and sirens and danger. 

He 's a guy like you and me vTi th warts and <Torries 
and unfilled dreams • 

Yet he stands taller than most of us 
He 1 s a fireman. 
He puts it all on the lin;; c:hen the bell rings 
A fire t:n..'l is at once the most fortunate and the 

least fortunate of men 
He •s a man vTho savours life bec::mse he has seen 

too much death. He's a centle man because.he 
has seen too much of the awesome po1ver of v:;.olent 
forces out of control. He •s a man respons~ve to 
a child's laughter because his arms have he~d too 
ma.>J.y small bodies that will never laugh agru.n. 

1-· f 
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He's a man 1vho appreciates the simple pleasur?s 
of life ••• hot coffee held in n~bcd un~end~ne 
fingers... the flush of fresh a~r pump~ng 
through smolce and fire convulsed lungs • • • a 
ar bed for bone and muscle compelled beyond 
~ee~ng ••• the comeraderie of brave men~·· the 
devine peace of selfless service and a JOb well 
done in the name of all men. 

He doesn •t wear buttons or ;vavc fla~s c:r shout 
obscenities and when he marches ~t ~s to honour 
a fallen cooradeo 

He doesn't preach the brotherhood of man 
He lives it. 

--ooOOoo-

TH.3 VOLUNTEER FIRI'Jr1AN 

Extract from Piedmont Herald 
Volunteer firemen are a breed unto themselves. 
'h'hoever heard of a man who is ~Tilling to be on 

twenty-four hour duty without pay for the 
dubious privilege of protecting his neighbour's 
property? 

Whoever heard of a man who will dash from his desk 
and ride a fire appliance to the scene of the 
alarm ruining his suit, neglecting his business, 
risking his life and exhausting himself physically, 
not for money but because he believes in serving 
his community? 

Whoever heard of a man who will give up his favourite 
TV show, postp9ne some reading of some "do-it
yourself" house chores he's been planning (plus 
sacrificing his evenings with his wife and children) 
just to attend a meeting where he learns how to 
function as a volunteer servant on behalf of his 
fello·,ITI!en? 

',fuoever heard (in this day and age) of a man 1Vho is 
crazy enough to be worrying about the other fellow? 

'i/ell, if you don't know the ansuers to these questions, 
look around our fire stations. 

You'll see people who aren't out protesting and 
demonstrating and complaining because they're too 
busy living up to the image of a good New Zealander. 

You'll see people whose forefathers were made of the 
same stuff and that's why 1·re have inherited this 
wonderful land. 

You '11 see 1)eople just like yourself who care what 
happens to their neighbours and their community 
and "heir country. 

--ooOOoo--
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CHAPTER EL~VEN 

COR1'3 HATTERS 

Photographic Reproduction 

.The photographic plates necessary for the 
reproduct~on of photographs in the Liaison Letter, cost 
money. .:lO far SNE uPF has paid $5.10 and 6 :m Sqn 
have chalked up a bill for $7.50. 

Units are invited to forward black and white 
gloss or matt finish photographs to fit an A4 page. 
Costs accrued by Swift Copy Ltd Palmerston North for 
the proces~ing of the photographic plates are to be a 
charge aga1.nst the unit wishing this little extra touch 
of class to their contribution. This policy must 
continue until a suitable source of revenue is unearthed. 

Huseum News 

Mr Eddie Farnell, Auckland Sappers :.ssn and 
Registered Surveyor, surveyed the nevr Corps Hemorial Museum/ 
library site on T·1on 29 Apr 76. Just so happened that he was 
able to have lunch in the officers mess with our Col Comd 
Col A.R. Currie, who visited Linton C~1p the same day, as 
Reviewing Officer for an Sr1E parade. 

Forsyth's Cartoons 

vie are indebted to Sgt Vi1J Hubner who has 
fo1~arded some cartoons drawn during the 1950s by a P~ 
Forsyth of 3 Fd Sqn. The cartoons represent a true 
incident during training of that era. vre intended to 
publish one per liaison letter, as is Sgt Hubner in his 
own newsletter titled the "2 Troop Times". The cartoon 
is included at the end of this chapter. 

Personality Parade 

(From "Convoice" the magazine of miT 24V, a 
troopship of WW II- "Nevr Amsterdam") 

Najor A.R. Currie, NZSC: A staff corps man -
that says a lot. Ship's Adjutant - that says a lot more. 
His road in supervising the administration of the ship is a 
road fraught vTi th hills and precipices. Is it any wonder 
therefore that the radiator becomes a little heated at 
times? The nan who arranges swimming parades and the like. 
For the engineers sake it must not be overlooked that o~r 
Adjutant is an engineer. Besides wielding the pen he l.S 

a l so at home in a "folding boat" or fixing up a "box girder" 
with a few "knots and lashings" '• 

--ooOOoo--

A political war is one in vrhich everyone shoots 
from the lip 

• • I I • • 
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,;orrs ,ru,;by 

The reality of a Corps rugby te:un is getting 
c.lo.;er . The Chief Engineer hn.s appointed :'laj Jameson 
·J...'l.d .WI l\'epia as the basis of the selection panel for the 
19"6 r..1._;by seD.son. Both 1 "'d Sqn and 2 Fd Sqn are 
preF~ed to lend their corps coloured r~gby gear for a 
&~e (or gaues) against other corps. Possible opposition 
is being sought with the strong possibility of the game(s) 
beinG played at Linton Camp between 5 and 10 3ep 76. All 
:{;; ::: rue; by players are to be considered. Selectors, or 
-.;hose they eo-opt to assist, may well be watching you 
:~is season. Progress will doubtless be reported as will 
the r·esul ts of any games • 

Your 

~ 

1 
1 
2 
3 
8 
9 

11 
12 
17 

20 

June 

2 
6 
7 

10 
11 
13 
14 
16 
17 
18 
21 
21 
26 
28 

July 

1 
E 

10 
16 
23 
31 

Jiary 

1759 
1942 
1945 
1945 
1945 
1943 
1944 
1943 
1900 
1941 
1941 

1953 
1944 
1917 
1921 
1900 
1900 
1857 
1756 
1775 
1815 
1940 
1942 
1942 
1778 

1916 
1758 
1943 
1857 
1704 
1917 

Capture of Guadaloupe 
Fall of Mandalay 
Surrender of German forces in Italy 
Capture of Rangoon 
VE Day 
Battle of Hamman Lif 
Fourth Battle of Cassino 
Axis forces surrender in North Africa 
Relief of Mafeking 
Italian surrender at Amba Alagi 
Battle of Crete 

Coronation of HJI! the ~ueen 
D-Day Normandy Landings 
Battle of Messines Ridge 
Birthday Prince Phillip 
Battle of Diamond Hill 
Boxer Rising 
Storming of Delhi 
Battle of Calcutta 
Battle of Bunkers Hill 
Battle of \v'aterloo 
Capture of Damascus 
Fall of Tobruk 
Battle of r.!ersa Matruh 
Battle of r.!onmouth 

Battle of the Somme 
~~t~l~ of Ticonderoga 
.:nc~l~ Landings 
Battle of r·Iaharajpur 
Capture of Gibraltar 
Third Battle of Ypres 

--ooOOoo--

,:Joldiers in peace are like chimneys in 
summer. 

\Villi am Cecil, J,ord 3urghley 
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SOUTH TO THE './ UKATO 

In 1S75 an engir.eer in England received a letter from his 
son, an engineer in the army in New Zealand. 

To: 

Robert ::i tchell, Esq. 
Civil Engineer, ' 
14 Victoria Square, 
\vestrr,inster, 
LONDON. 

Dear Father, 

Lieutenant Peter ~~itchell, 
No 2 Company 

Volunteer Engineer-1-!ili tia , 
Newcastle, 

New Zealand. 
15 January 1875 

In my last letter (which, I believe, left these 
shores a month ago by the ship "Ben Lomond") I told you 
about my voyage out from England and my impression of the 
tOim of Auckland. I propose now to describe the work on 
which I am engaged in this Colony. As you will see fron my 
address, I have already obtained a position; indeed I had 
little difficulty in doing so, as there is some demand here 
for qualified engineers. 

My unit is building a narrow-gauge railway from 
:·lercer ( 'J.bout 40 miles sough of Auckland) to the town of 
Hamilton. We are camped on the banks of the Waikato river 
at Newcastle, formerly known as Ngaruawahia and once the 
headquarters of the Maori King. 

You may wonder why a military unit should be 
building railways in times of peace. Let me explain. 
Although the Waikato ·,{ar ended twelve years ago, until 
quite recently the l·laoris were very restless and the 
~overnment decided to have the work carried out by an armed 
force. So, the Volunteer Engineer-l·!ili tia was formed to 
help keep law and order and at the same time render useful 
service by building the railway. The force comprises three 
co~p11nies totalling 200 men, commanded by Hajor Cooper. 
Our men are vrell trained in military drill and each carries 
an Enfield rifle, which he always keeps close at hand. I 
should say that we are well prepared for any trouble that 
might arise! 

/We rise in the 
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'tie rise in the morning to the bl 'l.re of the bueJ_e 
and after bre:l.':fast par ade for inspection, just like anr 
rermlar inf·1ntry rer;imcnt. Then 11e ma.rch ~rom our t e~ .-ed 
en~amument to the scene of the d'l.y's operat:tons- 8omuu:tmes. 

:.1 ·n;, es a'I"Y 'dork for the ::nen is much the s. o.me a. s :t t 
sever~ • ~~ · " • f h , t ·1 
wo~U.i be at home .in England - eight or nine hours o '"'.r'"'" o:t , 
building earthworks with picks,. shovels • az:d wheelbarrows. 
In 'l.idi tion to our military d'.lt:tes, <Te off:tcers h :x:re to 
supervise t!':e 1·1ork of the men, check levels and a l:;.gnmcnt of 
the e'l.rt!"l·lOrks, o.nd generall:f s;e that everyth:tr;t~ :t~ doz:e to 
the satisfaction of the l'ubl:tc 1lorks Department .., :hstr:tct 
Engineer. It is a hard life, but not an unpleasant one. 

There is little fear now of a renev1ed ~rar, a nd already 
there h3.s bec:1 sc::.c Sl.lg{:estion th:1t the Volunteer Engineer-
r.:ili tia 'r.'l,Y be disb'lnded in a fevr months' tirr;e . The prospe ct 
does not dis~ny i7"e, for I have been promised ::>.n engineering 
position with the Jovernment. 

The ~0 rr.ile railway I·Te are helping to build is 
but the first section of a trunk line lvhich the Gcm'3rnment 
plar.s to build from Auckland to ':lellington. Such a raih·a.y 
will be a tremendous undertaking for a small colony, ~s the 
total distance, I believe, is somewhere in the vicinity of 450 
miles. Ho1·1ever, those who l;:nmq . the country assure ne tha t a 
trw!k lir.e is most necessary if the No rth Island is tu be opened 
up for colonists. 

The line 1ms first intended to asnist mili tn.ry 
oper2.tions; the Auckland Provincial Council decided to bui ld 
a 20 mile line fron Auckland to Drury, uhere the Imperial Army 
had a larce bqse canp. But the war ended before the first 
sod w2.s turned at Newmarket, and in 1866, after seyeral miles 
of r:1.ils and a s~~l l locomotive had been imported, uork stopped. 
Xo f'..trther progress was made until 1870, when the General 
Goverr.ment in ;·Je llington deci1ed to build a netvro rk of lig ht 
r:J.il1·1ays t hroUGhout the Colony to promote im:niP"ra tion and 
settlem~nt. w 

~ ::ou Hill, of course, remenber John B!'ogden, the 
Lor..rl.on i~ng:tncer. "dell, Bro(;den ~nd his sons obtained 
contracts to construct Government rail,mys in v-arious parts 
~f the C<;>lony, one of the larges t beine that for the Auckland-
.·.ercer l:tno. Brogd en started construction in 1872, t:tkinc 
over the works ab~ndoned by the Provincial Council, and he 
expPcts to complete the last section into l•:ercer before the 
middle of this year. 

. 3o it will not be lor.g before trains will be 
ru.11n..1ng regul::..rly ~,o l-1ercer. . Funny little trains they are, 
too, not at all l l>~e those ln Eno-land. The encrines have hncoe 
f:'3adla!r.:;:s to lie;ht up the track at night, and so;;;e are now "' 
be · nr; fitted ·,rj_ t h 'ccw-ca tch0rs' in front just like those 
""' ' .. ~ +c ~ .... · · t ' - ·- ' - ' ,.<;- :tn p:t c ures of .\.ueric:1.n J.ocomoti ves. A fe~r 
a:e n'lr.:cd , 3-nd I t:.ust confess I felt quite homesick when I 
~~r~t S?..',; er.c:ir s b':?·lring names nuch o.s "Lord of the Isle.s'' 
Lady of t!le Lake" 'l.nd "Ivanhoe". ' 

/i>lhen the raihray 

~I 
I 



\fuen the railway has been opened, passengers 
and goods from Auckland will be conveyed to I1ercer by 
train, thence as fa~ as Hamilton by paddie-st~~ers on the 
river. What a beautiful waterway the \llaikato river is! 
I wish you could see it, Father. As I sit writing this 
letter, I can look through the doorway of my tent and see 
the moonlit waters - an inspiring sight! Within about two 
years, however, it will be little used for transport, as by 
then trains will be carrying practically all the traffic. 

I look forward to the day when the railway will 
be open from Auckland to Wellington, and trust that I may 
have the opportunity to take part in its construction through 
the mountainous country below the Punui river, near Te 
Awamutu. What an experience it will be to build a railway 
through that practically unknown territory! At present it 
is a forbidden land to Europeans, but son.e of the old 
frontiersmen who know the r·Iaoris say that another ten years 
will see the end of all bitterness between the two races. 
I sincerely hope so, for I have found the Maoris to be most 
courteous and hospitable people. 

Well, father, the hour is late and ny candle is 
spluttering out its last few minutes of useful life, so I 
must draw my letter to a close. I trust tr.at I have not 
wearied you with this account of my work . In my next letter 
I shall tell you more about what litt le I have seen of this 
beautiful country and its people. 

leaves me, 
Hoping this finds you in good health, as it 

Your affectionate son, 
Peter 

Content removed due to copyright
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SAPPERS ABROA.D 

R.FHF ENGINEER REPORT 

By: Capt K.J. \vood.s 

The final Engineer re-org for some ti~e to come 
(vie hp pe) has been carried out and the RFriF Engr ( er:1pire) 
or~anisation stands at HQ Engrs (3 offrs 22 ORB), Car:J.p 
l'~a~ntenance Troop (50), Trade Training School (49) and 
No 1 Rural Development Squadron (1 offr 200 OP~). 

The Camp rlaintenance Troop is commanded by 
vlOII Biuvakaloloma, tfho has some time with HZ lffi<rr Units 
and is made up of former RFHF Ilaintenance Eng:" ne~rs boosted 
up with sappers recruited for the Rural Devel opment scheme. 
As employment in the building industry is at present very 
difficult to find, we are endeavouring to post the graduates 
from the Trade Training School directly into our I'iaintenance 
Troop so at least they have the chance of improving or 
continuing their trade knowledge. Other identities in the 
Haintenance Troop whom NZ sappers would probably remember 
are Ssgt Joe Tatiake and Cpls Naivaluvou and Rat·Taqa. 

The Trade Training School is commanded by 'ITOII 
Tuimavana assisted by a staff of nine including Sgt Koli 
Vatanitawalce, Sgt Tikoimua, Sgt Waqanisau and Sgt Dan 
Cagilaba. There are forty trainees under instruction, 
ten of iihich graduate every three months and a new ten 
recruited. The standard achieved in the tvlelve months is 
very high and every trainee receives instruction in carpentry, 
blocklaying, plastering, painting and a certain amount of 
plumbing. 

The Rural Development Squadron is commanded by 
\'IOI Isoa Vakaciwa assisted by 1.1011 "Cookie" Uajori ta.'1i and 
well kno•m Ssgt Sam Naqelevuki. no 1 Troop Commander is 
Sgt "Duke" Duikete, No 2 Ssgt Raikadroka, No 3 Sgt Joe 
Ramacake and Sgt Raura, No 4 Troop Sgt "Sugar" Nailatimate 
(surname used to be Sukanai valu) and Sgt Domoika. Although 
the ranks of these commanders are lower than is usual in a 
Squadron organisation, the standard of discipline is 
extre!nely high, the work output excellent and morale 
couldn't be better. This is some achievement in itse~f 
considering the field conditions and tente~ accomcodat~on 
wnich comprises their permanent acco~m<;>dat~on bo~h on work 
siteo and in the main camp, due to l1m1ted stand1ng 
accommodation. 

/Currently 



Currently, the RD Sqn has two troops on ?:1akogai 
Is'nnd (the old Pacific Basin Leper Colony) ussist ~ng t he 
Ap:;ic u ture Dept with land clearing il:l a coconut plantat ion, 
erecti n of fencing, repa~rs to build~~ and seawaJl& . 
and the repair of a large water reservo~r and reticulat~on 
sche:::e. 

.~other Troop is also assisting the Agriculture 
~ept at ~adi by construction a 12,000 gallon water tank , a 
concrete pig breeding structure, a couple of RC Irish 
crossings a dam/ford in the river and the erect ion of a 
huge cattie race/pen system all of which will form the 
basis of a cattle7pig breeding and quarantine station. 

The remaining Troop is employed in camp on 
various construction tasks pending deployment onto a Rural 
Development !ask. 

The raising of a second RD Squadron has been 
delayed until such time as the first is deployed 
per:nanently and there are enough camp facilities tc.- cope 
with another two hundred men. 

I am assisted in the Ene;r HQ by Captain Bill 
Rasari, who will replace me at the end of the to~·. Bill 
Kearney, Dave Futter and "Sinny" Sinclair from RNZE and 
twenty other R.Fr-'!F Engr pers. 

The twenty-two RF!olF Engineers who are just 
completing their 12 months SME training, will be posted 
into appointments le:rt vacant for them in all RFMF Engr 
Units. 

The fifteen men who will replace them ~n NZ are 
at present attached as a section to this HQ and are 
completing their O'seas documentation and looking forward 
to the TOD. 

• We have.just been visited by a group of officers 
from ~fZ :epresent~g the various formations and Units who 
~~11 be ~nvolved.in this year's series of Tropic Dawn/Days • 
• ro ~neer r?p ~n the recon party so I can only assume 
RNZ~ are keep~ng all their places for the exercises pr oper. 
If so :-re w~ll h~ve the opportunity of shovring you f irs t 
r,and wnat tJ:te f~rst year of an Engineer Grouping has been 
able to ach~eve. 

-ooOOoo-

~o ioung Officers, 

your 
that 
were 

~en on leave of absence, never come back to 
"L:une; as that might cause people to think 
you had nowhere to s t ay, or t hat your friends 
tired of you. 

Advice to Offi cers of the 
British Army etc 178 2 
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1 RNZIR SINGAPORE 

Those of you who decided the Sapper World in 
1 RNZIR was fairly quiet in the latter part of 1975 are 
correct, however, the first two months of 76 have evened 
the balance~ 

EX DAMAYAN 

Members of 1 RNZIR and attached RNZE personnel 
~rom New ~ealand have just returned from a 34 days deployment 
~n the Ph~lippinea on Exercise DAJ~YAN, ~as SEATEX-53. 
Launched as a SEATO ci v:i.c action exercise in three areas 
of LUZON, SEATEX 53 enabled the NZ Team to construct two 
school buildings at two si tea in ALAMINOS, Pangasinan 
Province. 

After a series of conferences and r~con in the 
Philippines in 1975 during which the project officer sorted 
out the ground rules such as who was paying f or the cement, 
the steel, the beer and other vital project s t ores, the NZ 
Team formed early in January 1976. Lead by l'Iaj Mike Farlane 
1 RNZIR - Team Leader 14 hand picked criminals from l RNZIR 
including the IO Capt Dick Sampson, got themselves together 
and as many stores as you can fit into a 0130 for the trip 
ahead. Cpl 'Ossy' Orsborne - RNZEME of 18 T'pt Coy Singapore 
and Cpl 'Peso Fete 1 Crawford NZ Pay Unit Singapore made up 
the rest of the team with Ssgt Tony Hawkins and Cpl Bill 
Leach of 2 Fd Sqn and Cpl Dan Bagust of 6 Fd Sqn, who 
arrived just prior to deployment from New Zealand. 

The airhead was CLARK AIR BA.SE which is 
the closest thing going to the 53rd. state and an 
ideal staging point. After a quick recon of the 
Airmens Open Club, the team moved out of CLARK on 
1 5 Jan 76 and sped painlessly up the National 
Highway by Philipino bus to ALAMINOS - the exercise area. 
The project officer, Capt Sampson, who was supposed to know 
the ropes, followed up in the rear with the convoy of stores 
transport and after a series of breakdmms finished the 
200km trip much later that night. 

The golden rule on these exercises seems to be to 
get the personal admin sorted out first, so the team got 
cracking on the Base Camp and soon had the area completed 
including a very professional looking ·~~ss Tent' and a 
shower unit. It was then that we looked closely at our 
vehicles on loan from the Philippine Army 51st Engineer 
Brigade - and they were something else. Anyway, after 
the EME fitter had recovered from the initial shock, we 
tied one of his hands onto a spanner and chained his tool
box onto his leg and left him to sort the problems out. 

/The exercise 

--ooOOoo-
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The exercise officially started on 19 Jan 76, 
and while the Team Leader was down in Nanila ~inking 
down all the cocl~ails at the Opening Ceremon1es,.the real 
work started on the sites. BALANGOBONG school s1te. 
was flat and fairly straightforw~d so Cpl Leach dec1~ed 
he had better have that job; wh1lst Cpl Bagust got h1s 
brain into gear on PALAMIS school site which was anything 
but easy. By the end of the first week Cpl Leach was 
well ahead on foundations and Cpl Bagust was out of the 
mud on his job and looking like holding back 4ft of fill 
which somebody pushed in as a building platform. \'le 
learnt later that it is normal in the Philippines to build 
on unconsolidated fill; hovTever, ground beams and piers of 
reinforced concrete were the only acceptable answer and that 
was the way it went. At about this time the Team Leader 
made his entrance and set his pace by going down to the 
petrol point for gasoline and bringing back diesel - he 
was promptly excused since even some RNZE officers have 
made that mistake, until he gave the "diesel" away to the 
Philipinos who promptly diagnosed it as kerosene!! 

Apart from different foundation construction, 
both buildings were essentially the same and consisted of 
MARCOS steel portal frames, GI roofing and reinforced 
masonry panels with timber partitions and joinery. 
~aterials were always something of a problem and the 
Construction Supervisor Ssgt Hawkins was kept busy looking 
for a concrete block that didn't crumble when it was picked 
up; looking for timber that was straight; looking for 
steel connections that didn't arrive and a host of things 
but we never ran out of anything- not quite!! 

The nerve centre of these exercises is of course 
the Base Camp and the team was ably supported by Ssgt 
'Nangi' McFarlane Admin NCO 1 RNZIR who ran the best bar 
with the lorTest prices in the business. other very important 
people there were Cpl Laurie Turner the team cook and Cpl 
'Peso Pete' . Crawford.the ~eam finance clerk. The only thing 
that talks 1n the Fh1lipP1nes is us. Dollars and Pesos -
hundred~ of them, consequently Cpl Crawford was a Key man 
ev~ry t1me something was purchased - everything from a 
~a1n~ ?rush.to 100 bags of cement. The team medic- Cpl 
Doe. :"ranc1s 1 RHZIR, was also kept busy in the camp 

ster111zing the drinking vTater - that happened about once 
every two days. . ~.~ 

~n·f.;~ /lvork vras 
> t;~: . <>:1·;:~_. 

,(· ' '• '·'- ":.. :,J 
' 
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. Work was pretty solid at 10 hrs a day and after 
a fortn1ght the team stopped long enough +.o go and explore 
the local scenery. ALAMINOS is in fact, clos~ to a renowned 
area known as the 100 Islands which lie off-shore 3-4 miles 
and proved to be a great place to get away from it all -
S:.m M1guel helped the team to really enjoy the islands 
which are something of a haven. 

By the end of the third week both sites were 
ahead of schedule with frames erected, roofing complete 
and generally looking like the drawings but not like the 
locally assembled buildings at all. (NZ :&iiiding Inspectors 
would probably turn deathly white if they saw some of the 
structures in ALANINOS and would completely expire if they 
were shown such delicacies as locally made concrete blocks -
we tried to bring back but could not 'catch' a whole one.) 

Before starting the final stage of closing in, 
the team took a well-earned two day break and travelled 
along a very scenic route and up through Bc~et Province to 
BATUIO, 5000' ASL. Camp John Hay, previously a R&R centre 
for US forces in South Vietnam, became home fc~ the night 
and was found to have everything that is not t.·railable in a 
tented base camp - just everything. The expl oration of 
BAGUIO City complete, the team descended down the mountain 
in one of those maniacal Philipino buses to the strains of 
"over we go". 

The final stages proved a 
little slower than expected 
due mainly to chronically 
unreliable plant and when the 
floor concrete was still being 
placed at 1900 hours one 
evening, even the project 
officer was observed to be 
driving everyone on as he 
filled up the mixer yet once 
more (now did I ever tell you 

how we placed coral concrete in Tarawa, mate?) However, 
there is nothing like seeing the end in sight to get everyone 
cracking - even the Team Leader, although as one vi si ~or. JUt 
it, he wasn't sure if the Major was supposed to be palnt1ng 
himself or the building. 

Both buildings were completed and handed over on 
time during a pretty elaborate ceremony where ~s ~sual, 
all the wrong people got the plaques of apprec1at1on and 
the doers got nothing and then the team retreated for San 
l'l!iguel. 

Packing up the camp on 19 Feb 76 proved to be 
llo al Pl for miles arrived for quite a performance. c peo e . . timber 

the perks and swooped in after anyth1ng go1ng sp~e ill • 
strin nails, empty tins - just anything. Even. u Y • 
ever~hing was loaded and after a trouble free tr1p, was 
soon back at CLARK for the air move back to Singapore. 

/The team 
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The team followed later after a heavy farewell -
social programme in ALAMINOS and by 23 Feb had completed 
the unfinished exploration of CLARK and ANGELES City and 
their dollars and were ready for anything except the 10 hr 
flight by Bristol Freighter back to Singapore. 

There always has to be a rear party and the 
Project Officer, with the finance clerk along to confuse 
the issue, descended on the NZ Embassy in ~~la to explain 
what happened to the fUnds before themselves flying back 
with the stores lifts by B170 on 27 Feb 76. 

Reguieo 

Exercise DA~IAYAN proved to be a moat successful 
exercise; Corps people got involved in a new theatre; 
a lot was learnt about the Philippines; all members had a 
pretty enjoyable and rewarding time. SEATO has just about 
wound down but if there is a SEATEX 54 the competition to 
get on the team will be pretty tough if I am not mistaken. 

-ooOOoo-

In ~h7 last resort the end of all mill tary 
tr~~n~ and the deciding factor in battle is 
that ~1vate So and So will have, of his own 
free Wlll, to advance to his front in face of 
the en~my. All.the immense preparation, 
exp~nd1ture, training and equipment of war are 
des1gned for and dependent upon, what happens 
at th':l-t moment. If the soldier fails the test 
all Wlll have been in vain. ' 

Lectures on Generalship. Lord v/avell 

--ooOOoo-

Centipede sitting 
with its legs 

crossed 

~dam ~ras the first lusty Sapper • \fuen 
~~es=~~! ~~~ a~!Y fro~d the Garden of Eden 
five days E ave, am returned after 
for this ~arlve ~nquired into the reason 
"Hy leaf's upf..re urn and Adam replied 
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ODE TO AN EXPENSES CLAHI 

I have a claims form 
Sign here if you please; 
It's called an expense sheet, 
Designed for unease. 
I was out for the day, 
And for lunch had a steak; 
If I book its full cost, 
The Reserve Bank will break. 
So I claim just a dollar, 
And I bear the rest; 
Or the Admin >Till holler, 
Hy image be messed. 
I enter my dollar, 
And then certify 
That for 38 cents 
No lunch could I buy. 
I sign in two places 
rly own autograph 
Then I ask for my boss's 
That's good for a laugh. 
I now see the Chief Clerk 
lvho, with manner bright, 
Checks my computations 
To see they are right. 
And when he's concluded, 
I'm on the right lines; 
He writes mystic numbers, 
And his name he signs. 
With spaces now filling, 
I rapidly move 
To the room of the one 
Who has power to approve. 
He peruses the sheet 
l,/i th thorough precision, 
And when satisfied 
He signs with decision. 
I rush to Accounts, 
\1hich experience shocks, 
As I ask the Imprestee: 
"Quick open the box!" 
As he gives me the money, 
A third time I sign: 
The sum of one dollar 
Is happily mine. 

Adapted from the Journal of Combined 
Social Clubs of the HOIVD. 

Content removed due 
to copyright
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GHAPT~R THIRTEEN 

idTI CLES AND REPORTS 

Ta.ENTHAN NOTES 

A busy year to date in Trentham: 

~nnual Camps kept the engineer representative 
at 1 JO.;) busy . The corps pers at 1 Base Wks ps were 
involved with the construction of showers for 7 RNZIR 
who called in at Trentham at the end of Triad (less 1 
Pte - missing). 

The Atiu film was shown to 1 Base Ord Depot 
pars (mil and civ) and went over well. The intention 
was to give the bnckroom people an insight into w,.at all 
the ?ricrity One demands for Atiu were about. It 
achieved tr~s and also (so I was told by several civ~lians) 
":le stored their Faith in the NZ Army". 

Lcpl Levy has changed corps and is now a 
!!!ember of RNZE!l!E. 

Lcpl and f.lrs Sulli van now have a son ( 10 Jan 76) 
David Edward - Edward after the then QC 1 Base Wksp - who 
immediately tendered his resignation. 

Sgt Tripp has gone right off bikies - a bent 
car brought this about. 

Sgt Hopley has been posted attached or 
something to Def H~, but we hear he will be back!! 

--ooOOoo-

To me, it is interesting to reflect that 
if in years to come, some schoolboy, or 
even grown man is asked to name the greatest 
French Commander in Hitler's war he will 
reply "General de Gaulle" - who in fact 
commanded nothing more in battle than an 
armoured division, and that only for a 
short time! 

f.lontgomery of Alamein 1 960 

--ooOOoo-
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SAPPBRS GOSPEL CHAPTER ~~ 

. It came to pass that in the first mont h of t he 
nlneteent~ hundred and three score years plus sixteen, 
of the relgn of that fabulous King, Democracy were 
gathered together a great company of men. ' 

. And behold, they were assembled at a spot 
herelnafte: to be referr~d to as Tangi-moaner, which means 
the departlng p~ace of mlnd. And this multitude were 
called by the Wlse men of HQ Something, as were their fore
fathers who had fought the war to end war. 

, ~t lo, amongst this assembly was a company 
of flne bodles of men; ay, verily, they ~Tere the cream 
of the assembled warriors, and they were named the Squadron 
Wank Wank. ' 

Then did the forefathers and new fathers of this 
Garden of Tangi-moaner begin to educate and e~~ighten those 
warriers; ay, verily, t heir training did progress even as 
do numbers on clay tablet s or leave records , as one-two
three-one. And seeking wisdom as a pearl at any price, 
so did they win the favours or CB of the sages, who spoke 
to them saying: "Verily, woodhead, crank not the bridge 
with the crank-handle". 

And again: "Jacko, I beseech thee, take the beam 
out of thine eye. Thou hast indeed two left feet". 

Thus did the training proceed apace, and the men 
learn to cross their brooks as they did appear, and to this 
end, urged on by such as the jolly commander, the son of his 
father. 

And at nightfall, when that the OC had pronounced 
to them the magic word: Dismiss, there was much rejoicing 
in the tents of these sappers, and at that dwelling named 
the Canteen, which means the departing place of spirits: 
ay, verily, their rejoicings were heard in the heavens above 
and on the earth beneath. 

And it came to pass that on the forty-ninth day 
from the time the warriors had been at Tangi-Moaner that 
they were sent on a journey to the homes of their fathers. 
The name of this journey was Fi-Nal Leave, and behold 
the sappers were exceeding glad. 

After the space of ten days they did return, 
refreshed in mind, body and with spirits. And fo7 some 
days thereafter they were Sik-oda-boos, a strange lllness 
which had visited them at the homes of their fathers. 

/And then 
-ooOOoo--

Is this statement correct or not incorrect? 
The discovery of electricity was a 

shocking experience? 
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And then did the warriors prepare t~ leave . 
th"s l:md overflowing with 1-Tind and ste1-1, to Journey J.nto 
th~ wilderness and fight their enemies in the land of Afar. 
But they did not follow their brethren of Papa-kura; not 
even in forty days and thirty nights did they leave • 

For beaold the patriarch of these Holdfasts 
did speak to them in' a voice of thunder, saying "~en-chow • 
Thou shalt return once more to the homes of your kin and 
kinder . Upon the return thou shalt not come hither but 
will wilt in the sun of the Linton of Camp. I have 
spoken and thou shouldst knowest my voice by now." 

Thus spoke the patriarch, and behold, the whole 
Squadron spoke as one man, saying in a loud voice: 
"\v acko, " which means , so be it. 

And behold, before they did depart on this new 
journey, these warriors did visit the abode of those angels 
of the skies, the Air Force and likewise those of the 
vultures, and did disturb their resting place of Oha-kea. 
Verily, they did leave their names in this place. 

And it came to pass that they returned to their 
new abode, many still under the influence of the good spirits 
which had been with them on their way. Then did they learn 
to live in the huts of their forefathers. 

And behold, many did say that the warriors were 
to leave this camp soon, saying "Verily, we shall be 
leaving tomorrow. This is the whole truth and nothing 
but the truth, so lend me a bob." 

And verily the warriors had to leave the land of 
their fathers to go to the wilderness overseas. And there 
was much weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth at their 
departure, and a mighty multitude did wave farewell. 

And behold, I did dream a dream, and did see 
those sam~ sappers going down to the C in a ship. I saw 
them hangJ.ng from the lee side of a boat and they were as 
green as the water below. I saw them in a city gaily 
coloured, and they had helped paint the city in that bright 
colour. I saw them with the wine, with the women and with 
th~ wank-wank, and with .the head-dress and emblems of another 
trJ.be. 

Then too, they faded into the distance as the mist 
fades in the morning, and I awoke. 

And verily, verily, a voice was whispering in 
my ear saying: "Awake, awake, feet on the floor thou 
slackgard, or thou shalt not shave till noon, and then 
indeed, thou shalt be on the mat. n ' 

And behold, a drowsy echo did come from the sleeping sapper 

"Democracy - Mbula vinaka - sik-oda-boos" 

--ooOOoo--
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:JEPARTMI!;NT OF Ll..i:FENCE 

PROMCYHON EXAMINATIONS 19'Z' 

PAPER A 

GENERAL KNO'IlLiiDGE 

Instructions to candidates: 

Time allowed - seven weeks 
One extra week allowed for reading 

this paper 
Answer any TWO questions 
Each question is worth 50 marks 
Where appropriate, answers vrlOuld be 

illustrated with carefully 
labelled diagrams. 

1 • vlho won v/orld War Two? 

2. Who came Second? 

3. '.ihat is a Silver Dollar made of? 

4. i!:xplain Einstein's Theory of Hydrodynamics OR 
write your name in block letters. 

5o Spell the following: (a) Dog (b) Cat 
(c) Carrot 

6. At what time is News at Nine? 

7. Name the odd man out of the following: 

Cardinal Heenan, The Pope, Jack the Ripper, 
Archbishop of Canterbury .. 

8. Approximately how many Commandments was Noses 
given? 

9. There has been six Kings of England named George, 
the latest being George VI. Name the other five. 

10. Who built Stevenson's Rocket? 

11. '.'/rite down the numbers from 1 to 10 (marks will 
be deducted for every number out of sequence). 

12. What musical instrument does Phil the Fluter play? 

13. Of what country is Dublin the capital? 

Candidates must not write on more than 
two sides of the paper. 



14. 

• r . . 
1l • 

17. 

18. 
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.Llo you understand Newton's Law of Gravity? 
(Answer Yes or No). 

Jpot the deliberate mistake: "An apple a day 
sathers no moss". 

1lho is the odd man out? 

Pr esident de Gaulle, Long T~l man fro~ 
Texas, Chief Engineer, Prec~ous ~~Kenz~e. 

Is a I>uDker: (a) a _person who dips. 
biscuits in his tea (b) a contrac?pt~ve 
(c) a lorry for motorway construct~ on 

Name the winning jockey in the 1975 
Greyhound Derby. 

\·lho built the great Pyramids? 

(a) 5 Spt Sqn (b) 1110"1/D 
(d) Waikato Earthmovers. 

(c) Pharoahs 

zc. In the 1974 Sheepdog Trials, how many were 
found guilty? 

-ooOOoo--

Both President Lincoln and President Kennedy 
were concerned with the issue of civil rights. 

Lincoln was elected in 1860, Kennedy in 1960. 
Both were slain on a Friday in the presence 
of their wives. 

5oth were shot from behind and in the head. 
~heir successors were named Johnson and 
both were in the Senate, and Southern 
Democrats. 

Andrew Johnson was born in 1808, Lynden Johnson 
in 1908. 

Both Presidents' wives lost children through 
death while in the White House. 

~incoln's Secretary, whose name was Kennedy, 
advised him not to go to the theatre. 
Kennedy's Secretary whose name was Lincoln 
advised him not to go to Dallas. 

Booth shot Lincoln in a theatre and ran to a 
warehouse, Oswald shot Kennedy from a 
warehouse and ran to a theatre. 

Lincoln and Kennedy both contain seven letters. 
Andrew Johnson and Lynden Johnson both 

contain 13 letters. 
Jonn Hilkes Booth and Lee Harvey Oswald 

both contain 15 letters. 

-ooOOoo-



.,, s ;)O :; 'T Y..Ncw He,, ::Fc:KY ·.~ E '\. rt ~, 
(from the Fred Jag1: LI') 

~ ::~ speaking to a m3.te of mine - just the (J ~r;er da 
:e 7;y b C'3.lle~ ~rue~ B'3.yl iss actu'1.lly - who li ve.;-3.-u/ our w:..y 
; . ee~ l1v1ng 1n EuropP - for the ye~r more or l~ss 
~ S::tli How was Europe Bruce?" He says ''Fre::l. its a mess". 

de 1on't kno~ how lucky we are mate 
'lie :ion' t kno~-: hov1 lucky we are. 

A Parish Bea!l~h:w::k~o~C:eless children 

(Baud 011 Jl''i/kie'.r pic/Hrr, circa t8zz.) 

Relief Troops going up to the T renches. 1917. The" Duckboard" track wlnd.s t~rou'(h 
the shattered remains of a wood. which is lit up by Aares sent up from the trenchet 

(From o .rlutrb madi' in Sanctuary !Food, 1918.) 

e ~ather-in-law's feeling pretty pleRsed witr. himself 
::e 's been l iving i n Greece - for the .good of his health 
: said '' How was t he climate, a.nd how W'3.S your ye3.r? 
:'he sheilas look l ike blokes - and of course the blokes 

are all queer. 
~~e Turks and the Arabs - well, they live far too near 
\n:i if you ' re gonna h'lve a re3.lly good time- you might as 

well live here." 

" s"'.id ''Yo·c.. :ion ' t know hovr lucky you are, Fred 
>8 don't know how l ucky we are". 

The Suez Canal at ittf'narrowest part. 
(From a pl)()/ogrcph aboul 191.::.) 
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i.:·~n1 t e 1 :ou~~h anj ~hick - orrh - ~re ni -l.,t he::ore .. !.St 

~~,, ro, s the :UY io>m there or. the floor 1~i th his hr·1in dt 
'1 t h~lf r" <st 

lookin~ re~lly b~d ~ate your eves look 
·like ..... rinc-s" 

an eight will you ~red Fle~se - I can't 
see a thing". 

1 e i 1 1• '+ rl:r.o·.• .:011 .: ' ~cky ·,e are m.'lte 
,;e !('~'+ i-::ncll' how lu.cky we 'lre. 

Adolf Hitler 
1 r,,.,J 12 pbolflgr.;fh.) Queen Victoria.. 

(From tbt portrait by Angeli.) 

~ -;u:: I know who li vas in town - see him 'bout once a year 
··e 's h'l i 3. ~cronary since Easter he's got a haemorrhage in 

his ear 
~e went bar.krupt a couple of weeks back now ~is wife's 

left him too 
~ s-,._i ''Ycu're looking odd mate- you're looking queer 

what are you goin-a-do?" 

e ~ +~ ".:e ior' 't r:now how lucky we are ?red'' 
a s.ii "~e ior.'t know how lucky we are". 

Florence Ni-r;htu1@'ale m the Military Hospital at Scutari, 1855. 
(li.i.•·ul M a t·onhmpura':J print.) A Boer of the time of the Boer War 

.,. 

.I 



~-P 3tock "~';ent 's got a be:J.ch house - where he SpP.rds most 
of his d:J.;{s 

~!is wi:'e hit the dust 1own there last ye'3.r - got eaten by 
a couple of crays 

\.r.d his t1·1o littlest daughters - ~ot killed by a whale 
I S'lid ''\re you going' down there this year?" 'ie s:J.id ''Fred 

right on the nail". 

·le don't know how fortunate we are - to have that pl3.ce 
:1 e don't know how proprietous are the circumstances Frederick 

Edlson Invented the phonograph. 

Jo if things are looking really bad - if you're thinking 
of giving it away 

Remember New Zealand's a cracker- and I reckon- come 
what may 

If things get apallingly bad - if we all get atrociously 
poor 

If we stand in the queue with out hats on - we can borrow 
a few million more. 

·!le don't know how lucky we are 
',{e just don't realise how fortun::tte we are 
·!le 've no idea of the luck we possess 
·:le just don't know how lucky we all are. 

Sir Ceorge Grey. 
(l'roi!J o p!Jo/ograph.) 

The Ensign of New Zealand. 
(From " Admiralty Flags/') 
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A li t"tle researcr. shows tnat the name 
.-..:t-' . ...;;;.;:_ .3.'UDGING scands for "Audtralian 
.:leinforced ~oncrete :·!esh Jrid,ging". 

A.S -:, .e ec-n.ti valent material ctSed for this 
type of oridging in NZ is known as 'JtC ;~Sn 
standing for "Hurricane Reinforced .:oncrete 
. :esil '', I therefore suggest t!~2.t tne 
~ooenclatare for tLiS type of bridging 
snculd oe changed tu "Hurricane :Oridging" 
i:J.Ste:c.d of attributing ti1e nane to our· 
erstm:.L: .. e :!'riends across the Tasman. 

3- ]) • 

--ooOOoo--

! have a sist er Anna 
And she plays on the piano 
.3ile goes hamm3r, hommer • hammer 
And her mother says "Oh damn her!" 

--ooOOoo--

Content removed due to copyright
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A HIGH';IAY CALL.i!.'D A::lGO 

'rhe Old 

--
The choking dust - the searing heat 
The aching bones - the chafing seat 
The howling winds - the pelting rain 
The mile-long pothole - the adled brain 
The freezing cold - the sudden snow 
The bloody wipers - the refusal to go 
Th e washouts to dodge - the creeks to ford 
The destination - in the hands of t he Lord! 
Such was the road - the old one a mess 
Two hours of torture - just for a rest. 

The New 

BUT now today- just look what we've got 
A brand nmv road - believe it or not 
Designed for speed for comfort for views; 
'lli th rests aplenty - for a cuddle or snooze! 
High cost for sure- this is what you'd expect 
But you should bloody well get there -

without being wrecked! 
You should get there, too, in new record times 
To do more shooting and nature climbs. 
But remember you 'sporties' as you get thicker, 
'tie didn't just build it so YOU could die quicker; 
So keep your speed down - especially in fog, 
Keep your eye on the weather - lay off the grog! 

Adauted from the Journal of 
Combined Social Clubs of the 
NO':lD. 
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